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PREFACE.

tint of the surgical results of the war in the

( Timea lias as yet appeared, the only attempt to supply

the desideratum being, so far as the author knows,

papers contributed by himself in 1855-56 to the "Edin-

Ji Medical Journal." These being written hurriedly

1'rom eamp, were of course unrevised by the writer when

,
r

through the press, hence the existence in them <>i

man : while some of their statistics, although

:ully compiled by the authorities in camp, have been

Mind, by comparison at home, to lie inaccurate. IIow-

r,
as these statistics were supposed to represent the

i--d during tlie entire war, while those nw
published only reter to the latter half, it is not improbable

that they are more nearly correct than they thus ap

. h ii ; thought that the following outline

not be table to the profession. It was

printed several months ago. but its publication was de-

layed, in order to obtain the obvious advantages afforded

iieGoverinm xpcetcd,

<>nly just bin i finished, and a resurnt of them will

'mid in the Appendix to this volume.
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The author, though for many reasons regretting the

delay which has taken place in submitting the following

paires to the public, is gratified however to find that his

views and deductions have been so completely confirms!

l>y the Government Beport, and by the work of M.

Scrive, both of which have appeared since his book lias

been printed.

It is with great deference that this little work is given

to the public; but the writer does so under the conviction

that some record of our surgical experience in the East

is desirable, and he bases his own claim to a fair and

impartial hearing, simply on his having had the good

fortune to see so much of the surgery of the war, first at

Constantinople and Scutari during the greater part of

the early period when the patients were chiefly treated

there, and, latterly, in the Crimea during the last year of

the campaign, when few cases left camp unconcluded.

The Crimean war with its hardships and triumphs has

passed into the calm page of history, and remains only

in its stirring memories to those who took part in it.

Never, perhaps, did any campaign attract so gre.:

share of the world's attention, or engage so much of its

sympathies ;
and never again, perhaps, will such a con-

currence of political circumstances bring together

friends or foes so many nationalities. England enlisted

with heart and hand in the contest, and, it is to be hoped,

has gained much from the experience it brought, as lu-r
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future will, in no small degree, depend on the use that is

made of this dear-bought experience.

But this -Teat war lias, unfortunately, added little

to our medical knowledge. Its short duration prevented

this : yet it has shown us wounds of a severity, perhaps.

never before equalled ;
it has enabled us to observe the

effects of missiles introduced for the first time into war-

tfonled us an opportunity of watching how

dyscrasial disease may complicate injuries, and render

skill abortive
;
and it has helped us to observe the develop-

ment of those "diseases of circumstances" which may

sweep away an army without any other weapon. Besides.

every such war must furnish some surgical tacts which arc

worthy of being chronicled, and must afford the surgeon

some lessons which, without adding to his kimwl

-olutely new, are yet worthy of 1><

. A great war, in short, is a great epoch in

"iiward march of surgical science, when the slowly

rated teachings of civil life are tested on a grand

scale in the presence of representatives frin every school.

J

"
-n lively sought, and can-fully systematized, the

experiences which are obtained in the field, mi-lit

become the most reliable and useful which can be any-

\vhere collected, ftfl iio\vheiv arc t h ci rcuiiist ances which

modify results m<>re easily trace.], or more uniform in

. I 'ntbrtunately. however, the vicissitudes,

hardships, and uncertainties of a campaign, pn
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difficulties of no small moment to the collection and

arrangement of observations. The numerous duties

which devolve on the military surgeon, prevent that

close attention being paid to purely professional <jucs

tions which would be requisite for the establishment of

accurate conclusions, while the constant shifting of

patients from one hospital station to another, occasions

the loss or interruption of records bearing on the treat-

ment of disease and injury.

The shortness and abrupt termination of the war

were unquestionably a great loss to the advancement of

surgery, however great was the gain otherwise to huma-

nity. We had, at its close, just overcome the preliminary

difficulties to be anticipated by a State long at peacv.

and whose military organisation was defective
;

and

when we might reasonably have expected, had there

been another campaign, to have garnered something

valuable from its very miseries and sufferings. But just

when in a position to investigate many questions with

precision and advantage, the opportunity passed away.

The value to be attached to the statistics of any war,

must be left to the reader. The writer believes that

those having reference to that in the Crimea, are as

correct as any can be which are collected under such

circumstances. All the figures given in the body of

the book, except when otherwise stated, refer merely

to the period after April 1, 1855, as it was found
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impossible to compile tln-m with any accuracy for the

previous period. In this way, a very large number

of the WOimded, and very many operations, arc not

included in these fiiruivs : and hence, too, why a differ-

ent hearing must be given to many of the questions

1 than these figures will warrant. Thus, for

iple, the writer has himself seen more cases of

some operations performed in the East, than appear

in the returns. It was thought better, therefore, to

restrict the statistical enumeration to the period whose

records were correct although it is always to be remem-

bered, that what was true of the latter part of the war, is

by no means substantiated by the experience of the first

part.

The writer lias to acknowledge with gratitude his

obligations to Dr. Smith, Director-General, not only

for supplying him with the figures contained in the 1x)dy

>ut also for affording him free access to the

its on the ( 'liina and Indian \\

To Depaty-InspectOf Taylor, C.B. of Chatham, and

Professor Tholozan of the \'al-de-( irace, now first

physician to the Shah of Persia, the writer is under

oblivions, as well as to Professors

Moimu-r and Le-ouest of the Yal-de-( i race, who kindly

.oniinunicateil tl. of their at Constan-

tinople. Th- would also r.x press his thank

many friend.- who have supplied him with notes of
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cases, some of which are given in the following pages as

illustrations of the questions discussed.

The value of surgery is nowhere so appreciated as on

the field of battle, and the author rejoices to acknow-

ledge how nobly our art is represented by the present

race of military surgeons. In guarding the health,

treating the wounds and sicknesses of his fellow-sold irrs.

the surgeon most truly participates in their glories and

triumphs.
" En les arrachant aux dangers de leurs

blessures," says the famous Percy,
"
leurs triomphes de-

viennent notre ouvrage ;
la vie qu-ils tiennent de nous,

nous associe en quelque fac,on & leur gloire ;
et chaque

service que reqoit d'eux la patrie, est un present dont

elle est encore redevable & nos soins."

ERRATA.

Page 140, line 8,/or "distal" read "
proximal.'

1

ii
iiutc./or "Ilcnman" read "

-
25G, line 12,/or "Le Drau" read "

'

285,
"

19,/w
" fractures of the extremities of hone

"
raid fractures m' th<>

long boucs of the e.Mrcinilics.''
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NOTES
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SURGERY OF THE CRIMEAN WAR,
&cv &c.

CHAPTER I.

The History and Physical Characters of tlu> Crimea Its Climate and Geology The

Changes of the Seasons during the Ocoi'iiatii-n of the Allies The Ste;

of the Interior Vegetation and Resources

: Diseases.

As special reference is made in the follow

diseases which prevailed in the HritMi 'ring

its occupation of the Crimea, and to the marked inllr

exercised by i e on wounds, it may not l>e i\ med

either irrelevant or u jirelimi-

BI 1.: lef the

'ter of the ('

I'he i ! Jixinus), and th- ("intries

which I*' ' is and Unman
;

. more asscx i
11 that was ulonmy and

horril.lc, than any other .
. Their

poets shmnd.-d these and

peopled them, like Milton with all
u
m<>n>troU8,

all
jirodiirii'i; ^;" "Gorgons, a and

;" or, at the best, win, n in human

:s to human ! and

murderous, .- ; to a goddess as san.n
1 the
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Bowhanie of the East, every unfortunate mariner that

chanced to be cast on their rugged coast.* The Laestri-

gones, Cimmerians, and Tauri, by whom the Chersonesus

Taurica, or modern Crimea was peopled, were to the

aiK-iont mind the very type of all that was savage and

relentless, and the peculiarly bloody rites of their wor-

ship have engaged the attention of poets, alike ancient

and modern. Euripides, in his "
Iphigenia in Taurid,"

has immortalized the name of the cruel priestess who

presided over these horrid observances; and both

Goethe and Racine have transferred her evil fame to

their respective languages. ^Eschylus has bound the

tortured Prometheus to some rock of this precipitous

coast, and opens his great tragedy with lines which con-

vey to us the distance and loneliness which he attached

to the scene of his hero's prison ;f and the Tiistia of

Ovid has rendered familiar to all readers of Latin, the

dismay and despair with which that poet regarded his

fate when doomed to dwell on the opposite shore.

It might be expected that a region associated with

such horrors and dangers, natural and supernatural,

should form the poet's favourite scene for adventures and

achievements transcending the ordinary experience and

prowess of man. Accordingly, the Crimea occupied of

old the place given to enchanted castles, and dragon-

guarded palaces, in the romances of the middle ages,where

the most redoubted heroes were to signalize superhuman

*
Virgil, Georg. lib. iii. v. 349, et ss.

Semper hyems, semper spirantis frigora Cauri.

Turn Sol pallentes baud unquam discutit umbras.

See also Ovid's Metam., lib. viii. v. 788.

t X9ONO2, fjt.iv If
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bravery, faith, and endurance. Here the Argonauts

triumphed over difficulties insurmountable to men of

common mould; here Pylades and Orestes met the

crowning adventure of their arduous course
;
and here it

was, according to the opinion of many scholars, that

Ulysses passed through the severest ordeals encountere<l

during his many weary wanderings.*
But passing by poetic myth and legend, we find, even

long before the historic period, some indications of the

habits of the occupants of the Crimea in the rocks ci

vail j;ible to-day as they were thousands of y

ago. The strange dwellings excavated in the chalk

-, and universally attributed to the Troglodytes,

iy prove that that people belonged to one of tin-

great Seyihian families, which at one period overspread
A hole north-east of Asia and Kurope. Then written

history tells us. that alter the Scythians, the adventurous

and colonizing Greeks occupied the Crime, i, carrying

with tin-in the enriching power of their commerce, and

the ivlinin-- inilii. !ieir civilization.

Th'- flourishing cstaMishmeiits of the, .Milesians aloii^

nth coast (B.C. oOO), and the powerful republic of

'BOD on the south-west, became the marts where

the corn of the Crimean plains then richly productive

from careful cultivation- was exchanged for the luxu-

ries and delicacies of ;

. But, more than this.

s, curiously embroidered cloths.

e.ted over a wide area, as well as immense <ju:>.ntitie>

rare exported from the harlioiirs. and the art-

treasures of Athens and of Corinth eagerly purchased

urn.

* See especially the able work of Dutx>i de Monti-
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The resistless progress of Kome towards universal

conquest, destroyed the territorial power of Greece, and

necessarily weakened her colonies and dependencies,

however distant. We accordingly find that the Greek

cities of the Crimea were, shortly after this period, sub-

jugated by the great Mithridates of Pontus, and de-

prived of their pre-eminence, which for many centuries

they did not regain. Mithridates was, after a most

heroic and long-continued struggle with Eome in the

very zenith of her military greatness, at length over-

thrown (B.C. 64) ;
and the Crimea, with his other do-

minions, fell under the sway of the empire.

The country enjoyed consideration for a long time

thereafter, as guarding the Euxine from the Sarmatians,

and other northern tribes, who eagerly sought its waters

as the highway to the rich and soft climes along its

southern borders. At length, however, the Goths

effected what had defied the Sarmatians. Without

dwelling on the romantic story, which says that their

great ancestor, Odin, fled from the banks of Azof to

escape the fetters of all-conquering Rome, and on the

shores of the Baltic, vowed that he would rear a race

of warriors who should spoil the spoiler, it is certain

that, at the Christian era, the Goths were a powerful

people, occupying the modern Prussia and surrounding
districts. Year after year, and age after age, they

fought with the Romans, always pushing southward

and eastward. In course of time, they advanced from

the Baltic as far to the south-east as the shores of the

Euxine. Many and fierce were their combats with the

Romans, but, though occasionally compelled to yield to

the remnant of disciplined valour still clinging to the old
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naries, their dauntless l.rnvcry secured to them many
victories. They turned iln'ir course, however, from the

Danube to the Borysthenes. and after occupying tin; fertile

plains of the Tkraine for a tin; ^ain sallied forth

towards the S >uth. They speedily subdued the Crimea

the Tauric Chersonese, or the kingdom of Bospho-

rus, as the ])eninsula was then indifferently called

and thence quickly pushed their way into the richest

and fairest regions of the empire. It is said that traces

of Gothic features, and very faint traces of the Gothic

still to be discerned among the inhabitants

of the Crimean mountains. They have, however, left

no other trace of their occupancy; and for many centu-

ries nothing is known of the history of the country except
that it v ledly ravaged by various tribes who,

during the "great migration of nations," swept like

successive waves from the north-east to the south-west.

At length, in the thirteenth century, a band of the

tilars, known as the Khazars, fixed them-

selves permanently in it, and gave it the name of Crim-

Tlie majority of its inhabitants at the present

day are undoubtedly their descendants. During this

period a bright gleam of prosperity soon, however, to

be again quenched in barbaric darkness shone upon the

esc, through the fourteenth century, rapidly

ii iheir coimuereial skill and

maritime enterprise, 1 the importance of tin-

country as a link of communication between Europe
and Asia, and purchased permission from the Khans

to establ le factories on the coast These
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speedily became flourishing marts of trade, where the

goods of northern Europe, of Asia Minor, of Persia, and

even of the distant Indies, were collected and exchanged.

Kaffa, now Theodosia, originally a Milesian city, rose to

great wealth and power, containing a population of

more than 100,000, and in many respects vying with

the proud Italian city herself. These merchant princes

have passed away ;
but even now, along the sounding

shores, and far amidst the mountains, in lonely valleys

and on lofty hills, there remain many traces of this re-

markable people in the nodding towers of crumbling

fortresses, and the massive fragments of more enduring
and noble architecture, which have stood through many
ages in solitary desolation.

Kaffa continued to grow and to prosper for about a

century and a half. At the close of that period it suf-

fered the doom inflicted on greater and more powerful
cities by a ruthless destroyer. Mahomet II., the Tur-

kish sultan, as is well known, completed the destruction

of the eastern empire by the capture and desolation of

Constantinople in 1553. About ten years thereafter, be

overthrew the noble Trebizond, and still unsated, he, in

the year 1575, subjected Kaffa to the same melancholy
fate. He spared the buildings, but carried more than

40,000 of the inhabitants to Constantinople in order to

re-people its wastes, and took with him many ship-

loads of gold and silver, and the richest merchandise.

The remaining inhabitants were scattered or destroyed.

Kaffa soon became an absolute desert, and the other

Genoese cities speedily shared its decay.

Mahomet perceived his error, and sought by means of

Venetian settlers, to whom he offered the highest com-
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mercial privileges, to restore the prosperity which he had

so wantonly destroyed; but all history shows that even

the most powerful despot cannot restore a city once

brought to ruins, and the experience of Mahomet

rt'ully eontirins the general truth. Even Constan-

tinople did not revive, and Kalla utterly perished in his

hands.

For another period of about two hundred years the

languished under Turkish rule. About the

17<><>, Catherine II. of Russia, seeing its import-
ance as an outwork whence to push conquest, annexed

it to the Russian empire ;
and that her policy has

not been forgotten by her successors, has been too

fearfully manifested to all Europe in the late great

In tin-, late war modern Europe has for the first time

made the Crimean plains the battle-ground, and I doubt

not that the acts of heroism to which they have been

witness, the patient endurance and stern bravery which

been then- displayed, will print the name of that

land more indelibly on the page of history, than could all

the transient glories of rival cities in days long pa>
the barbaric splendour of the many conquerors who have

successively ruled and passed away from it f.-r ever. At
some distant day, when the memory alone remains of

the brave deeds which were there performed, the IHH-

bandman will perhaps turn with the same astonishment

/.I- on the rusty and broken weapon, or marble frag-

men- , him. unknown i n, which he has

laid bare with his plough, as we did when we drove our

oachcs over mosaic pavements, and by lon-.r-buricd

hearths, and deep among graceful capitals and shafts of
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shining marble, which alone remain to tell of the luxury
and magnificence of departed nations.*

The Crimea is a peninsula of a quadrilateral shape,

having a superficies of between 10,000 and 11,000 squan

miles, lying between the latitudes 43 40' and 45 40'

N., and in E. long. 34 30' to 35 30'. It is surrounded

on all sides by water. The Black Sea washes its shore

on three sides, while the Sivashe, or Putrid Sea, and

the Sea of Azof complete its boundaries. Although con-

nected to a great continent by a very narrow isthmus,

and encircled by water on all sides, yet its near neigh-

bourhood to the mainland prevents its having a purely
insular climate. It is by this peculiar position that we

explain the great variation of the climate. The oscilla-

tions which take place between the two great climatic

types the continental and insular impress themselves

strongly on the attention, and are extremely difficult to

reduce to fixed principles.

The southern coast, bold, steep, and inhospitable, has

been torn and split by volcanic action, and indented in

various places into deep and narrow harbours. The

great force of that volcanic upheaving which elevated

this coast is distinctly evidenced all along the shore.

One great wave of burning rock extends from east to

west for a hundred miles, lying close to the sea, and

attaining an elevation of from 800 to 1000 feet. From
its elevated crest the country slopes away north, in green

grassy plains, which gradually melt into the wide expanse
of the steppes.

At Balaklava, conglomerate, mixed with coarse sand-

* The French established their approaches and hatterics against the Quar-

antine bastion through the ruins of the ancient city of Kerson.
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tt'il marble, lies heaped up in wild con-

fusion, forming vast masses which overhang tin.- harbour,

of this point, rocks. formed chiefly of tertiary lime-

and colouivd marbles, throw their vast hulk many
hundred feet into the air, or lie like the Aia-daijli, or

"Bear Mounta ; n." in hi'uv detached masses far in the

sea. Jets of porphyry are often seen to fill the rents in

the perpendicular face of these rocks, and at intervals

the long dormant crate: net volcanoes are met with.

To the westward of Balaklava, tow; .sonesus,

basalt, amygdaloid, and porphyry are seen under the ter-

tiary, or steppe limestone of the plateau next the sea.

The calcareous composition of most of the mountains

along the coast, is plainly betrayed by their rounded

summits. The sub-1; k of the inland plains is

limestone, chalk. . while in the valleys

especially, the horizontal beds of these hitter strata are

icolaily OOnspicuOOf. The precious metals are said

to have been at one time found in the rocks of the coast;

but recent investigation has failed t discover them.*

Tin- appearance of the country some short distance

: the, sea is very curious, and striking. Bold ]>n>-

montorics, which look like sea capes left by the tide,

occur in fivipirnt repetition, standing amidst encircling

valleys, with their pel pendicular faces always to the

South, and slojm]^ gradually 1 the north. Such inland

promont. m the ease with which they can be

isolated and defended, have served at all periods of the

.itural fortresses for the inhabitants,

and hav- of the f.-mous "Mam
t impregnable encampments.

* See Appendix A.
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The portion of the Crimea on which stand the "blood-

stained
"

ruins of Sebastopol, and on which the allies

were so long encamped, forms the lesser peninsula which

projects from the greater at its south-west extremity.

It is thus the lesser Chersonesus, or the Chersonesus

Heracleotica of the ancients, deriving its name from

Heraclea, the native city of the colonists, who built

Kerson on its extremity. It is bounded by the sea, the

harbour of Sebastopol, the Tchemaya river, which

empties itself into the head of that arm of the sea, and

finally by a deep and broad valley which runs across the

neck of the peninsula from the Tchernaya to Balaklava,

This piece of country, which is of a triangular shape,

measures some eleven miles from apex to base, and about

nine miles in breadth, containing an area of about sixty

square miles. It was at one time divided from the

mainland by a wall built by the ancient colonists to pro-

tect themselves on the land side, and which barrier ran

across the valley from the river Tchernaya to the harbour

of Balaklava. Within this boundary an enormous city

once stood, containing as many inhabitants as the British

army which more lately pitched their tents on the site of

its ruins. From Cape Kersonesus, the apex of the tri-

angle, the land of this little peninsula rises inland till it

reaches some high cliffs of fossiliferous limestone which

immediately overhang the valley, and the river which, I

have said, constitutes its boundaries.

The mountain chain which, I stated above, stretches

along the coast, strikes inland when it reaches Balaklava,

and runs for some distance in a northerly direction, then

sweeps round to the north side of the grand harbour of

Sebastopol, and dips into the sea. This mountain barrier
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;y precipitous on the side facing the plateau, piv-

enting, !.!. \\- M-Ken/ic's farm, an almost perpendicular

t' chalk of KMJi) foot to the summit. This range is

penetrated by various deep valleys, some of which give

passage to copious streams. It will he thus understood

that
" the plateau of Sevastopol," as it was often called,

upon which the British and French troops were encamped,
and which was the scene of so much suffering and hero-

lly excluded from the shelter of the moun-

tains, which, in fact, did not approach within miles, but

were sufficiently elevated above
it,

and adequately near,

to allow the enemy who held them to overlook our

whole position an advantage which he turned to good
account. From these circumstances, the unprotected

position of the cam]) to the north and east, and its com-

plete exposure to the sea on the west and south, will

become at once evident. It is of consequence to keep
this in mind, as it had a material hearing on the climate..

The elevation of the plateau above the sea level was

not great, bein.ir hut 7<0 or son feet at its highest point.

soil was generally scanty and li^ht. but here and

tin-re it c . It \\aseasilyconverted

by rain into a most tenacious mud, which interfered

ly with progression, and was sufficiently adhesive

to wrench the shoes off the horses' feet. The under-

vas, for the most part, a porous strati lied

limestone dipping we.-tward, and underlaid towards

man by niimmulitic limestone. Fmm the lie <.f

some of tin- deep Mon-poroiu strata, tl was con-

ducted al>n'_r them into the deeper indentations and

valleys which mark the surface of the plateau, and :

especially the s-.il \\ ;ls irencrally kept dam]) and tcna-
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cious. Along the sides of the numerous ravines which

broke the surface in their course towards the sea, tin-

rocks cropped out in rough masses, and strewed thr

hollows with detached fragments.

The valley on which the harbour of Balaklava opens,
and which 1 described above as crossing the base of the

plateau, consists of schists on the side next Balaklava,
and further on towards the Tchernaya of limestone.

This valley is about four miles and a half long by two

broad, and is divided from the valley of the Tchernaya

by the Fedoukine heights chalky elevations of some

400 or 500 feet, on which one division of the French

army was stationed, and along the base of which the

battle of the Tchernaya was fought. The river, which

is not of any size, flows close below these heights over a

bed of marl and pebbles. Beyond it. a plain, averaging
about three miles in breadth, stretches to the foot of the

M'Kenzie heights.

The line which marks the mean temperature of the

Crimea in January corresponds to that of Iceland (32),

while its July line bisects Madrid (72
r

).
The mean for

the whole year corresponds to that of the Isle of Wight
(about 50), which is five degrees further north in latitude.

There are in the Crimea two regions which possess

very distinct and dissimilar climates. I refer to the nar-

row belt of sea-coast which is inclosed on its northern

side by the Tauric chain, and of which I made mention

before, and the much greater division of the peninsula

which, excluded from the embrace of these mountains,

lies totally unsheltered from the cold winds that blow

so unrelentingly at certain seasons. In this latter divi-

sion lies the plateau of Sebastopol.
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About 100 miles of coast nowh my consider-

able breadth, but at many points a mere stripe is

thoroughly protected by the mountain ran ire which bor-

ders it. This chain throws the dreaded north and east

winds which desolate the inland plains far beyond the

limit res for it a purely insular cliii:

little varying, and of the most delicious mildness. This

region is the Baia3 of Russia, and contains the mapii-
ticeiit summer residences of her nobility. At Balaklava

the mountains cease to follow -t. but throwing
one spur into the sea run north towards the interior,

where I het'oiv traced them. It is this spur which so

completely closes in these Elysian fields to the Sebas-

topol side, and which also enabled the enemy, from the

difficulty of the passes, to maintain their ground, while

the allied armies were kept outside on the ban- plateau,

exposed to the uninitiated fury of the winter's storm.

Thus it was, that within a few miles as great a difference

of climate was found as common! between the

opposite sides of a great continent, and while the out-

posts of the enemy's ibnes which occupied the southern

lift".- Ml duringwhiter all the luxury of an Italian

sky and tropical vegetation, our army lay in the sweep
1*006 noitheni and eastern blasts, which, blowing

over tin- /.eu plains of tip- interior, brin
t

u' with

the rigour oj ',- winter.

I hav. hinted at the , of the

climate of tli
'

;.ied by the allied

i
- nstaii<\ iiidoubtedly its i

dngfettl an temperaiure of a week or

lit not, indeed, differ greatly from that of

the week or the month which preceded or followed it,
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but the daily sensible variations were frequently very

great.* At some seasons these diurnal changes were more

severe than at others. Thus, in winter, something of the

following succession not uncommonly occurred. A dark,
"
muggy morning," with, perhaps, a " Black Sea fog

"

rolling its heavy, damp folds over the plain, giving you,
when inclosed in its embrace, a feeling that resembled

nothing so much as being in the drying-room of some

large wash-house, would be succeeded by a splashing

rain, a sharp hail-storm, and an intense frost, all within

a few hours. The alternation of frost and thaw was

sometimes very remarkable, and it was difficult to tell

which would ultimately prevail. A heavy fall of snow

occurring during the night, would have its surface ren-

dered crisp and dusty by the keen morning frost, and

at mid-day be converted into a deep slush by the hot,

sultry breath of the sea wind. Even so it must have

been in those dark and stormy days when Ovid looked

out from his place of exile on the wintry sea, and wrote

his dreary account of a Pontic winter.

Successive seasons appear, from the record oftravellers,

to differ considerably the one from the other. Cycles,

too, of a similar character, alternate with others of a dif-

ferent description. During the stay of the Allies, the

first winter was providentially much less severe than

the second, when the preparations to meet it were more

complete. A dreadful severity appears periodically to

mark the cold season. Fearful snow-storms, greatly

dreaded by the inhabitants, pass like whirlwinds of

death and destruction over the exposed parts of the

country, and bury whole villages beneath their drifting
* See Appendix B.
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eddies, while those icy winds, which few who liavc ever

t'dt their edge will forget, lash the unibrtunate traveller

as with stripes of scorpions.

The transition from winter to spring is very rapid.
A few daya revolutionize the year. In 1856 this was

markedly the ease. To winter's "ruffian blasts" quicklv

" Those softer gales, at whose kind touch

Dissolving snows in livid torrents lost,

And mountains lift their green heads to the sky."

Then, for a time, the climate became delicious. All

nature was in a moment astir, and awoke suddenly from

the long winter's sleep. We, too, "felt the spring in

all our pulses." Music was again heard in the various

j

s, which became the scene of vigorous sports and

healthful lal)our. Even through the thickly-scattered

fragments of the deadly shell, the spring flowers timidly
:ieir gentle heads; while down the little val'

and by the water-courses, the crocus and snowdrop, with

us orchidaceous plants, re-minded one of similar

.-licit, Ted nooks at home.

Suiiim :ir the most part oppressively hot.

In .Iiiii.-, July, and August, the temperature ranged
from 80

a
to 100 on the plateau, and this, durinic "in-

occupation, was often far more than could be borne with

comfort, protected as we were only by the thin eov<

idcd by campaigning 1000111068. It was at this

season that the hated .inted the air with its hot,

oppressive breath, which, while it turned the strength

"f the h.-.dfhie.t int-> feebleness, utterly prostrated tin-

poor invalid. Then, too, the nauseous effluvia of a

great camp became most obnoxious, and the loaded air
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refused to the sick and languid that refreshment they so

greatly needed. The dryness of the wind which so

often prevailed at this season, removed the moisture

from the body as soon as it was formed, and produced
an amount of lassitude difficult to describe. If the

nights had been fresh, the effects produced on the sick

by this weather would have been less destructive than

they were, but, unfortunately, the breeze often died away
at sunset, and rendered the evening hours very exhaust-

ing. After the unfortunate assault of the 18th of June,
this circumstance was very marked, and proved highly

injurious to the wounded. Dew appears but little in sum-

mer at least so it was during our stay. Thunder-storms

occurred occasionally, preceded by whirlwinds, which

carried columns of dust through the camp, and filled

every corner with their burden. At times, tents and

huts went down before the suddenness of the assault,

stifling and crushing the helpless sufferers who lay

within them.

Autumn again was charming. The coolness of the

mornings and evenings, the tempered heat of the mid-day

sun, and the genial showers, rendered the climate delight-

ful, while the beauties of sun and shade which played in

such variegated richness over the broken mountains, and

the brilliant sunsets which lit up the many peaks with

their purple splendour, and threw their golden shafts

far over the shining surface of the calm sea, gave camp-

life, at that season, a charm to which we had previously

been entire strangers. Notwithstanding the many pre-

dictions to the contrary, the health of the troops did

not, at that season, deteriorate the " Periculosior aestas

autumnus longe periculosissimus," though loudly pro-
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claimed at home, happily found with us no verifica-

tion.

Taking one season with another, the climate of the

Crimea must be admitted to be a fair one, especially when

the inhabitant^ an- protected by well-built houses. That

our army suffered from very few ailnu-nts which were

din-. .-bit- t<> the climate, says much for its good-
. when it is considered how little it was protected

inst tin- rigours and vicissitudes of sucli weather as

.-.ilcd. The officers, although exposed alike with

their men, yet suffered far less I'rom sickness a result

which can be attributed alone to the better diet, the

chan-e <if clothes, the superior bedding, and freedom

from manual work, which they enjoyed. The extra-

ordinary immunity from pulmonary aft- -d ions which

existed, was, at least, remarkable ; yet, that certain

seasons did very decidedly impress their influence on the

wounded, I am ready to maintain. ( )f this, however, I

will speak more fully afterwards.

steppe lands of the interior, present, in early

iig, a lovely scene of rolling plains of waving g

-ay flowers, stretching in unbroken verdure to the

horizon. As tin- heat increases, all thi tion,

',
is soon burned up, from the soil hcini: but

thinly strewn over the underlying tertiary limestone.

At midsummer, tin- view is dreary and ehe. doM enough.

Is of dust e. the whirling cunvn!

sweep over the wide sluidelrss expanse, and the trem-

bling i; . andcrs n>lh>s!y, or the
"

lutrian
"

; n weird-like flight beft.re the buniin- breeze.

:! only tin-

Salt ., hieh occur at in;- H
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uniformity of the barren waste. An oppressive mono-

tony reigns everywhere. The brown changeless plain,

and the brazen sky overhead, continue ever the same
;

not a shadow is cast across the horizon, and day sinks

into night almost without a twilight.

Many of the valleys among the mountains of the sea-

coast, form, on the other hand, a delightful contrast to

the dull dreary waste of the steppes, being very beautiful,

highly cultivated, and well peopled. The fields were

literally covered with fruit trees when I first saw them

in spring, and the neat, clean villages of the Tartar

peasants, stood clustered round with many-coloured
blossoms. Clear, sparkling streams from the overhang-

ing mountains watered the green pastures, which looked

like nothing so much as a constant succession of gardens.

The vegetation of the Crimea differs much in different

parts. Along the sheltered south coast, it is almost

tropical. The vine there grows in luxuriance, and yields

a wholesome wine. The mulberry, the fig, and the

olive, the pomegranate, filbert, and walnut, together

with the peach, the apple, the pear, apricot, and cherry,

crown the hill sides, as with a forest, while rare flowers

flourish without protection in the open air. In other

parts of the peninsula, elm, ash, and beech, together

with the juniper and pine, are met with, and high up,

clinging to the precipitous rocks, the Tauric pine retains

its unstable footing. The wild rose, asphodel, iris,

primrose, and hyacinth, deck the ground at various

seasons, and the peony astonishes our English notions

by its size and fragrance.

Game abounds in many parts of the peninsula. The

hare and red-legged partridge, with wild duck and snipe,
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;al and welcome guests within our liiu-s.

In winter, the greater ami lesser bustard, and the wild

goose, passed in vast flocks over the camp, and were

sometimes initiated in the mysteries of the pot-au-feu by
fortunate captors.

The present natives of the country are of a mixed

iption. Those of the plains are undoubted Tartars,

with the high cheek-bones, tar-severed pig-like eyes,

and flat features of the Mongolian ;
but the inhabitants of

the mountain villages appear of a much more mixed

. and, not uncommonly, the refined features of the

Greek physiognomy are met with. They appear a quiet

inoffensive race, honest in expression of lace, and power-
ful in body. They are very cleanly in their persons

and habits, and their villages are generally models of

ness. Their houses collected into little knots in the

villages, or pen-lied in the sheltered nooks of the moun-

ngh unpretending, have an air of comfort not

seen in the East, and the peaceful demean*

inmates, who crowd out to stare at ihe f".vigner,

seems to belie their ancient character for warlike

prowess and feroc

I con! ; ,,f the diseases of the inhabi-

<>m not knowing their _v. Sea

fleemed not uncommon, and m;:i with

small-pox. I Inspector

the ! . tells us, on the authority of the

officers, that remittent levers appear to

'I'leinic of the Crimea, and that disease from

inhabitants chiefly sutler. ( )phthalmia
is said to be common in Sebasto bly

-tone dust of the uupaved streets, and
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tin- strong sunlight. Though having my attention

fully alive to
it,

I failed to see any cases of tubercular

elephantiasis, the " Morbus Crimensis" of Pallas and

Martins, and I never heard any one say he had seen a

case in any of the villages. Probably, if such cases did

exist, they would be invisible to the traveller, as the

inhabitants are too well off to show their sick as objects

of charity.



CHAPTER II.

Drainage of the Camp Water Supply Latrines Food Cooking Fuel Clotliin~

fecta of all these combined on the Health and Diseases of the

.stribution of the Sick Nursing, Male and Female Trans-

port.

I ii.\vr. endeavoured, in the previous chapter, to describe

tin- physical conformation of the Crimean peninsula, and

the leading features of the plateau on which were estab-

l the cantonments of the allied army. When this

plateau was first occupied, a thick brushwood covered a

considerable part of its surface towards Inkennan. Most.

of this underwood consisted of low bushes growing cut

of the " stools" of former trees, and was seldom of any
considerable size. It is a w&U-ieoogmsed t'aet, that

ground so covered, or which has been but lately cleared.

forms a most objectionable position for a camp, chietly

on account of the in..i^ture which is so apt to be retained

soil shaded from the sun ; but in the present instance

the evils which miirht have followed the enforcement of

strategic expediency in preference to the dictates of

medical , \\viv providentially counterbalanced

by the elevation, height, and opennesfl of the ground,
and the absence of trees of any magnitude.

low ridges and rounded knolls which occurred in

frequent repetition over the plateau, afforded nioM

eelli-nt sites for tents and huts. ly -Harding them with

ench on the uphill ride, the surface water was di-
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verted, and the ground which they covered kept dry.

Advantage was taken of the elevations to increase the

accommodation and comfort of the tents by digging a

hole into their sides, over which the tent was pitched.

During heavy rains these holes were, however, sometimes

filled with water by the overflow of a deficient drain,

and fatal consequences have followed the use of charcoal

fires in them, from the weight of the gas generated keep-

ing the pit full of a dangerous atmosphere.* The chalky

subsoil of the plateau was very conducive to the health

of the camp, both from the rapidity with which the sur-

face dried, and also from the springs which it afforded.

As, however, the water flowed along the surface of the

deeper non-permeable strata, and welled out at those

points where the ground sank below their level, the

valleys and deeper depressions were usually boggy,

especially at their heads.

The dip of the plateau and the run of the numerous

ravines being towards the coast, the drainage of the

camp was everything which could be desired. The

hollow below the guards' camp, the piece of ground
situated near the head-quarters of General Bosquet, and

behind the suttlers' village, known in camp parlance as

"
Donnybrook,

" and a plot of land under Cathcart's

hill, were the most objectionable parts of the encamp-
ment. These spots were soon avoided, as their perni-

* The Russians, Sardinians, and Turks constructed underground huts for

winter use
;
but the difficulty of ventilating, lighting, and keeping them

dry, more than counterbalanced their advantages as to heat. Malignant

fever has been said to increase much in its virulence among troops so housed.

How much it may have contributed to cause and maintain it among the

Russians, I am not in a position to determine.
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clous effect, on the health of the troops sent to occupy
s soon evident. Marshy and unhealthy ground
'. I-MLC the Tc! 'ially near its mouth,

and at the head of several of the creeks; but most of

lay beyond the allied lines. The French

. \vhieh was at a late period of the war cantoned

along the river, suffered considerably from the marsh

-:ua, within the range of whose influence they there

The water obtained within our lines was, on the

whole, good in quality ;
but its amount necessitated

economy in its use during summer. The fear that the

supply would fail in autumn, was one of the many evil

anticipations which the establishment of the siege gave
rise to at home

;
but by the prudent precautions adopted

bv tin- authorities in constructing tanks, and placing the.

- under supervision, these anticipations were for-

tunately not realized. Without much attention, how i

to the management of the reservoirs, I doubt not a

scarcity nii-'iit ha\ it after tin- exhausting drought

of the hot summer and the increasing demands of an

aug:i . I hiring midsummer the water ob-

1 within the position of the division to which I

nged the third contained avast number of aniinal-

MV of them | MS to be seen by the naked

eye swimming about in little, shoals in the water tanks,

the unavoidable use of this water may have

predisposed to that on >K-ra which took place

at that season, it is difficult to say. The wells were

generally situated at tin- head of the raviiu s, down Btf

dl brooks flowed constantly.

of other more weighty matters
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early part of the siege, and the unanticipated sojourn of

the troops on the ground, prevented that care being at

first taken in the arrangement of latrines, slaughter-

^'Sj &c., which is so desirable in the distribution of

a camp, and which was afterwards so abundantly shown.

It appeared tome that the arrangements on this head

were better within the British than in the French lines.

The difficulty of organizing this part of a camp is by no

means trifling, and the necessity of paying great atten-

tion to it is evident when troops remain long stationary.*

Pits were used as latrines by both armies, and earth or

lime was thrown on the surface of the ordure. Generally

speaking, the pits were too broad, as they exposed too

great a surface to the atmosphere. In winter, the smell

from these pits was scarcely perceived ;
but during the

heats of summer, and amidst a teeming camp, it became

much more obvious, and must have had a sensible

though little recognised effect on the health of the troops,

more especially on the progress of wounds.

The burning of the horse manure within our lines was

a great mistake. The black fetid smoke hung in heavy
folds over the camp, and was carried far and wide. The
French with more wisdom buried it. Such trivial cir-

cumstances assume an unlooked-for magnitude when

repeated on so vast a scale.

* Those who visited the encampments of the Russians on the M'Kenzie

plateau after peace, will easily be able to understand what a miserable con-

dition cantonments may be reduced to by the neglect of the necessary pre-

cautions on this head. So to allocate sites for these purposes as that they

may be accessible to the camp, and at the same time sufficiently removed

to prevent their contaminating the air, and that the locality they occupy
shall not be required at any future period for the location of troops, calls for

considerable forethought and arrangement.
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Then- wa< yet another point in the hygiene of the

!
which did not at first obtain sufficient attention.

r to tin- biiryiiiLT of dead carcases. Many animals.

horses, buffaloes, and bullocks died in passing to the

front, <>r alter arriving in camp, and from the want of

men to bury them were not unfreqiiently left to decay
when- they fell. 'Hie stench from this source between

klava and the head-quarters' camp was at one time

very offensive, and at last compelled active interference

for its removal.

I Hiring the latter part of our occupation, the arrange-
ments with regard to latrines, shambles, the burying of

I carcases, &c., were unexceptionable, and every
mea iken to abate their baneful influence.

'I he food provided for the army during the first winter

and spring was defective both in quantity and quality.

This arose partly from unavoidable circumstances, and

partly from inexperience in the otlicers t whose <

intrusted the supply of the army. Salt meat and biscuit

constituted the bulk of the distribution, while rice, c< i

and su.irar were occasionally, but sparingly added. Sir

Alexander Tullod) says, that during December, January,
and February.

u there was a! most a total absence of fresh

. and even the sick were for many days, nay .

for >\ -hiHvely on salt meat, in their state a

poison." The roller lirin^ served out raw and unbound,
was all but useless, and the ration salt pork was not

always of the

Thr want of fuel, and the state of fati-ne in which

the mm returned from duty, made them frequent ly eat

their pork half . or toasted only before their

io-cther with their ration of
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spirit, or it might be their biscuits and rum alone, formed

their frequent if not their only fare.

This circumstance, taken into consideration along with

the prevalence of ulceration of the intestines which

existed, assumes an additional interest when connected

with a fact mentioned by Dr. Rollo, and quoted by Sir

George Ballingall, that in the year 1789 the 45th regi-

ment lost, within a short time, in Granada, and during
a healthy season, a large number of men who were found

to have ulcerated intestines, and, on inquiry, it was dis-

covered that one chief cause of the mortality was, that

the common breakfast consisted of a glass of raw spirits,

with a small slice of boiled salt pork, the spirits being
not unfrequently repeated during the day. May not a

like fare have been the cause, to some extent, of a simi-

lar effect in the Crimea also ?

I have little doubt, that if the precaution had been

taken to supply the troops every morning with hot

coffee, as they went on or returned from duty, which

was a step strongly recommended as a prophylactic at

Walcheren, much of our mortality might have been

avoided. It can hardly be doubted that this could

have been accomplished at the worst of times by a little

management, as there are few things more portable or

more easily prepared than coffee. The Turks place

great reliance on this beverage as a preservative against

dysenteiy, and the French preferred its use in their

army to the tea which we employed. If we were

ordered to prescribe a dietary the best adapted to give

rise to gastric irritation and dyscrasial disease, could

we suggest one more potent than salt pork, hard bis-

cuit, and raw rum ?
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severely worked, and constantly in a keen air.

ivijuiiv to have their physical energies sustained by a

liU'rul supply of such food as contains the largest

amount <>1' nourishing and staple ingredients; but in

place of that, the supply to our troops, besides being irre-

gular in amount, was- insufficient for their support, and

constituents which were most calculated to provide
lor their nee< ore reduced at the very time when

were most required. Thus, in November the ration

ot' biscuit and that of rice were altogether stopped, "so

that within one week the troops were, in most cases, de-

prived of nearly half a pound of the vegetable and farina-

ceous food so much required to counteract the salt meat

diet, and this, too,when scurvy had made its appearance."*
The want of fresh bread and vegetables was a great

and serious privation, particularly felt by the sick, and

those whose gums were tender from scurvy. Preserved

vegetables, even when procurable, as they were not till

late in the war, are at best but bad substitutes for 1

escni ! lime-juice did not form part of the distri-

butions till the scurvy poison had fairly impregnated

systems of the men.f It is useless now to inquire

why that store of lime-juice which is proved to have

lain at Ualaklava durin- the two months when scurvy
most prevailed, was not distributed to the lon^inir

troo] n now only be deplored, but the

fault Menil to have been one of the commissariat, not

lieal deportment
* See Appendix C.

t 1
'

towards the end of the war, established gardens within

their position, particularly along the Tchernaya, where they cultivated vege-

table* These would have been of the greatest importance if the campaign
had continued.
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The fivsli meat, which was no less acceptable than

rare, was not by any means invariably good. The
miserable cattle arrived in the Crimea, after the transit

over a stormy sea, in no very favourable condition for

the butcher. Baudens tells us the French soldiers

characterised them as Pharaoh's lean kino, and that the

use of their flesh gave rise to intestinal flux of greater

or less severity.

From a consideration of all these circumstances com-

bined, in regard to diet and cooking, we derive the ex-

planation, in a great measure, of the prevalence of certain

diseases afterwards to be specified, and the fatal viru-

lence of others.*

The sick, as well as the healthy, were exposed to the

evils arising from the defective rationing which I have

been reviewing, but the praiseworthy and urgent efforts

of the medical officers were frequently rewarded by ob-

taining medical comforts of various descriptions for the

hospitals. Even after they got food for their patients,

the difficulty of preparing it suitably was a great and

trying one. It was one, however, which their humanity
and energy surmounted to a considerable extent.

In all these remarks, I beg to repeat that I allude

only to the early period of the war, as, latterly, every

luxury prevailed in our hospitals, and our army lived as

* It is much to be regretted that the difficulties of transport make it

almost impossible to vary the food of the soldier in the field. The constant

repetition of the same rations, the absolute uniformity in every item of food,

is but too apt to occasion aversion, especially with those in whom disease is

beginning to show itself. I can speak from personal experience as to the

strong predisposition of this one cause in giving rise to the fever designated
"
Crimean," and I know of few things which had a more undoubted effect on

the health of the troops.



[ suppose no army has ever before tared in the annals of

warfare. Tin- change which took place in this respect,

has occasional the handsome compliment from the

li medical i: view of the campaign
"
Quand on cmpare l-s conditions oil se troiiverent

les Anglnis an debut de la guerre- <jui
les prenait an d>-

pourvu et eelles oh ils sVtaitent plac<'< BD 1
^ ~>6 on est

nnaitre la grandeur de la nation l>ritan-

niqt

For fuel the army was chiefly dependent, early in the

siege, on the underwood which covered part of the pla-

teau, and aft.-rwards <>n the roots of these bushes. They
had to dig for this

"
underground forest

"
often beneath

snow, always among wet mud, after the more fatiguing

duties of the day were over, and so it was that much

time was thus lost before they could procure, and still

more before they could ignite these wet roots, which

were their only resource. A cheerful fire eame to be

almost unknown: and I have heard many of the sur-

vivors say, that lew objects appeared so frequently to

tantalise them in their dreams. It was always diilieult

to obtain even as much firing as served the bx
J of the camp. This deficiency was severely felt

during the inelemeney of winter, and enhanced greatly

the other hardships) lor it i tme remark, that

"a sufficient supply of lirewood duriiiir a campaign is

one-half of a soldier'.- existe*
r

l'he driiej.-ney of '.'h was so much com-

plained of d,,
.-arly part of the war. was one of

the m.,<t prolilie sources of sulise.jtient disease am

B. The soldiers' kits having been left on boanl

ship when the landing was effected at Old Fort, and
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being delivered to them till long afterwards, compelled
the men to perform much of the trench-work in tatters

during the severity of a Crimean winter. Their shoes,

originally bad, were in many cases totally destroyed
before they had been long used, and their only suit of

clothes was soon reduced to shreds. The Quartermaster-

General tells us that "
they had had the suit they wore

in the voyage out to the Mediterranean, through the ser-

vice in Bulgaria, through the sea-voyage to the Crimea;

they had worked in these coats in the trenches, and fought
all through with them, they were perfectly threadbare,

and in many instances did not exist." All this, too,

was allowed to take place, and the men to be exposed
to the wet of winter, and severe cold in the trenches,

while " thousands of coats were lying unused, and tens

of thousands of greatcoats, blankets, and nigs filled the

Quartermaster-General's stores, or the harbour of Bala-

klava."*

The one only blanket which each soldier possessed,

afforded, even when dry, but a feeble protection against

the cold of the tents, but as he generally carried the same

blanket with him into the trenches, it was commonly

dirty and soaked with water when he came to sleep in

it at night. The soleless boots were seldom removed

when he lay down to sleep, so firmly adherent were they
to the swollen feet. Such was the condition of

" The poor soldier that so richly fought,

Whose rags sham'd gilded arms."

The uniform which, of all others, seemed best adapted

* The loss of the Prince was one great cause of the deficiency of warm

clothing. In her went down 53,000 woollen shirts, 17,000 drawers, 16,000

blankets, 2,500 watch-coats, 25,700 socks, 3,700 rugs.
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for the Criir. that worn by our encini. <. The

long warm grey coat gathered in folds over the L

the low ;md the wide half boot, within whieh

the trousers were tueked, formed a much better provision

thfl eold winds of winter, and the dee]) tenacious

mud, than the dress worn by any portion of the allied

army. Tin- coats of the Sardinians approached nearest in

to those of the Russians, and the French Baiters,

though most serviceable, were not equal to the half boot

of their enen

The him*iu<i of the troops during the early part of tin-

war was in keeping with their food and clothing. At
first the common bell tent was used; huts were after-

wards added. This tent measures 13 feet 8 inches in

dian d 10 feet in height. It contains about

512 cubic feet of air, has almost no means of ventilation

when closed, and was yet made to accommodate ii {'tern

men, who lay at niirht without bedding on the hare

ground. It may be easily imagined how vitiated the

f these tents was in the morning, when

had hern kept close all night by their inmates in

make themselves warm.

In pitching the tents, far too little space was, at first,

them. In many camps, the ropes, in-

their full length, were gp

hardened, \\hich, while it unduly crowded the i

-arily 1. MI [fed their stability. This arranp I

was most injudi -1 did much, I doiil.t not, to

the camp more injurious to health than it would

otherwise have I..

The enrth upon which tents are piteh, d undoubtedly
absorbs much animal efiiuvia. and comes to give out
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unhealthy emanations, which remain in the upper part
of a tent, and ean be got quit of only by striking it

altogether, or removing it to another spot.

The huts at iirst used for barracks were that known
as the " Portsmouth hut," which measured 27 X 15 feet

inside, 6 feet to the eaves, and 12 to the ridge. Each con-

tained about 3,645 cubic feet of air, and when occupied

by twenty-five men, allowed about 146 cubic feet to each.

The Chester huts, which came to camp at a later period,

were larger and better constructed than the Portsmouth.

The errors, however, of all the huts, were the want of

sufficient independent means of ventilation, and the

mode in which they were usually erected. {Sufficient

care was not always taken to prepare the ground by
draining and covering it with loose rubble, before laying
the flooring. Their walls, too, except in the case of

the panelled huts, were too thin.

The duty which fell to be performed by the army
was extremely heavy during the whole period of the

siege, and especially during the first winter, when
the amount of trench to be constructed was very great,

and when, from the number of sick, a double share of

duty fell on the effective.

It is well known that the extent of
"
approach" at

first assigned to the British army, was very dispro-

portionate to its relative numbers as compared witli the

French. The whole right attack of the combined army
was appropriated to our forces, and thus they had to

form those vast trenches (the more extensive as they
were distant from the enemy's works), which were

afterwards consigned to our gallant allies, and made

the basis of the triumphant advance against the key
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of t: -the .Mamelon vert, ami the .Malu-

liiit trench work did not comprise the whole duty, as

when n>r so rrying '*' water, and the

procuring ot
1

fuel, engrossed the few remaining hour.-.

,e leisure enjoyed was lut scant, and the op-

portunit: ruetinu' any means of pr>

tion apiinst tlie cold. I hiring l>ec.emler, .lanuary, and

February. L855 6, tt i Tin ot' duty in the trenches

80 frequent tliat it required superhuman exertion. Thus,

l>y tin- l it is shown, that out of an elli

strength of 11,3(57 in January, ">.: . told off daily

tr duty. The routine of this duty is well illustrated

the extr, :i in the appendix (D) from Sir

.indrr Tulloch's
jiainpljl- if for a moment

!i/.'<l if we consider that this divadtul ordi. 1

had to lie under . and \vi ek ;

ithoiit any intermission, Itut that linm-h;

<\on of heavy sickness or the hand <

tln-n ':mate the effect of such duty
.e health and 00 i of those who survived.

I that, duriiiLT peace, nur soldiers, either at

home, or in the garrison towns aliroad, live a !i

and plenty, made such unaeeust..mrd duti<
podlli

Severe, and the effect the more D6Ttaildj destru-

i>ut it \v iiild >.]! ~\ half the truth Were ^\

p086 that in the phrase trench duty," the hard

1'odi .n of di^irin^ was alone included. It was

the 8tandinur ankle de-p in mud, or snow, or tV

r while they wrked
;

the want of slielt-r, and

absence of a dry resting place when exhau.-:

C
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mental depression produced by such spade and pu-k-

work
;
the danger which accompanied it from -

den sortie, bounding round shot, and exploding shell
;

the total absence of all comfort on returning to camp,
and the ceaseless recurrence, without apparent results,

of the same routine, which rendered this
" trench work"

so truly what the soldiers called it,
"
desperate." The

evidence of the mental depression to which I refer, will

present itself in dread remembrance to those who can

recall the condition of the soldiers during the first five

months of the siege ;
and its influence on the outbreak

and fatality of disease, as well as on convalescence, can-

not, I believe, be exaggerated.

From all that has been said, then, on the housing,

clothing, food, and fuel provided for the soldiers, and the

killing toil exacted from them during that period of the

war which had most influence on their health and after

history, the sad picture may be formed of their condition

in the Crimea. Day after day passed in severe bodily

exertion and anxious watching one moment digging

laboriously in extending the approaches, and the next

with arms in hand repelling the assaulting enemy;
almost always wet

; exposed without cover to the

drenching rain and soaking snow, the keen frost and

biting wind
; standing for days in wet mud

; constantly

either unnaturally excited or depressed ;
ever in danger,

and without hope of a change ;
their dirty humid

clothes in rags, their bodies covered with loathsome

vermin which seemed to grow out of their very flesh
;

no comforts in their wind-pierced tents on the bleak

plateau ;
no fires, unless, weary and foot-sore as they



:

i_c beneath : --covered sod for -wot

.'nil to kindle a feeble and tantalizing

: without food till,
after hours of perse\v

ion, tin - to half cook their unpalatable

ration over their winking lire; huddled into a crowded

the niu'ht in a close noisome atmosphere
on the oozy ground) covered liy the same blanket

which protected them in the wet and muddy trenehrs ;

longing tr the morning, though its early dawn was

signalled by the buule sound which called them to a

renewal of that dread task whose severity made them

yet . :ild to God it were ni-ht." This

ion. It is true, though diilicult to

be realix now by those who themselves saw it.

we, then, furl anywhere else in reality, nay, can

we by the utmost stretch of imau'i nation conceive, a more

fruitful field for the seeds of or the harvest of

death, than is here pr.--.ntrd to us in the eamp of the

wear * who fought so gallantly,

endured so constantly, or died BO nobly, and who now

cons- ir humble graves the -Teen hill sides

and l"nr!y valleys nf liie Crini

Tib ..f that frightful combination

1 to encircle our am;

with walls of iron, and make it prisoners

ad scourges, chl,
r,
and dyscn

ii^el of death in the camp <if S.-mia-

"iir noble and irallai: >* to

iiiory like tin- awfu! of a distempered
dream.

recalled ;,- they had a most

Q ill.- aiiiiai.-' of lli-- war, and i;
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that would otherwise be unintelligible becomes clear as

noonday when read by the light thrown on it by thcsr

circumstances.*

But if such a condition of things as I have feebly out-

lined was trying to the strong, how can I express its

influence on the weak ! It is impossible fully to realize

the hopeless condition of the sufferers, struck down by

enfeebling sickness or exhausting wounds, and deprived

of that vigour which alone made hardship endurable.

The regimental hospital marquee, and the round bell

tent which served as hospitals, were of necessity vastly

overcrowded.f The former, which measures 27 x 14

* " The poor condemned English,

Like sacrifices, by their watchful fires

Sit patiently, and inly ruminate

The morning's danger ;
and their gesture sad,

Investing lank-lean cheeks, and war-worn coats,

Presented them unto the gazing moon

So many horrid ghosts.'' KING HENRY V. act iv. scene 1.

How completely does the noble heroism displayed by our troops in tho

Crimea refute General Toy's estimate of them !
" The English soldier,'' he

says,
"

is not brave at times merely ;
he is so whenever he has eaten well,

drunk well, and slept well. Yet their courage rather instinctive than

acquired has need of solid nutriment; and no thoughts of glory will r\vr

make them forget that they are hungry, or that their shoes are worn out."

FOY, vol. i. p. 231.

f If properly constructed and erected on suitable ground, there are no

structures better adapted for the hospitals of an army in the field than wooden

huts or canvass tents. The dreadful epidemics which have so frequently

pursued armies, and the mortality which has attended their wounds, have in

not a few instances been due to the employment of stone buildings as hos-

pitals. The ventilation is more apt to be deficient or to become deranged

in them than in huts or tents, and hence the effects of overcrowding become

the more pernicious.
" It was often proved in the history of the late war,"

says Jackson in his work on the economy of armies, "that more human lite
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:nl a fiords about :-i^.">0 cul)ic feet of air,

have contained only twelve t> fifteen mm, but

was made from the exigency of the service to cover

.at number. The unsuitableness of the bell

t -lit to hospital purposes has been fully expressed by the

missioners when they say
u Whatever may be the

supposed advantages which have led to its adoption as a

ek tent, it would be difficult to contrive anything
much more unfit for the aeeommodation of the sick."

There were no bedsteads, and those patients who had

empty sacks to lie upon were considered fortunate. Few
blankets belonged to the hospitals, and the food which

afforded was but ill adapted for sick men, nay, in

many instances, constituted a veritable poison; medicines,
; the most necessary, but scantily provided; attend-

ance by overworked, and in many cases sick doctors,

by a handful of orderlies, themselves for the most

6 natures. however kindoriginidly,

must have become soured and crabbed by the hardships

.file to which they were exposed such was the

iit in of the sick during the first winter. If to sick-

\\-ere added wounds a broken limb or contused

body how small was the chance of recovery ! Splints

and bmdlgefl ni' d and fretted. 'The man lost

i. in-nmstanee forbade recovery. Thepov
of evil seemed to grasp his destiny. The problem of

lite was l.einir solved, by every mnceivablr antaifonism

having a voice in the moment. >u- decision. Such beinv; the

how could any other result follow

was destroyed by accumulating sick in low an<l ill ventilated apartment*,

than in leaving them exposed in severe and Inclement weather at the side of

a hedge or common dyke."
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than a mortality which caused our land to ring with the

voice of mourning, and which for a moment para1vsrl

our senate and our people? The wildness of despair is

the only excuse which can be made for the blame of so

much misery having been cast on the medical depart-

ment, which had no control whatever over the events

that led to
it,

and the voluntary sacrifice of whose

members, though glorious to themselves, was unable to

retrieve the deplorable errors committed by others.

During the early part of the war, the regimental

hospital system, which I believe is peculiar to the British

army, was alone followed.* At a later period, general

*
According to this plan, the soldiers are kept, when sick, in hospitals

which belong to their regiments, in place of being transferred to general

hospitals established to receive the common sick of the army. The discus-

sion is an old one as to whether the system which has been always followed

by us, except in times of great necessity, or that of general hospitals, the

plan adopted by the French and other continental nations during war, is the

best. I do not intend here to review the question, but would merely remark

that, after fairly weighing the subject, I think the regimental hospital ar-

rangement presents the greatest advantages. One strong claim which it ha*

on our support is, that the surgeon of the corps must be greatly better ac-

quainted with his men, their character and habits, and thus be more able to

treat them, as well as more able to detect imposture if attempted, than the

medical attendant who probably never saw them till they present themselves

to him as patients. The men are by this system also kept among their

comrades no small advantage to them and thus their minds are cheered

by the companionship of friends. More time and attendance, too, can be

bestowed on the sick in these small hospitals, from the proportion of medical

attendants and orderlies being in general much above what it is in the larger

establishments, and from the responsibility being, if possible, more binding on

the regimental surgeon, and the stock of comforts proportionally greater and

more regularly supplied, from the resources of the whole regiment being at

his command. In regimental hospitals it is well known that wounds heal

more satisfactorily, and that purulent infection, and gangrene occur more

rarely, most probably because, from the mixture of cases which takes place
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hospitals were established. One larp:c building at ttala-

. . hieh had been a military school, was early

appropriated to this purpose; and, as the number of sick

:i, that segregation of suppurating wounds which is so apt to occur in

general hos; Moil.

On the other hand, a much larger stalT is required when the hospitals are

confined to regin. iment numbering one thousand men on

has a surgeon and three assistants attached to it, all of whom arc-

red useless if their corps is not engaged, while a superabundance of

:1N to the lot of those medical (.Hirers v ut> have suffered

severely in action. Hence it follows, that if the whole r.i f tin-

army was united ami concentrated in general h>>],itals. less than one-half of

the aggregate number of professional men would stiince. fur the <crvice. In

army, the proportion of medical officers to the strength is not a

third so large as in ours.

Besides, a more uniform system can be followed in the treatment of the

cases, and the results of such treatment made more available bet

instructing the younger surgeons, and also for the promotion of M

when conducted in large hospitals, than it e:ui ever ! in -mall ^

establishments. The cost of administration al-.. \\ill ! greatly dim;:

by concentration, and the whole economy of the army, as regards the man-

agement and transport > < osier arranged and much more cfliciently

\sith all this and it is a \ to l>e said in

favour of large hospitals, yet iiingly think that, tried by the one

: the saving and prolongation of life, which in our army .:

11 of advantage, tin- regimental h..-
;

. i> the best.

If this system had existed in the French arn.x . I c.mld have car-

ried on their medical ee; the weakness of t! r sur-

geons were overworked, what niii-t In- said .f thi- Kn-m-h, Miin-h

larger proportion of sic
1

.. - three

of ours. Thus, a; 'nople during the unit

surgeon told me he bad .'1 1
|
.tients to sec I their

regulations.; iiatcd.(l) With u>, t. . nance

(1) i ''. were so ill

lligent soldiers, to dress, not only simple v

also (under superintendence). This most useful corps was called
" Soldats

pauseurs."
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increased, huts w "1 to add to its accommodation.

This hospital was chiefly used as a depdt for the sick

about to embark for the Bosphorus, and for the treat-

ment of sailors and native labourers. The position of

the hospital was most unfortunate. In summer, it was

a perfect furnace
;

"
perched as it was in the focus of a

concave mirror, of which the sides were formed of bare

rock, and the bottom by the smooth water of the har-

bour ;" and its near neighbourhood to the town was a

great disadvantage.

Above Balaklava, on the face of the precipitous rocks

of the coast, a number of Portsmouth and double-walled

huts formed the Sanitarium, to which convalescents

were sent from camp. The exposed position of this

hospital made it by no means an agreeable winter's

residence; but in summer, its airy position, and the

glorious view it commanded, afforded a most agreeable

and beautiful residence for the sick who were oppressed

by fever and lingering convalescence on the burning
and arid plateau. This hospital contained between 400

and 500 beds
;

and the results obtained in it were

unequalled, in so far as curing disease was concerned.

Another Sanitarium was formed above the monastery
of St. George, at an elevation of 500 feet above the sea,

and consisted of twelve large Chester double huts, each

fitted up for twenty beds. The accommodation, both in

the number of huts, and in the number of beds which each

of the war not only decreased the sick list, but augmented the medical staff,

so that at its termination, what between civil surgeons, assistant surgeons,

acting assistant surgeons, and dressers, our hospitals, especially those in the

rear, were inundated by professionals of every type, while the few who joined

the army of our allies barely made up for the vast mortality which their

constant labour and exposure to disease occasioned.
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could be made to afford, could be greatly multiplie I

on an emergency. The construction of tlie huts which

formed this hospital was perfect, the ventilation every-

thing which was desirable, the water-supply sufficient.

kitchen arran-vnients most excellent
; and, alto-

BTj
this establishment might have proved, it' erected

at an earlier period, one of the most useful, as it was

f the most prr >itals in the Mast. The

beautiful seenerv by which it was surrounded, the cool

/.es which tanned it even in the heart of summer.

the agreeable walks around, and the distance it

; the turmoil of the camp, combined to render ''
the

monastery" as pleasing a residence as it was a favour-

able station for the sick.

The
<j>

//' /"/
/>>;<//'//

in
'"////*,

which might have been

t Tilled "the acute hospital," as to it the men struck

down in the trenches were tirst carried, was well situ-

on ground elrvntrd between -1OO and .~>OO feet above

Lj
within the lines of the .'>d division, and

1. ft of our position. It consisted

"f twenty, and latterly of thirty Portsmouth

huts. These huts v. .-led in four rows, facing

west, leaving tlnv,- l,r,.ad Mn-rts between them. A
e of about \'l to ].') f.-rt intrrvcned between neigh-

bouring huts. '1'his close paek'n.g was miicli to be re-

gretted in the arran.u'eiiuMit of the huts: but || tiny had

Jially lirm .-reded for the accommodation of the

1-lth and .".'Jth regim
' as space was not <

urablc where so large an army had to be encamped,
the error was in a great nn-asiin- unavoidable. The

11 whieh tln-s.- huts w. d. had not l>een

at tirst as e.irefn! drained as it would I
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been if they had been originally erected for hospitals.

Along the sides of each intervening street, deep ditches

were dug, after its conversion into an hospital, to secure

the drainage, and latterly the streets themselves were

paved with round stones. A corps of Tartars was con-

stantly employed in keeping the ground clean about the

huts. The cookhouse and latrines were placed behind

the latter on the declivity of the hill leading down

into the valley which bounded our camp from the

higher plateau. These huts were erected during the

winter of 1854-5, but they were not used for hospital

purposes till late in the spring of the latter year. They
were barely out of range, as some of the long shots

from the well-known "crow's nest" battery came at

times disagreeably near
;
but this propinquity favoured

the rapid admission of the wounded from the siege

works. Each hut measured 27 feet by 15 inside, and

contained, during the siege, fourteen beds
; but, when

the town fell, the number of beds was reduced to

twelve. The air contained in these huts allowed about

260 cubic feet to each of fourteen patients. The total

accommodation afforded by this hospital during the

siege, was 420 beds. The arrangement of the huts was

as follows: At one end the door opened without the

protection of a porch (a grave fault) ;
at the end opposite

to the door was a window
; and, in some cases, there

were also windows in the side walls, and a fixed one

above the door. The beds were placed on either side,

the heads being close .to the wall, and the feet towards

the centre passage, which was three feet broad
;
one foot

and a half of open space was left between the beds.

There was a stove in the centre, and ventilation-traps
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cut in
'

''I in mr ! in tin- roof.

Tin- - in tin- sides could be closed at Flight, or in

iv weather. These huts being constructed of si'

boards, and roofed with felt, were not impervious either

'.\i or cold. In wet weather, water decks had to be

rueted >t' waterproof sheet in LT. .Many of them were

completely floored with planks; but some had merely a

n either side for the beds. Peat-charcoal

or lime was frequently Strewn beneath the planking, and

the most scrupulous cleanliness v ;1\ enforced.

The men's kits were stowed in huts set apart for the

purpose, so as to relieve \\. -iblr

from incnmbrance. The bedsteads and bedding f

'lent, tlie provision of medical comforts good, and
1 ile

;
so that, on the whole, a better field

hospital in the camp <>f an active army, I suppose n

:al so situated, one whose ol.jec-

80 t< so liubl

;ation, we cannot apj

'

me rules of criticism

thai g ihe merits of miv
That the putient- "t'ten

;

. that the proper amount of air was not n:

1 out to each, t!i . of the relinements of a

Ion hospital were wanting, may be admitied; but 1

doubt whether a better hospital could ' v<l -JOOO

cam]), in a h< -useless

region, l)efor' d energetic enemy, and almost

within tin- vortex of the strife. Th
; the times of g

than could be supposed possible ; a 1 1 d , as the wards were
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seldom full, except for short periods after some of the

great battles, or assaults, it was generally beyond
cavil. Unquestionably the beds were too close; the

huts were too near one another, and erected within

the precincts of a crowded camp and, in summer, the

heat was great ;
but while I most willingly allow that

there was much in all this which was reprehensible, still

I cannot conscientiously say that I had often reason to

complain of the close air of the wards. The thinness of

the walls of the huts, and the numerous air-traps cut in

them, did much to prevent the formation of a dangerous

atmosphere, but gave rise to disagreeable currents of air,

of which the men often complained. This could not be

effectively overcome by any lining, short of wood. The
absence of porches to the doors greatly favoured these

draughts. In winter, the huts were very cold and un-

comfortable, notwithstanding the pains we took to hang

up blankets and bed-covers round the beds.

The routine followed in the distribution of the patients

was as follows : The regimental hospitals received all

those men of their respective corps who fell sick, and

the wounded were also admitted into these erections

during the early months of the siege, before the estab-

lishment of the general hospitals. Latterly, however,
the large accommodation afforded by the general hospital,

and its near neighbourhood to the works, caused most of

the severely wounded to be sent there, in place of being
sent to their regiments. This remark does not apply to

the light division, or the more distant parts of the right

attack, except after the great explosion within their lines

in November, 1856, when, from the destruction of the
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Mental hospitals, a lar^e number of the injured v,

admitted into the camp hospital.*

I hiring tin- ordinary course of the siege, assistant-sur-

9 stationed with the troops in the works paid the

Attention to the wounded, 1efore they were sent to

the rear; but at tlie time of any assault, a staff-surgeon,

in addition to assistants, was advanced into one of the

ravines, and performed many necessary operations besides

attending to the transmission of the wounded, f

For many months before the termination of the siege

tlu- wounded wen-, with very few exceptions, operated

upon in trout, and kept in camp till nearly cured, when

they nsferred to the lar-v fixed hospitals on the

Bosphorus and Dardanelles, or sent to Smyrna. If sick,

a visit to one of the sanitaria was latterly often substi-

! f.ir a \ cross the Black Sea. The ample
accommodation and provision in camp enabled all this

to be accomplished towards the end of the war; hi;

the carl' k and wounded were sci

once 'jim-cd operations were in

limn |icrl'o.-iucd. Thus, alter the Alma, the

wounded and those operated on were put on board ship

within Ibrty-ci'Jit hours, and SO also after the iVith and

*
I have not spoken of tin- mi\al li|iital, Urausr it was not a military

establishment; l.ut, Ix.lh in construction ami mana-. iiifiit. it was om- >f tin-

f '1 'id ainliiilaiiccs in the ravines clo56 down to the tn-ii

whcreoperation9weremu.il ;

. ith lr.'in-, tin- \traction of balls,

&c. From these they pawed on th. ir \voiiii<lrl t<> tin- .ii\ i-i.-n.ii ambulanoea,

in on. ua they have had aa many as 160

capit'il \\itliin tu.nty four lioun after one sortie, and in another

(the left), they had as many as 400 wounded men carried in the course of

one night, that of the Nt-.'ml of M
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October, and especially after Inkerman, when the

wounded were sent from camp at a very early date.

Thus, then, it is of much consequence to remember, in

order to appreciate aright the surgical annals of the war,

that at two epochs of the siege, arrangements totally dif-

ferent were, from necessity, followed in the treatment

and distribution of the sick and wounded. It can easily

be understood what a difference such arrangements must

have made in the mortality, after the receipt of such an

injury as a compound fracture. How different it was to

keep a patient so circumstanced in a comfortable hos-

pital in camp, and treat him among his comrades, from

having him transferred, immediately after the accident,

in a jolting carnage over roads full of mud-pits, and in

the close hold of a crowded transport over a sea prover-

bially stormy, to be disembarked, in a manner the most

faulty conceivable, at Scutari, admitted among strangers

into a great hospital at a period when the fever occa-

sioned by his wound was at its height, and placed under

the care of a surgeon who knew nothing of his previous

history, or the particulars of his case.* The deplorable

effect occasioned by this early transference I will allude

to more particularly afterwards.

The system of nursing which was pursued in our hos-

* It was a most serious error in the transference arrangements that no

account of the patient was transmitted along with him, when he passed from

one hospital to another. It prevented the surgeon into whose care he fell

from having the same interest in him he otherwise might have had, and it

obviously stood in the way of his proper treatment, and destroyed most

effectually all means of obtaining accurate statistics, or enabling one to

follow cases to a termination. The naval authorities managed this much

better, in sending a full account of each patient when he was transferred ;

but, of course, with them this was more easily effected than it was with

soldiers.
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pitals at the i ^ of the war was highly dcfei

and led, I doubt not, to the sacrifice of many lives. The
i the sick coi: xelusivcly of sold:

very nts, whose strength was not suf-

ored to enable them to resume duty;
and not unfrequently of the worst set-up and most use-

less of tin- priva' .vsence in the ranks could

be easily dispensed with. These were detailed for the

service of the hospitals in the proportion of one attendant

to ten sick, and in the transports, in the proportion of

. hint to twenty-five sick. The necessity, during

arly part of the war, of having at his post every
man who could carry a musket, kept the number of

orderlies rather below than above this proportion, and

ned the employment of men utterly unfit

fr the duty. In hospitals at home, with few serious

ailments among their inmates, the proportion of attend-

allowrd by >( MKce regulations is an

but in ii M hospitals dm . dif-

t,
as there tl. nts are severe, and t'-\v .;' the

pati- to assist themselves. The distance at

which the cook-houses and latrines are usualK

in the arrai: t' field hospitals, impose much

labour on the or and tin- discomforts to which

an- theiiHcK d. render them both mentally

and
]

their dm'

. who with B much parade of " un-

<pici ve in tin- ambu-

1 most useless,

being hut little fit to undergo the fatigue which th.-ir

.tailed, and were, with f. .linns, BO

;iddi- . so. MI !
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peared, being, to use a vulgar phrase, quickly
" used

up." I saw enough of civilian orderlies to impress upon
me the conviction that they, too, are ill fitted for duty
in military hospitals, where it is so necessary to main-

tain "both a military spirit, and a strict military disci-

pline. They do not understand the soldier, who, in his

turn, despises them, and thus an antagonism, almost

impossible to control, springs up between them. Besides

this, the want of the previous training of military drill

makes the purely civilian orderly by no means so man-

ageable, or so
" workable

"
in a camp, where he feels as

a stranger, and withal, becomes sometimes a hopeless

burden. The recently-formed medical staff corps of our

army, will, I believe, be found most efficient, being an

imitation of the " Infirmiers
"
of the French hospitals.*

*
Steady soldiers of character, or men especially recruited, forming a

distinct corps, having promotion granted them in it for merit, retaining the

military spirit and the military idea, but still constituting a separate frater-

nity, well paid, and wellfed (an essential for a sick attendant), having fixed

duties and regular training, not liable to military service, entirely under the

command of the medical officers, and yet subject to military discipline such

is a rough outline of the corps which would render the best service in the

hospitals of an army in the field. Each hospital should have its own staff

complete. Its non-commissioned officers (wardmasters) of various grades,

its cooks, and its tradesmen, and their distribution and emigration, should

be entirely under the control of the principal medical officer, who should

have it in his power to concentrate these men or disperse them, as his idi-.-is

of the exigencies of the service dictated, without reference to any higher

authority further than the responsibility which the due performance of the

service entails. The independence of the "Intendance" in the French ser-

vice of the medical staff, and, in fact, the superiority of the "Intendant .

"

in rank to the surgeon, and the authority which is given in their hos-

pitals to the "
Comptable

" over the medical officers, is a decided blot in

their system. The medical man is thus deprived of his proper posi-

tion, and as his promotion depends on the Intendant, he can hardly be

expected to be bold enough to expose omissions in the management It
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Much : said about the c.\ y of employ-
itrse* in military hospitals, ami thmi/h the

itioo admits <>t' numerous argument //,
on

A I cannot :. ill have no hesitation in

adhesion to the practicability and use-

fulness of tliis proposal, if conducted with discretion and

on. 1 have seen much of this experiment, and

iied its working with . I believe that Miss

impale . led the question, and that under

es an addition will be made to the regularly

recognised nursing arrangements of our military estab-

whieh will prove of the very high >t value,

irreat diih'culty will always lie to find persons lit ted

to undertake the duty. They must combine a vigorous

with a well-halanecd mind a mind untinetured

." but endowed with ivli

ich depth an h as will enable them.

is Christ our Lord, in p

ievotion."-' to undertake their mi;

most perfect subjection to -

ss" or nervousness of disposition, cab;

IB certainly very desirable that all the d< i -spita!

should be < uioaged by some one !-. tlian tli< M-ii. .!

whose special duties should alone engage him. lit t' nt (the pur-
'

in our M : .; these details should

the control anddin-<-tiu <>f tl \\\\ \<> .-.r.

.iri:.;. ami rs, so as to produce one

: . as at preo' i 1.1 I called

upon to arrve half a dozen masters, is a |>r>l.lciii nr ci-y t .nlvc. The

general hospital system is, of conrs*-. notion

of a good
" whole

"
in this respect.

1'itals can be, and in this the advantages of duch a syntom are recognisable.
*

I nM ructions to Uir Sujwrior of the Russian I* ating

>i.t- n Ol Mrn-y.
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the hour of danger, and, above all, a large stock both of

common sense and of cheerfulness. In recounting these

qualifications, I do little more than name those so pre-

eminently possessed by Miss Nightingale, and several of

our leading nurses. It requires the complete abnegation
of self-will which exists in the Romish church to produce
the sceurs de cliarite ; but that the Protestant church

too can send forth a band equally efficient, the "deacon-

nesses
"

of the Rhine * and our own Eastern hospital

nurses have demonstrated. That most injudicious selec-

tions were in various instances made for service in our

hospitals, few who had much to do with these establish-

ments will deny ;
but every unprejudiced and attentive

observer must acknowledge the vast amount of good
which the female nurses accomplished, and the incalcu-

lable service which they are capable of performing when

judiciously selected and properly organized. The re-

spect, almost devotion, shown towards them by the

soldiers, disappointed those who prophesied different

conduct from "
the British ruffian."

In military, more than in civil hospitals, is the kindly

sympathy and gentle care of a woman required. The
soldier has no crowd of anxious friends or relatives to

* Those who are interested in this question will read with pleasure the

pastor Fleidner's personal account of the Kasierswerth Institution for the

training of Deaconnesses which he has published; as well as a short pam-

phlet which is believed to have been written by Miss Nightingale on the

same subject, and published in London for the benefit of the Invalid Gentle-

woman's Establishment. It shows that, long before the establishment of

the order of sisters of mercy by St. Vincent de Paul, the office of deaconness

existed in the Christian church, as well as how energetic the sisterhood has

been since its revival. The deaconnesses now supply a great many hospitals

in Germany and elsewhere with nurses, and the system is rapidly spreading

to different countries.
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his sick bed: hut, oppressed by a sense of loneli-

in a foreign land a feeling of which he is little

conscious wln-n in health, but which comes upon him

with overpowering weight when the silence oi' the sick

room irives liim time tor reflection, he clings to those

identic otliecs ot' kindness which a woman can alone

\v. To the sur-von a good nurse is of incalculable

service. Hi< medicines and splints cannot cure unless

many trivial and apparently insignificant points

connected with the management of a sick lied, which are

more than half the cure, are attended to. The surgeon

Mouirh to occupy all his scant time in the greater
and more serious duties of his service; while those name-

less, constantly-recurriiiLr necessities of a siek room, none

minister to like a woman. To perform such duties

ms part of a woman's mission on earth.* The

patii-iiceaiid urcntlen, ss which are such inestimable (juali-

lication< in a nurse, we cannot lo,.k for in a strong and

vigorous man. nor yet that sen- "ignition nf a

man's wants which so distinguishes a woman. Charles

LainU well exj.n-s-es this idea when he sayg, "It is not

medicine, it is not l.mth and coarse meats served up at

Stated hours with all the hard formality of a prison, it

t the scanty d>le of abed to lie on. which dymur

man re.jnhvs from h' ! .1 it ions, con-

solations, in a word.
>_//////"///,

,'/> arc what a man mo-i

- in this awful close of human sutlerm . A kind

look, a smile, a drop of e,,ld \\ater to a parched li|>
for

things a man shall l.los you in death."

* Luther says,
" A readiness to compassionate others \B mor.

woman than to man. \\<tn.n uho love godliness, generally have also a
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A woman's services in an hospital are invaluable, if

they were of no further use than to attend to the cooking
and the linen departments, to supply

" extras
"

in the

way of little comforts to the worst cases, to see that the

medicines and wine ordered are administered at tin*

appointed periods, and to prepare and provide suitable

drinks. As to the employment of "ladies," I think they

altogether out of place in military hospitals, except
as superintendents. As heads of departments, as or-

ganizers, as overlookers,
"

officers
"

of the female corps,

if you will,' they cannot be dispensed with; but, for in-

ferior posts, strong, active, respectable paid nurses, who

have undergone a preliminary training in civil hospitals

at home, should alone be employed.* In the camp

*
Deputy Inspector-General Monat, in bis Report on the Russian hospitals

(page 7), says,
" From what we saw and heard of these valuable women

(sisters of mercy), with the previous knowledge of the attempt to introduce

female nursing into our military establishments in the Crimea and at Scu-

tari, we are led to the conclusion, irresistibly, that female nursing, as a

general rule, can be only successfully practised from either the predominance
of strong feelings of devotion or affection. Founded on merely mercenary
or any other feelings, it is not only liable, but nearly certain to fail if intro-

duced into military hospitals; and such we believe will be the testimony of

most persons of any experience who have carefully attended to the subject

luring the late campaign." It will be observed from the text that, claiming

> no very limited experience of the working of the female nurse system,

I totally differ from my friend, Mr. Mouat, in his conclusions on one essential

point, viz., whether the under nurses should be paid or not. Many argu-

ments could be advanced to prove that they should be paid, and well paid

too
;
but I will content myself by remarking, that I do not think we can

get the class of women whose services are wanted in the capacity under

review, to undertake these duties solely from "
strong feelings of devotion or

affection." Granting that the humbler classes are as accessible to such
"
feelings

''

as are they above them in rank, and that these prompt to many
beautiful instances of self-sacrifice by their own "

firesides," it is not to be
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itals. which, with an army in the field, arc \\\

triii;
"t' the sick, men should alone

as nurses
;

l>ut in the more fixed hospitals
in the i

',-,\t\y Superintendents and under in'

should in my opinion always be added to the regular
. Their attention should be limited to the 1

and they should have the entire control of the linen,

'ical comforts, and cooking. All cleaning should In-

done by men. There should be a lady superintendent
over each division of the hospital, responsible to the

surgeon as well as to her own lady chief. Then i

should be a store of " extras
"
under her charge, distri-

butable on requisition from the medical attendant, and

which depot should be filled up to a certain <|iiantitv

ly, the sister being held accountable for the con-

Wine and all extras should pass through her

hands. She should be responsible for the due peribnn-

cxpected that, with the circumscribed vii-w* th.-y have, tlu-y slum!

tlM"HTiir called on to go forth to strange and distant lands.

i secure the services of desirable persons whenever our

armies go a' .-II kimun how .liiii.-uit. nay, how impossible al

hat rank, when you have no other hohl upon them

than ''
I on their feeling-. With a la'lv, inanv olh-r in:'

oome It becomes absolutely necessary to make the appoin
" a good siti no to be coveted and not li in <-r.li-r t<

secure the services of, and exercise the proper control .>.. r. the class of

luals wanted to t onts. My impn- :, us a

body, the paid nurses proved better during the late war than t

and I suspect a much higher authority than ., \\, could be f.-.

statement. I do not for a moment wish to assert, that religious character \*

not an almost essential n to be sought r-r in the nurses of all

grade nk that we can make the system work, if we rely on

religious feeling alone as the moving agent to the arduous service* i*j

under nurses should, in my opinion, obtain a handsome stipend.
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an<T, by her female subordinates, of their duties, and

have a right to intrrfm' with the wardmaster if the

cleaning, &c., were not properly attended to by his male

corps. Both wardmaster and sister should be account-

able to the surgeon of the division.*

There is no part of the organization of an hospital

which demands more attention than the cooking depart-

ment, and the proper distribution of the food, and none

which, in military hospitals, is, in general, more neglected.

The truth of the maxim which says,
"

la prciim-iv con-

dition de la saute* c'est la satisfaction de 1'estomac," is

beyond question. Those who remember the cooking for

the sick which prevailed at Scutari before, and that

introduced after the kitchen department underwent the
u female revolution," will be able to appreciate the

difference which attention to this point must make on

the results of treatment. A morsel which disgusted the

healthy could hardly have been relished by the invalid,

and when one calls to recollection the "
portions

" which

* In the cleaning of the wards and attending to the sick, I found it a

good plan, when organizing my division of the Smyrna hospital, to divide

the beds into batches of sixteen, to each of which two male orderlies were

attached. Each of these men was made responsible for eight beds, with

the floor and utensils included in the space occupied by that number of beds.

One of these men was called the " diet orderly," as his duty included the

bringing to the ward, and the distributing of the rations to the whole of the

>ixtccn patients included in his division, and he also attended the sister

when she distributed the wine and extras. The other man was the " medi-

cine orderly," who had charge of the dressings, and went for and distributed

the medicines ordered at the visit. I found eight beds as many as one man

could properly arrange, and I confined the service of the two female nurses

I had in my division to attendance on the severe cases, the preparation of

suitable drinks, the administration of medicines and extras, and the chang-

ing of linen. The duties of the sister I have sketched in the text.
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It "Ut to tin- sick in those days of cloud, he

cannot wonder at the aw till mortality which reiiri.

Men turiHMl away with loathing from the coarse, half-

u if consumed, was

;>al>le ot' providing them with the nourishment they

80 urgently required. It was in the management of

iicli frequent occurrence in the East,

win-re a linirerinir convalescence most liable to rel

had succeeded to a wasting rlux or debilitating fe\

that the "extras" troin the "siflteiS
1 kitchen" came to

tell in the treatment. Nourishment, properly and judi-

-ly administered, was the sole medication on which

mid relv in such cases. It was often of itself sufti-

tO cure, and it was in attending to this that the

female nurses saved so many live-. I shall not soon

forget the change effected l.y the offices of the female

my division at Smyrna, l.y the careful re-'ula-

..f the diet alone. 1 do not hesitate to say, that

previously to their arrival 1 had lost many patients.

who><- lives I miirht have lieen the means of savin

1 had had then such MSUtantS. Th>uu'h much remains

to he said n this siiliject, my space forl>ids cnterinur

D it furl 1.

of the sick and wounded connected

with an ACtiYe army. i> aluays a matter of difficulty.

not uneoiiiiiioiily the indirect source of in-

crea.Hin.tr the mortality. I-'or the army of the East,

the
]

medical d.-partmeiit was most

ample, lnit, unhappily, military
"
sagesse

"
<lid not

Dise the importance ot its I.ein- can ied out.

* At the time to wlii the death* frequently ranged above sixty
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Hence, after the Alma, the medical staff had helplessly

to deplore the fatal abandonment of the forty ambulance

-mis ])rovided for the service. In consequence of this

measure, strongly remonstrated against by the medi-

cal staff, the sick and wounded those suffering from

cholera, or from broken bones and amputated limbs

had to be earned some miles to the beach, under a

scorching sun, either in blankets slung between two

oars, or jolted over tracks deep with sand, in the most

uncomfortable of all earthly conveyances, Turkish

arabas. The poor fellows were then crowded into the

hold of the transports, or laid in rows on the hard

deck, with scarcely a single attendant to answer their

piercing cries for water, or for a blanket to cover them.

That passage to Scutari is as one of the wildest night-

mares which ever disturbed an excited brain. Numbers

sank on the passage, and many died afterwards from

its effects.* After the establishment of the siege, hos-

pital waggons and "
cacolets," or mule litters, conveyed

patients to Balaklava, where they were shipped for the

Bosphorus,^or England.
When the land transport corps was fully organized,

the road to the front finished, and the splendid line of

steamers established between the Crimea and the Bos-

phorus, a transport service existed, such as, I suppose,

was never before seen in the history of war
;
but before

this perfection was attained, -much suffering had been

undergone, and many deaths had been occasioned. The

* Out of 1,300 embarked at Old Fort, 51 died during the short passage

to the Bosphorus. The ambulances were so constructed as to carry some

men sitting, and others on stretchers. The mule litters also could be made

to convey patients in either position.
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. nitty roads, and fmil ships t' the first

now. with many nt' the earlier miseries of' the

almost forgotten and unknown. Even at the best

of times, all who have watched the effects of the trans-

port, will, I think, acknowledge the malignant influence

it directly and su!>se<piently exerted <n the wounded,

g from camp to port, the hoist in j-

in and out of ship, the close air of the hold, the irregu-

lar feeding, the sea-sickness, the decreased attention to

. and the thousand ami one hardships to a

man, of a* conveyance ly land and sea all com-

bined to influence the wounded most prejudicially.*

It was well if the patient escaped the deadly typhus
which lurked in these ships, and which liroiiirht death

to many who embarked in comparative health. If

he had a l>roken limb, or a suppurating wound, it was

than likely that an unhealthy condition would he

* This In strongly confirmed by Dr. Jenkins in \\\< Kep>rt <m tin- mvul

i not to forget the necessity there <

men to Cossack Bay, within a day or two after ope
'

and the effects of I h<>>e who Irft the rump in u fu\mirulilc

: ilflirium ; ami stumps

whirli in tin- camp, have been found to be in a state of imlam-

..li.'H. In short, the conse-

quence to a fresh ; a three hour-' jolting ovr a bad road,

''-.M -lun- ambulance, may be easily imagined. 11

i'-y to Balaklava upon men who were not considered fit caaea for

operation, were to obvious, th .:;.!..!.

mces were never used, and all the men who h.i-1 un lergone severe

operations, or had been badly wounded, were conveyed on stretchers

on men's shoulder*." I
'

pia hospital, MVS, in his pan
of the same : .strated were these men (patients) when

they arrive. ! vonder wan, not that so many died, but that so many
recovered." /fe/wrr on Baltic and Black Sea Fleet*, pp. 87 and 1 7
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engendered by the accidents of the passage, and it was

liu-ky if gangivm' did not ensue, and amputation follow.

The French ascribed much of the gangrene which

reigned in their hospitals at Constantinople, to the early

transference of their wounded from the camp, a measure

which was adopted by them, in order to maintain the

morale of the soldiers.

Not a few of our men sank under the trial of the

voyage, and lie buried beneath the restless waves of the

Euxine, while to stand, as I have often done, on the

pier at Scutari, and watch the landing of the survivors,

gave one a most vivid idea of the pernicious effects

which the voyage occasioned. Many I have seen die

while being landed, and I remember six men in one

morning being disembarked in life at the pier, and

dying before reaching the hospital. The complete pros-

tration and exhaustion, written on the faces of all, told in

characters which no words can express, the severity of

the suffering through which they had passed.
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The campaign in Bulgaria, and its effects on the subsequent health of the troops

diseases which appeared there, and during the flank march, as well as after-

wards in the camp before Sebastopol.

I.\ the previous chapters 1 have described the position

pied by tin- British army before Sebastopol, as well

tfl condition in regard to fond, clothing, and duty.

To avoid contusion, I have hitherto omitted to trac-e the

incidents ot' the earlier part f the war, as they bore on

icalth of the troops; and I have not yet mentioned

the diseases which prevailed at different seasons in OUT

camp. 1'efoiv enterm-- on the subject proper to this

volume. 1 must, however, advert to these points, though

fly; as their effects on the constitutions of the

men. and on their recovery from wounds and injuries.
;

.oth irreat and lon^-continued.

It is . inter that the adverse dirumsta!

^-mentioned, must have had a powerful influence

many of' the diseases which appeared,

as Well a.- in the Mraii-e rebelliousness which

->me. and the absolute incurability which char-

o there.

rly in .lime, 1854, as gallant and splendid an army
as Britain ever equipped landed at Varna. Its numbers,
amounting at that linn- I" 1.\IMHI, were so.m au^nn-ntrd

by the additi-.n ,,!'
up-.

il\ three

months .is an army of observation, having its
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encampments scattered between the coast and Shumln,

and IviiiLT in close neighbourhood to large bodies of

French and Turks, whose combined force could not In-

less than 30,000 men. This large body of troops w.-i*

chiefly concentrated about Varna, stretched along tin-

valley behind the town, or crowning the neighbouring

heights with their white tents.

The country in which our army lay was of the most

beautiful description to the eye, but of the most danger-

ous character to the health. The long, shallow lakes,

exuberant, low-lying woods, thick-tangled wild flowers,

and verdant grass, presented to the eye of all but the

initiated one of the most charming stations for an inac-

tive army. But to those who judged of encampments

by other tests than those of natural beauty, all these

charms were but as the fair painting on the cheek of

death. Every element of its physical character was bad.

Large surfaces of shallow water, surrounded by level,

spongy lands, indented with little hollows, dried and

cracked by the recession and evaporation of the winter

floods
;
low brushwood, rank in vegetation ; bounding

uplands these, with a high temperature, and a deficiency

of potable water, supplied nearly all the possible com-

binations of physical destructiveness.* When these

features failed to warn, the ominous designation of " the

valley of death," which the natives gave to part of the

* "The experience of all ages has proved that the neighbourhood of

marshes, grounds subject to be overflowed by large rivers, surrounded l>y

foul, stagnating water, or low places covered with wood, are most injurious

to health, and the noxious effluvia arising from these situations are aug-

mented in proportion to the heat of the climate, or the season of the year."

Sir George BullingalVs Outlines, p. 50.
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. eciuhl not prevent the "
experimentum crucis

"

. and so our splendid army was placed

within the vortex of these baneful agencies, and its fate

DOl long left in dmil>t. The crowded I mry ing-place

(Id war" formed part of the

occupied by the British, and thus friend

foe li'- mouldering in the same gra\

During the ])eriod of the year when our army occu-

pied J mlii-aria. the two most prominent climatic feature.-*

a hot sun in the daytime (90 to 98), and cold,

The heavy mists which rose from the

.ling hikes in the valley, spread their heavy mantle

the camp at night, and introduced into the bodies

of the unconscious sleepers the seeds of future di.-

ill. That many who escaped the immediate

such a residence, then imbibed a p.ismi which

1 itself in their behaviour under injury,

lew will question, who watched the phases of disease

;he subsequent periods of the war.

rationing of the troops, too, when in Bui

bad and irregular, the tents thin and permeable,
and an ample supply of deleterious spirit and adulter.

at hand. These all lent their aid in pre-

disposing to the outbreak of disease.

thy which these causes, and, above all, the

want of employment, engendered, all tended in the same

. s<> that when cholera broke out in duly, a

M could hardly be imagined.

The power which terror has in propagating this disease,

recehed many mo<t striking exemplifications at this

time. The l-'iviich and Ti; red most.

horrors .f their hospitals readied the
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caccio. Half of the army of Espinasse, in the Dobrut-

scha, disappeared as by a whirlwind, and the panic

which seized the survivors has been described to me as

having been beyond belief. This cholera was the great

scourge which devastated our camp; but typhus, its close

companion, diarrhoea, and dysentery, all claimed their

tithe of men. The breaking-up of the large encamp-
ments failed to rid us of the enemy, which clung to our

army with a pertinacity and malignancy that nothing
could overcome. Thus, then, in less than three months

we find that 897 died from cholera, and 75 from dysen-

tery and diarrhoea. The Light Division, the Guards,
some of the heavy dragoon regiments, and the commis-

sariat department, appear to have been the heaviest losers.

It is not, however, for the purpose of repeating the

tale of the heavy losses of our army in Bulgaria, that I

make these remarks. It is in order to indicate what a,

weakening and deleterious effect the residence in that

country exerted on the survivors, and how much its

effects must have told on the issue of disease and

accident afterwards. There is no one fact which more

completely illustrates this pernicious influence, than what

all surgeons who served in Bulgaria will remember, that

numbers of men, without being absolutely diseased, or

yet so ill as to be fit for hospital, or perhaps even for

medical treatment of any kind, yet fell off in appearance,
lost appetite, flesh, and colour, became listless and weak

;

and that almost every one who had seen the campaign

out, was conscious of a considerable difference in his

state of health after he landed.* The standard of health,

* The very serious effect which inaction has in determining disease in ;in
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ihort, waa lowered, tin- vital forces were diminished

previous t> embarkation for the Crimea in September;
ainl though a state of sickness had not been established

that prelude to it existed which wanted only a

determining cause to develop it.

This "
unsatisfactory condition" was well shown

during tin- short inarches to the place of embarkation,

by the number of men who u
fell out,'' and the 1;

proportion who were unable to carry their packs. It

was also officially recognised in the order by which the

commanding officers of regiments had the option of

making the men land without their kits, on disem-

barkation at Old Fort.

There is no doubt that the spirit infused into the men

by tin- pro>]>ect of employment had a good effect on

their health at the period of embarkation for the Crimea,

but still the elmlera did not leave them. From BOOQ

the transports burials toi.k place daily during the transit

to Old Kurt. The heavy lain which drenched the un-

sheltered army during it> first bivouac, uave the di-

: :'ter the Alma, one of the

army, needs no illustration. 'I In- annals of tin- IVnin-nla all<>r<l many

exam; i mu< li 1 |ir..j,,.rli..n
\' -ii-U cxi-ti-cl in tin- I'rnin-i:l->

win ii tin- army wa- liu'litin- ami mardiiii^ ilaily, tlian cxi>trtl in our army

!^ari when im duty almot had to he performed, i.s only in k.

..f tlir ..mi.- -liara. trr -|m -ad l.ro.i.l.-..

pages of history. "My estimates lead," say- l>: \i:k.-n. nii!.

great* B,
tli.it tin- amount of M.-knos at N'ania wan

frreatcr tlnn tliat of r <\. and m-arly as great as the

anny 1 \vliile engaged in m
i -.Idi.T in l.or-1 Kaulan'- .innx liad ti'"!

f smallest l.^s to an army," -ays Mr. Alro.-U. "i- a \ u t,,ii..u- and \ I

j
T'.-< ut'-d -ani|.ai^ii, \\itli fn <|U-ut h.ittl- -. ami linn li
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first principles which regulate encampments was violated

by our men being halted on ground lately occupied ly

the enemy an enemy, too, among whom cholera had

prevailed, and camped amidst the dirty straw, old r

and tilth which, the Russians always leave behind them

in such profusion, the disease broke out with violence.

In the vineyards of the Balbec our soldiers ate vora-

ciously of the grapes which there hung in such tempting

clusters, and drank immoderately of the streams which,

splashed and muddied by the hot wheels of tumbrils

and guns, and the dusty feet of many men, filled their

parched mouths with sand. Connect all this with the

most exhausting fatigue a fatigue which caused the

immediate death of some with the dreadful heat, the

excitement, the want of food and sleep, and then it will

be easily understood why 596 men sank during the

famous flank march, and 2,237 were sent off sick there-

from to Scutari,* as well as that many arrived before

the city utterly exhausted, and that many never fairly

got over the effects, engaged as they were almost imme-

diately in their arduous trench duties, and thus deprived

of any opportunity of repose or recovery. Those men

whom illness or fatigue prevented from keeping up with

their comrades were left behind to take their chance,

as there was no conveyance to carry them on
;
and both

from this cause, and from the deficiency of opium in the

chests to meet the demand, many lives were lost.

Thus, then, in the short period of three months in

Bulgaria, and the twenty-two days which elapsed be-

tween the landing in the Crimea and the camp being

" See paper by Dr. William Aitken in Clas. Med. Journal for April, 1857.
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formed betbiv S
pol, a very large number of lives

were lost, and the seeds of much of that sickness sown

which yielded such a rank harvest afterwards.

Tlu- troops were without tents for some weeks after

landing, their packs were not returned to them for

nearly two months after the establishment of the siege,

and their sjiiad bau's not having been forwarded from

>
uri,

" the soldier was left during the interval almost

in rap*, a ])rcy to vermin, and without a change of any
kind

"
(Tulloch), all this while undergoing great fatigue

and much exposure.

Thus, then, I have rapidly sketched the progress of

tin- expedition up to the sitting down of the army before

Sebastopol, and indicated the leading circumstances

which exrrcised an influence on the health of the troops.

Let me now shortly inquire what were the dis-

which resulted from these circumstances, and from those

r conditions that came int t a later period

alre; d iii a previous chapter which all com-

bined to destroy 10,000 men of our army in seven

and to delay the fall of the fortress for a year.

It is a n-rnark of all times, that disease thins the ranks

of an army far more than is done by the arms of an

rant and unn-tlectin^ dwell more upon
those events which arc of unusual occurrence, while they

pay but little attention to the effect of those causes with

whose aetioii they are familiar. Thus it i the

iinthiiikin.ir observer, the ravages of battle present them-

M with greater force than the more obscure hilt

more deadly influences of disease.

proportion in which the victims of disease will

M of battle, varies with the country and
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the season in which the campaign is waged, as well as

with the resources of the army engaged. It was a saying
of Frederick the Great, that fever alone cost him more

men than seven pitched battles, and it has been an

axiom with most commanders, that " more campaigns
are decided by sickness than by the sword." At

Walcheren, in 1809, our army, numbering 40,000, lost

332 in the thousand by disease, and only 16'7 by
wounds. In the Peninsula, from January, 1811, to May,

1814, during which period the battles of Albuera, "the

most desperate and bloody of the whole revolutionary

war," Salamanca, Vittoria, the Pyrenees, Nivelle,

Xive, Orthes, and Toulouse were fought; and Badajos,

Ciudad Rodrigo, and San Sebastian stormed, besides

many lesser encounters, in an effective force of 61,500

men, only 42*4 per 1000 were lost by wounds, while

118*6 were lost by disease. In Burmah, again, under a

less propitious climate, in the first war 35 per 1000 were

lost by wounds, and 450 per 1000 by disease
;
and in

the following year 106*6 per 1000 were lost by battle,

and 300 per 1000 by disease.* In the Indian cam-

paigns, in the wars of the Empire, and in the Russian

campaign against Turkey in 1828, the difference is still

more marked. To multiply examples would be of little

use, but sufficiently easy, as the same is the teaching of

almost all campaigns.
In the Crimea the proportion of those lost by sickness

to those lost by wounds, was, if we take the whole war,

* Bauden's Hygiene Militaire compared. The experience of the French

in Egypt is an exception. There they lost 4,157 by disease, and 4,758 by
wounds and accidents, in an army of 30,000, and in a period of three years

and a half.
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1 to 1,7(>1 ;* ami it* we calculate merely the

period from October, 1854, to April, 1855. then, in a mean

: 23,775 men, we h:i\v 9,248 lost by sicki

to place against 608 lost by wounds ;f or ^ we extend

tin- period, and number the !< en-th by di-

and wounds from October, 1S.">4, up till the conclusion of

in 1856, then the contrast becomes yet more

marked and decided. In the French and Russian

arm: ; d during the war, I believe the proportion

of disease to wounds to have been even higher than in

ours
;
but the want of accurate details prevents any close

approximation to their loss being made. M. Scrive tells

thai in December and January, 1854-5, their admis-

sions into the Crimean ambulances were 15,500, of

whom 14,000 were for disease, and l..~)OO wounded;
that of the whole number 1.700 died; and tli;--t during

the last six months, in which the tinal assaults that led

to the taking of the city were made, the French had

2 1 .'. .~>7 wounded, and 1 < > 1 , 1 iS cases of disease.

It has been calculated, that during a campaign, an

average of 10 per cent, sick may be looked for: but in

th'- (

;e was very much above this.

r, 1854, to April, IS-" i though

army was stationary, in a comparatively healthy

climate, having its communications open, and \\ithin a

miles of the sea, the per-centaire of sick to strc

J9 per cent, for the whole body of ln

}.">
p.-r cent, tor the troops serving in front, and for

corps to the unheard-of nnmbrr of 7.') per cent. The

entage of sick to strength dnriiiL: the whole

. cannot be ascertained with precision.

how killed in action, f Tulloch's Crimean (
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The diseases which chiefly affected our troops were

cholera, diarrhoea, dysentery, typhus, and typhoid fevers.

It is true that some of these were often so mingled, so

confounded in their manifestations, and so modified by
their mutual reactions, that it was not always easy, nor

sometimes possible, to detect their individual influences,

or their mutual correlations and interdependence on

one another; yet in many cases the distinctions were

well marked at first, or their individuality was shown

during treatment. The scurvy poison was the fusing

medium, if I may so express myself, which blended the

one disease into the other, and modified all
;
and as the

affection was more developed amongst the French than

amongst us, I believe the confusion of nosological dis-

eases to which I have referred was more striking with

them than even with us.* This curious confounding of

affections often put one's previous notions of disease

completely at fault, rendering the diagnosis uncertain,

the indications for treatment curiously at variance, and

combining the pathological results in unaccustomed syn-
thesis.

The intermediary position which the Crimea occupied
between Europe and Asia, seemed to have caused that

correlation of disease from which our troops suffered.

The typhoid fevers of European armies, and the violent

dysenteries of Asian and African, there met and strug-

gled for the ascendancy ;
while the omnipresent cholera

ravaged our ranks
;
and scurvy, the product of no parti-

cular clime, but of man's own improvidence, prepared
the way for their several assaults.

* My friend Professor Tholozan has given a very able exposition of this

mixing in his paper read to the Academy of Medicine in September, 1856.
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In tli.- returns of the war, 4, ">!.'> deaths appear from

<//"/'/'. Tlu' whole number treated was 7,575, giving
a per-centage of 59*o7 deaths <m the whole number.*

The great majority of these occurred before leaving

Varna; but subsequently to that period, two distinct

outbreaks of the epidemic took place one in December,

]S/>4, and the other in .May, 1855. This was the

-e which chiefly attacked the new drafts, among
whom, however, it was not so deadly, in proportion
to those I

- it was among the old campaigners.
>d wlu-n the disease was at its greatest height

in the Crimea was iu December, 1854, when 888 cases,

in an average strength of 29,T^?, appeared, and 636

-irivmir 2'9 per cent, cases of the whole force, and

71'6 per cent, deaths on admissions. In the June

mie the French had 5,450 cases of cholera, of

which L'.T-'l" died. Its n- belliousness to treatment was

always marked during the period of intensity, and its

manau-eablcness during its retrocession. There seems

good reason to suppose that the cholera which appeared
- introduced from Marseilles, where it was

then prevalent; and while for considerable periods it

remained quiescent, it never wholly e-vised in the camp,
until its disaj I

in the en 1 of i'Vhniary.

Scurvy was the great de*true:ive age; -t which

it was m..st difficult to cop,-, mnl which, th<>u-h but little

h- by its usual Ngnfl thougb >t't.-u carefully

dug it, pretence behind s.m,- Other ailment yet
intb.

:ise,
and touched u ith its

poll

* These numbers do officers, of whom 117 ill. 1 during the

war of sickness, and 86 of wounds.
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linger every wound. Sometimes breaking out witli a

malignancy which recalled the graphic descriptions of

the early voyagers, or the masterly delineations of Lind,
but more commonly declaring its presence by a more

negative, though not less baneful, influence, in preventing
or retarding cure. Wasting fluxes, occurring during
the treatment of an injury and defying cure

;
hemor-

rhages of frequent repetition and difficult suppression ;

fractures refusing to unite
;
sores unaccountably slow to

heal, were its most ordinary indications to the surgeon.

With us it was not often the immediate cause of death
;

but with our allies it very frequently was. During the

cold weather they lost many scorbutic patients rapidly,

from effusion into the lungs, and suffered far more

from scurvy than we did. The sloughing bubos in the

axilla and groin which they had to contend with, were

among its worst complications. M. Scrive says, that

its outbreak was most marked in the regiments newly

landed, in the proportion of 25 per cent, to 10 per cent,

among the older regiments, and that it was less in the

besieging than in the observing army in the valleys in

the rear. With us, the earlier and most usual symp-
toms of the scurvy were a weariness of body which

indisposed to exertion
;
a feeling of despondency ;

some

degree of dyspnoea; stiffness in the limbs increased by rest,

and relieved, in a great measure, by exercise
;
hardness

of the muscles of the calves of the legs, the integuments

of which were discoloured so, that they looked as if pep-

pered with gunpowder ;
and at times, puffiness of the

extremities. Such symptoms were often present, when

the bleeding gums, and other more serious and decided

indications of the poison were absent.
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The omission, before ad\erted to, with regard to the

distribution of lime juice, had a great influence on the

development and progress of this dyscrasial disease.

with salt food, if a sufficiency of anti-scorbutic

remedies had been provided, such as well-preserved vege-
tables, in default of potatoes, or other fivsh legumes, lime

. or sour-crout, or, if the large cabbage of Turkey,

greatly praised ly the natives, had been freely distributed,

the ravages of this affection might have been prevented

yed. Who can calculate the number of lives which

were sacrificed indirectly, if not directly, through such

-
! for this scurvy was our worst enemy, and, in

truth, wrested from us more wounded men than even

the conical ball.* The French used the indigenous
dandelion largely, and if the perseverance of their sol-

diers in it in every recess of the plateau was

recompensed by its effects, they must have benefited

largely by its use. Iron appeared to me to have more

p..wrr uvcr this disease than any of our other remedies.

Under its use the blood assumed a more normal condi-

; the health of the patient greatly improved.
The Fivnch put irrcat faith in the external, as well as

internal, use of lemons. The influence of scurvy in

thai curious eye affection, hcmeralopia. was fiv-

e\ meed. It appeared at an early dale among the

M.-h fruit aa applet could have been procured for the troops in

Urge quantities, it is a pity the authorities were unmindful <>f th-

ence of Virgil, who tells us, in th. Jud Georgic, v. 130, of the
"

.

11

quo non pnesentius till urn

AuxiliniM \init: ac raembrw agit atra vcncna."
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Sardinians, and was not uncommon with us. Its con-

nection with deficient nutrition, or with a degenerated
condition of the blood, was thus rendered apparent.

Of iliurrlui'a and dysentery, 52,442 cases were ad-

mitted into hospital during the war, and 5,910, or 11*26

per cent, died
;
while of these, 23,149 cases, and 1,999

deaths occurred in the Crimea before April, 1855. The

presence of scurvy, the use of irritating food, together

with the labour and exposure, sufficiently account for

this high mortality. Dr. Tholozau tells us, that 700 or

800 out of a total of 1,200 cases which fell under his

observation in the Pera hospital, during the winter of

1854-5, had suffered from diarrhoea or dysentery at the

outset of their several ailments. In a third of these

cases blood had been passed, and in seventy-nine autop-
sies the large intestines were engaged sixty-three times,

the small forty-two times, and the stomach thirty-eight

times. From April, 1855, to June, 1856, comparatively
few cases of dysentery appeared, showing how greatly

the improved hygienic condition of the army influenced

the development of this
"
camp pest."

Very few, indeed, who served in the Crimea through-
out the first winter escaped an attack of dysentery ;

and

it is in keeping with my observation, that most of those

who escaped entirely were officers who seldom ate the

salt pork, but who subsisted on fresh food, which their

private means enabled them to procure. The proportion

of officers to men who suffered from either of the com-

plaints specified, up to April, 1855, I have not been

able to ascertain.

The prevalence of ulceration of the intestines, espe-

cially towards the lower part, was perhaps the most
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taut of all the pathologic*] conditions found on post-

mortem examinations in the East, and was almost uni-

versal in cases of enteric disease. The immense major-

it}-
of those who served during the early part of the

war weresoati'eeted. the ulcvratimi being rather of recent

than ancient date; and thU remark does not apply to

those alone who died of abdominal affections, but also

to those who succumbed from other diseases, or from

wounds. It is also a fact, which I have had many
opportunities of verifying, that men killed in action at

a time when they were apparently in the possession of

health, or rather, as it should be put, men dying

shortly after receiving severe wounds when seemingly

robust, were found to have ulcers in their intestines,

sometimes of a very extensive character. To this it

was not uncommon to find diseased kidneys and lungs

added. The disease, in these cases, might not be active

at the period of death, but it was ready to break out

whenever any injury or operation made an extra de-

mand on the powers of life. It is of importance to note

this extraordinary prevalence of undeveloped disease

ptive character in the appearance ot' the men

ig on their behaviour under accident. The

pies afforded by post-mortem examinations of

rinal ulcers in all stages of increase, and of cure,

v and interestin.-r.

The influence which the intestinal flux had, when
' with scurvy, to modify and restrain the oihcr

tions of the blood disease, and the marked

manner in which abdominal ; ; ! to pre-

vent th.- di-vrlopm.-nt ot' th<>iv M of a tubercular

descr niplili.-d in the Crimea. This
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derivation, as it may be termed, had more to do with

the striking immunity from phthisis which prevailed,

than any goodness in the climate, as, if it had not

been for this counteracting agency, the other exciting
causes to which the troops were exposed in such abund-

ance, would have been more than sufficient to overbalance

the advantages of any climate. Of phthisis, only 279

cases appear in the returns during the whole war, and

116 deaths in the East. I know, however, that many
who there showed no symptoms of the disease, subse-

quently succumbed to it.

Of fever (not typhus), 30,376 cases and 3,161 deaths

therefrom appear in the returns
; March, 1855, was the

month when it most prevailed, and 21*0 per cent, the

mortality during that month, and 10'4 the per-centage
of mortality in the cases treated throughout the war.

In this
" Crimean fever," there was nothing whatever

peculiar, unless the absence of any great febrile action,

the rapid prostration, slow convalescence, and proclivity

to relapse be taken as specialities, which they were not,

in my opinion, as in nothing did this fever differ from

the typhoid fever seen in large cities, especially in

Paris. It often followed dysentery, which, by reduc-

ing the patient's strength, prepared the way for this

"
fever," as it was termed, but which, in these cases,

was the mere development of great vital prostration,

with the complications that were to be looked for in

such a sequence. The characteristic spots were not

always present, relapses were frequent, and during con-

valescence, tuberculosis was not uncommon. There

was always a strong tendency to this fever evinced

in our army. The ease with which it was engrafted
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on other ailments, indicated the fall in
k '

tin- health

barometer."

killed 285 out of 828 cases. The spring

months df iS.Vi ^"as the period when it was most preva-

lent. It was the true maculated typhus as seen at

home, with its measly eruption appearing nn the seventh

or eighth day, and not unfre<piently complicated with

pneumonia. This disease was by no means common in

our army, but its ravages were dreadful amongst the

French and Russians. The much greater crowding

which existed in their hospitals, probably account

much as any other cause, for the difference. The French

died of it by thousands, and the Russians by tens of

thousands. Neither I, nor I believe any other person

:ly how many thus perished, and there is

little use in speculating on numbers. The scurvy played
here a most important part, as. when it was much

oped, the lever was incurable. I cannot say that

I had occasion to notice those marked remissions in the

<f the ramp, of which several medical men have

spoken; but I am persuaded that the treatment by large

doses of (plinine seemed to have a manifeM e!;

the Inw feven of tin- early part of the war.

With ////. //////.'. nt fever we had little to do; but the

h. who were stationed along the Tchernaya, aufieied

greatly from it, as did the Russians in the valleys on

the *ide of the river. I am not aware of any-

thing \vliate\vr peculiar in \}\\< f.-v.-r as it appeared

anionir them; but I have heard from th -ms that

men subject to it wen- most unpromising patients, if

inju; in-shot, especially it' they combined any of

aim with the paludal poison.
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In autumn jaundice was vciy prevalent, though

commonly slight and easily curable by a visit to the

Bosphorus; still it was sometimes very severe and

intractable. The mere change from camp life and

feeding, which took place when sent to sea, or to

Scutari, commonly
" did the doctor" sufficiently.

Perhaps, the symptom which most struck the casual

visitor to the hospitals during the winter of 1854-5, was

the ancemic ap2)earance of the men. Their blood had

been so completely depurated, that they had often more

the appearance of chlorotic females than of soldiers. It

was impossible, in a great measure too, to get the defect

supplied. No treatment almost effected any change,
and thus it came to be a most serious affair if any

haemorrhage or suppuration had to be encountered.

In this rapid review of the diseases of the camp, I

have had no wish to be in any way minute. All I intend

by reference to them, is merely to indicate those which

prevailed, that so their bearing on the surgery of the

war might be appreciated. It is clear that many of

them owed their existence and fatality to vicious hygi-
enic conditions, of whose influence, in deteriorating the

constitutions of the men, the presence and progress of

these diseases afforded the best proof.

That these diseases depended on the unfavourable

circumstances as to food, shelter, and duty in which

the troops were placed, has been clearly demonstrated

by Sir A. Tulloch, as he shows that the mortality varied

in different corps in an exact ratio with the care that

was taken of each in providing them with good food

and shelter, even though performing severe duties
;
and

that those troops who were constantly in the trenches,
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and badly supplied with clothing
1 and food, suffered

most. Thus, while the mortality among eight corps in

was as high as 73 per cent., and amongst the in-

fantrv generally employed in the trenches 45 percent.;

yet, in the naval brigade, who were always engaged, but

were well-housed, elnthed, and led, it was under 4 per
. Among the cavalry, who, though perhaps not over-

well ted, had yet no trench or night duty, it was 15 per

., and among the artillery, who were well looked

at'ter. and less worked, it was 18 per cent.
;
while among

the officers, who, though equally exposed, had yet the

means of obtaining better food and clothing, it was only
lit.

The trench duties had certainly most to do with the

mortality, as its dependence on the length of time dur-

ing which these duties had to be performed was very
marked. 1 will not repeat here details with which all

are familiar. Sir A. Tull<>ch has entered into them at

ih. In .la unary, 185:,. tin- sickness had attained

its maximum
;

at that period, the number of those in

hospital and at Scutari, exceeded the force fit for duty,
s 12,025 sick to 11,367 effective.

I was always strongly convinced that the Bulgarian

rampaig' -ed a great influence, not so much on

the proclivity to disease, as on its fatality when formed.

- has been most dearly shown by l>r. William

Aitkcn, in his intere<tiir_r papers on the health of the

:>s at the period implied. That tin- -H' ! of injury

and operation on these men showed how much their con-

;i'>n had sull'eivd during their residence in Hub

I had often reason to obscr

of the returns shows, that ''while the admissions to
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hospital were so much greater among the Crimean

portion of the army, the deaths per cent, on these

admissions were very much greater amongst the ex-

Bulgarian part;" and that while the Crimean portion

suffered chiefly from enteric and scorbutic disease and

cholera, the Bulgarian troops suffered from fevers and

pulmonary diseases, which is just what might have

been a priori expected. The mortality on admissions

from fever was nearly double from cholera, dysentery,

scurvy, frost-bite, pulmonary disease, much higher

among those troops who served in Bulgaria, than

among those who were only in the Crimea. I cannot

say how far the paludal poison of the swamps of Varna

had to do in predisposing the troops who had imbibed

it to fevers of a typhoid type. Dr. Aitken appears
to give considerable weight to such a predisposition, and

quotes the results of the Walcheren expedition as

affording an analogous instance. There occurred several

well-marked instances to prove, that many soldiers,

even some who never had any of the symptoms of

miasmatic poisoning when in Bulgaria, showed signs of

such an invasion when reduced by wounds
;
and I had

frequent occasion to remark, that the advent of purulent

contamination bore in such men a more than usual

resemblance to an attack of marsh fever. That the

subtle influence of this poison had been absorbed, and

afterwards prejudicially affected many who did not at

first show signs of its presence, cannot be doubted by
those who had much opportunity of observing the pro-

gress of disease and of wounds in the hospitals of the

Eastern army.
There was an affection of the hands and feet very
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common during the first winter and spring in both the

ish and French hospitals, and which Dr. Tholozan,

with some of the Fivnch surgeons, was inclined to look

up>n aa allied to a peculiar disease that appeared epi-

demically in i . the years ISi's and 1832,

and th<-n termed acmdynia. 1 t'eel persuaded that with

us it was the product of cold and scurvy, and was

perhaps a junction of rheumatism, or yet more probably
of a ^ tage of frost-bite, with a weak circulation

and a scorbutic taint. This affection showed itself

:!y in the pulpy parts of the feet and hands, but

ially in the ball of the toes, in the edges of the

feet, and in the muscular ridge which rims across the

sole of the foot at the roots of the toes. Its earliest

symptom was a prickly sni>ation experienced when the

ut stood on the foot, and was variously described

.em as resembling the pricking of pins, or as if they
walked on nails. There were Lancinating pains in the

s of the legs, which parts felt hard and brawny,
and were sometimes swollen and discoloured. There

was weariness in the limbs, and a most distressing heat

in the feet, especially at night, when the weight of the

lothes could not be borne. An erythematous red-

1 was often observed along the edges of the feet or

hands, and the sensibility, though generally heightened,

was occasionally diminished, so that they sometimes

said that in walking
"
they did not feel the ground."

loeali/ed in small patches, and not always

accompanied by other scorbutic symptoms. It was
.1 combined, too, with lo\v fever or dysi -ntery.

not uiitre.jiiently followed by desijuapi.ition of the epi-

dermis, and sometime.^ by i,.r ; d gangrene.
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In typhoid fever and scurvy, symptoms of a much

less pronounced character, but withal similar as to numb-

ness, formication, and hypersesthesia, are sometimes seen

at home. In India a somewhat similar affection of the

feet, called by writers "
burning feet," is mentioned by

various writers* as being a most distressing disease of

the Sepoys, and looked upon as being a sequela of rheu-

matism, and having its origin in the spinal cord.

All local treatment seemed unavailing in the Crimea,

though stimulant and anodyne embrocations, hot and

cold pediluvia, and shampooing appeared at times to

assuage it. It disappeared as the general health and

the state of the blood improved. Blisters were tried by

some, but were manifestly injurious, and at times ap-

peared to favour sloughing, from the low vitality of the

part.

It must be allowed that this affection, as it appeared
in the East, bore a very close resemblance to the "mal

des pieds et des mains" as it occurred in Paris in 1828.

The writers of that periodf tell us of the same prick-

ing and formication of the feet and hands, the same

streaking along their edges, the same alternating height-

ened and diminished sensibility, the oedema, dark patches

on the limbs, and desquamation of the epidermis,

lancinating pains, and great heat of the parts increased

at night, which were all so marked with us
;
but they

* See J. G. Malcolmson on Rheumatism and Burning Feet, Madras, 1835.

f See Genest Arch. Generales des Med., t. xviii. and xix.; Chardon fils

Rev. Med., t. iii.; Chomel, Chejoin, and Fra^ois Jour. Gen. de Med. t. cv.;

Montault and Robert, Do., t. cvi. and cviii.
;
Broussais An. de Med. Phys.

t. xiv.; Dance Die. de Med. Ozanam Hist. desEpidem. See also on a similar

affection which appeared in Padua in 1762, Brugnatelli Jour. Physico-Medic.
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There are various traces of the occurrence of this

affection during the Peninsular war
;
but it does not

appear to have attracted much notice from surgeons
there. The disease known as beriberi has, in some of

its slighter forms, a resemblance to
it, but has many

symptoms of which we had no experience.

In all these affections a depressed vitality and nervous

excitement seemed to have been the chief causes of dis-

ease. Dr. Tholozan says he observed on dissection a

peculiar
"

specific alteration
"

in the deep fatty tissues of

the hands, feet, and legs, especially in the borders of the

feet, the pulps of the toes, and the thenar and antithenar

cushions, which, he thinks, has not been as yet explained,

and which he does not connect either with scurvy, fever,

dysentery, or congelation, and which, as he informed me,
he believes to be the cause of the peculiar affection to

which I have made reference above.*

* " Le tissu graisseux de la plante des pieds, de la paume des mains, ou

bien celui qui forme le coussinet sur lequel repose le ligament rotulien, ou

bien les vesicules graisseuses situces centre le femur, au-dessus de 1'articula-

tion fdmoro-tibiale, ont presente 27 fois, dans les 79 autopsies, des alte'ra-

tions curieuses. Avec un c-tat normal du denne et de 1'aponevrose, on trouve

les vesicules graisseuses sous-cutanees fortcmeut injectees depuis le rouge clair

jusqu'au rouge noir. La couleur jaunatre de la graisse a disparu derriere

la forte injection, et meme 1'dtat ecchymotique de 1'enveloppe celluleuse des

vesicules. Ce n'est point une ecchymose sous-cutande : c'est un etat anato-

mique particulier fort peu connu du tissu graisseux. Le tissu cellulo-fibreux

intervesiculaire cst normal et plutot pale, les cellules graisseuses sont tres-

hyperdmie'es, et ces vdsicules prdsentent quelquefois a leur surface un

piquetc ecchymotique noiratre. La graisse contenuo dans les vesicules ne

parait pas alt''ree.

"Cette Idsion existe dans quelques cas en meme temps dans les dinVrcntrs

rdgions indiqudes ;
souvent ou ne la rencontre qu'u la plante des picds ou

au voisinage de 1'articulation du genou ; toujours elle est plus prononc'c :'v

la plante des pieds qu'a la paume des mains. Le tissu graisseux le plus



CONCLUSION-

I candidly confess, I was one of those who looked

forward with foreboding to the dinners of the plague

appe our hospitals; but, providentially, we were

spared this tearful invasion. Circumstances were cer-

tainly favourable to its outbreak ; and, at one time.

scurvy and malignant t'ever attained such a ma-t.-r_

MX many of the features of plague, both in the

:eh hospitals at Constantinople, and among the Rus-

sians at Odessa; but with us, the rapid amelioration

which took place as the war proceeded, made us

nervous al.oiit any development of it in our army.
A review, however superficial, of the medical annals

ot' the war; of the hygienic causes, and local circum-

s which led to the appearance and development
of disease in our army; reiterates in trumpet-tones tin-

same lesson confirms and enforces the same conclusion

that the barometer of health rose and fell, as external

eireum-t ivouralile or injurious to health, were

ided to or neglected. These circumstances were, in a

great degree, under our own control, as will always be

the case, whether in the camp or the city. This

si < iui ,|ni avnisine le bord externe et le bord interne du pi<

de e'mincn h\ p.itluMiar. <,ii. l.|\ i.-nli-s ^raisseOMt

de la polpe des doigta, on des orteils ont jm'-- lesion, inais & un

degre* moindre. Au pied et k la main, la graisse situt'e au-de.ns

rapoHiivrose n'eat pas attaqu^e ;
le tlssu graisaeux sous-cutnm'- ou profond

dea mcmbrcfl, on des caviled splancbniquea n'otVr> ri< n

i >IH. II ne ra'a pa* e"t<i possible de saisir de relation . ntn , ,-t dtat

et le la typhoa, on la dyasenterie, on lea congelations II a'agit

I* il'une alteration speciflquc non dferite, dont la valeur pathologique I

bcsoin, poordtre prC-ciace, d'un plus grand nombre d'observationa." Reckr-

ck* MT hi ifaladiet eU fArmce <TOrient /IM a CAcad. de ML, Sept. 30,

1856, par X. U Dr. Tholoian,
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so. it is surely the first duty of a government, as well as

of a commander, to adopt every possible precaution which

can guarantee the health and life of the army to which

the honour, and even the safety, of the state are in-

trusted. By the adoption of judicious and enlightened

means, disease, if it cannot be wholly banished from our

camps, may yet be stripped of the deadly power which

it now so destructively wields. Even wounds would be-

come comparatively harmless, if all the vital powers (the

vis medicatrix naturce) possessed in full vigour and acti-

vity, were to put forth their mighty strength to sustain

and restore the constitution. The soldier would have

no enemy to fear but one he could see face to face one

whom the British soldier never fears and thus the

effectiveness of our army would be increased tenfold.

Any one who saw the two armies at Sebastopol ;

the ragged, gaunt, spectral-like figures guarding their

fated trenches in the dreary winter of 1854-5, while the

majority of their comrades lay in misery and pain in the

wretched hospitals ;
and again witnessed the British

army in the spring of 1856
; every man in health and

vigour literally
"

full of lusty life," and actually
"
re-

joicing in his strength ;" he who beheld that great con-

trast, and reflected how oversight and neglect were the

causes of the one sad picture, and care, directed by know-

ledge and supported by energy, produced the other truly

glorious one, would, whether actuated by principles of

economy, humanity, or patriotism, ever urge his country
to guard and preserve the health of the armies that

defend it.

" Conserver les soldats," says Baudens,
"
transported

a grand peine, est le premier interet d'une nation qui
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t'ait line LTIUTIV lointaine
;

c'est aussi le meilleur gage
d'un succes definitit'. Lrs maladies tuent plus d'homincs

que le fer et la poudre, et il est souvent facile de les pre*-

venir par de simples precautions hygieniques."





CHAPTER IV.

Distinction between Surgery as practised in the Army and in Civil Life Soldiers

as Patients, and the Character of the Injuries to which they are liable Some

Peculiarities in the Wounds and Injuries seen during the late War.

THAT military surgery does not differ from the surgery
\il life, is an assertion which is true in letter, but

not in spirit. As a science, surgery, wherever practiced,

is one ami indivisible; but as an art, it varies according

to the peculiar nature of the injuries with which it has

to deal, and with tin- circumstances in which it falls to

be c> . To the surgeon practising in tin* camp,
many accident- -ntrd which seldom or never

come within the observation of the civil practiti<

while not a few nf the cases which arc daily treated in

domestic life, rarely come under the charirc of the military

vo classes of practitioners may be said

to be engaged in separate departments of the same pro-

fession, which, though uniting occasionally, are yet
;

>ly distinct from one another.

.ilitary surir'"n during pence enters tor a time

into civil lite; but durin;_r war he is called upon to

cise the very highest functions of his profession,

and to (In with the more trivial accidents which

constitute the sum of a private pract itioner's daily mn-

His o -

midniil.tedl;. ted I" a

smaller variety of cases. He sees dian

>f the in ipressed upon disease
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l>y age and sex
;

Imt in war lie lias a wider field for

noticing the influence of external circumstances, of

tremes of climate, of variations in food, work, and shelter

on the same men, as well as the effects of mental causes,

as seen in the exultation of victory and in the prostra-

tion and dejection of defeat.

But though there may exist such distinctions between

the spheres of the military and those of the civil surgeon,

there is surely nothing in the exercise of their different

callings which should create an antagonism between

them. They are both members of the same priesthood,

whose office it is to minister to suffering man, and the

experiences collected by each should be willingly laid

as common offerings on the altar of science.

To no class of professional men is a liberal education

more important than to the army surgeon. To com-

mand that respect which is necessary for the right exer-

cise of his official duties, he must be superior in general

knowledge to his comrades. The many countries and

varied climates to which he is sent, and the delicate

positions in which his service often places him, demand
the possession of an enlarged and well-stored mind

while the deep responsibility attached to the charge of

such a number of valuable lives, and the necessity im-

posed by the absence of a " consultant
"
of deciding the

most critical cases on his own unaided judgment, demand

the firm self-reliance founded on clear knowledge as

essential to any measure of success. Even amid the

falling ranks, where he is exposed to as great danger
as any, he must completely forget self, and give his

whole mind to the condition of the sufferers around him;
for often do his decisions, formed in a mere instant of
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time. >r life or death tin* fate of the fellow-being

before him. Then his powers of observation must be GO

well trained that he ran discriminate between different

diseases, whose tvj.es an- mingled and masked by their

union, as these are only seen in armies in the time of

\var.

The hardships incident to a soldier's life fall equally

on the surgeon as upon his comrades; and, besides the

:ers of battle and exposure, he runs the risk of those

epidemic diseases which devastate armies, and which are

the product of excitinir causes, to which he has been as

liable as any of those actually seized, and to the infection

of which, when developed, he is ever exposed. In civil

practice, on the other hand, a surgeon is not subjected to

predisposing and exciting causes of disease cold,

want of food and clothing, Cv'c. which cause its appear-

amoiiLT the mass of the population, nor docs In-

n-main exposed to its infection longer than is necessary
to prescribe for his patient. 'The want of libraries for

study and self-improvement arc also drawbacks to the

exercise of the profession in armies, of which the civilian

The strict discipline which prevails in military hos-

pitals, gives the army snrp-on some advantages o\er the

civilian in the treatment of his cases. No interference

the ill- judged kindness of relatives, or from the

hea<: ,.f the patient him.-rlf, can occur,

pinion is a law from which there is no appeal, and

thus fewer obstacles Maud in the way of Ms giving a

'rial to i .lie has, also, the advantages so

d the ci\ ii; ,, r continuing his

itmcnt by after-death examination a
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point of the greatest moment. He can, in general, exer-

cise his judgment also to the fullest without having his

decision criticised by a host of ignorant censors, and

thus the moot points in surgery can often be determined

by him in a manner not permissible in civil life.

The greater uniformity in age, constitution, and ex-

ternal circumstances that is to be found among patients
in the public services, than among the mass of the popu-
lation who enter civil hospitals, makes conclusions drawn
from their treatment more reliable for future guidance
in dealing with them, than any statistics derived from

civil practice can be for general purposes.
But how different are the means of treating injury in

the field and in civil life ! The ample space, established

routine, careful nursing, many comforts and appliances
of a civil hospital, contrast strongly with the temporary

nature, hurried extemporised inventions, and incomplete

arrangements of a military hospital in the field.

The influx of patients from the works of a besieging

force, or the shifting from place to place of an army

during a campaign, makes the removal of the sick to the

rear a necessity. Then, as this transference has often

to be accomplished by means little adapted for the pur-

pose, and at a period of the treatment the worst fitted

for its execution, the evil done is often irreparable; so

that injuries which might be completely cured in station-

ary hospitals have often to be relieved by amputation,
while others whose treatment might, under more favour-

able circumstances, have afforded a fair prospect of suc-

cess, are placed beyond recovery. From this it follows

that the military surgeon cannot always choose either

his own time or circumstances in performing his opera-
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He must be content to do the best he can in the

Is,
ami thus his experience has sometimes to be sacri-

ficed i" expediency. Mis operations, too, often differ

widely from tin- classic procedures of civil life. The

adage, that "a good anatomic may operate in any way,"
has often in him its illustration. The object being to

save as much as possible, compels him to tax his in-

genuity in order to take advantage of the eccentric

manner in which the ball has half accomplished the

severance of the limb, and to seize his flaps here and

there where they can be got ;
and thus, though the im-

mediate result may not appear so satisfactory, the final

ill is probably as effectively secured. In die practice

of field surgery, moreover, methods of operating will

often succeed which are not adapted for civil practice.

Thus, in the resection of joints which come to be per-

formed in the field, a comparatively small and simple
-ion will enable the operator to remove the injured

'lile in those cases in which the operation is

commonly performed in civil life, a much larger and

more complex incision is generally required in on!

permit nf the extraction of the enlarged, adherent, un-

l-n-ken hone which has to be removed, and perhaps to

allow of the excision of part of the articular cavity at

the same time.

A.- tad with the duties of the naval surgeon,

f the military surgeon are much more dillicult.

are widely scattered, do not come so soon

under his care when injured, are sul-jeet. d 1

hardships both immediately after Leim: wounded and

during r the patients of the na\al

surgeon.
" The sailor fights at home," while the u
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timate soldier has often much suffering to go through
before he is admitted into hospital.

The soldier as a patient differs from the civilian in

several well-marked points. In some respects he is a

better patient, and in many respects he is a much worse

one. Some of these points of distinction should always
be borne in mind when estimating the success of surgery
as practised in the case of the one or the other.

Chosen when young from the mass of the population
on account of his physical promise, selected with care

during peace with less discrimination during war, the

soldier at starting is advantageously contrasted with the

majority of the men of his own age. Chosen without

any reference to his moral character, he is not uncom-

monly depraved and profligate in his habits, and has

perhaps enlisted in the recklessness which succeeds to

debauch, or as a last resource to save him from penury.
We have thus not unfrequently two conditions meeting
in the young recruit, both of which bear their own fruit

in his future history a tendency to indulge in vices

which lead to disease, but a state of health in which

disease has not been as yet established.

Taken from a domestic life in which he had possibly

every liberty as to the disposal of his time, the formation

of his habits, and the pursuit of his amusements, he is

at once placed under the rigours of a discipline which

soon becomes irksome. He enjoys little leisure, but is

harassed by his unaccustomed, and, for a time at least,

laborious duties. Nostalgia succeeds, and thus the period
of acclimatization, as it may be termed, becomes an ordeal

so trying as in many instances to implant the germs of

disease. The prejudicial effects of this initiation will
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be the more sure, if the recruit be launched into the vml

of a war camp before his constitution has had

time to accommodate it-elf to the new condition of things

in which it is for tin- I'uture to exist. But if the youim-

soldi rei this noviciate, then his physical con-

dition, during a time of peace at least, is undoubtedly
with his fellow in civil lite.

in...!, which is well adapted for his use, is provided
him regularly. He is systematically

His hours of labour and repose are carefully arranged,
and he is at all times liberally supplied with fresh air.

ism, <>n the other hand, though not subjected to

the rough change of existence which the soldier h,

undergo, is greatly less regular in his mode of life. He

jiiently in close streets and airless dwell;

tying with the profits of

labour. lie indulges without restraint when he can

afford it, and has to submit to privation afterwaiv

r..mpensate for the excess.

Ill lier loses many of his advan-

tages over the civilian. Ti: :al cireuiiist;,

which predispose to, or generate di- more numer-

ous : .1 in his rase than they e\ ( r

m civil life. The exposure, the bail and irregular

deficienl Bhelter,
the oxoessm fatigue, the

unnatural exeitement or depression of victory or det'eat.

all tend to reduce him as much below as he was formerly

above the civilian in the scale of health. He has. amid.-:

war," opportunities for li

I slow to take advantage, ami his

uiKjiiiet and ifl but ton apt to occasion th.,t

iiility of- wh'n-h conceals a constitution weak
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to resist injury, under an outward appearance of strength

and vigour. Thus it is, that as in civil life different

trades produce different diseases, so a soldier's life, both

in peace and war, begets its own diseases, and secures

exemption from others to which civilians are liable.

Morally, as well as physically, the sick soldier differs

from the inmate of a civil hospital. If wounded, lie

received his injury in the discharge of his duty; if sick,

in the fulfilment of praiseworthy service. His "honour-

able scars
"

recognise none of those causes referable to

misconduct or stupid thoughtlessness, which so frequently

make the civilian the inmate of an hospital. He has no

fear like the civilian for the future, if incapacitated for

further service, as he knows that his misfortune will

entitle him to sustenance for the time to come, and that

his country will regard him with gratitude.

When struck down by sickness, the soldier
is, however,

thrown more upon himself than the civilian, and this

isolation must in his case act prejudicially on his re-

covery. He has no visits from sympathizing friends, as

he lies on a sick bed, far from home, amidst the selfish

hardness of a camp. He is soon separated from his

comrades, and placed among strangers gathered like

himself from the accidents of the field, and he finds him-

self in circumstances where he has little to cheer, but

much to depress him. In the injuries to which he is

exposed in war, he is more hardly dealt with than the

civilian. The accidents which befall him, equal in their

severity the most terrible which occur in civil life. The

effects produced by the massive round shot or ponderous

shell, are very like the crushing and tearing of machinery

impelled by the resistless steam; so that, among the
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many assimilating ctVects of our railways and manu-

ries, one will evidently be, in course of time, the

briiiLrin-- of the siir-vry in civil hospitals more and more

into conformity with that of \\

P>ut. besides all that I have said as to those matt, r-

in which military and civil sur-vry are similar, or dis-

1 as to the contrast which exists on some points

between the patients falling to be treated in either .

there are yet some circumstances in the late war to

which I must allude, as they are peculiar in themselves,
and have an especial bearing on its surgical annals.

A siege differs considerably from ordinary campaign
work, both in the description and mortality of the wounds

to which it exposes the soldier. The close proximity of

!

uitteries, the steady and deadly aim which

bo obtained by the riilemen, the range so soon ascer-

tained f,r cannon and mortar, the guns so carefully and

accurately worked from the absence of hurry, and from

'aily ]

tract ice of the gunners, all contribute to render

the proportion of casualties higher and their severity

greater in sieges, than the injuries which attend a cam-

i in the lirld. Wounds of the upper half of the

body may be expected to be more common in a siege,

from tip- lower parts bein^ protected by the works, and

shell wounds must also be of more fre<[uent occurrence,

mployment of mortars in attacking or

The sudden sorties from the

:rison, the Ion-- and constant exposure to

*
I iisurrections of Paris, they observed the greater frequency

of wounds in the upper part of the body, and the conaequcn

mortality among the revolted, who fired from nin<l<>ns ami Miind barri-

cade*, than among the soldiers, who occupied the open street
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the enemy's lire while t'orminij; and guarding the trenches,

all conduce to swell the number of those injured.

The health of the troops, moreover, does not maintain

so high a standard when they are stationary, and want

the wholesome animation which results from the change
and stirring incidents of a moving campaign ;

whence it

follows, that on becoming inmates of the hospital, they
are not so fit to stand active treatment, nor are they so
"
lively at recovery."

However, there is one advantage which a siege lias

over a campaign in the field, and it is a considerable

one. The hospitals being more stationary can be better

arranged, and placed so near the scene of conflict, that

the injured may be more quickly succoured.

During the late war, our army had not only to go

through the ordeal of great battles, but the prosecution

of a siege unequalled for its difficulties in the history of

war a siege in which every obstacle and every trial

was enhanced by the stubborn resolution of a brave

enemy, and the frailty of our own military preparation.

The sorties were on a scale so gigantic, and pushed so

resolutely, as to occasion effects little inferior to those of

a pitched battle
;

and the extraordinary length and

active prosecution of the siege caused results resembling

those of a constant battle, several months in duration.

A few general engagements, and the casualties of out-

post service, make up the accidents of an ordinary cam-

paign ;
but with us, day after day, and night after night,

kept up a constant strain, which was more exhausting
to the strength of the army than any other sort of war-

tare could have been.

The majority of the recruits who joined the army
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early in 1 s.V>. and who supplied many of tlie wounded

of that year, were tar from being well chosen. They
ted under a pressure, and were the contribu-

tiou< of a country where the drag-net of the conscription

is nt u-ed t inclose the good as well as the bad, and

where a soldier's lite is not in any honour or favour

with the generality of the people. .Many ot' them wen-

raw bojS, ill-conditioned, below the standard age, unde-

veloped in body, unconfirmed in constitution, and hence

without stamina or powers of endurance. Often selected

on account of their precocious growth, at once launched

into the turmoil, unwonted labour, and hardship of a

siege, in which the strength of full-grown men soon

failed, they were very quickly "used up." Cholera or

: speedily seized them, overtaxed as they were in

work, and unaccustomed to either the food or the expo-

sure which fell to them. The hospitals became tilled

with such unpromising patients, whose '* wi/ened" look

mark'-d by the most C;

If these unfortunate I o\s were severely

wounded they almost invariably died, as their weakly
ntutions and overstrained powers could not with-

bhe opl ry." To them Hunter's

;-plied with peeui . lhat
"
their condition

of health did .n- disease." If th'-y survived the

:< of their injury, their convalescence was pain-

'1, and the least imprudence produced a

relaps.-. Their ailments were seldom acute their life-

r was unequal to its production their IMT,

systems were shattered, and that undefined but i

ae, known as th- u mat des tnnohi

SOOn set up. I)rplet..ry in had soon to be aban-

o
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doned, and a more rational treatment, founded on special

symptoms and tlie observed effects of remedies, .substi-

tuted for the conventional mediration.

Again, several of the regiments which suffered most

in many of the assaults, and which consequently contri-

buted the greater number of the operative cases, were,

either wholly or in part, composed of men who had just

returned from prolonged service in India. Men so cir-

cumstanced were but ill calculated to undergo the

rigours of a Crimean winter, or the hard work of the

trenches, or yet the great trial of a capital operation.

There was yet another element which demands atten-

tion, when estimating the surgical records of the war.

I refer to the use of the new rifle, with its conical ball.

The rifle used by the Russians was little inferior in

range or force to our Minie, while its conical, deep-

cupped ball was much heavier. The great variety in

form and weight which the balls used by the belligerents

presented, will be seen by reference to the table in the

appendix (E), where the particular description and

weight of each are given. The greater precision in aim,
the immensely increased range, the peculiar shape, great

force, and unwonted motion imparted by the new rifles

to their conical balls, have introduced into the prognosis
of gun-shot wounds an element of the utmost importance.
I am not prepared to say whether the great destruction

of the soft and hard tissues which these balls occasion,

results from their wedgelike shape, immense force and

velocity, or the revolving motion, or from a combination

of all these causes combined; but of one thing I am con-

vinced, that their use has changed the bearing of many
points which fall to be considered by the surgeon in the
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was so freely used in the East were half as large as the

round shot fired from the field guns in the Peninsula.

With us, every refinement in the art of destruction was

liberally practised, so that "1'art de tuer les hommes
avec methode, et gloire," was, unhappily, never carried

nearer perfection, though we may comfort ourselves with

the reflection of Percy, that this very perfection,
" nous

a donne* la meme tache et la m6me recompense dans 1'art

de les conserver." " Les circonstances," says Briot,

"qui contribuent le plus a la destruction des hommes
sont aussi celles qui font decouvrir et developpent plus
de moyens propres a leur conservation."

Finally, if in war the surgeon sees much which is

terrible, much which taxes his feelings of humanity, and

his regret at the feebleness of his art, he has also the

comforting conviction that nowhere is his beneficent

mission so felt, nowhere is the saving power of his pro-
fession so fully exercised

;
so true is

it, that "Chirurgery

triumphs in armies and in sieges. 'Tis there that its

empire is owned, 'tis there that its effects, and not words,

express its eulogium."*

*
Dionis, quoted by Sir George Ballingall.



CHATTER V.

The *
peculiarities" of Gun-shot Wounds, and their general Treatment.

IN saviiiLr that i%
there is a peculiarity, but no mystery,

in pin-shot wounds," John Bell has expressed tin-

change of opinion which late times have brought about

with regard to the nature of these injuries. It was the

mysterious character ascribed by the old surgeons to

wound- tVoin so "devilish an engine" as a gun, which

so lon^ surrounded them with dread, and made ineanta-

tions and charms tin- favourite resource in their treat-

ment. The new philosophy has dispelled the m\>'

but left us still to study the eccentricities which so often

mark these injuries. The contused appearance and

unavoidable sloiurhin^ of the walls of the ball's track,

little-su Mit s.rious destruction of deep
. and the grave consequences which may ensue

h a wound, appear to have been the circum-

stances that ivenomed nature of gun-

powder, and the cautery-like action of its projected

ball, as well as the idea which prevailed, that in order t"

get quit of the injurious influences thus exerted on the

wound, it was necessary to pour into it burninir oil, or

CTlriOTO tinctures COnCOCted from the most opposite and

absurd I

its, or to smear the part with nan-

grease and charmed salves."

The description of the sensation caused by a -im-shot
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nid in j\ lleshy part, usually given l>y the, siifieivr.

:liat it ivscmMes tin 1 effect of a smart blow from a.

supple cane. Some, however, feel as if a red-hot wire

were passed through the part. The fracturing or

splintering of a bone is always more painful than a nVsh

wound, and if a joint or larger cavity be penetrated, the

]>ain is still more acute, and the shock still greater in

most cases proportioned to the vitality of the part injured.

It is a very remarkable, though universally known

fact, that when the mind is greatly engrossed by exter-

nal objects excited " 'mid the current of the heady

fight," severe wounds may be received without any
consciousness on the part of the receiver. Whether

the sensation may be so very slight as to be immediately
obliterated by the tide of strong passions rushing

through the mind of the combatant, or whether a reflex

act of the mind be necessary for receiving a sensation

in common words, for perceiving the state of its

companion, the body I shall not attempt to discuss.

But all military surgeons will confirm the statement of

Hennen, when he says that " some men will have a

limb carried off, or shattered to pieces by a cannon-ball,

without exhibiting the slightest signs of mental or

corporeal agitation nay, without being conscious of

it." I myself have known an officer who had both

legs carried away, and who said that it was only when
he attempted to rise, he became aware of the injury he

had received
;
and very many who had suffered slighter

wounds, have said that the trickling of blood along the

skin was what first called their attention to their state.*

* This is a very curious and interesting subject to the physiologist, to

nil who study the marvellous interdependence of mind and body. AVlmt
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Tin- '

collapse" \vhieh fre-

quently follow tlu- ii -f a mortal wound in the

trunk, are, in many ca appalling. JUit although
the presence ,,r of this severe constitutional

"Stic indication of the gravity
of the injury, it is not entirely to be depended on, lor

the terror and amount of shock" frequently depend as

much on the "nerve" and frame of the surt'erer, as on

;he s.-\vrity of th-- wound. The different effects pro-
due.-d on ditferent persons by wounds in every respect

alike, are ohvioiis to every one who h war, and

call for the exercise of a most discriminating judgment
on the part of the surgeon. Then, the period of "

col-

lapse." which will, to some degree, occur in e\

of a severe wound, varies greatly, which must determine

whether immediate amputation lie necessary, or whether

the exact province of each is, we are not in <

'

to di-tcnnine, as

we ee all tl nji.intly ; Imt every -MIC i* aware

that pain and sickness are greatly aggravate! l>y th.-cnu-tant c.'iitciniilatiuii

it.-jn-.l t,y th,- iniixl l<oking ckcwln-n-. 'I!:

Indians, whose stoicism has been so frequently ,--.:, .11 .
1 in SOUL; ami

were well aware of this Iaat-mmtkm6d law, for during tin- intlirtinn <.f tin-

tli.- war-song of tlu-ir tril-.

and recounted the most h.-ir liittm-st 1'ws. >Vln-iiu-r

r in tiirt. .1 tin- mind to the most exciting

and attractive topics, those l>< ngross and absorb it, ami to prevent

u looking at the wound- inlli< te.l n the l<.dy, or li-tt-nin^ to the

taunts directed against the mimi ; a ii<l i'

:it. u-ily. \\ - .i.Mil.t lint tliat [he

the same general ii .

the ihin. . :!i miii. I l)cing hi a great degree

abeorbed by the cent- '<! tu

them as to the proto-m Ii tin- inner eye
. ..ul-l I

tn-i tiiu- tii.-\ wn uiiii-i-t

In body, and became a II ring
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it would be safe to delay it. The only other remark

\ve make on this subject is, that the "commotion"

succeeding gun-shot wounds is greater when the lower

extremities are injured, than when the arms suffer; and

tli is is more especially seen, if the person be in an erect

position when the injury is inflicted; which observation

is consistent with the remark made by Chevalier, that

the shock is always greater when the ball strikes a

muscle in action, than when it impinges against one

which is relaxed.

The destruction inflicted by a ball depends on the

distance at which it is tired, the direction of its flight,

its shape and velocity, as well as on the nature of

the part struck. If fragments of metal are fired, as

sometimes happened during the sieges of the Peninsula,

as well as in the civil emeutes of Paris, and of which

we had some experience in the Crimea also, a very

lacerated, irregular, and dangerous wound may be

caused.* A ball passing at great speed over the surface

of a limb, may occasion a wound similar to that made

by a knife. But this action of a ball is rare.j"

The great velocity, peculiar shape, and motion of the

* Hutin relates a case which occurred at the siege of Constantina, where

a nail was found fairly driven into the femoral artery ;
and in the Burmese

war, links of iron cable were fired by the enemy from their cannon. Bullets

united together by wire, so as to resemble " bar shot," were at tunes used

by the Russians in the Crimea, and caused very irregular wounds.

f This, which is, I believe, the true state of the question, is opposed,

however, to Hunter's remark: "In this case (a ball passing with velocity)

a slough will be produced, but if it should pass with little velocity, then

there will be less sloughing, and the parts will, in some degree, heal by the

first intention, similar to those made by a cutting instrument." Hunter's

Works by Palmer, vol. iii., p. 55'J.
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conical ball, give to its wounds a character considerably
ditfcrcnt t'nun those which is present in wounds caused

mini. I musket liall. It' tirc<l at short range, and if

it strike a fleshy part, the conical ball produces, I think,

laceration of the soft parts than the old hall : hut if

the ran ire be great, and the part struck bony, with little

covering of flesh, as in the case of the hand or foot, then

the tearing, especially at the place of exit, is greatly more

marked.

I have not been able to myself in all cases,

so clearly as the description of authors would lead me
to suppose I could, as to the characteristics which

distinguish the wound of entrance from that of e

That the former is more regular and less discoloured

than the latter, is true in many cases, hut that the lips

of one wound are inverted, while those of the other are

everted, has seldom been clearly marked to my obser-

n. If the speed of the ball be great, and no bone

been struck, then there is little difference in either

the size or discoloration of the wounds; hut if the flight

lit as to lie retarded by
contact with the body, especially if it have encountered

a bone or a stmnir aponeurosis, so that its speed is eon-

diininished be fop- it passes out of the body,
then the wound of er/it will considerably exceed in size

of mtrance. This is especially true of conical

balls. If, on the contrary, the ball be fiivd close at

hand, so that its speed is not sensibly diminished h\

passage through a limb, then the difference of size will

be very small, and may even be in favour of the wound

of entrance, as I had twice an opportunity of ob>.-r\ in.u
r

.

e UMial action of a ball in proportioning the size
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of the two orifices is easily understood, when we consider

that the part of entrance is supported by the whole-

thickness of the limb, while that of escape is quite

unsustaincd, and therefore the more liable to be torn.

IluruiiT lias shown that the loss of substance which

occurs at the place of entrance, and the flap-like tearing

which takes place at the orifice of exit, form the best

marks of recognition we possess, and that these charac-

ters can always be made out by examination of tlu-

clothes or accoutrements traversed in cases in which the

supervention of inflammation has effaced them from the

wound itself. The introduction, but non-escape of a

foreign body, as a piece of the breastplate, belt,

buckle, or part of the musket, &c., along with the

ball, which alone passes out; or the flattening of the

ball against a bone within, and its diameter being

thus increased before it escapes, will all contribute

to vary the relative characters of the orifices of the

wound.*

To the military surgeon, it is often of consequence to

be able to conclude whether the two apertures in his

patient's limb have been occasioned by one ball, which

is thus seen to have passed out, or by two balls still

imbedded in the limb, and to the medico-legal jurist,

* In Arncl's experiments given in the Journal Univer. de Med. for 1830,

it is shown that a ball, fired against a number of planks firmly bound

together, causes a series of holes progressively increasing in size, so that a

cone is formed by their union, whose base is represented by the last exit

hole. M. Devergie's experiments on the same point, given in his communi-

cation to the Academy, go to prove this also. Velpeau and others have

objected, but without good grounds, to the deductions drawn from the

experiments being applied to the question.
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deeper gun-shot wound of the deltoid healing in the

same way by first intention.

Dr. Stewart, staff assistant surgeon, reports* a case of

a similar union, as having been observed by him during
the Caffre war. A Fingo received a pretty severe gun-
shot wound of the muscles of the back, and union with-

out suppuration took place. Two things are necessary to

produce such a happy result : 1st, a most healthy and

temperate patient, and 2nd, the rapid flight of the ball.

It is curious to notice how large a body may enter

through a muscle, and hide itself without producing any

great wound. Thus, I saw a case at Scutari, in which

a piece of shell, weighing nearly three pounds, was

extracted from the hip of a man wounded at the Alma,
which had been overlooked for a couple of months, and

to which but a small opening led. Larrey gives a case

in which a ball, weighing five pounds, was extracted by
him from the thigh of a soldier. The presence of so

large a body had not been detected by the surgeon in

charge, and the patient suffered no inconvenience from

it beyond a feeling of weight in the limb. Paillard

mentions having heard M. Begin recount a case in which

a ball of nine pounds so buried itself for a time. Hennen,

too, mentions a case as having occurred at Seringapatam,
in which a spent twelve pound shot buried itself in the

thigh of an officer, and "
so little appearance was there

of a body of such bulk, that he was brought to the camp,
where he soon expired, without any suspicion of the

presence of the ball till it was discovered on examina-

tion." It is more easy to understand how a large frag-

ment of shell should so conceal itself than a round shot,
*

Unpublished records of medical department.
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as, it' its long diameter corresponded with the run of the

fibres of tin' superficial muscles, and especially it' the

muscle n ..-d at the time of contact, then a large

r a muscular limb without causing an

amount of injury proportioned to the size of the body
introduced. Such an instance occurred in the Crimea

to a French soldier, of wl I'audens has given

an account. A fragment 'of shell, weighing 2 kilog.

1/jO ;_Tammes, so completely buried itself in the thigh

as almost to be invisible. The elasticity of the soft

parts doubtless assist in closing the opening by which

such a mass entered.

Baudens has made an observation which 1 am not

aware has been confirmed by any other, viz., that when

the ball is cut out from among the muscles, however

early it may be accomplished, it has a cellular envelope
round it, which he calls

"
kyste primatif," as contrasted

with ygte detinitif," which forms its sac when it

has been long inclosed in the tissues.

\i lich have been severely injured by ball are

emue contracted during run-, it' precautions
i In prevent it. Of this most disagreeable

it 1 have seen a good many cases in the East.

< '. a ball n, little or no injury, espe-

th'-y
be n-hix.-d at the moment tli nick.

ieity, form, and mobility, all help

in
p.

ihcm fnun bein^ eut BdOBBj or pierced. A
round ball is otten detlected by a strong aponeumsis like

the "fa-> :ieul.irly it' it strike at an an-'le to

nd at a p.-riod
n f its tli-ht when the force

is A OOnioal lall, h(\ve\.
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It is on lone that the destructive effects of n liall l,c-

8 most evident. (1.) When its line of flight is vnv

oblique, and it is a flat bone against which it strike.-,

tlu-ii it may be thrown off, causing no other damage
than depriving the bone of its periosteum. When
this occurs in the case of bones of the head, much

danger may subsequently ensue, as will afterwards be

shown. Contused wounds of the long bones, though

seemingly of little moment at first, are sometimes very

serious in their results, not only from the separation of

the periosteum, and subsequent disease of the bone

arising from that source, but also from inflammation

being set up in the medullary canal. (2.) A round ball

may be flattened against the shaft of a long bone, with-

out causing any subsequent harm. This was often seen

in India, where the matchlock is used. (3.) It may turn

round a bone without breaking it. Thus, Chevalier re-

cords a case in which a ball, entering at the lower part

of the thigh, passed spirally round the bone to the top

of the limb,
"
comprehending nearly the whole length of

the bone in one circumvolution." (4.) A round ball, as

is well known, may notch or partly perforate a long bone

without causing fracture, and pass off, or remain in the.

medullary cavity, having passed through the outer wall.

This is, as can be easily understood, a most dangerous ac-

cident, (o.) If the force of propulsion be a little greater,

then the bone may be split longitudinally, without bein^

fractured across, as in a case related by Leveille, and

quoted by Malgaigne, in which an Austrian soldier at

Marengo was struck by a ball in the lower third of the

leg. He walked several miles to the rear, where he was

seen, and the wound thought to be very slight. A super-
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ficial exfoliation of the bout- was alone expected; how-

i 'iis that the le<^ had
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j

but the eonieal Itall n
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in
-j'lit
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sho^ much more in a d< M in an up-
. lh.it the destruction which such a ball

will mvasi<m will In- ..ln-n it Mrikes the
Q]

than iln-

; kind.- <>t' balls rnu-rally fra<ture and split the

i of a bone if they Mrike it about its middle.

whi'< ;i but little comminution results

til-
1 round b.ill. the conical ball- rsjieeially that

which has a bm cup in its base splits and

v. that narrow f;

manv inrhe- in II-H'_T!
:

portions

are thrown iii all directions, cronwise at the seal oi

I driven into tli" nei.dibourin-- soft parls. It

Mients. as \\ill I-

furt!
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the now ball so hopeless.* I had many most interesting

opportunities of seeing the extraordinary manner in

which the conical hall destroys hone in the way I refer

to. I have never met with an instance in which sueli a

ball, fired at whatever range, and striking at all perpen-

dicularly on a long bone, has failed to traverse it and

comminute it extensively.

From the comparatively little employment of the

round ball during the late war, there were fewer illustra-

tions of the splitting of balls on the edge of bone, as, for

instance, on the edge of the tibia, or on the bridge of

the nose, or on the humerus, than usually occur in a

campaign. I do not believe that the conical ball, with

its immense force of propulsion, could be so split. There-

is a case borrowed from Mr. Wall of the 38th, given

later under wounds of the head, in which "a round

rifle (?) ball
" was thus split on the parietal bone, one-

half entering and the other half going off externally, in

a soldier of the 38th, wounded on the 8th September.

* As instances of how great a difference it makes in the prognosis of cases

whether a round or a conical ball has been the wounding agent, I may
relate two cases, from a host of others. In the first instance, the ball entered

on the external side of the ankle, near the tendo-achillis, and passing for-

wards and inwards, lodged, as if in a piece of wood, in the lower end of the

tibia, close over the ankle joint. When the ball was removed, the bone

was found .not to have been split in any direction. A conical ball would

have, to a certainty, opened the joint, and, in all probability, so split tin-

tibia as to have necessitated amputation in the upper part of the leg. In

another case, a round ball made a clean hole through one of the condylt-s

of the femur, and did not split the bone; while, if a conical ball had struck

the same part, it would have so cleft the bone that amputation in the

middle of the femur would have been called for; whereas, the removal of

the limb at the knee joint a much less serious operation sufficed in tin-

case referred to.
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her somewhat similar case occurred in the 19th

lent li.is by no meani uncommon that a ball

should be thus split on thi' lie \amples of it

occur in works un military sundry. No case clearly

OD <>t' splitting came under my own notice;

but in one instance, a ball so. changed, in shape as to

appear the section of one, was extracted from within

iliac fossa. Instances are on record in which balls

have been split into three parts by the bones of the face,

and the trochanter major.

Although it cannot be for a moment doubted that

bulls may remain for a lifetime imbedded in bone, and

:le, if any annoya; < . \* i i; : Dually certain

that the most grievous results much more frequently arise

from their presence in such situations. Of this, innumer-

able examples readily occur to any one who has seen

many
"

\ :

"
or who has read much on the sul

I . When speaking of wounds if the

shoulder-joint, I will detail some cases which illustrate

is action of balls h-t't impacted in hone.

(iut: racy emphatic in his directions to remove

balls so placed, and predicts the most disastrous conse-

, tin- ne-leet ot' this measure. .Maliraigne,

several cases in which balls have remained

without causing harm, concludes thus : "It is necessary
to mention these fortunate cases as evidence of the

resources of nature, l.nt they hardly serve to weaken the

force of I when a hall cannot I.e. extra

ortfa ition of this .- -the ex-

M b)dy. This indication is. then.

: import.

The nerves most My escape injury from a
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If the missile has been rendered inv^ular in shape by

previous contact with some hard substance, then it may
do much damage to even the larger nerve trunks.

Numbness, succeeded by pain in the extremity of a

limb traversed by a ball, is not uncommon, and pro-

bably arises from the contusion or laceration of SOUK-

chief nerve the swelling and the pressure it occasions

assisting to give rise to the subsequent uneasiness. The

paralysis which succeeds the injury of a nerve may come

on at once, or after an interval, and may, or may not, be

accompanied with pain in the part itself, or in other

regions connected with it by nervous communication.

I have seen the hand several times waste when some

of its nerves had been injured by a ball. In one case

in particular, in which the ball had coursed up under

the muscles on the external surface of the upper arm,

this symptom was very marked.

Even though making all due allowance for the elasti-

city, strong coat, mobility, and form of the arteries, it is

yet difficult to understand how they escape injury in

gun-shot wounds as they do. The rarity of primary

haemorrhage on the field of battle has been long re-

marked, and yet how often do we meet with ball wounds

apparently through the course of a great vessel !

The veins are more easily cut than the arteries,

and primary haemorrhage, when it does occur, proceeds
more commonly from them. Some vessels are more

liable to injury from balls than others. Thus, those

firmly tied down, or lying on bone, are more subject to

damage than those loosely reposing on the soft tissues.

This remark applies especially to two vessels, the femoral

as it passes over the brim of the pelvis, and the popli-
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. when 1

it lies on the head of the til tin. The lower

parts <>f tin- ulnar, the radial, and the facial, where it

turns over the jaw, are subject to injury from tin- same

'ii. An artery has in it rarely lieen opened by a

ilum of bone detached by a ball which had itseh

I the artery.

The -<;itfrfc course often pursued by balls has been

a frcfjuent subject of remark, and though we had many
most striking instances of this, still I suspect we have

had less of it than occurred in the experience of former

I. The conieal ball seldom tails to take the shortest

cut through a cavity or limb, and it has at times been

seen (as at the Alma' to pass through the bodies of two

and lodge in that of the third. But of the wander-
1

I round hall there were many illustrations.

1 have known it enter above the elbow, and be removed

tin- opposite axilla; and in another ease it en<

the ri.Lrht hip. and was found in the left popliteal sp.

This bi/anvrie "
in a ball's course is accounted for by

Ions, aponeuroses, or procv

. or by the aiiirlr at which the ball strikes, and

tin- way in which, durinir certain positions of the body,

distant parts are placed in a line, as in the well-known

case recorded by Ilennen, in which a ball cnteriiiLr the

* The surgeon of tin- ~ Ith. when MTV'IML: in Inili;i. mention- a case in mir

Of hi repOrt.H. in wlii-h a Kail riiten-il In-low tl. iw, on

the left side, and nm<i .il><>v<- tin- spim- of tl .i;<ula.

i : and M. Mmiere, in hi- account

day-." tells us Of a ball which entered at the

inner angle ye, parsed downwards, backwards, mid t<> th

.s.iuni, and was removed above the ri^'ht slioul-

t MMI. was no liv

in this case, ile was curious.
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upper arm of a man ascending a scaling-ladder, was

found half-way down the thigh of the opposite side.

The fact of this wandering, however, is a peculiarity in

gun-shot wounds which often renders the discovery of

the wounding agent difficult.

Foreign bodies, as pieces of cloth or part of the soldier's

accoutrements, are often far more troublesome when in-

troduced into a wound than the ball which occasioned

their presence there. Innumerable and most hetero-

geneous have been the foreign bodies thus forced into

wounds
;
but those which are capable of acting chemi-

cally as well as mechanically, are the worst of all. Of

these, lime, pieces of copper, &c., are the most fre-

quently met with. Round lead balls are, perhaps, from

their nature and shape, the least noxious of any, and are

most likely to become encysted in the tissues.

Few questions connected with gun-shot wounds have

given rise to so much discussion and diversity of opinion

as that with reference to the extraction of balls. For

my own part I have seen enough to make me subscribe,

with all sincerity, to Begin's precept, when he says in

his communication to the Academy :
" Selon moi 1'indi-

cation de leur extraction est toujours presente, toujours

le chirurgeon doit chercher a la remplir ;
mais il doit le

faire avec la prudence et la measure que la raison conseille.

S'il recussit, il aura beaucoup fait en faveur du blesse*.

S'il s'arrOte devant 1'impossibilite' absolue ou devant la

crainte de produire les lesions additionelles trop graves
il aura encore satisfait aux principes de 1'art

;
et quels

que soient les resultats de la blessure il n'aura pas a se

reprocher de les avoir laisse devenir funestes par son
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If we examine into the opinions of surgeons on this

point, we find that nearly all those who look upon tin-

extraction of the ball as a matter of secondary impor-
Yde military surgeons place great

.ht upon its accomplishment. The true way of

putting the question is, not whether halls may remain in

the body without causing annoyance, but whether they

do so in so large a number of cases as to warrant nun-

interference. We must always remember that "science

is not made up <>f exceptions," but is established by a

collection of positive t'aets. Those who have studied

gun-shot wounds in the field, know lull well how enor-

mous is the irritability caused by the presence in a wound

all or other foreign body how restless and irritable

the patient is till it is removed how prolonged the

period of treatment is in the cases in which it is left
;
and

how frequently t' ka are so distressing as to de-

man-' . or condemn the unfortunate

sufferer to a life of discomfort. As it is the surgt

duty to treat his patients with reference to their future

ease, as well as to their present cure, so he should not

ring about a healing of the wound which

be only temporary and fallacious, to the sacrifice of

the efficiency of a limb and the future health of tin-

body.
\ve have not many opportunities of

information on tin- point as con-

d with the subsequent history of men with halls

remaining nnextracted, but such information is sup-
' fp>m the Hotel des Invalides of France, by M .

to that ma^nilicent establish-

uhile 4000 cas
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examined by him in five years, only twelve men pre-

sented themselves who suffered no inconvenience from

unextracted balls, and the wounds of 200 continued to

open and close continually till the foreign body had been

removed. This epitome is of much value in estimating
the question I am considering. In leaving the ball

unextracted, we never know what evils may follow.

The keeping open of the wound exposes the patients in

the first place to all the dangers of a life in hospital, and

the very elimination of the foreign body by suppuration,

if it take place at all, necessitates a vast amount of

annoyance. If it be a piece of shell or such like which

is present, then its size will prevent its unaided extru-

sion, and the blocking up of the track which it is so apt

to occasion, may cause burrowing abscesses of a most

destructive character.

Before a ball becomes encysted, it may set up grave in-

flammation, which will mat together and embarrass parts;

press upon bone, and perhaps cause exfoliation ; ulcerate

blood-vessels, and so irritate nerves as to occasion affec-

tions as severe and fatal in their results as tetanus. It

is somewhat remarkable, that in the wounded who came

under my own care, two died of tetanus, in the very
small number of instances four or five at most in

which I could not find the ball. If this was a mere

coincidence, it is the more curious. Gravitation and

muscular action may so change the position of a ball,

that from a harmless site it may be removed to one of

much danger. It may thus work its way into a cavity,

and cause fatal results.

But suppose the ball to become encysted in the first

instance, what security have we that some very trivial
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it may be a blow or even a deterioration

in tin- health of tin- patient), may not set up irritation,

inflammation, and suppuration in the cyst, and so come

to set tin- ball free again to work harm in the economy ?

In anv case its continued pressure gives rise to much

uneasiness. Tin- constant weight and weakness felt in

the limb. ndering pains, ascribed to rheumatism

from their a. n by cold ami damp, which attack

even distant parts of the extremity, and the ever-present

dread {'-It by the patient, it' the ball le in close neighbour-

hood to any vital organ, all unite to give much annoy-
KX>mfort

The aversion which patients who have long carried

nnextracted balls express to have them removed, is not,

as some would try to show, any proof of the slight

annoyanee they occasion, but simply indicates that they

choose to suffer the discomfort rather than undergo what

appears to them an uncertain and dangerous proceeding

to free themselves of a bearable inconvenience.

It seems, then, the teaching of experience, as it is of

common sense, that whether the ipiestinn be viewed as

immediately or remotely on the result on

of tin- patient, in the proper acceptation of the

term then we should, as sooi lieable, ascertain

the position of the ball, remove it along with any other

_;n body which may have been introduced with it,

always supposing that by such a proceeding we do nut

cause more serious mischief than experience shows tin-

presence and | produce.

To 1 is in 'jvnenvl not difficult It is of

much con ! accomplishment
inflammation and Celling have come on, so as to
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close the wound.* The great point to attend to undoubt-

edly is, the fulfilment of the rule, which is as old as

Hippocrates, to place the patient as nearly as possible

in the same position as that he occupied at the moment
of injury to put the same muscles into action, and the

angle which the parts form to one another in the same

relation
; also, to place ourselves relatively to him in a

position to correspond as nearly as possible with the

direction from which the ball came. By considering

the effect which bones or strong tendinous expansions

may have had in deflecting the ball, or by paying atten-

tion to what Guthrie calls the general
"
anatomy of the

whole circle of injury," and consulting the patient's own

ideas, which often convey to us most useful hints, we
shall in general succeed without much difficulty in dis-

covering the ball. An examination of the patient's

clothes will show us whether any part of them has been

carried into and left in the wound whether the two

holes seen in the limb have been caused by the same

ball whicli has thus passed out, or by two balls which

are still in
;
as well as whether the ball may not have

carried in a cul-de-sac of the clothes, and been withdrawn

with it. If this be not attended to, very awkward mis-

takes may be made
;
as the mere correspondence in the

direction of the two apertures, any more than their seem-

ing want of relationship, cannot be taken as decisive in

settling the matter. This point is well illustrated in the

following instance related by an Indian surgeon. A

*
Percy adds another reason to encourage us in the early removal of

balls, when he says that men submit the more readily soon after the receipt

of the wound to the necessary incisions, before their courage has been

broken by pain and suppuration.
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wound was found below, and another above, the patella

of a WOUnded man. Tin.' former had all the signs of the

wound of entrance, and the latter those usually found at

tin- place of i-xit >f a hall. The opening of an abscess,

which formed in the thigh a fortnight after, gave exit to a

id it was found that the external condyle
i injured, and that each opening had been caused

baKL

In another instance, which occurred in the case of a

soldier of the 40th regiment in Cabul,* the ball appeared
to have passed through the elbow-joint, and to have

fractured the radius. There were two openings, having
all the appearance of being those of entrance and exit ;

yet the ball was found and removed from the limb three

kfl utter. Such a mistake is most apt to arise when
- have been fired together from the same gun,

whieli happens not uncommonly in civil commotions, or

iised as the "espignole
"

of the

Dan- which a number of balls are tired in rapid

succession, or when a cartridge, similar to that used dur-

11 war, is employed, in which

two balls and a piece of lead are bound up together. One.

ball, too, it should be remembered, may make several

open in ITS. Tims I have seen two in the leg, and two in

nd also two in either thigh, occasioned in each

case hall. Dupuytren relates a case in which,

it< splitting, one hall made live h"les ; and the

yotlii at Antw- OClfioei caused in

Sir Stephen Ilammick mentions a case

in which an aperture was found on either side of the

published Report
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chest of an officer shot in a duel. These corresponded
both in position and character to those which would be

occasioned by a ball that had traversed the chest
; yet

after death two balls were found in the body.

As showing the necessity of an early and careful

search
,
as well as that we should never rely too much

on the patient's statement, I may mention the following

case : A soldier, wounded on the 18th June, came

under my care in the general hospital. His right arm,
which had been fractured compoundly, was greatly

swollen at the time of admission. I was told, and ac-

cepted the story, that the accident had been caused by
a piece of shell, to which species of injury the wound

bore every resemblance, and that it had been removed

by a surgeon in one of the trenches. At the earnest

solicitation of the patient, I contented myself with

applying the apparatus necessary to save the limb with-

out minutely examining the wound. The injury turned

out to be much masked, and to be greatly more severe

than it at first appeared, the shaft of the humerus having

been split into the joint. When removing the limb at

the shoulder, some days after, to my great astonishment

a large grape shot dropped from among the muscles.*

I before alluded to another case in which a piece of shell,

weighing nearly three pounds, had remained concealed

for two months without suspicion, from a like neglect of

a proper examination.

It is well to remember also, in searching for balls, that

they may have dropped out by the same aperture by
which they entered, before we come to examine the case.

* I may, however, remark that this splitting upwards of the head from

the shaft is very rare. In general, the splitting ceases at the epiphysis.
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Stromeyrr has put us upon our guard against very ciiri-

;ich In- says In- has Been made in cutting on

the head of thf tiluila, and .n a metatarsal bone for balls.

Charles Bell has shown how tlie nerves may in-

us tlu- position of the ball. In one case he

found it by pressing on the radial nerve, and so discover-

that the ball lay behind it.
" So when a ball has

i its course through the pelvis or across the shoulder,

the defect of feeling in the extremity, being studied ana-

tomically, will inform you of its course that it has cut

-

pressing on a certain trunk of nerve."

From all this, then, it is at the least very evident, that

we should not be too hasty in concluding that no ball

ins in the limb, even although all the si-Mis usually

indicative of its having escaped arc present ; and also.

that immediately before proceeding to take any steps for

val ot' a ball, we should make certain <f its posi-

. remembering the rule laid down by Ihipuytren

ipon information regarding the site ot' a hall

im-d the day before, from the rapid manner inwhich

n shift from one spot to another.

The common dressing forceps, it Inn-- eunuch and fine

enough in the handle, will. I In-lievc. be found the most

;1 bullet extractor. That invented by ^\Ir. Tnll'iiel

'ibl'm, acted well in the few cases in which I tried

Ijarrey employed polypus force] >s in prctcnnee to

anything else, but the inventions which have hern

made to accomplish this simple did are innumerable.

To support the limb with the disengaged hand on

id'- opposite to that at which we introduce the

forceps, is of much importance. It' llic 000X86 of the

ball has been from above downwards, and if it has
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approached at all near the surface, it should always be

cut upon at the dependent part, by which two objects

are secured the removal is facilitated, and an opening
for the pus is insured. If the wound be large, as it

generally is from the conical ball, the finger forms tin.'.

best probe, both to discover the ball, and also to examine

the state of the adjoining parts j
otherwise a large gum

elastic boughie is our best resource. Causing the patient

to move his limb, sometimes makes the site of the ball

be felt by him, if not by us. Its position under a fascia,

or in contact with a bone, would make us risk much in

order to remove it.

The contentment of mind which results from the ex-

traction assists recovery amazingly. The long continu-

ance of the discharge, its gleety character, and the per-

sistence of pain in the track, almost always proceed

from the presence of some foreign body it may be a

mere shred in the wound. Chloroform is of inestimable

service to us, both in the examination of wounds, and

in the removal of balls. All those voluntary muscular

contractions which, although they are apt to interpose

obstacles to our examination, were not presented to the

entering ball, are done away with, and the severe pain

which a prolonged examination and difficult extraction

give rise to, is avoided. We must, however, be care-

ful to obtain from the patient all the information he can

give us, before we bring him under the influence of the

anaesthetic.

The inflammation which ensues in a gun-shot wound

shortly after its infliction, makes itself visible in the

swelling and consequent eversion of the lips of both

entrance and exit wounds, in the general tumefaction of
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the parts, and in the augmented pain. It was the fear

of this inflammation strangulating the ])arts which gave
custom of scarifying the wound.*

swelling will differ much in dim-rent regions and

in different constitutions. In parts strongly bound down,
in irritaUe tissues, in lax distensil.le parts it will vary

much, while, according as the patient is of an inflam-

matory, lymphatic, or nervous temperament, the effect

will differ not a little.

The constitutional fever which sets in is generally

proportioned to the importance of the part implic

though most anomalous exceptions do occur. This fever

will often put on tin- characters of the endemic or epi-

dein ; e tt-ver
;
but in war the tendency seems generally

to be to a low typhoid type, unless there be a decided

1 influence in action, as that from paludal

emanations. With us, the symptomatic fever must have

been con) ly slight and -nt to what ii

in t!. . 'I'll.- s.-vrre remedies put in force by
eons of Wellington's army m-ver could have

been employed by us. That old soldiers, if sober,

much less aff.-.-t.-d l.y this constitutional disturbance

I think very observable.

i.n ot' the constitutional fever, and of the

* Hunter expresses, with his usual clearness, the prinrij.l.-; \\lii. h >hmiM

us in enlarging a wound, or "
scarifying,*

1
as it was called,

wound," he says, ever so small, .-limiM In- ma<Ic larp-r. .

when preparatory to something else, which \\ ill imply a r..in|.li.-:ir.l w.<mi<l.

and which is to be treated accordingly. It should not be opened because

it is a wound, but because there is something necessary to be done whi.-h

cannot be executed unless the wound is enlarged. This is common surgery,

and ought also to be military surgery respecting gun-shot wounds."

Uunlcr'i Collected : 549.
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local inflammation, the prevention of all accumulations

of matter by making judicious escapes for it, the relaxa-

tion of severed muscular fibre, the application of light

iinirritating dressings, rest, and attention to the essential

principles of all surgery, comprise the general treatment

which gun-shot wounds usually demand. In the early

stages cold may be of use locally even ice, as recom-

mended by Baudens and in wounds of the hand and

fore-arm irrigation is of the greatest service
;
but when

inflammation and suppuration are present, hot applica-

tions will always be found of most good. Strict attention

to the position of the limb is of great consequence, and

though in general it may be desirable, as in some in-

stances it is absolutely necessary, to restrict the diet,

yet in those cases in which much suppuration is to be

expected, very great latitude should be observed with

reference to such a rule. Soldiers in war are commonly

easily depressed, and should not be fed too sparingly

when admitted into hospital, unless they suffer from a

wound of the head, chest, or abdomen. Without placing

too much faith on the happy effects which Malgaigne
tells us the Russian wounded, treated in Paris in 1814,

derived from a stimulant diet, as contrasted with the

Prussians, French, and Austrians, still it is unquestion-

able that there is too much tendency to look on the

common run of gun-shot wounds as highly inflammatory,
and to treat them accordingly. Velpeau's rule on this

point agrees with his usual intelligent views, when he

says he lays it down as a rule to remove his wounded

and operated on as little as possible from their ordinary

diet when they are hungry, and when there is no dis-

turbance of the digestive and circulatory systems.
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i'lunul cod-liver oil of the greatest use in th

I in which the wa>te by discharge w;is irreat. A
:n of lukewarm water ina<le to pass by gentle

syriii--in-- from one opening t> the other, forms one of

the most u-eful methods of treating "-un-shot wounds.

Any shreds of cloth, clots of blood, pus, &c., which may
IK- iii the wound and sustain the suppuration, will thus

be got rid of with very little disturbance to the parts.

The addition o{' a little of Burnett's solution to the water

thus u-ed, or to the x'ssing, was useful at the

Of the tonic and stimulant injections

recommended by writers I had no experience 5
but I

have seen the French employ, with apparent advani

a lotion composed of one part perchloride of iron and

three of water in profusely suppurating wounds.

The extreme simplicity of the appliances and dressings

employed durinu' this war, and the nearly tot;;
1

:!id such-like ''cover sluts," would, I think,

have pleased Mr. (Juthrie. The "stiitl'mir in f irreat

tents" was, I need ii"t Bay, unknown; and though we

ascribed wondrous virtues to cold

account - Val or unchristian n
iiich

we supposed it to possess. A\'ater-! . and the

light latent with the i'ultil-

':-undersioi.d ends, were prevalent in our

nt :unon'_: niir allies, wli

-iven up the weighty plediivts ot' Charpc.
ii line linen, which so greatly astonish

lish . Tin-
sj.

lints and other apjiaratus

of the simplicity of the jvsl of \'. ;ient.

; lages were too little used, if \\v accept tlh

ihc diili-
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culty of always getting the necessary materials in the

field is somewhat opposed to their use.

The state of the weather has got much to do with the

rapid cure of gun-shot, as of all other wounds. From a

perusal of the medical records of regiments serving in

the Colonies, it would, however, appear that hot wea-

ther, as in India, is,
on the whole, more favourable than

a cold climate.

Shell wounds, and grazes by round shot, are often

followed by much injury, little suspected, but deeply-

seated, resulting, not unfrequently, in wide-spread

sloughing of the soft parts. I cannot avoid relating the

following case, although it did not occur in the Crimea,

as it is a most excellent illustration not only of the

great and, it may be, little suspected harm which may
be occasioned by a round shot, but also because it is an

instance of what would have been in former times set

down to the wind of the ball. It is from the records of

the medical department. Private John Conally was hit

at Sadoolapore by a round shot on the outer side of the

right arm and thorax. A blue mark alone was occa-

sioned on the arm, and little or no mark was found

on the chest. He died in twenty hours, without having
rallied from the shock. The peritoneal cavity was

found full of dark blood. The right lobe of the liver

was torn into small pieces,
" some of which were loose,

and mixed with blood. There was no sign of inflam-

mation in the peritoneum, and the other viscera were

healthy." Shell does not comminute bone so much as

a rifle ball, but it tears the soft parts much more con-

siderably. To refute the old myth concerning the

effects of the wind of a passing ball, calls not even for
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:iiLC mention in a work of modern times. All the

9 ot' this description of which 1 heard, were quite

explicable on the suppositions laid down by Vacher, in

his memoir upon this sulijrrt. Under wounds of the

lii-jul, I have nieiitionrd a case (Quiii] which would 1111-

doubtedly lc set down of old as having been so caused.

Then were many instances of the very near approach
and even slight t' round shot, without any in-

convenience arising, further than might be looked for

fruiii the unexpected and unwelcome vicinity of such an

intruder.
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The use of Chloroform in the Crimea Primary and Secondary Hemorrhage from

Gun-shot Wounds Tetanus Gangrene Erysipelas Frost-U to.

TIM: advantages derived t'nnn tin* use of ana'sthrtics are

perhaps limn- evident and more appreciated in the field

than in civil practice. The many divadf'ul inj;

which an to us in war, and the severe suffer-

ing which so often results t'nnn them, soon cause u> fully

to appreeiate the benefits bestowed by such -pain-
soothers."

-t majority of the surgeons of the Eastern army
were most enthusiastic in their anticipations of what

chloroform was to accomplish. It was cxj cctcd to revo-

the whole art of surgery. Many operations,

hitherto discarded. \v to le performed; and many,
of the Peninsula said were neces-

sary, wciv heneciorth to !, dm: . ilh.

In th.- British army chloroform was almost unixfTsally

cnij.loy.-d ; l.ut althoi : ;,ch also used it \

as we learn from liaudens, still I do not

thin!. i ent in tlr-ir hos-

-. that tl: ;ir confidence in it. r i.-lls

US* I . i! to deplore from its

use, although durinir the Ka.-leni campai-'n chloroform

t

inployed thirty thousand times, -
i i the

K.-viu-.U-.. l>rux Mon-1, . Apr. l>'-7.
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( Viim-:i alone," he continues,
"

it was administered to

more than twenty thousand wounded, according to the

calculations of M. Scrive."

In one division of our army it was not so commonly
used as in the others, from an aversion to it entertained

by the principal medical officer of the division a gentle-

man of very extensive experience. The only case in

which, with any show of fairness, fatal consequences

could be said to have followed its use, occurred in the

division referred to. The patient, a man of thirty-two

years of age, belonged to the 62nd regiment, and was

about to have a finger removed. The chloroform was

administered on a handkerchief, as he sat in a chair.

Death was sudden
;
and artificial respiration, which was

the means of resuscitation employed, failed to restore

him. No pathological condition sufficient to account

for death was found post-mortem. Some five or six

other cases were brought forward by the small body of

surgeons who were suspicious of the action of chloroform,

as having ended fatally from its effects
;
but in none of

these could, I think, the least pretext be found for the

imputation, further than that the anaesthetic had been

administered at some period previous to death. A man

who had been dreadfully mutilated, and who had lost

much blood, died shortly after having his thigh removed

high up. Chloroform had been used, and to it was

ascribed the fatal issue. Death, twenty or thirty hours

after a capital operation, rendered necessary by the most

dreadful injuries, must be attributed to the chloroform,

and so on, and no note taken of the effects of severe

injury, plus a capital operation, in shattering the already

enfeebled powers \ Death occurring under such circum-
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vs. when no chloroform wns employed, would not

be thought t> demand any special explanation, nor

tin- fact that :hc injury was occasioned by a round shot

introduce any new element into tin' calculation.

The objections made to the use of chloroform were

restricted to two classes of cases trivial accidents, in

which it was thought unnecessary to run the risk of

Lfivinu' it. and amputations of the thigh, in which a fatal

-sion of shock was feared. Jlowcver this may he, it

certainly sh >ws the little practical force ofthese objections,

that, while with every indulgence in the interpretation of

the law "post hoc," &c., only some half-dozen cases could

be obtained throughout the whole army to illustrate the

pernicious effects of this agent, and that, too, when thou-

sands upon thousands had been submitted to its action,

and hundreds of surgeons of equal experience to the ob-

jectors were ready to record their unqualified opinion in

\\vll as their gratitude for its benefits. K.r

my own part, I never had reason, for one moment, to

doubt the unfailing good and universal applicability of

.form in ^mi-shot injuries, ifproperly adminu^

usly belirve that its use in our army
9ATed very many lives -that many operations

necessary for this end were performed by its assistance.

which could not otherwise have been attempted- that

ons were more successfully, because more

'ully. executed that lite was \ cd even l.\

the of pain tli' of the wounded bettex

1. and the murage and comfort of the sur

i-ed. I think I have seen enOUgb of its

conclude, that, if its action is not carried lu-yond the

Stage IieceS*; . it d06f QOt increase the
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depression which results from injury, but that, on the

contrary, it in many instances supports the strength

under operation. Its usefulness is seen in nothing more

than when, by its employment, we perform operations
close upon the receipt of injury, and thereby, if not en-

tirely, at least in a great degree, are able to ward off

that " embranlement "
of the nervous system which is

otherwise sure to follow, and whose nature we know

only by its dire effects.

To men who had lost much blood, it had, of course, to

be administered with great care, from the rapidity of its

absorption in such persons ;
but if we do not act on

broader principles in its exhibition than reckoning the

number of drops which have been employed, or the part
of the nervous system which we may presume to be at

the time engaged, then we must expect disastrous

results. It is difficult to see how its use could favour

secondary haemorrhage after operation, as some said it

did; but it is, on the contrary, easy to understand how the

opposite result might follow. That purulent absorption
should prevail among men so broken in health as our

men were, need not be explained by the employment of

chloroform
;
and that ice would prove more useful in

the slighter operative cases in field practice, few will be

disposed to admit, either on the ground of time, effi-

ciency, or opportunity. To Deputy Inspector-General

Taylor we owe the practical observation, that chloro-

form appears to act more efficiently when administered

in the open air.

In the prolonged searches which are sometimes neces-

sary for the extraction of foreign bodies, chloroform is

useful, not only in preventing pain, but also in restraining
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muscular contractions, by which obstacles are thrown in

tin- way of our extraction, which did not oppose them-

selves t<> tlif introduction of the body. Then much is

gained in field practice by the mere avoidance of the

patient's screams when undergoing operation, as it fn -

piently happens that but a thin partition, a blanket or

W planks, intervene between him who is being oper-

ated upon, and those who wait to undergo a like trial.

Thus when, as after a general engagement, a vast num-

ber of men come in quick succession to be subjected to

operation, it is a point of great importance to save them

from the depression and dread which the screams and

f their comrades necessarily produce in them.

It is therefore my clear conviction, that the experie

of the late war, as regards chloroform, is unequivocally

irable
;

that it has shown that chloroform, bth

tly and indirectly, saves life; that it abates avast

nit of si: . that its use is as plainly indicated

un-shot as in other wounds; and that, if adminis;

with r^ n<t whether the operation

about to be performed be necessitated by a mm-shot

w..iind, or by any of the accidents which occur in civil

/*
Haemorrhage was in the olden time the gi '.ear

of the military surgeon, and i

! lield

were chiefly directed. !t is n<.t n<>w,how-

10 mile' its being well known imt t->

be of so frequent occm a the field, and the u:

of arresting i

1

r underst-""!. Pdandin. in his

commuii' the A.C ihat hi-

tiiin of Lrun-.-h'.t 1 him to that
j.ri:'

takes plae.- if a vessel o: /.e is
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injured, but that it is soon spontaneously arrested by an

an ion similar to that which takes place when a limb is

torn off. Sanson repeats the remark as to the constant

presence of haemorrhage to some extent at the moment
of injury. Guthrie did good service to surgery by

showing how small a force can obstruct a vessel of the

first order. He thereby gave courage and confidence to

both surgeon and patient.

It has been the experience of most wars, certainly of

the late one, that tourniquets are of little use on the

battle-field
;

for though it is unquestionable that a large

number of the dead sink from haemorrhage, still, it would

be impossible, amidst the turmoil and danger of tin 1

fight, to rescue them in time, the nature of the wounds

in most of these cases causing death very rapidly.* A
great artery is shot through, and in a moment the heart

has emptied itself by the wound. It would be an ex-

periment of some danger, but of much interest, as bear-

ing on this question, to examine the bodies of the slain

immediately after a battle, and carefully record the

apparent cause of death in each case, t

I before remarked how curiously arteries escape in-

jury from a ball passing through a limb. In the course

*
Although this is true as a general rule, yet both Lairey and Colles

relate instances in which, by prompt assistance, death was prevented in

wounds opening the carotid artery.

f The only mention I have been able to meet with in the records of the

medical department of the causes of death on the field, is in a report from

the surgeon of the 41st, when serving in Cabul. lie mentions, that of four

men who were killed outright, three were wounded through the chest, and

one through the head. After the contests in Paris in 1830, Me'niere tells

us that it was a common observation at the Morgue, to which the dead were

carried, that the greatest number had been shot through the chest.
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of the femoral vessels this is very commonly
Throu-h tin- axilla, through the neck, out and in be-

hind tht 4 angles of tin- jaw, between the lx>nes of the

fore-arm, ami even of the loir, halls of various sixes and

shapes pass without injury to the vessels. Thus, the

[ has suffered severe injury many times, and yet very

few d ppear in tin' returns from these wounds. I

have never myself seen anv CE86 in which a bullet has

passed harmlessly between a large artery and its \

but many such eases are on record.

The following may be mentioned as instances of nar-

row escapes. A soldier was wounded at Inkermari, by
dl which entered through the ri^ht cheek, and

'ed behind the angle of the opposite jaw, tearing

the pans in such a manner that the Li'reat vessels were

plainly seen, hare and pulsating, in the wound. Three

week- after admission into hospital hewasdischar

never havimr had a bad symptom. A soldier of the

- wounded in June, 1855, by a rifle ball, which

struek him in the nape of the neck. It passed forwards

round tli ride of the neck, going deeply through
the ti-^ues: turniiiLT np under the angle of the inferior

ilia, it fractured the superior maxillary and malar

bones, <1- the eye, and escapetl. killing a man
who was sitr le him. This patient made a raju'd

recovery. A Fivneh soldier at the Alma was struck

obliipi'dy by a rifle ball, near to. but oiiNide, the ri-'ht

nipple; the ball passed seemiii'j-Iy <piite through tin-

vessels and ' .ilia, and escajied behind.

dm was rapid and uiiintrrnijited. Another lYeneh-

man irafl .-truck in tin- trenches by a ball, a little belo\v

lavide.
f

l'h- ball escaped be-
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hind, breaking off the upper third of the posterior border

of the scapula, and yet he recovered perfectly, without

any bleeding taking place. Endless numbers of similar

cases are presented to us in military hospitals.

A considerable artery may be fairly cut across, and

give no further trouble, beyond the first gush of blood

which takes place at the moment of injury. In such

cases, the vessel contracts and closes itself. If only half

divided, as it is apt to be by shell, or by the quick pas-

sage of a ball, then the haemorrhage will be, in all pro-

bability, fatal. The best example, perhaps, on record

of the former result, is that mentioned by Larrey. A
soldier, struck on the lower third of the thigh by a ball,

suffered one severe haemorrhage, which was never re-

peated. The limb became cold, the popliteal ceased to

beat, and the ends of the divided femoral could be felt

retracted when the finger was placed in the wound. This

man recovered perfectly. The younger Larrey records

a veiy curious case from the wounded at the siege of

Antwerp. A shell passed between a man's thighs, and,

destroying the soft parts, divided both femorals
; yet

there was no haemorrhage, although the pulsation con-

tinued in the upper ends of the vessels to within a few

lines of their extremities.

The speed of the ball at the moment when it comes in

contact with an artery has a good deal to do with the

injury it inflicts. If it be in full flight it may so cut

open the vessel as to allow of instantaneous haemorrhage;

whereas, if its speed be much diminished, the contusion

it occasions opposes immediate, but favours secondary

bleeding.

Primary hemorrhage may take place either instan-
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iisJy on the receipt of a wound, or after a little

time, when the taintness resulting from the accident has

gone ntr
1

. I have air to some instances in

which the former is liable to occur. In wounds of the

face, too, this instantaneous bleeding is very usual.

Some cases occurred in tin- Crimea of the well-known

. that limbs may be carried away, and their arteries

ban-- Looaelj innii the shattered stump without bleeding.

mder my own notice, in which legs were

carri by round shot, and no haemorrhage took

place, though both men died subsequently from other

s. This spontaneous cessation of haemorrhage is

ps most commonly seen in the upper arm.

.il to inform us of the number of >

eith tely or proportionately to the whole number

<>f VfOUnds, in which secondary luemorrhage took place

duri IT. Although 1 have no figures to which 1

can refer as corroboratingthe si 1 am inclined

ink that the proportion of cases in which serious

bleeding did take placv. is h !;;hi T than that set down

by !Mr. ( iuthrir. Th.- distinction drawn by I>r. John

tween secondary ha-inorrhauv, proecedin--

from sloughii .tin, and cxeitcil arterial action as

it occurs vnt stages of treatment, is a good one.

That which takes pla< i\\vnty-li>ur hours and Up
to th- truth day i due to slnu-'hinir, result in-'

din-- the injury, should always have the term
4 '

int'Tiii'-diary

"
apjili.-d to it: and the bleeding which

proceeds from morbid action, such as ulceration attacking

tin- part, and win ;-lacc at a later period, would

be more appropriately call, ,1
"
par excellence" second

Haemorrhage should thus be 1 into three
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periods :
"
primary," occurring within twenty-four hours ;

"intermediary," between that and the tenth day; and

"secondary," that which takes place at a later date.

More precision would be given to our language on this

important subject, by such a distinction being always

recognized.

The period at which consecutive bleeding is most apt

to take place has been variously estimated. Guthrie sets

it down as occurring from the eighth to the twentieth

day, Dupuytren from the tenth to the twentieth, Henman
from the fifth to eleventh, and Koux from the sixth to

the twentieth. In the cases I have myself observed, it

has taken place between the fifth and twenty-fifth days,

and by a curious coincidence, it has appeared in the

majority on the fifteenth after the receipt of the wound.

In one case, a wound without fracture of the thigh, it

was said to have taken place as late as the seventh week,
and that when no gangrene or apparent ulceration was

present.

Consecutive haemorrhage may occur from very insig-

nificant vessels, and be arrested by simple means
;
but

when it takes place from a large arterial trunk, it is an

accident of the most serious importance.* With us, in

particular, such effusions were causes of extreme anxiety,

* The following is a very interesting case of secondary haemorrhage.

caused by the limited ulceration of a large artery, which is related by
Dr. Scott of the 32nd, in a report existing in the archives of the medical

department:
" Private John Hodgson, aged 31, was struck by a ball at

Mooltan, about a line anterior to the left carotid artery, below where it

divides into the external and internal, and passing through the oesophagus,

escaped at a point corresponding to its entrance. No unfavourable symptom

appeared for nine days, when a fit of coughing came on, and blood issued

from both the mouth and the wounds, and the patient instantly expin-d.
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itatti of tlic health of our patients

made such an accident peculiarly disastrous. Their

strength could not withstand such a drain, and the

scurvv made their Mood so thin and effusible that they

liable to . blood, not by vigorous

ha-innrrhaires, but by slow, though not less destructive,

in this it can be understood that in the

Crimea many of the time-honoured remedies for haemor-

;.-, such ; ctionj st:irviim\ oVc., were entirely

irded. and replaced most generally liy their OppOsite8.

Tunics, as quinine and iron, were the remedies most

wanted; and as to styptics given internally, they always

appeared to me to be mere farces, except in so far as they

a general tonics.

The more useful prophylactics to such consecutive

-. such as quiet of mind, and perfect rest of

th<- WMiindrd part, arc not always attainable in field

practice, especially when the necessity of iTinnvin^

occurs so frequently. It is of course impossible

.vt her to avoid such iimy, mrnts during war, but it is

most uut'-rtunatc that they fall SO often t<> be executed

at d period ^hen they become most dangerous.

No man, at all severely wounded by trim-shot, eun be

considered safe from ha-iimn-haire till his wound is closed,

but yet. after tuvnt v-ti\ e days, the danger may he said

to be in a great inrasure overcome. In reference to this

has an advantage over an opm campaign,
ixedness of the hospitals, and the less

tent ni"\

irotid had been grazed at its bifurcation, and a piece of it about

/.e of a small pea, an<l in. -lu.lin^ all its coat, had sphacelated, and,

giving way, caused death before aiaistance could be got."
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Hsemorrhairi 1

occurring early was universally treated

by the rule laid clown by Bell and Guthrie, of tying
both ends of the bleeding vessel. When, however, the

bleeding appears at a late date, when the limb is much

swollen, its tissues infiltrated, matted together, and dis-

organized, it is by no means an easy thing to follow

this practice. The difficulty is perhaps greatest in

wounds of the calf of the leg, where the muscles are

much developed, when the posterior tibial has repeatedly

"bled, the wound large and irregular, the contusion

severe, and the blood welling out from among the dis-

organized tissues in no collected stream. The rules and

precepts laid down in books about the appearance of the

vessel and the orifice, about the mode of passing a probe
towards it from the surface, and the best way of cutting

so as to fall upon the vessel, are all worse than useless;

as they lead us to expect guides where there are none,

but those which watchful eyes and careful incisions

afford

From the results of several cases which fell under

rny observation in the East, I have reason to be-

lieve in the soundness of the views lately put forth by

Nelaton, in opposition to the long-credited opinion of

Dupuytren, as to the unsound state of the artery in sup-

purating wounds. I feel pretty sure that the vessel will,

in most cases, bear a ligature for a sufficient time to fulfil

the end we have in view in its application. It will be

necessary to attach it with caution, to employ no more

force than is absolutely necessary, and we may expect it

to separate, as Nelaton shows, before the usual time,

yet it will continue attached sufficiently long to close tin-

vessel, if we do not keep pulling at it so as to tear it



DS,

iiroly. It r mall force to

- :

!Hj illsc. ;:i!-l that the vessel will COm-

inonly st al i,l. ']y hand'

the liirature

at t: t' injury in primary hfBmOfliiage, perform
inn when the l>leedii!;r appears late. The

Dupiiytivn and R.nix has done nmch to

Ki'irlish practice" being so fully followed

MX, in the second volume of his recently published posthumous
Minis up his experience on senmdary ha-morrhage from gun-shot

la. It proceeds, he says, from (1) separation of tlie eschar; (2) from

!>y fractured bones; (3) from the i-.-ij.illarii^ cau.-ed l-y general feeble-

ness in the patient: (-1) ha-morrhaire fn-m the eni<m or tearing of a

vessel, appears later than that arising from the separation of the CM liar, the

one appearing about tho eighth or tenth day. and the other from the fifteenth

to th> iliaLTe ari-ini; from the tearing of a vessel, and

especially t!
- anies compound fracture, is more (mnmmi in

wounds of the thigh than any other; (G) whatever be its cau-e. the mani-

festation of Ud by

symptoms which announce its approach, and -nn-; ii.

in in largo rpinntities and very suddi'iily,

while at other times it appears in small quantities, and will often re ur if no

be had n-< : 7j smiietimes the Meeding take-

.here it fi.nna a sort of f.il.-i- aiieuriMii, but at other time-

it flov '\vards; (8) when tin- bleeding ve.-el ran !>e got .

: K fn.m whii'h it |.r.n-e.-i!>: ('.< here, as in tin-

case of all traum.v .::-. primary <T >,.,ndary, it i- 1-eM totietlir

resael in the woui;
\

\\\ gi-n.-ral. li..\\

ever, it will be necexj-ary to li vessel at a di-tane,- mi tin-

. aft.-r tin- Jii.tlio.U ,,f . \iirl i.r !! M tlie dilli

it are great, and ita state in the wound will not allow of a

ligature being applied to it there.

Sanaon, again (Dea Hannorrnagiea Trauma tiq tics), con

ligature applied to the two ends of

,t a n tmi,. Hut we do not think, after

the example of the English surgeons, that it should be put in force in all
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Anel's operation is undoubtedly the best in one class

of cases dwelt upon by Dupuytren, in which haemorrhage
:i rises from the tearing of an artery in a simple fracture.

The ligature of the main vessel commonly succeeds in

these cases, while to find the bleeding vessel is most

difficult, and to expose the seat of fracture to the air is

a risk greater than should be encountered.

There are, unquestionably, some situations where it is

impossible to get at the wounded vessel, especially when

the bleeding has taken place at a late date. The deep

branches of the carotid afford, perhaps, the most patent

example. In a case of this sort, in which the deep tem-

poral and internal maxillary were wounded, in a Rus-

sian admitted into the general hospital after the assault

in September, Mr. Maunder tied the carotid to arrest

the bleeding, which had recurred several times, notwith-

standing pressure. The ligature of the main vessel

commanded the haemorrhage, although the patient sub-

sequently died of exhaustion.

Secondary haemorrhage may appear at a very late

date from ulceration, set up by the pressure of a frag-

cases, and whatever be the situation of the artery, from the risk of causing

great destruction, violent inflammations, and long suppurations. We often

meet with wounds attended with haomorrhage, or false primitive aneurisms,

in which it is difficult or impossible to determine which is the divided vesseL

In other cases we recognise the source of the bleeding, but it is situated too

deeply for us, without causing grave injury, to find and tie the artery above

and below the wound. We are thus compelled to ligature this artery, or at

least the trunk from which it proceeds, between the heart and the wound,

but at a considerable distance from the latter. It is true that traumatic

haemorrhages are much less favourable than aneurisms, properly so called, to

the success of Anel's method. But it is a necessity in a way, and besides we

can, if the method of Anel fails, have recourse at a later period to the liga-

ture of the two ends in those cases in which it is possible."
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i of bone pressing upon the vessel. The ulcerative

process in tli very slow.

Tin- toll. . win-- cas is hit- :unl conveys much
.due of the different places in which

to apply the ligature. A Russian l>y wh< had sus-

ound iVacturc of the Irir at Inkerman, i'mm

gun- y 1'rench hospital at Pera

,s. On th<- lit'tcenth day from the

ha'morrha^e took plaee from both

Pressure failed to arrest it. The popliteal

was tied the same day. accordinir to tin- method recom-

mended ly M. ll<.l'crt, vi/., on the inner side of the

liml'. .nd liamstrini;- muscles. Tin-

foot ; I very cold for four days, and then violent

M; and <>n tlu> eighth day i'mm the ligature

of the main vessel luemorrhauv recurred, In.ih in-iu the

original wound and the incision of ligatii: -sure

was airain tried in vain. Tin- sn tennn-al was

OB th'- tenth day i'mm the dcliiration

oplitcal. Four days ai'terwards the Mecding
rctur . i

preaeure ilien secnscd to

The ligature separated from the femoral on

the twelfth day after its lieim; applied, and the third day

iity-ti:'ili day fr<m the lirst oeciirrence

. Idci
diii;_;- lia\ iiiLr a pi in set in i'mm tin-

wound, the liml) was amputated lii.uh in the thi^Ii, and

iiltiiiiatel\ ed. \\'<>nld

(iuthrie not have saved lliis man's limit, and

In Lriin-.-liMt wounds of regions wh- vascular

communications , Main

r consccr. n lc ol
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use, as it is seldom possible to be sure that the haemor-

rhage proceeds from the main vessel, nor yet can we by
such an operation cut off the collateral circulation. If the.

source of the haemorrhage could be certainly ascertained,

and if pressure could be applied to the lower portion of

the divided vessel at the same time, then we might

reasonably hope to arrest the bleeding by tying the main

artery; but the mere placing of a ligature on the distal

side can give no security against the continuance of tne

bleeding. If the sloughing preceding, and accompanying
the bleeding, be extensive, and situated in a muscular and

vascular part like the calf of the leg, and if the haemor-

rhage has continued notwithstanding the employment of

means applied locally, I should never hesitate between

amputation and ligature of the main trunk, but have in-

stant recourse to the former, as being the only reliable and

satisfactory proceeding.* The following may be taken

as a good example of a class of cases frequently occurring.

M'Gartland, a soldier of the 38th regiment, an unhealthy

man, who was still suffering from the effects of scurvy

and fever, was shot from the outside and behind, forwards

*
1 may note the following figures, in passing, as a small contribution to

the statistics of this question. The French, in one hospital at Constanti-

nople, ligatured the femoral at a distance from the wound for secondary

haemorrhage seven times, and all failed. The subclavian was ligatured

under like circumstances once, and it succeeded. I have found the detailed

report of only four cases in which the main vessel was tied in India. The

ligature was applied twice to the femoral, once to the brachial, and once to

the radial. It succeeded in arresting the haemorrhage in three cases
;
one

femoral failed. Dupuytren ligatured the femoral several times for bleeding

from the calf, but with what result it is impossible always to make out. S.

Cooper, while he once successfully took up the popliteal for secondary

haemorrhage from a wound of the posterior tibial, strongly reprehends the

practice as a general rule.
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and inwards through the left leg, on the 18th of June.

Tin- fibula was bn>km, and the ed_iv of tin- tibia was

injure 1. 11 w.dke 1 to the rear without assistance. On
admission into the hospital, the limb was greatly swollen.

This swelling, by appropriate means, very inueh dimin-

ished in a tew days. ( )n the fifth day arterial bleeding.

to & limited extent, took place, from both openings.

lling a case put on record by Mr. Butcher of

Dublin, of a wound of the post tibial, I determined on

trying the effects of well-applied pressure along the

course of the popliteal, and in the wound, combined with

cold and elevation. The limb was also fixed on a splint.

The object of the pressure on the main vessel was to

diminish, not arrest, th tl.w of blood through it. On
tin- eighth day there was again some oozing. Pus had

accumulated among the muscles of the calf, and required

-ion for it tfoiL On the ninth day a pulsating

ur was observed on the external aspect of the
" the consecutive false aneurism "

of Foubert, and n-\t

day ill ]>l>-.-din:_r returned from both wounds. 1 wished

then to cut down and tie the vessel in the wound, but a

consultation decided on waiting a little longer. in

hope that the bleeding might not return. On the night

;!i day most profuse haMiiorrha-e reeiinvd.

The attendant, though strictly enjoined to tighten the

tourniipiet, failerl to do so, but the nece. ps to

taken by the oflicer on duty.

Next morning, when I first heard of the oeeurrence, I

found t'i. I blanched, cold, and nearly puls-

A consultation decided that ihe state of the pari< D

til-- "f t!i-- ri .' wound \
;!;, |.i-..M.-mati-

. as the liml, woiil.l not recover if the main
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artery was taken up, amputation must be performed so

soon as the patient had rallied. When reaction had

fairly taken place, I amputated the limb. The removed

parts wore much engorged, sloughed, and disorganized.

The anterior tibial was found to have been opened for

about an inch shortly after its origin, and on it was

formed the aneurism, which had a communication with

both orifices of the wound.

In all such cases the second bleeding should determine

active interference. I say the second bleeding, as it very
often happens, that when haemorrhage has taken place

once, even to a considerable extent, and evidently from

a vessel of large calibre, it never recurs. Many most

striking instances of this have come under my notice.

But though more than even this is true, and that fre-

quently blood thrown put repeatedly is spontaneously

arrested, still the great preponderance of cases, in which

it recurs in dangerous repetitions and quantities, as in

the above instance, should cause us, I believe, to interfere

on its second appearance, more particularly if the bleed-

ing be in any quantity. Not to interfere unless the

vessel is bleeding, must not always be understood too

literally, or we will often be prevented from performing
the operation till our patient is beyond our help. The

haemorrhage recurs over and over again, and the surgeon,

though as near as is practicable, arrives only in time to

see the bed drenched, and the patient and attendant in-

tensely alarmed. There is at the moment no bleeding,

and he vainly hopes there will be no return
;
and so on

goes the game between ebbing life and menacing death,

the loss not great at each time, but mighty in its sum,
till all assistance is useless. Many a valuable life has
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ri which mi-lit have been saved by a more

led course of art 'mi i.

lg
than these to tin 1

surgeon, or require nioiv determination, and well-consi-

ion to conduct to a successful issue. One

to actwhen the immediate necessity has passed;

led in our course by a knowledge
of general results, more than by the immediate ease in

. we will l>~ I patient. These cases form

an exception to the rational surgery of the day, which

prescribes inaction, unless there be immediate call for

interference. There can he little doubt that haemorrhage

definitely arrested by pressure applied with

:i extensive part of the wounded artei \

well as to tli- apertures; but such treatment is not adapted

for gun-shot wounds, from the depth and narrowness of

their tracks, unless we so enlarge them .is to admit the,

compress deep into the wound. This was shown in the

case recorded ab< in many others. The

is pent up by the.
pln.v;,

and burrows largely

-ues.

Th many cases of ha-morrha^e from the hand

8UCC- !i.,t wounds, which came under my notice

:v of the injuries resulted tVum the,

acci ion of the patient's own irun. and, I

suspect,! Lees from intention, Ha-mon!

in V ' times very troublesome, espe-
v when the bones of the hand weiv much fractured,

as it was then dillicult, if not im

Vessel in the woiin-l. The secondary bleeding usually

appe -<; cases, and, so far u my obi

lirachial seems better pr.
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when local means fail, than putting a thread on the ves-

sels of the forearm, as I saw done several times in the

East. In recent cases we can often ligature the bleeding

vessel, but in the sloughing stage, with a deep wound,
and the bones much injured, it is impossible to secure it.

To ligature the radial and ulnar separately, or conjoint-

ly, exposes the patient to operative dangers which bring

no adequate return, as the probability of success is

very small. In the following case, the ligature of the

vessels of the forearm succeeded
;
but in four other cases,

in which I knew it tried for wounds of the palm, it failed

utterly. The position of the wound in this case made

it more likely that the proceeding followed should suc-

ceed : A soldier, resting his right hand on his musket,

was struck by a ball on the web between the thumb and

forefinger. The wound seemed trivial, but the whole

hand swelled exceedingly. On the fourteenth day arte-

rial haemorrhage occurred, and pressure was applied.

The bleeding repeatedly recurred, and still pressure was

persevered in. Finally, the radial, and then the ulnar,

were ligatured before the haemorrhage was commanded.

An early search in the wound, would probably have suc-

ceeded in securing the vessel.

I have seen the method of pressure on the brachial by

flexing the arm, and by bandaging ;
both fail in some of

these cases.

Hemorrhage from the face of stumps is unquestionably

one of the most disagreeable complications which can

arise during their treatment. The scorbutic state of the

blood of most of our men, made their stumps highly irri-

table, and liable to sanguinolent oozing. Their strength

was thus much wasted, arid other complications of hardly
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less serious importance were superinduced. All noticed

the prevalence of these bleedings when the liot sirocco

blew, or previous to those violent thnnder-etorma which

did so inurh t<> rh-ar the air. The patients often com-

plained at these times of lei-ling
" as if their stumps

would burst." and the bleeding seemed to ^ive them

much relief. The blood which flowed was commonly
more \cnous than arterial, thin, watery, and of a brick-

dust colour. AYhen cold air, or water, combined with

ition, tailed to check it, pressure and the percliloratc

of iron generally succeeded. Its appearance was ah

an indication tor more fresh air, tonies. and better food.*

Guthrie counsels us, in the event of haemorrhage from

a thiirh stum]) which cannot be commanded by the ap-

tion of a ligature to the bleeding point, to tie the

main vessel, in the first instance, at a point the aeanri to

the end of the stum]), at which pressure commands it,

provided it be beyond the sphere of the inflammation
;

and if this fail, then to reamputate the limb. He adds,

that it' pressure above the going off of the prol'unda is

command the blcedini:. then we should am-

putate, in place of tvin;_r the vessel in the Lrroin. The

of BO great a master are not lightly to be con-

troverted, but. BO far as my Comp-;r. lively very limited

observation goes, I would be disposed to tie the iliac,

]: ': la ( liir. Milit.) n-ni:irki :

are not those in whom he has seen haemorrhage, t itlx-r primary or secondary,

mott COtnm : l.ut. mi ih.- . ..nti.ir\ . it \\ ; .

common in patients of an opposite . I..HM. t.-r. This he ascribes to the want

of tone in these men pn-vnitin^ th<- n.ntr:i< timi. or clonure of the vessels.

The same thing, he says, exist* in the power we have of arresting bleeding

in primary and secondary operations those necessitated by accident and
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rather than cither ligature the femoral high up, or ream-

putate the limb; this is, of course, always providing that

the vessel could not be secured on the face of the stump.

Bleeding from a thigh stump is so apt to proceed from

one of the deep vessels, and to be temporarily arrested

by a tourniquet applied to the femoral, but whose strap

encircles the limb, that no ligature of the femoral much
above the extremity of the stump could give any security

against a return. The fear of gangrene' in depressed

subjects when the iliac is tied, is the chief objection to

the practice I allude to.

The cases in which attempts were made in the East

to arrest haemorrhage from stumps, by applying a liga-

ture to the main vessel above the extremity of the stump,

were, I believe, singularly unfortunate. Well-applied

pressure along the course of the principal vessel, adapted
to diminish the circulation through it, has sufficed, in

some few most threatening cases, finally to arrest bleed-

ings which had recurred frequently ;
but in these cases

the implication of the main vessel was clearly made out.

Take the following case as an example. The state of the

vessel, as discovered after death, also lends an interest to

the narrative. Haemorrhage took place to a slight extent,

from a thigh stump, on the ninth day after operation,

and was repeated on the following morning. A tourni-

quet was applied over the course of the femoral, so as to

moderate the flow of blood through it. On the four-

teenth day the bleeding returned, and the tourniquet was

tightened for four hours, so as almost to arrest the cur-

rent of blood in the great vessel, and afterwards, though

loosened, was still left so tight as to restrain the free flow

of the blood through the main artery. On the sixteenth
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ling returned, and tin 1 same tivutment was

followed, the position of the compressing force being

ally shifted from time to time. From this period

the ha morrhage never reap].eared. The patient subse-

quently died of py<cmia, when it was found tliat an

.ad formed around tlie great vessels, extending

from the end of the stump u])\vards for some inches; that

\ was fairly opened by ukvration. to the extent

i inch from its termination, but beyond that distance

a dense clot occupied its calibre for an inch and a quar-

ter. The vein contained much pus. Purulent matter

was freely df
p..

sited in the lungs. Here the ulceration

of the end of the artery allowed the bleeding to take

, while the subsequent formation of a clot above

-'trd it.

The exact number of eases in which tchm'is has fol-

l wounds during the war, or the nature of the injuries

:se to it,
1 li; 1 to learn from the army

ri turn-. It was not, however, by any means common.

I know of six cases only which occurred in camp, and

seven which took place at Scutari. The usual proportion

to w . according to Alcock, one in seventy-nine,

Weh;<\>' r.-nainly not had that ratio.* In no case, the

particulars of which I enuld learn, did it occur after the

"lid day the limit as defined by Sir .lames

M'<] . I cases of which I haye known the de-

confirmation of Baron Larrcy's th

as to the set <
! R6oording to the position

of the wound. Tin- CaS6fl ceiin-iug in our army have

been, so : ith one exccjition, universally

* In the Sleswic-Hoktcin war, > id six CAMS in a lint of

wounded.
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fatal. Of the six instances which appeared in front, one

followed a compound fracture of the thigh, one a face

wound with destruction of the eye, one an amputation at

the shoulder, one a flesh wound of the leg, and the other

two cases following wounds, without fracture of the thigh,

unfortunately happened under my own charge in neigh-

bouring wards in the general hospital, and within a very
short time of one another. Of those which appeared at

Scutari, one followed an amputation of the hand, two

succeeded compound fractures of the thigh, one was a

frost-bite of the toes, one was a compound fracture of the

leg, and of the other two cases I could not learn the

primary lesion.* I give the particulars of my own cases,

* In the records of the army in India, I have been able to find details of

nineteen cases of tetanus, of whom only one recovered. The patient had

received a severe burn from an explosion of powder, and was treated by the

"injection and inhalation of sulphuric ether." In three cases it followed

amputation ;
in three, balls lodged in bone

;
in four, flesh wounds

; one, a

penetrating wound of the chest ; one, a contusion of the face
; one, a

wound of the hand ; one, a needle broken in the heel
; one, the exposure of

a suppurating wound to cold air
; one, an injury of the foot; in one, a com-

pound fracture; and hi one, an injury of the ankle.

Alcock reports seventeen cases. In ten the disease followed flesh wounds

(three of the upper extremity, three of the lower, and one of the trunk). In

two it followed wounds of the foot
;
in four, compound fracture

;
in one, a

primary amputation. All died except two, one of whom was treated by

opiates alone, the other by opiates succeeded by large doses of carbonate of

iron.

Larrey makes reference to many cases in his memoir on the campaigns in

Egypt and Germany. He says it was less acute in the latter than in the

former country. In Egypt I find reference made to upwards of thirty

cases, the details of many of which are not given. All seem to have died

within a week of the appearance of the symptoms. One followed a slight

wound of the face
; another, a wound of the hand

; another, a wound of the

ear. Three were cases of flesh wounds. One was an amputation of the foot;

one, an amputation of the arm
; one, a wound of the foot

;
and one was
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from tln-ir presenting sonic points of interest, of which

not tlu- 1 .me similarity to one another.

Hughes, a private of the 44th regiment, was admitted

int> the general hospital <>n the } Mh of June. In the

;lt on the Kedan, a hall had entered an inch below

nterior superior spinous process of the riglit ilium,

and passing downwards and outwards, lodged deeply

ng the muscles of the thigh. After a most earei'ul and

pr -longed examination, its position could not be ascer-

1. and it was left, in the hope that in a day or two it

.t become defined, or that it might ]ierha])s remain

altogether without doing harm. There was no fracture,

and no pain. The case was treated as a flesh wound.

On the thirteenth day, the patient for the first time com-

plained of pain behind the great troelianter of the right
. and the presence there of deep fluctuation caused

me to make an incision. A considerable accumulation

of pus was found, and in the sack of this collection I

d tin- ball much flattened. I freely enlarged the

wound, so that all ivt-nti<>n of matter was prevented.
t day some cloth was discharged from this opening.

,th day his manner was changed. He
was irritable, and complained of his wound. Pus con-

bj a fish-bone Pi i< kin - in tin- throat. In tlir (i.-nn.-in campaign DO

numbers are given; l.ut of tho>.- inmtimictl two were .-imputations of the

thigh ; one, A WOUixl l.y round shot of tlu- l.;u k ; another, a similar wound

leg; another, av hand; and tin- sixth u as a Lin. r \\ouinl

of the forehead. Several of the.se r< . r section of t h< :

In th.- ll.'t.'l IH-ii. in .Inly, IK;H. th.-y liad Imt inn- < a-.- of trtunus among
the 890 patients wounded by gun-shot treated. It occurred in n

j>< rf.Tatin^

wound of the thorax, and was fatal. On looking <>\< r these cases, it would

not appear that wounds of <it h.r th. f,.,,t . lower extremity, show

a greater tendency to cause tetanus than others.
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tinned to flow freely, and his general health was unim-

paired, lie said that he had caught cold, and " that it

had taken him in the jaws," which were a little stiff.

His bowels being costive, I ordered him a purge, and an

embrocation for his jaws. I had not at this time any

suspicion of the impending evil. Next day I found that

his bowels had been fully moved, and that most offensive

dark-coloured stools had resulted. The trismus was

now very marked. The masseters were hard and con-

tracted, like clamps of iron. I examined the wound,
and further enlarged it. A large emollient cataplasm
was applied, and a drop of croton oil given internally.

His bowels were freed of much more of the same fetid

dejection which he had voided formerly. In the after-

noon, when rising to go to stool (which he insisted on

doing) ,
he had a violent spasm over the right side of the

body, not accompanied with any pain. From this time

the spasmodic contractions set in, recurring at certain

intervals, leaving him at times for half a day, but always

returning till his death. These spasms were nearly

confined to the wounded side, arid affected the muscles

of the thigh most. I began the use of the acetate of

morphia in gr. ij. doses, and afterwards diminished it to

one grain administered every hour till he slept. This

he did in snatches during the succeeding days, waking

up startled if any one walked near his bed. Whenever

he slept for an hour or two, his symptoms were markedly
alleviated. When he slept, the opium was intermitted

for some hours, and then resumed. Only on the first

day did he exhibit the slightest symptoms of narcotism,

and so much relief did he experience from the use of the

drug, that he earnestly asked for it whenever he was a
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itliout sleep. IK- alv MifFering

any pain, tlmu-li from tl i A\ Inch the corners of

:i upwards ami backwards, SO as to

tli. and tin- manner in which his lmw
knit, hi - if In- P :treme agony. There

was one small spot, presenting n> peculiarity to the eye
or t"iieh. mi tin- innrr side of tin- knee, and another on

ihr wounded linili, which he always said

gave him mneli ]>ain.
The l-ast pressure on these spots

d the most vinli-nt
BpaflllL,

lie
tVeijliently

expressed his astonishment at the liml> starting in the

id tried in vain to p,
. His mind

remained unalfretcd till near his death, when he IKM

dull and heavy like a drunken man. The r, f the

_ muscles of the 1 11 as th

f the ri^'ht side, ami the musel. s nf the thi^h

and leg of the s;>: hard as a hoard, par-

ticularly during the transit of a spasm. So hard and

they, that when we had occasion to

move him in lu-d, he muld l.e rais. d like a log of wood,
at least so far as 1 s concerned* IIisal>-

dom- neh distended, and il- hard. The

\vhieh were administered durinu' the course of

\ i- him mueh relief 1rm the,

freli: .\ hieh he so often complained.
lie 1 ally in the lied. hi< \\Miiiided linili streteheil

Strai the other dra\\n up. Latterly he suf-

in a sever \\hieh continued to shoot from

I'ine, and also from inter-

i

: of the discharge from the wound,

skin
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was always bathed in perspiration, the excretion having
a most pungent and offensive smell. For some days

before death a miliaiy eruption showed itself over the

upper part of his body. His pulse was slightly elevated

during the course of the malady, but it never reached

any very high standard. His respirations varied from

twenty-six to twenty-eight per minute. A very viscid

spittle, which he was always trying to hawk up, gave
1 ill 11 much annoyance. He had retention of urine, and

latterly suppression. There was some blood mixed with

his urine for a couple of days.

I have already alluded to the treatment which was

followed. Purgatives, opium given freely, at first com-

bined with camphor, and latterly alone. He frequently

took as much as fifteen grains of opium before he slept,

and altogether he must have consumed a great quantity

of that drug. He asked for fomentations to be applied

to his limb, which to the hand felt colder than its fellow.

Their application, he said, gave him relief. His ability

to swallow semi-fluid food enabled me to give him the

most nutritious diet I could devise, along with wine.

With intermissions and exacerbations his fatal malady

progressed. A spasmodic cough was added to his other

ailments. On the afternoon of the tenth day of attack,

his symptoms greatly abated for some hours, and while

he was conversing with a comrade, he was seized with

what the orderly termed " a fit," vomited some dark

matter, was severely convulsed, so that the body was

drawn backwards and to the right side, and before 1

reached his bedside, he was dead. By a mistake of the

hospital sergeant, no post-mortem examination was got.

I looked hurriedly at the wound shortly after death.
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The fascia lata was much lacerated. an<l the parts beneath

skraghy.

Barker, a private in tin- .'l^th regiment, aged 20, ^^

admitted into the genen] hospital in camp on the same

day as the last patient, .June l^lh. A hall had pene-

trated his lelt thigh at its inn.-r and lower aspect, and

d. It could not be found, though every means

used. Four days afterwards it was felt near the

w.uind, and removed. By the 28th the wound was

looking sloughy, and the discharge was thin and un-

healthy. He complained much more than was usual

about his wound, and appeared very anxious. On the

.'Jotli I noticed some twitching of the limb as it w.is

being dressed. His bowels were free, but he complained
of sleeping little at night. The wound was freely

enlarged, and covered with a poultice. He was purged
with croton oil and clysters. He grew gradually worse.

Durinu- the two succeeding days, the spasms were very
! edl\- proimiiiieed over the left side. He described

them himself as proceeding in "Hashes" from his wound
to the spine, and back again. Touching the limb, and

particularly the sole of the foot, immediately aroused

the m<st violent spasmodic contractions. His pulse
id his respirations to 29 per minute, lie

did not complain of pain, but atly distressed by
a thick spit wlneh dung to his teeth, and which he was

al\v. iolent attempts to expel. The left Side

of the i almost alone affected, and the <pasms.
as in the laM case, drew him diagonally backwards, and

ie wounded side. He had no trismus for the first

day, but afterwards it marked. He always said

that he | ild only sleep, he would be all
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right. I brought him under the influence of chloroform,

and while its effects continued, the spasms were relieved,

and ivrtainly the pulse and respirations were reduced in

frequency; but so soon as he awoke, all his worst

symptoms returned in undiminished vigour. Having
the utter futility of chloroform to relieve the spasms

permanently, or to arrest the disease, in two former

cases at home, where the anaesthetic had been fairly

tried
;
and having many wounded to attend to, and no

assistant to whom I could intrust the exhibition of the

anaesthetic, I determined to abandon it and trust to

opium. This, with enemas, nourishing food, and local

emollient applications, comprehended all the treatment.

The symptoms were not abated, except for short in-

tervals, and then only in proportion as sleep was pro-

cured. His skin was always covered with an odorous

perspiration. The abdomen got distended and hard.

The muscles of the back were markedly hard and con-

tracted, particularly on the left side. The left leg was

stretched out spasmodically, every muscle defined. The

right limb was drawn up?
and he lay across the bed.

The wound was sloughy, and shreds of fascia escaped

with the discharge. The urine became scanty and high-

coloured, and required to be drawn off by the catheter.

Eventually he suffered much pain in the left groin and

calf of the leg, as well as at the ensiform cartilage.

When trying to raise himself on his elbow on the fifth

day of the attack, and seventeenth after admission, he

was violently convulsed, so that he was bent greatly

backwards
;
he put his hand to his throat as if choking,

and fell back dead.

The wound was found to be lined with an ashy slough.
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The bone was not injured. The fascia lata was much

torn, and was pierced and ulcerated at a spot on the

rior and external aspect of the limb, some little

nee from the wound. The ball had evidently pene-
1 to this point. No nerve fibres could be detected

the wound. The parts in the neighbourhood were

sound. The brain and internal organs were healthy,

lungs were only slightly congested, and viscid

mucus was present in the larger tubes. The spinal

canal contained a good deal of fluid blood. The cord

and its membranes were congested. In the lower cer-

vical and upper dorsal region the substance of the cord

varicose contracted and expanded into a series of

knots. There was no other pathological appearance.

On looking at these two cases in connection, the curious

parallelism must strike one. The very distinct manner,

too, in which so many of the peculiar symptoms of this

deadly disease were developed, particularly in the first

case, was interesting. Whether opium, which appeared
to act so beneficially, had it, been pushed further, so as

to produce a more decided impression, would have done

good, is a question. I l>clie\v it would have affected tin-

result but little. The similarity between the wounds in

these two cases, the aon-difloorery of the balls for some

days, the sy 1 1 : 1 le season of the year, and the state

.- cord in the last ca.- 11 intcivstinu:. That

t ure we had at that period had much to

do with the produrtion <.f the disease, is not certain; \vt

three M}' ases which occurred in front appeared

during a period of BZtieme heat. In <>ne QAM of tetanus.

edin;; an injury of the foot, which recovered, chl

i was repeatedly a for prolon-rd pen
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and anodynes applied to the spine. The particulars of

this case are, I understand, to be published by the sur-

geon in charge, Dr. Ward of the 17th regiment.

As to treatment we are yet unfortunately in the dark.

Romberg sums up his review of the question thus:

" The results of treatment amount to this, that wherever

tetanus puts on the acute form, no curative proceeding

will avail; whilst in the milder and more tardy form,

the most various remedies have been followed by a

cure." Larrey trusted most to opium and camphor,
with section of the nerve in cases adapted for it. On

reading the many accounts which have been given of

cases of this disease, opium and chloroform appear de-

cidedly to have the greatest evidence in their favour.

The unpublished records of the Indian campaigns,

illustrate to a great extent the remarkable effect which

unextracted balls seem to exercise on the development
of this fatal affection, more especially when they lay

under strong fasciae, as in my cases. In India, as well

as in the continental campaigns, amputation at the

shoulder appears to be one of the operations most fre-

quently followed by tetanus.

Sudden vicissitudes of temperature have been always

looked upon as most powerful causes of tetanus, espe-

cially the change from a hot day to a cold and damp

night, which is so common in the tropics. So it was

after the battles of Ferozepore and Chillianwallah, when

the wounded lay exposed to very cold nights succeeding

days of hard work under a burning sun. Larrey notices

the same circumstances as having predisposed to the

disease in Egypt, and in the German campaign of 1809.

After Bautzen the exposure to a very cold night produced
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a hundred . id after tin- battle of Dresden.

when the wounded were placed in like circumstances,

lost a very large number from tetanus. Baudens

i a very'interest inir recital from his African experience,

which .shows the influence of cold and moisture in pro-

ducing this disease. Forty slightly wounded men were

placed, in the month of December, and during the pre-

valence of a north-east wind, in a gallery on the ground

floor, which was open to the north. Fifteen different

cases of tetanus appeared in a .short time; among this

numbrr twelve died. The remainder were removed to a

more sheltered place, and there were no more attacked.

The exposure after the Alma might have been expected
to produce many cases; but I do not believe that many
resulted therefrom, though the confusion which existed,

with r. -irard to reports, at that period, makes it difficult

to know what was the real effect of such exposure in

reference to this point.

Opposite extremes of temperature appear to cause

l.ir effects in this most curious affection. In both

the Indies, heat is looked upon as a most^powerful pre-

disposing and exciting cause, and idiopathic tetanus is

there not uncommon both amon.cr the natives and tin-

European troops, while in the arctic region it is even

more frequent and fatal. Sir ( Jilhert Blane tells us, that

nndrd men who came under his observation

in the West Indies in 17M\ thirty were sei/ed with teta-

nus and .- \ cute, !! died. Dr. Kane's experience in the

rions, shows how apt exposure to a low temp
ture is to cause it. He tell.- us. that while most of

p.my wen more or l-ss alfecte.l. he lost two men from

i noi i ialous spasmodic aflect ion allied to tetanus," and
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that all his dogs perished from a like cause. The great

cold, exposure, and frost-bites, which were sustained in

the Crimea during the first winter, were followed l>y

fewer cases of tetanus than we might have expected,

though I suspect more cases appeared than we have any
record of.

I am ignorant of the total number of cases which have

occurred in the French hospitals ;
but of five cases with

the history of which I was familiar, and which appeared
about the same period in the hospitals at Constantinople,

one followed compound fracture of the thigh ; two, wounds

of the foot
;
and one, a penetrating wound of the chest in

a Zouave, who, after recovery, was allowed to visit the

city, where he remained drunk for three days : he was

seized with tetanus on his return, and died in 48 hours.

The French trust mostly to opium in the treatment, and

report favourable results from its use
; though I suspect

from what I have heard, that not a few cases of simple

trismus were inadvertently classed by them under the

more formidable disease of tetanus.

I have been put in possession of the particulars of

some cases which occurred in India, where amputation
was had recourse to in tetanus. They all ended fatally

without relief, though if performed early, before the

peripheral irritation had time to set up much centric

disturbance, this step would certainly appear to promise

good results, in so far as the cause being removed, local

applications to the spine would have a better chance of

succeeding in allaying the excited action.*

*
Larrey amputated successfully in several cases, and speaks highly of it

in those instances which are adapted for it, but after Toulouse it failed com-

pletely in our army, though tried extensively.
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// was not common in the Kast.

During tin- lirst \vint IT it prevailed a good deal in a mild

at Scutari, but it never became either general or

e. It diil in>t appear to pass from bed to bed, but

rose sporadically over the hospitals. It frequently

attacked the openings both of entrance and exit, but

;lly seized on one only, showing apparently a

pivdilrction for the wound of exit.* At times it showed

only in part of a wound, and spread in one direction

alone, li was never invariably, as far

as I -

riety designated
" ulcerous" by

IMpech. and "phagedsena gangrenosa
"
by Bogpe. In

many eases the best designation for it, as it appeared
with us, would have been the old one of "putrid de-

<>n." The earliest symptom was pain in the

. which sometimes preceded the ulcerative process

by a couple of days. The edges of the wound did nut

swell Up, but remained thin as th undermined.

pain generally continued during the process of dc-

;i"ii. It Ippaufed chieily in the lower extremities,

and in wounds whose progress towards cure had been for

some time stationary. Jt .-t-ldom burrowed far into the

. but contined its ra\ acres to the

surface and the circumference oi' the wound. I never

saw any marked gastric disturbance attend it. It' it

inds of those already labouring under

to aggravate the ;

The abominable state in which the barrack hospital at

iri was durii Ay oeeup;itioii. may well :

* Dr. Tnyl r thought in Ii, ii.i that gangrene more (mtwmlv appeared in

the wounds occasioned by grape and canister. I cannot say I observnl thi

confirmed in the East, although it seems very probable it should be so.
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caused an outbreak of hospital gangrene among the

br >ken-down men who lay so thickly around the doors

of the offensive latrines
;
but I cannot say that I noticed

any greater tendency to its appearance at these places

than in any other portion of the hospital. The corridors

presented, I think, the greatest number of cases. When-
ever it appeared the patients were isolated, and sent into

wards set apart for the treatment of the disease.*

Nitric acid, applied locally, and the exhibition of the

tincture of the muriate of iron internally, in half-drachm

doses, three times daily, proved to be the most efficacious

means of stopping it as it appeared in our hospitals.

The local nature of the complaint was universally recog-

nized, and local measures relied on for its relief. The

application of the escarotic, not only to the edges of the

sore, but also to the healthy tissues, at a little distance

round the margin, secured by far the best means of em-

ploying the remedy. A barrier of lymph appeared to be

thus thrown up around, which prevented the spread of

the peculiar inflammatory or destructive action in the

skin and cellular tissue to which it was always confined.

The attendant fever was uncertain in its development ;

sometimes it preceded, sometimes it accompanied, and

sometimes it followed the local outbreak. Often there

was little, if any constitutional disturbance, and occasion-

* How far this segregation into separate wards is a good plan, I am dis-

posed to doubt. That the malignancy of the disease is thereby increased,

and the danger to the other inmates of the hospital enhanced, has been the

opinion generally held on the adoption of such measures. If each patient

was taken outside of the hospital, and placed in a tent by himself, it would

be the most successful way of treating such cases. In an outbreak of this

kind, wooden huts would be found most excellent hospitals, as I know from

experience elsewhere.
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ally th- fever was of a I\v typhoid type. The most

generous diet was always necessary; for though it may
he i: as the case in the Peninsula, that an anti-

phlogistic treatment is at times necessaiy, it can be so

only in -tron-' healthy men, who derived the disease from

:ion. With us the depression of the powers of lite

marked, an<l appeared to exercise so strong an

influence, as predisposing to its outbreak, that, in place

of lowering remedies, the most strengthening, including

stimulants, and above all fresh air, were absolutely re-

quired, and were alone of any use.

Those who had suffered in camp from diarrhoea, and

whose strength had thus been much reduced, more espe-

cially those whose constitutions were strongly impreg-
1 with scurvy, were most liable to be attacked

;
and,

in a.l >ur cases, so far as I saw, the development of the

..se resulted from a lowered general health more than

in mi specific causes. It was, in many cases, a veritable

"eln typhus." peculiar dark hue of the

ken of by writers, was not common, though it

was jccasionally seen; but the disagreeable smell and

the rounded shape of the sore were almost always pre-
. The introduction ,.t' disinfectants into our military

has done niueh to prevent the prevalence of

this lisease, which committed such ravages during the

ar.*

Tic l-'iviich suffered most dreadfully from hospital

gangrene in its worst form. The system they pursued
of removing their wounded and operated oases from the

Sw paper by Staff-Surgeon Boggie, in the first part of () thir.l volume

of the rransactiona of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh.
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camp to Constantinople at a very early date, the per-

nicious character of the transit, the crowding of their

si lips and hospitals, all tended to produce the disease,

and to render it fatal when produced. Many of their

cases commenced in camp, but the majority arose in the

hospitals on the Bosphorus, where the disease raged

rampant. In the hospitals of the south of France it also

prevailed, and, from what M. Lallour, surgeon to the
"
Euphrate

"
transport, tells us in his paper on the

subject, it must have committed great ravages in their

ships, from one of which, he says, sixty bodies were

thrown over during the short passage of thirty-eight

hours to the Bosphorus. With them the disease was

the true
"
contagious gangrene," and attacked, not only

open wounds, but cicatrices, and almost every stump in

their hospitals. They employed the actual cautery,

after the manner of Delpech and Pouteau, with apparent

success, to arrest it. The perchlorate of iron, charcoal,

the tincture of iodine, lemon juice, &c., they empbyed
as adjuvants. In both the French and Eussian hospitals,

gangrene was often combined with typhus, and in such

cases the mortality was fearful.

In the Crimea, during the heat of the summer of

1855, after the taking of the Quarries, and the assault

on the great Redan in June, not a few amputations of

the thigh were lost, from moist gangrene of a most

rapid and fatal form. In the case of a few who lived

long enough for the full development of the disease, gan-

grene in its most marked features became established;

but most of the men expired previous to any sphacelus of

the part overwhelmed by the violent poison vhich

seemed to pervade and destroy the whole economy.
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t'..nii "t'the disease occurred in tour cases under my
own chariTe. in men who had had a limb utterly destroyed

by round shot or grape. In all tin- knee-joints v

pee was deep and prolonged, and the

ation performed primarily in tin- middle third of the

thiirh. Three of the four were of very intemperate

haliits. All these cases took place about the same

time, at midsummer, when many other similar cases ap-

peared in camp. The wards, though full, were not

overcrowded, and could, from their construction, be freely

ventilated. The weather was sultry, and cholera was in

the camp. The atmosphere was surcharged with elec-

tricity, and the dreaded sirocco prevailed. Wounds

ally assumed an unhealthy aspect for days, when

this pestilential wind blew. The cases of all those who

in my wards seemed to be doing perfectly well up
to sixteen hours, at the furthest, before death. Three of

them were seized on the eighth .amputation,

just as suppuration was bein.Lr established. The fourth

nn the fifth day. The seizure and consequent

symptoms were identical in them all. In recording one

case I relate all. During the ni-lit previous to death,

the was restless, but did not complain of any

particular uneasiness. At the nmnim-- visit, the ex-

pression seemed unaccountably anxious, and the pulse

was slightly rais.-d. The kin was moist, and the

. By this time the stum]) felt, as the

x pressed it, heavy like lead, and a burning,

had begun to shoot fchioogh it. On n-

the stump was found .-lightly

swollt n and hard, and the discharge had become thin,

gleety, coloured with blood, and having masses of m
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like gruel occasionally mixed with it. A few hours

afterwards, the limb would be greatly swollen, the skin

tense and white, and marked along its surface by pro-

minent blue veins. The cut edges of the stump looked

like pork. Acute pain was felt. The constitution, by
this time, had begun to sympathize. A cold sweat

covered the body, the stomach was irritable, and the

pulse weak and frequent. The respiration became

short and hurried, giving evidence of the great oppression
of which the patient so much complained. The heart's

action gradually and surely got weaker, till from fourteen

to sixteen hours from the first bad symptom, death re-

lieved his sufferings. All local and constitutional reme-

dies which could be thought of were equally powerless,

nothing could relieve the system from the weight
which seemed to crush it, or enable it to support the

severe burden. Strong stimulants were the only remedies

which appeared to retard the issue for a moment. Post-

mortem examination, instituted shortly after death,

showed the tissues of the limbs, and in many cases those

of the internal organs also, to be filled with gas, and

loaded with serous fluid. The vessels leading from

the stump were healthy, and in only one case had

there been any actual mortification previous to death.

The intestines, in two of the four cases, were much

diseased. Was the cause which gave rise to this affec-

tion referable to
" weakness or defective powers of

action," arising from the patients' bad state of general

health, or " excessive irritability or disposition to act,"

from their being of intemperate habits? or was it
" ex-

cessive irritation or excitement to act," arising from the

severity of the injury sustained *? After the taking of
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the city in September, the same form of disease again

appeared, especially among the Russians who had been

: and was so deadly, that in no case, which

iid recovery follow.*

Erytiptlcu was latterly rarely seen in our hospitals.

ral eases which appeared in my own wards readily
1 1 to treatment. At Scutari there were a good

many cases, at the time when the men were most de-

-ed by their hardships; but it was seldom virulent.

The troops suffered greatly, during the first winter

which they passed in the Crimea, fromfrost-bite. Death

not nnfivqiu'iitly followed on the injuries it occasioned.

The severity which marked these lesions did not arise

from the degree of cold, as the temperature was never so

low as of itself to cause the severe results produced, but

rather from the depressed vital power of the soldiers,

who could not resist the effects of a degree of cold which

would ha\v little injured them it' they had been in rude

health. The practice, which was nearly universal, of

sleeping in tlu-ir wet boots, aided greatly in causing the

life This custom arose from the tear, that it' the

boots were put oil', they could not be drawn on again.

;uid thus the feet kept for a long
at a l-.w temperature, with the circulation retarded.

at length lost their vitality slowly, but all the more

surdy on that account.

I'r. I , report on th. _". 1 1 n--,riment, to which interesting

has been already made, says :
" It is to be observed, as

i-in lying dormant for some

days, or of a fomites of the disease hanging about the clothing of the men,

that wounded men discharged fit to rejoin th< ir r. -iments, were, in several

instances, returned from camp to hospital with hospital gangrene."
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The scorbutic poison, too, with which the men wen

drenched, predisposed strongly to the action of the cold,

and it was even at times difficult to say how much of

the destructive result was due to the one cause or the

other. During the first winter the frost-bites were much

more severe than during the second, and much more

difficult to manage, from the more depressed vitality of

the patients. I referred in a previous chapter to that

peculiar effect caused in the feet by the union of scurvy
and frost-bite, to which it is so difficult to give a name.

Tetanic symptoms resulted in a few cases from frost-

bite injuries of the feet. The French suffered more than

we did. In their hospitals a limb might be seen sphace-

lated half way to the knee. Uncontrollable diarrhoea

was a common complication in such cases, and invariably,

according to M. Legoust, caused death. Scrive (Mem.
de Med. et de Chir. Milit, vol. xvii.) tells us that on

the 21st January, 1855, with the thermometer at 5,

they had 2,500 cases of frost-bite admitted into their am-

bulances, of whom 800 died, and that at that period no

operation succeeded, so that "
it was necessary to abstain

from operating." M. Legoust says he found, in treating

his cases at Constantinople, that a solution of sulphate

of iron formed the best dressing, but of its use I had no

experience. To obtain the separation of the scars, and

regulate the subsequent granulation on general princi-

ples, was what had chiefly to be attended to. Soothing

applications appeared to be the best in the cases which I

had an opportunity of watching.

It is not easy to decide whether or not we should

operate in such severe cases as sometimes occur, when

half the foot, for example, or the lower part of the leg is
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implicated. Hither step is somewhat hopeless ; but, if

xirt be unquestionably dead, and of such a nature

and size as not to be separable by
" the parsimonious

industry of nature," without so long a period of irritation

and suppuration as will be, in all probability, fatal; or,

if tli. .V of a large gangrenous surface endangers

nly the patient himself, but also his neighbours in

\vard ; or if there is hospital gangrene present in

the hospital, to an attaek of which the long open state of

his wound will so much expose him, then it is a fair

question to consider, whether amputation is not a 1

than waiting. The success which follows, will

nd much on the state of the patient's general health,

and on the condition of the parts; as, unless a clear line

of separation be formed, and the parts above be tolerably

healthy, the irritation occasioned by removal will be sure

to cause gangrene in tin stump at least so it was in the

Eastern hospitals, in all the eases in whieh I knew it

1 never heard of any amputation performed under

the above circumstances succeed during the first winter,

but several such occurred during the second. Operat-

ing at some distance beyond the spread of the disease,

was generally found safer than at the place of division

between the dead and living parts.

Any wounds from frost-bite are peculiarly difficult to

heal. 31 i their effects for months after

nd.

Th- removal of bone from the toes or fingers, howev. i

black and apparently dead, and though "i.ly attached l.v

the III,,M , Mimection, was certain to cause a 1:1

am..: whieh sometimes became in

alarniinj-. Thi- n suit was probably as much due to the
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enfeebled state of the patient, as to the cause for which

the operation was performed. Complete non-interference

during every stage of treatment, the use of the mildest

dressings, the removal of parts only when quite disjoined,

proved the best line of procedure. I never saw any other

followed, either in our hospitals or in those of the French,

without there being ample cause to regret it. Any
roughness even, in dressing these injuries, endangered

the appearance of gangrene, on the verge of which they

always seemed to hover.



CHAPTER VII.

i.IKS OP TUB HEAD.

From April 1, 1855, to the end of the war,* the returns show a total of 630

cues of gun-shot wounds of the head attended by contusion merely,

more or less severe, and 8 deaths are recorded among these cases. Of

gun-shot fracture without known depression, 61 cases appear, and 23

deaths therefrom. Of cases of fracture and depression, followed by
seasonal disturbance, 74 cases are mentioned, and 53 deaths therefrom

;

while of wounds penetrating the cranium, 67 cases and 67 deaths are

recorded. Of 19 cases in which the skull was perforated, all died. The

trephine was employed 28 times, and of these cases 24 ended fatally. f

MR. GUTHRIE has said, with much truth, that "
injuries

of the head affecting the brain are difficult of distinction,

doubtful in character, treacherous in their course, and, for

the most part, fatal in their results." Of all the acci-

dents met with in hVld practice, these are, beyond doubt,
tin- most serious, both directly and remotely the most

confusiiiir in their manifestations, and least determined

in their treatment, although they have engaged tin

attention of the master-minds of all ages and countries.

IP-HI tin- time of the old surgeon of Cos, down to the

* The returns are not complete before the date specified.

f Alcock reports 28 cases of fracture of the skull from gun-shot, and JJ

death*. Meniere gives 10 penetrating wounds by balls, all of whom died

half on the day of admission. In the medical reports from ln<lia. I tin. I uiilv

9 cases to detailed as to be useful. They were all penetrating wounds, and

!iem died. Lentf, in his statistics of the New York hospital, mentions

128 cases of fracture of the skull attended by death in 106 instances.

Several of these were fractures of the base, and none by gun-shot.
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present day. Such men as Petit, Quesney, Ledran, Pott,

Dease, Heister, Cooper, Dupuytren, Bell, Velpeau, Lar-

rey, Brodie, and a host of other honoured names, have

thrown the light of their large experience and com-

manding genius on the subject ;
even minor points con-

nected with it have been made the theme of whole

libraries, and of innumerable discussions in the first medi-

cal societies of the world
; still, there is no accident

which the surgeon takes charge of with more fear and

hesitation, as in no class of cases does he feel so much
the mystery which surrounds and guards our life : for

while in some cases death follows the most trivial injury,

in others, a vast amount of destruction, and even removal

of brain-matter, causes little, if any disturbance.

In war, injuries of the head of all descriptions are

presented to us. Those by contre-coup, especially such

as implicate the base of the skull, are certainly rare
;
but

these also at times do occur. The comparative rarity of

this form of injury in military, as compared with civil

practice, is possibly accounted for by the less frequent

occurrence of such accidents as are fitted to injure the

base, and by the fact that war-projectiles seldom present

a surface so large as to supply those conditions, which

the experiments of Bichat would show are necessary to

produce fracture of the skull by counter-stroke. It is,

however, by no means true, that the "
punctured frac-

ture," as it is termed, is the only species of injury to

which soldiers in the field are liable. Shell, grape, and

sword wounds of the skull, afford examples of almost

every kind of fracture.

The nature of the injury, inflicted by a ball striking

the skull, will depend chiefly on the angle of incidence,
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nn-1 the velocity. The character of the hall, too, has

more to do with tin' matter than is uvnrrally 91

It' the direction of the projectile be very oblique to the

surtace. and it' the force be exhausted at the moment of

M5t,
then the injury may be very slight a mere

contusion of the snt't parts or of tliebone.* If the force

be greater, then the ]>erieraniuni may lie much injured.

the bone considerably bruised, or slightly fractured

throughout its whole thickness, or in one or other of its

Tahles separately, the fracture of the inner sometimes

taking place without any apparent injury of tin- outer. f

Further, the brain may be injured as well as its case,

when the blow is yet more direct or severe. This in-

jury may be merely of such a nature as, John Hell well

says,
" we choose to express our ignorance of by calling

it a concussion." which may pass away, dolu^ little

harm. r which may be followed, at an uncertain interval.

by encephalic inflammation, and compression from etlu-

Again, the efl'cct of a ball "brushing" over the skull

be such, that while the bone is not fractured, the

vessels between the skull and the dura mater may be

ruptured, or the longitudinal sinus may be opened, as

ease iii the Crimea, and which has been

*
Stromeyer supposes that the danger of a grazing shot arises v.-ry mm h

from pyaemia. Inflammation "f th.- Lorn- f..ll..\vs tin- in.jur\. tin- fi

the diploe become implicated, and thus pus enters the system.

f Preparation No. 2594 in the museum of lrt I'iit. .\hil.its the man-

ner in which part of the outer table of the skull may be nm
shot injury, and \ r wholly <>< ~.i\- : .-unl N>. '2'>\ 1 Allows that the

I table may be "
considerably depressed, without corresponding depres-

sion of the ..
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related by the surgeon of the 19th regiment, in which

it was observe 1.*

A remarkable instance, showing how completely the

skull may be destroyed by a glancing shot, without the

scalp being implicated, occurred at the Alma. A round

shot " en ricochet," struck the scale from an officer's

shoulder, and merely grazed his head as it ascended.

Death was instantaneous. The scalp was found to be

almost uninjured; but so completely smashed was the

skull, that its fragments rattled within the scalp as if

loose in a bag. The condition of the brain was, unfor-

tunately, not examined.

A bullet, from the great force with which it impinges

upon the skull, and the concentration of that force on a

small point, causes a fracture dissimilar to most of those

which are met with in civil practice. It is this concen-

tration of the force on a small point which renders frac-

tures from a ball so dangerous, as the bone is driven

deeply into the brain, and the splintering, especially of

the inner table, is often very severe.

The greater splintering of the inner than of the outer

table, by a ball penetrating the skull from without, is

explicable on the principles which interpret the difference

between the wounds of entrance and of exit in the soft

parts, and which I before explained by reference to a

series of experiments on planks of wood. The greater

support afforded to the outer than to the inner table, by
the parts lying behind

it,
and the diminished force of

the ball as it passes through each, sufficiently account

for the difference. An observation of Erichsen's on the.

* See Lancet, Vol. I., 1855.
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poll; -upports this explanation, He has noticed

that tin' characters of the apertures in the two tallies

ened, m an I in which a man had com-

mitted suicide by shooting hiinselt' through the head

mouth tin- hall thus passing from within out-

wards. In i >m Bagieu, related by Sebatier, the

same circumstance is noted in a similar instance.* The

preparation in the Fort Pitt museum numbered 2592,

illustrates the same thing. In that case, a. hall had per-

forated the head, thus making two holes, the one in the

tj
and the other in the lateral and posterior part.

The inner table of the orifice of exit is reirular, while

outer "
is torn up to an extent much larger than the

ball." An appreciation of these distinctions is of much

use to the medical jui

character of the fracture caused in the skull by

Large eonieal balls
is,

1 am inclined to believe, con-

ably different from that occasioned by the round

ball. The destruction by them, of the outer table, ah

appeared to me much greater than by the round ball
;

and thus, perhaps, it is that the size of the openin:

wo tables is more equalized in the wounds <

sioned by tin- former, than by the latter species of mis-

sile. S*> it comes, I think, that the true "punctured
less seen now in military practice than it

*
Larrey thinks that in young persons a ball may enter the skull,

a hole leas than itself; from the v i'' ! ' !n - <'" 1<l subsequent cl

osseous fibres. This is not observe*! in tin- <>!<!. in whom the bone is more

brittle, and splinters. A case is related by Dr. 1 f th- r.'ih

regiment, in the second volume of tin- /</.-,/ f,.r 1 -:..'.. l.\ whi. h it would

appear, that a ball may , nter the skull, .uxl \

its level by its resiliency so completely as to leave no trace of the passage

of the part of the ball which entered.
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was formerly. I state this, however, with much hesita-

tion as it would require a larger number of observations

than I possess to substantiate it.

Balls striking the head otherwise than perpendicularly
to its surface, or impinging against one of its anirlcs,

may be split, part entering the skull, and part flying

off. This occurred in cases which have been related by
Mr. Wall of the 38th regiment, and by Dr. Longmore of

the 19th.* Such instances are not uncommon in war.

Larrey, following the half which entered, removed it by

counter-opening from the back part of the head. One
half of a split ball has been seen to lodge between the

tables of the skull. The whole ball, also, has been found

thus placed, especially at the fore part of the head.

There are various instances on record of a round ball

penetrating the outer paries of the frontal sinus, without

injuring the inner table; but I believe that no such

instances will ever be found where a conical ball is used.

It not only penetrates, but generally perforates the

skull, and almost always proves fatal.

The most dreadful injuries of the head seen in war

are those occasioned by shell. Although rarely, yet it

does at times happen, that this missile cuts open the scalp

only, or merely grazes the bone
; yet it more frequently

occurs that large masses of the skull are driven by it

into the brain. Examples will be afterwards given of

shell wounds of the head. One of the most ghastly

injuries of the skull which I ever witnessed, was caused

by a fragment of shell. The whole frontal bone was

driven deeply into the brain, yet, strange to say, the

* See Addenda to Ihe last edition of Mr. Guthrie's Commentaries.
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poor sufferer lived i'.r twenty-four hours after sucli ;i

wound.

ENnofd-Cttftfl sometimes, as is well known, slice away

parts of the .skull. These portions will, at times, re-ad-

. ifimmediately applied. In the museum of the Val

de (i nil remarkable examples of this are to be

seen.* I had under my charge, after the fall of Sebas-

1, a Russian soldier who had received such a wound,
although the bone was not entirely detaehed in his case.

The left parietal bone was cleft, so as to be almost

separated. He would allow no one to touch his wound,

pt a comrade. His recovery was complete, the

brain never showing any tendency to protrude, although

ijiiite
visible throughout the whole extent of the wound.

I saw this Russian in the interior, after peace, in perfect

health. The comparative rarity of hernia of the cere-

bral substance alter sword, as compared with gun-shot

wounds, is very remarkable.

its from a blunt sword are peculiarly dangerous,

from the extensive splintering and depression of the

inner table which so commonly result s.f

-s several such cases at length, from L-'ault.', Plat nor, and

f Inat trephining does little good in these cases, is illustrated by the

practice of Deate, who had unlrr his charge many mm Bounded l>y the

"hanger," v, : in all the street frays <.f hi~

of tin- seven ca--. In- trephined died: while in thr only four

instance* in which be teems not to have interfered, recovery followed In

aca.v not caused by a sword, was y. ..f a similar

description, and which occurred lately in the Usal Infirmary of i!n

under Mr. l.yi;, the recovery was probably ow in ^ to tin- nn int. rferaooe

with the injured bone, further than tli> n 1 |-.ni-.iw . A nun

aged 19 was admitted on th. JM!I <>f .Inly. II.- had been struck on the

head by the handle of a crane, and tip- \\hl. .-< i
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One of the most remarkable circumstances connected

with gun-shot wounds of the head is, that they are not

more universally followed by concussion, or that the

symptoms of concussion, when produced, are often so

temporary in duration. I have been frequently told by
men who had received wounds of considerable severity,

that they experienced merely feelings of passing "weak-

ness
" when struck. Symptoms of concussion, however,

more generally follow severe blows, and the gradual.

and almost insensible manner in which this state passes

into one of compression or of inflammation, and that into

consequitive compression, forms one of the most treach-

erous and dangerous features of these cases. It is evi-

dently a matter of much importance to those who advo-

cate trephining in certain circumstances, to be able to

distinguish accurately between these variable condi-

head, with the exception of the anterior part, separated. The bone was

fractured into small pieces, to the extent of four inches by one and a half,

over the right side of the head the fracture slanting obliquely over the

orbit. He suffered much from the shock when admitted, but replied to

questions put to him. Bony spiculae were driven into the right eye, the

right malar bone was broken, and the frontal sinuses opened. The loose and

broken bones were removed, when the brain was found to be laid bare to

the extent of three inches, and the dura mater destroyed. Low diet,

purging, and cold locally, were the remedies the scalp being carefully

laid down, and the spiculae removed from the eye. The fractured bones

were not interfered with, further than the removal of perfectly loose portions.

A week after admission the brain began to protrude by the opening in the

skull, but by gentle compression it soon receded, and the patient made a

rapid recover}', interrupted only by a slight haemorrhage from a vessel in

the scalp, which was easily suppressed. The wound completely healed, the

bone being bridged over by dense tissue, and the cicatrix sunk in a narrow

furrow, the pulsations of the brain remaining visible. His pulse never

exceeded eighty. The supra-orbital ridge remains much below its proper

position, and the right eye is destroyed.
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tions; as to operate in cases <>t' mere concussion, or in

a state of inflammation, would be murder yet, how

to discriminate, is a practical puzzle in many cases

11 v in a lanre number which fall to be treated

in the fild. when the period of their coming under

observation is very uncertain, and when no account

can be got of their history, or early symptoms. It re-

quire s li it the most cursory reading of surgical works

to determine, that the utmost confusion has always

Itad between these various pathological conditions;

even Sir A-tley Cooper, with all his habitual clearness,

has n.t ui i freq uen tly confounded them. It is little won-

tliat it should be so, as their clear distinction is

1 only in books, and their interdependence and

mutual t . as well as the uncertainty of their

etive manifestations, all contribute to deceive
" the

pride <if our penetration," and lead us into error.

The absence of any ascertainable cause, and the

threatening symptoms which were present in the fol-

lowing case of concussion, interested me a good deal at

the time. In former days it would have been infallibly

ascribed to the wind of a ball. Quin, a private in the

U'-yal Irish, suddenly tell down une^nscioii-, in

dvance on the Redan, early in the morning of the

l^th of .lime. He never could tell ho\V this happened.

seini: aware of any injury. He was brought into

my v nsilile a tew hours afterwards. 11 is symp-
' those of severe concussion. The surface of

his body was cold, hi- 'on was slow and regular,
]

>* were contracted. No injury o.uld either

then wards be di.-ci.veivd. Warmth, air:

enema of the arom. sp. of ammonia, helped to restore
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him to consciousness, after he had vomited. He con-

tinued, however, for some hours like a man half-drunk.

Reaction was so violent as to call for bleeding, cold t<

tin- head, antimonials, and purging, to moderate it.

Some days afterwards he suddenly became delirious,

with injected eyes, one pupil being contracted, and the

other a little dilated. He complained much of his head,
which he afterwards said had felt all the time as if

strongly bound by a cord. There was never any para-

lysis, or subsequent unconsciousness. By free purging,

shaving the head, applying cold, restricting him to very

meagre diet, and latterly, by the use of blisters to the

nape of the neck, he completely recovered, though for

about a month he suffered from severe headache, double

vision, and a pulse unusally slow, and little changed on

assuming the erect posture.

The danger occasioned by gun-shot wounds of the

head will depend much on the part struck. At some

places the ball is more apt to glance off than at others,

while the strong processes of bone, the situation of blood-

vessels, and the apparently greater necessity to life of

some parts of the brain than others, introduce many
elements into the calculation of the result. Notwith-

standing all this, however, the curious eccentricities

which characterize these injuries the slight disturbance

created by some, which, to all appearance and experi-

ence, are ten times more severe than others that prove

fatal, upset our preconceived opinions ; and, while they

puzzle us to account for the difference, they prove the

truth of Liston's aphorism, that "no injury of the head

is too slight to be despised, or too severe to be despaired

of."
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lly speaking, it appears tolerably certain that

wounds nf tlie side of the head, especially anterior to

the ear, an- tin- most dangerous to life; and that a

ndinir si-ale will give the following order the

fore-part, the vertex, and the upper part of the occi-

pital region; tin' last being decidedly tin- least danger-

ous. Kemarkable exceptions t- this graduating scale of

>. however, occur.

There are, at the same time, other cireumstane-s

ies the seat and nature of the injury which influ-

ence the result. The age of the patient is, perhaps, the

most important of these. With children and young

persons, the same gravity by no means attaches to tin-

prognosis of head injuries, as to similar accidents occur-

riir_r to tin- old. Mr. (inthrie has well observed, that in

the accounts of wonderful escapes and successful opera-
tions on the head, the subjects have been, in general,

below puberty. The temperament of the patient, his

excitability, his social condition, as ^ivin.u: rise to more

or less anxiety regarding the result of his case the

means there are of carrying out his treatment as to

.i.-'lation.&c. tin- place where he is treated,whether

in the hospital of a populous city, when 1 the results of

such cases are usually so fatal, or in the country, where

so much more can be accomplished, all these are im-

in.L: an opinion regarding injuries

of the cranium.

.M-shot wounds of the head, beiiiLT chiefly com-

pound, enable IH to ascertain, with tolerable p

it of injury which has been inflicted; and it' it

louirht necessary to employ any means to el

'ssed bone, we can do so wit!. don than
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if the scalp were unhurt
; as, if it be true what some

of our best surgeons tell us, that the danger of inflam-

mation in the membranes is increased by opening the

integuments, then this source of danger cannot be

charged to us.* Such facilities should not, however,
make us less careful in our proceedings.

As to the use of the trephine the cases, and time for

its application less difference of opinion, I believe,

exists among the experienced army surgeons than

among civilians
;
and I think the decided tendency

among them is to endorse the modern " treatment by
expectancy," and to avoid operation, except in rare-

cases. In this, I believe, they judge wisely ; for, when
we examine the question carefully, we find that there is

not one single indication for having recourse to opera-

tion, which cannot, by the adduction of pertinent cases,

be shown to be often fallacious
; while, if we turn to

authorities for advice, we find that not a great name can

be ranged on one side, which cannot be balanced by as

illustrious on the other.

Simple contusion, without fracture or depression,

caused the old surgeons to "
set on the large crown "

of

a trephine, in order to prevent future danger. Fracture,

although not accompanied by depression, or any other un-

toward symptom, called for the trephine in the practice of

the Pott school ;f while many, even now, would operate

* This source of danger is particularly dwelt upon by Stromeyer, Larrey,

and Dupuytren.

t This most false doctrine was that also taught by the Academy of Sur-

gery and the leading men in France, till, by the able writings and practice

of Bichat and Desault, it was in a great measure rejected; however, it is

from the writings of M. Malgaigne, more perhaps than from those of any

other, that this question has received its true interpretation.
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to cur the I,,,-:, 1 pain which so often remains t

at tin- plaee of injury.
< >ther surgeons, again, discarding

and condemning all this, say we should trephine only

when there is depression; but the amount of depression

which demands it,
each interprets according to his own

. . None knows so well as the army surgeon how

very considerable a depression may exist, especially

tl of the head, without any injury to the brain :

nor IIM\V innumerable are the cases in which great de-

has been present, without causing harm at any

pient period of the patient's life.

A musket ball being the wounding cause, would ap-

pear to some a sufficient reason why the trephine should

be applied, however slight may be the lesion. "We
should Always trephine," says Quesney,

" in wounds of

the head caused by fire-arms, although the skull be not

All the best practitioners," says Pott,

"ha\ in acknowledging the necessity of

perforating the skull in the case of a severe stroke made

L,om-shot, upon tin- appearance of any threaten-

symptom, even though the bone should not be

brokm: and V.TV Lr<>d practice it is." Boyer and

.

epially uru'eiit when a ball has caused the

injury. However, "the experience of war," to which

Quesney appeaN in confirmation of his opinion, now-a-

days c'-mplctely condemns the practice, whatever it may

Further,
' ;

symptoms of compression
"
setting in early

id down l,y Mthers as urgently demanding:

the n-mnval of the ]. <

injury," says.lolm I',,-!!.

uires o; 'inpression of the brain.

which may arise eitl,'-r fr< .abated blood, or from
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depressed bone, or matter generated within the skull."

But, unfortunately, we can seldom diagnose the exist-

ence of compression with any amount of certainty, when

it sets in early, and experience teaches us that each and

all of those signs which are said to indicate it may, under

appropriate treatment, pass away without interference
;

especially when these symptoms appear early, and often,

also, when they set in late. Compression, too, when it

appears at a late date, if it arise, as it generally does,

from the presence of pus, is well known to be seldom

relieved by trephining. Dease first showed how it was

that the matter was commonly deeply placed or diffused

in such cases
;
and the instances in which it has been

found on the surface, or evacuable by such a bold man-

oeuvre as the well-known thrust of Dupuytren, are ex-

ceedingly rare.

Some authors, again, would have us trephine only

when the symptoms of compression are severe, go on

increasing in severity, and have continued for some

time; yet, even under such circumstances,
"
recovery not

seldom disappoints our fears, and mortifies us by our

success."*

But, finally, it is to those surgeons who instruct us to

operate when certain pathological conditions exist, which

they carefully define, but which experience, unfortu-

nately, tells us do not often manifest themselves by any

recognizable signs, that we are chiefly indebted for use-

*
See, especially, as good instances of this, Quesney's first and second

observations. In the first, the stupor and delirium lasted three months,

and in the other, it had continued also for a lengthened time. Stromeyer,

by antiphlogistic remedies alone, saved several in which the "
stupor had

lasted for weeks together."
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ful directions to assist us in cases of difficulty. AY hat

good can it do to say, you must trephine when the

internal table is splintered more extensively than the

nial, when eii'usion has taken ]>lace on the "brain,

and so on, when we have often no means of knowing
when these conditions exist, or whrn we are fully

aware that they have, each and all. l>een present, and

that to a very considerable extent, without any of their

Appropriate siirns beinir manit'est?

Hut to refer more particularly to those cases which fall

to the charge of the military surgeon. There are three

classes to which the trephine is still occasionally applied:

1st, fracture with depression, before symptoms have

appeared ; 2nd, fracture with depression, attended im-

mediately with signs said to indicate compression; and

3rd, fracture 1

, with or without depression, followed at a

late period by symptoms evidencing compression.
It is with reference to the first class of cases that "the

experience of war" is most useful, and most decided.

Tin-re are. I few surgeons of experience in

the army now-a-days who approve of "preventive tre-

phining."* It may be said in our time to be a practice

*

That blood may be effused," says Guthrie,
" and mattrr may be formed

is indisputable, evrn under tin- im-t a.-tivr tn-.itincni ; l.iit that any ..pi-rat inn

by the trephine will anticipate and prevent these evils, cannot be conceded in

'sent state of our knowledge : and tli.- rule of practice is at present

decided, that no such operation should i,,- done until >\ inptoms supemne*

distinctly nt -hat compression or irritation ,,r tin- brain has taken

place. It to argued that, when these symptoms do occur, it will be too late

to have recourse to the operation with success ; this may be true, as such

cases most always be very dangerou*. hut it does not follow, and it never

hat been, nor, indeed, can it be shown, that the same mischief would not havt>

taken place if the operation had been performed earl
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of the past a practice to be pointed at as a milestone

which we have left behind. A very large number of

instances fell under my own notice in the East, in which,

by the use of evacuants and quiet, and the absence of all

operative interference, a perfect and uninterrupted re-

covery followed these injuries, even when the bone

was very extensively depressed. Every surgeon in the

army can recount many such cases. If any patients

were lost from not having been operated on, I never saw

any of them; but I do know of some patients who died.

because they were subjected to operation.

The wonderful manner in which the brain accommo-

dates itself to pressure, has been remarked in all times,

and the crania in our museums show how extensive the

depression may be, and yet the brain escape injury,

or in which, although the central mass may be pressed

upon or hurt, recovery has yet followed. In the cases of

fracture with depression which have presented them-

selves to me during the war, the symptoms and the

amount of depression have seldom been in correspon-

dence.* But, in order to attain favourable results, it is

* Henman. in particular, refers to a case in which bone was depressed in

" a funnel shape," to the extent of an inch and a half, and yet the patient

lived in comfort for thirteen years. Stromeyer mentions forty-one cases of

fracture with depression from gun-shot, and in many of which it is probable

that the brain was injured, although that could not be ascertained. Of these

cases only seven died, and one of these perished by typhus fever. All the

rest recovered, and in only one case was there any operative interference,

although signs of secondary compression appeared in several. The anti-

phlogistic treatment, carefully carried out, was alone adhered to. Seutin,

who was at the head of the medical service at Antwerp when it was besieged

in 1832, gives us the results of his experience in the following words : "Far

be it from us the pretension to decide the question which divides practition-

ers of the greatest merit
;
we will not take up the defence of either the oiie
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absolutely necessary tliat ^reat attention be paid to the

mana-vnient ot' the patient, of whu-h 1 shall speak more

wards.

Those who have read with attention the records of eain-

MS, must have often lren struck with the numerous

instances which are there recounted where men, with

I fractures of the skull, have recovered

in circuiiistanees which forbadr any attention being paid
to them. I hiring hurried retreats and forced marches,

this has often occurred. When privation was added to

the absence of all surgical interference, these happy
results were the more marked. In Larrey, Guthrie,

Ballinirull, and in the Indian reports, many illustrations

of this are found. Dease, also, long ago recorded the

observation, that " those patients who neglected all pre-

cepts, and lived as they pleased, just did as well as those

. but we think that it is necessary to limit to a small

number the cases of fracture whi<-h demand the operation of trephining an

operation which often causes grave accidents, and the success of whirl i is

always very uncertain. The following facts, collected at the siege of Ant-

werp, prove, in an vil-nt manner, tli.it in the greater number of cases of

fracture of the skull, when they are simple, or r\-<-n ronuninuted, or with

slight depression, we can often abstain from operating. It was i,y im-

mediate incisions, and taking care to extrn.-t all mnl.-rh in- tV.i.:i:,e:i!-. an. I

|
n_; ii.il i dressings, and using antiphlogistic^ ami iwuM\.-. that \\-

have been able to avoid the use of the tr-phim-. It was by such methodic

treatment that we have obtained such happy result in the case of the large

number of wounded which have fall.-n un.i.-r our charge,"

The reunion of bone which has been depressed. wi:h the rest of the .-kml.

is well illustrated by preparations 2606, 2507, and 2:.! _'. in tl..- n,u-i.m at

: nuin!,,T.'.l -J.'ilL', "part ,,f the squamous porti..n of th.-

temporal, and part of the par
'

is depressed three-quarters of an

in.-h fr.aa tl,,. nri-inal l,-v.-l. and th<- .liainet.-r ..f thn fracture is about three

inches, yet the patient recovered perfectly, and lived as an officer's servant i. <r

three years, when he died of f
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who received the utmost attention;" at which we IK <]

not wonder, when we remember in what "the utmost

attention
"

consisted. Thus it would seem as if severe

fatigue, irregular, and it might be intemperate] diet, are

less injurious to men with fracture of the skull than

the probings, pickings, and trephinings which form the

more orthodox and approved practice. Deputy-inspector

Taylor, in his able report on the wounded of the 29th

in India, after referring to several wonderful recoveries

from gun-shot depressed fracture of the skull, very appro-

priately remarks, that he attributed the fortunate results

in these cases
"
to the system adopted of very cautious

meddling with the wound."*

* I cannot deny myself the pleasure of recording a case which lately oc-

curred in the practice of Dr. George Willis of Baillieston, in the neighbour-

hood of Glasgow, which is remarkable for the extent of the lesion, the period

when the trephine was applied, and the perfect and rapid cure. William

Donald, aged 36, a pit-sinker, a man of intemperate habits, but of strong

frame, was struck on the 20th of June last, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, on

the left'side of the head, by a piece of stone weighing thirty pounds, which had

been thrown high into the air by the explosion of a mine he had constructed

in the prosecution of his work. He immediately fell down insensible, and

was put, in that condition, into a cart, and conveyed to his house, which lay

two and a half miles from the place where he met with the accident. In

about half an hour from the moment he was struck, and before he readied

home, he slowly regained consciousness, and on his arrival at his own door

he was able to walk into the house with assistance. He was, however, un-

able to speak. Dr. Willis saw him about this time, and found a semiluiiiir

wound, about nine inches long, extending over the left side of the head, and

curving over the ear. The flap of the scalp hung down over his ear, and a

clot of blood covered the bone. On clearing away this mass of effused blood,

the bone was found to be comminuted and depressed in an irregular cres-

centic shape, to the extent of four inches long by two broad. It was driven

downwards to the depth of a quarter of an inch, and comprised part of the

frontal and a portion of the parietal bones. The flap of the scalp was

cleaned and replaced, and cold applied. Nothing else was done that
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M<>iv difficulty I
T tin- treatment <>f the second

rivd to In-fore, vix.. tlmsc in whieh there

bctarewith depression, attended immediatelyby tfadM

which an- usually said t< indicate compression.

Compression is undoubtedly the evil against which

the trephine is ircnerally enn>lved. But yet, with all

that '1 on the subject, in books and lectures,

1 (juestion whether wt are sufficiently acquainted with

the nature, seat,* or sipis of compressioi i, to warrant us

;ig. His pupils remained unaffected at all times, and his pulse never

was much disturbed, but at the evening visit his mouth was found drawn to

the left side. Next morning at ten o'clock, the speechlessness remained, but

no new symptoms were added. The fractured bones were so firmly impacted

that they could not be removed without the u>e <.f the trephine, which was

accordingly applied at the upper part of the fracture, and when a piece of

bone was thus removed, the rest were easily got at, and withdrawn. The

dura mater was entire, and rose immediately in tin- wound. At each pul-

-f th>- l.r.iin, blood flowed from between the skull and tin- meml>rane.

Whenever the depressed fragments were removed, the tongue could \>

truded, which before the operation it < -ould not. It projected to i>u<

The speech did not return. The scalp was replaced and ii\ed: he was

purged, and j-ut .M low diet, ami kept quiet, cool, and in th.

night he had again lost all : his tongue, but recove

morning, and from that period his convalescence went on so rapidly, that in

three weeks his wound had completely < -ic.itri/ed ; 1: 1 an uneasy

feeling, and returned in perfect health to his work vithin six weeks of the

period when he met \\iili the accident. I saw him, 1>\ il. of 1'r.

Willis, some time afterwards. He told me he never had had a headache .-in<c

the day of his dismissal, ;i!i'i"ti_-h h< .i.-i.tiov. I.-.L. d to lia\e l>een repeat-dl\

dnuik. The cieatrix was firm, ai My >nnk. at..l tin- l>rain pul-

sations could be obscurely felt at one comer . i tli< \\ound.

*
I have myself known tip plied, in two cases, to injuries on

the vertex of the head, when the compressinK
'

>t the base

An we in cases of doubt to proceed as Heistcr directs? " Sometimes it is im-

possible," he says,
" to discover the particular part < :

d; the patient in the meantime being afflicted witli th. mo>t urgent

and dangerous symptoms. In these cases it will be necessary to trepan first

M
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in undertaking, at an early period at any rate, an operation

of so serious a description, as all recorded experience has

shown tn-pl lining to be, without more reliable and more

rloarly-defined evidence of its presence than is commonly

thought to denote it. Symptoms which, by the dicta of

books, were unquestionably those of compression, have

passed off, in the experience of every one, under a treat-

ment of which non-interference was the most important

item
;
while in other cases such large quantities of fluid-

blood and pus have been found, post mortem, on the

brain, as all recorded experience tells us should have

caused a compression which yet never appeared. We
find cases on record in which it is evident that traumatic

encephalitis was mistaken for compression, and the skull

trephined; and in some such instances good effects have

followed, evidently from the local bleeding, which, in

several of these cases, was considerable
; or, perhaps, from

the preliminary incising of the pericranium, which we
know has, in some cases, succeeded of itself in removing

symptoms analogous to those caused by compression.*

on the right side, then on the left side of the head, afterwards upon the fore-

head, and lastly upon the occiput, and so all round until you meet with the

seat of the disorder." Even in recent times the same practice has been recom-

mended by Benjamin Bell, who says we must " form the first perforation in

the most inferior part of the cranium in which it can with any propriety be

made, and proceed to perforate every accessible part of the skull till the cause

of the compression is discovered."

* Dease's third case, and that of M. A. Farnham in Guthrie (p. 243 of

the last edition), are good and parallel illustrations of this. In both there

were signs of pressure on the brain. In Dease's case there were all the signs

of pus having formed. In Guthrie's the paralysis, &c., were the orthodox

symptoms of pressure. Both were trephined, and in both the dura mater

and bone were found perfectly sound. Both were immediately relieved of

their symptoms and recovered, although one nearly "died of the doctor."
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Blood rapidly rli'used may can<e early compression,
which we kn<>\v often passes on" as the effusion is ab-

sorbed
;
or mere congestion, the result of injury, i

rise to th symptoms, and be allayed by de-

yet, it' we trephine early, we may have only such

tions to contend with.

1 1 the bone be very deeply depressed on the brain, and

the patient be comatose, with stertorous breathing, slow

pulse, and dilated pupil, then it may be admissible piac-

the elevator cautiously, with, or without the

of Keys' saw; but in all eases in whieh the

bone is not very deeply depressed, and in which tb

symptoms are not very decidedly marked, nor have con-

tinued tor a considerable time, I do not believe any in-

terference should be attempted.
It is too much the custom, I think, to deny or overlook

the danger which arises from the operation itself. This

is no place to impure what is the source of this dai

her it he the admission of atmospheric air to the

men, . as supposed by Larivy and Stromeyer, or

the rniewrd irritation and injury ot'the brain cover;

Bothers say, fr-.m pus poisoning; but the t-

the most serious, and at times fatal symptoms, have

folio' -cs in which, contrary
lit lo\v the hone were found

id.*

_-." nii<! in th.-ojhrrtli,- vessels of the diploe "bleeding
.

"
probably account for the result. These were both cases of secondary

in here with reference to the point hinted at hi

the t-

II,. ir .n of trephining needs lit 1 1.

as it b one of the beft recognized surgical facts. Take such n

tromeyer, who tells us that during the three yean be at-
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Injury of the skull, followed at a late date by com-

pression, is perhaps the most hopeless of all the circum-

stances in which the trephine can be used, yet it seems

that in which it is most properly and incontestably em-

ployed. Rigors followed by vomiting, a rapid pulse,

stupor, delirium, and palsy, usher in a condition of

things which, except in rare cases, is fatal. The longer

the time which intervenes before the appearance of such

symptoms, the more deadly does their indication appear
to be.* It is well known, that in the majority of these

tended the hospitals of Vienna, London, and Paris, he had not met with a

single successful case, while many severe injuries recovered which were left

alone. In the New York hospital only one-fourth of their cases recovered,

t e., eleven cases out of forty-five. In ten of these the operation was pro-

phylactic, and in thirty-two therapeutic ;
three of the former and eight of

the latter recovered. In India I find a record of four cases of trephining for

symptoms setting in late, and all ended fatally. In the Glasgow hospital

register I find no record of a recovery after trephining. In University College

hospital Mr. Erichson speaks of four cases of recovery in thirteen operated

on, and in the Paris hospitals Nelaton tells that in fifteen years all their

operations of this kind for traumatic effusion have ended fatally. Mr. Guthrie

thinks the danger greater when the operation is performed late. He thinks

the sooner it is undertaken, if it is to be had recourse to at all, the better,
"
believing the violence to be greater whe'n done on parts already in a state

of inflammation, than when they are sound." Larrey expresses himself in

almost the same words :

" We say then that the trepan should be applied

when it is decidedly indicated, before the invasion of inflammatory symptoms,

which show themselves more or less promptly, according to the idiosyncrasy

of the patient, his age, and the cause of the wound
;
and when it is developed,

the operation should be delayed till these symptoms cease. If this second

period does not present itself, it is better to abandon the patient, devoted to

certain death, than to try a useless remedy which can only hasten his last

moments."
* The late period at which dangerous symptoms may be set up, the total

absence of any irritation caused by foreign bodies impacted in the brain,

which is occasionally observed, are well shown in a case related by M.

Manoury in his report on Roux's service during the year 1841. A student,
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cases the pus is so situated that it cannot be evacuated

by the trephine. It is either diffused over the brain,

its membranes, or collected in depots deep
within its substance, or at parts distant from the seat of

injury. In a considerable number of cases, however, it

-'iperticially, when its formation has been occasioned

ntrated blow like that of a ball, and may be

fund collected beneath the place of injury. It is only
in these latter instances that any good can be got from

the use of the trephine ;
but such cases are sufficiently

numerous in their occurrence, to indicate its employment,
in all instances in which distinct signs of purulent col-

lection set in at a late date.
"
It is plainly an abscess of

the brain," says John Bell, "and as it is an abscess

which cannot burst or relieve itself, though the trepan

may fail to relieve the patient, yet without that help he

will infallibly die." In this is expressed the true reason

for its use in these most hopeless cases. It is in fact a

last n-soinvc, which we are not justified in refusing to

avail ourselves of.

Besides this, it is also true. that, in a considerable

number of cases in which the pus has not been found

beneath the seat of injury, it has been dis-

. but slightly removed from it, within

rain substance so near that very little would ha\

ita evacuation: and it is also well known that

with suicidal intent, -li-.t him--:!' l.y tin- m<>utli. Th<- kill tn- tin- jaw. hut

there were no head symptoms.
< MI the sixteenth day lie was HO well u to

ask for his discharge from In. -;!:. il. whiV on thr ri-lit.-.-ii'li. In i 1 -yic

set in, m, I rapid death earned. The wad and t!i>- '.! 1 " f.>un<l in tlu-

ami M-t !"< : not the least sign appeared of irritation, or

presence of su<! i t" nm.l.iM" bodies.
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success has followed the bold expedient, first praci

by Dupuytren, of plunging a knife into the brain when

the abscess was not found on its surface. The case will

end fatally to a certainty, if the matter is not evacuated,

and in the event of the attempt failing, such a step, if

conducted with proper circumspection, will not add to

the gravity of the case. The following case is mentioned,
not only because of the late appearance of urgent symp-

toms, but also because of the position of the abscess

found after death, which was situated as above referred

to : A private in the 29th was hit by a ball above the eye.

The frontal bone was smashed, and the ball was lost ap-

parently in the brain. No head symptoms whatever

followed. Some loose pieces of bone were removed, but

two parts which were depressed were not interfered with.

The antiphlogistic treatment was decidedly maintained.

For three weeks no symptoms appeared to create alarm
;

at the end of that period, however, a good deal of local

inflammation was set up, and the depressed portions of

bone, being found loose, were removed. Very little dis-

turbance followed this step, and he was finally discharged,

about four months after the receipt of the injury, ap-

parently quite well. A month after dismissal he returned

into hospital, complaining of feverishness, headache, and

a 1nirried and excited manner. There was nothing par-

ticular found at the seat of injury. The cicatrix was in

the same condition as when he left the hospital. The

brain-pulse was evident, as it had been since the bone

was withdrawn. Coma occurred shortly after his ad-

mission, ending in death sixty hours from the first bad

symptom. When the head was opened, the hiatus in

the bone remained unchanged, only that the edges of the
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smoothed and beveled off, and somewliat

darker in colnur than the rest of the ealvarium. The
dura mater was thickened, luit entire, and adherent at

tin- place of wound. The other brain-coverings were

highly inflamed, and sero-purulent effusion existed be-

i th'-ni. A small abscess was found in the substai n.

e Itrain. immediately below the place of injury, and

d this, but separated frin it by a thin partition of

,
was a larger abscess in the anterior

of the brain, whieh communicated with the lateral

ricle of the left side. The small abscess had a dis-

tinet sae. luit the larger one had not. Dr. Taylor, who

repor ase, adds, "these collections of pus mi.uht

n of some standing, yet the patient had not a

\ty hours before death." It is very

possible that dissipation after dismissal occasioned the

sad and fatal result.

A K>ldiei of the royal artillery was admitted into tin-

general hospital on the l.~>th of November, on account of

a shell wound dividing the scalp over tin- inner and

left parietal hone. He walked to

assMinir a comrade who wa- ni'-n- severely

hurt than himself, and he cMunplaiiu-d so little that it

was with diilieulty he could be persuaded to go to bed.

ne about the si/.e of ;l shill in-- \\ as found on

lininir his head, d<-|resse<! it of about an

thfl seat of injury. He was pur

put on l.,\v diet, and his wound dressed .-imply. In live

raftallo? -^andas^t in the business of

ut inadvertently, by ihe -uruv^n under

whose care h.- was, on full diet, and a Lr ill of rum.

bad symptoms showed themselves for ten days. His
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bowels were permitted to get costive. His wound vraa

nearly closed. On the morning of the fifteenth day from

admission, he complained of giddiness, his pulse was

rapid, and his face flushed. Leeches and cold were

ordered to the head, and a purgative administered. He

raj
> idly grew worse. The wound, now dry and unhealthy,

gave out but a slight gleety discharge. He made many
attempts to vomit, which was encouraged by an emetic.

His pupils became widely dilated, but remained sensible

to the action of light. A fortnight after the setting in of

these symptoms, he was found to be hemiplegic on the

left side. I saw him at this period for the first time.

His respiration was sighing, and numbered twenty-two
in the minute. His pulse was ninety, and contracted.

His mouth and tongue were drawn to the right side. He
was sensible when roused, but lay in a half state of sopor
when not addressed. The next day the trephine was

applied to the seat of injury, and the depressed bone

removed or elevated. The dura mater was covered by
a pulpy mass of lymph. No pus was found. Some

spiculae of the inner table which lay on the dura mater

were withdrawn. His symptoms in no way improved.
His tongue was next day drawn to the left side, but his

mouth was unaffected. He had several severe convul-

sions over both sides of his body, and he died two days
after being trephined. The skull was found fractured

across the sagittal suture into both parietal bones.

The dura mater was little detached round the seat of

injury ;
but it was there dark and pulpy, having a semi-

organized clot on its surface. The brain was softened at

the place of injury, and had a clot as large as a walnut

lying on it
;
while at two points on the opposite liemi-
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spin iv, at the edge of the longitudinal fissure, soft spots

t'.nind, about as larire as a sixpence. Pus existed

abundantlv below tin- membranes, and bathed tin- sur-

Q| tli- ri-ht hemisphere, as well as extended to the

base of the brain, between the hemispheres and under the.

belliun.

The neglect as to diet and the maintenance of the

secretions, wen probably the causes of death in the

above case. It is certainly not always easy to maintain

as careful a supervision on these points as is necessary.

when n< i functional disturbaiiee whatever is present, and

the injury seemingly slight; but this is only one of

many examples which iniirht be addueed to show the

ssity of the long and careful watching which sueh

require.

e above was one of the only two instances in which

the trephine was employed in the general hospital, and

both ended fatally. In the other case, it was used by
one of my colleagues for signs of compression setting in

early, with h..ne much and extensively depressed.

Fina!l . . : uf this <piestinn from an examination

1C writings of our great masters, the conclusion

ii presents itself' is. that as the symptoms calling

he use of the trephine have been so variously inter-

. men of experience ;
that as the operation has

D as it has succeeded in removing the dan-

gers apprehended ;
that as the ^ood which has occasion-

ally followed is ascribable, in many cases, to Other

COncum nt eireiinistaiuvs, and not t< the removal ol' the

bone: and finally, that as the operation, per 86, is not

devoid ofdaiiLfer. we should never have recourse to the

trephine, unless the indications for its use are \
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decided, have been present for some considerable time,

and have not been assuaged by other remedial measures.

Further, I am disposed, not only from reading, but

irom the observation of not a few cases which fell

under my notice during the late war, to conclude, re-

garding the cases and symptoms which demand opera-

tion, that primarily , operative interference (under

which term is included the use of the trephine, saw, or

elevator) in gun-shot wounds of the head, should never

be had recourse to, except (1) in cases of fracture witli

great depression cases in which the bone is forced

deeply into the brain, especially if it is turned so that a

point or an edge is driven into the cerebral mass
;
or (2)

unless we clearly make out the impaction of spiculae,

balls, or other foreign bodies in the brain, which cannot

be removed through the wound by means of the forceps:

that secondarily, the cases which call for operation are

(1) those in which a foreign body is at this period dis-

covered irritating the brain, and which cannot be ex-

tracted without a piece of the bone being removed
;

or

(2) those in which signs of compression set in after a

well-marked rigor, continue to increase in intensity not-

withstanding treatment, and have lasted for some time.

In the treatment of gun-shot injuries of the head,

operative proceedings form the least important items, as

they can commonly be avoided if the rest of the manage-
ment be judicious, and their success will chiefly depend
on a careful attention to less imposing, but more impor-
tant measures.

, In their examination the ringer should alone be em-

ployed, and that even with much caution. They should

not be enlarged, unless a more important object be held
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in view than to clear up doubtful points of diagnosis.

It' the bone be s> lively destroyed and depressed

! v int Tterence, it will make itself suffi-

ily evident without its beinp: necessary to incise the

tin- purpose of making the distinction. Stro-

r litly recommends the application
of a piece of wet

linen t< the wound, whieh, as it adheres to the scalp,

the air. Cold ice, if possible, or if it cannot

be had, simple water should be applied over this
;
the

:it put to bed in a tent by himself: an active pur-

d, and a most meagre diet allowed.

The utmosl (piiet should be enforced, and in short, the

antiphlogistic treatment very decidedly and com p!

carried out. He should be visited frequently; and if

any signs of inflammatory or excited action super\

nd ropi,.us bleeding should be put in force.

"Of all the ivmedies in the power of art," say- 1'ott.

"for inllammatioiis of membranous parts, there is none

phlebotomy, and it' anything can particularly

the piwention of the ills likely to follow

severe co of the head, it is this kind of evacua-

;i it must be made use of in such a manner

as to become truly a prevmtativc, that is, // mx*t l /

use <
. I IM \ r saw any good

arise use of tartar-emetic in t

;

-. Cold

locally, ]

. and early bleeding, re-

>f disturbance showed them-

;h the ap]>lication of leeches iu some

Cases to the head, seemed always siitheient, as they

d means M-- such patients.

As i ..f balls when lod^-d in the hi

re, almost imiver.sdlv followed in the
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army, is to extract them if they can be at all got at. It

is true that masses of a far more formidable nature than

balls have remained on, and even in the brain without

mischief, and that balls have been discovered encysted

years after their entrance. But these cases form a mere

fraction of the number in which the presence of the ball

has determined fatal complications; yet they are the
"
ignes fatui

"
by which some would mislead us from

the plain path of duty, which inculcates the removal of

such foreign bodies, if at all practicable. Sir B. Brodie,

arguing from an analysis of the published cases, advo-

vates their abandonment unless superficially placed; but

from this view nearly all military surgeons dissent. In

our proceedings, however,
" boldness must not partake

of temerity." Few would have the courage or confi-

dence of Larrey, or Sir Charles Bell, to follow and extract

the ball from the side of the head opposite to the place

of entrance, or, like Sedillot, pursue it to the depth of

several inches in the cerebral substance
; yet all reason-

able attempts ought to be made for its extraction.

"Nothing," says Sir George Ballingall, "will induce

me to countenance the practice of leaving it there, ex-

cept the impossibility of finding it;" and again,
" I am

of opinion that it ought to be extracted even at the risk

of some additional injury ;
in short, the prohibition of

violence ought rather to apply to the search after balls,

than to the operation of extracting them." " We have

already cited several cases," says Quesney,
" which teach

us that foreign bodies may remain a long time in the

brain without causing death
;
but with this knowledge

we must also bear in mind that it is our duty to extract

these bodies, which, sooner or later, almost always
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tli- patients ; and when wo have reason

from t'i
tB,

from the instrument which

inflicted tli<' wound, or from tin- state <>!' tin- tract are of

-!uill, that such bodies an- retained and concealed in

the substance of the brain, we should make the neces-

sary examinations f>r the discovery."

It' tin- ball has penetrated deeply into the brain, it is

a matter nt'littlr moment what steps are taken. IVrhaps
tlif best line <>t' conduct is to let the man die in

]>

I have never known a case of perforating gun-shot
wound of the head recover. Some such are, however,

on record.

-es in which pieces of loose bone remain on the dura

mater, do not always require to be interfered with.

Many surgeons of large experience in the Crimea, pn
-

_r them to be thrown out by the natural

fcj
and were not particular even about keeping the

wound open. However, I believe this practice to be

dangerous, and that loose portions of bone should

always be cautiously ivin.,\v,l. The evil * ft' rts of leav-

ing them, as well as the injurious influence of too early

a recurn ulant diet, were well marked in the

following case. M'Louchlin, a private in the (Vnnaiurht

rangers, aged l!'. wu admitted into the -vneral hospital

on the 6 mber. H- had been knocked down.

!i>iMr, by a blow from a pirrr of shell

in the final assault on the Redan. A scalp wound two

and a half inches l<m, was found extending from ln-for.

ba<-kward8 over the vertex of the head, and a small piece

one was observed to be depressed at its anterior

mity. The patient did not become e,.n>ei..us for

tuv: vr admission. PurL'in.Lr. and l..\\
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diet comprised his treatment. Cold dressing, and nothing

else, was applied to the wound. He remained perfectly

well, complaining only of slight headache and giddiness,

for three months
;
small pieces of bone being discharged

in the meantime from the wound, which had almost

closed. After being about a month in hospital, he was

allowed full diet, and a gill of grog daily. On the 8th of

December, three months after receiving his wound, he

complained of a sort of transient paralysis of the left arm,

which, although it continued only for a second or two at

a time, recurred frequently. His sense of smell, too,

suddenly left him. There was no other symptom. On

being questioned, he said he had had a rigor, and several
"
fainting fits

"
during the days immediately preceding

that on which he first complained of the paralysis. Next

day he had a more prolonged fit of paralysis during the

night than he ever had had before, the attack being pre-

ceded by pain in the left side. I first saw him during an

attack on the 9th of December, which was more severe

and more prolonged than any preceding one. His left

arm hung powerless, and there was complete anaesthesia

of the left arm and side, from the clavicle to the false

ribs, and from the line of the nipple to the spine. The

left side of the neck behind the sterno-mastoid was also

without sensation. His face was unaffected. The in-

teguments around the wound were puffy, and very sensi-

tive. He said that his uneasy feelings had gradually

increased as the wound closed. His bowels were opened

freely, and a light poultice was applied to the wound,
which was incised. The fit he had on the 9th passed

off, leaving the arm weak. The sensibility of the left

side slowly returned during the succeeding days. Th;-,
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fits c.; is came and went, his arm recovering its

power, in a great measuiv, between them. A sharp bit

lying on the dura ni.

\vd. the untoward symptoms dis-

ared. Short i thia he raine under my <

. and tlu- usi- of unstiniulating food and laxatives,

ibly; but on several occasions

ings of weakness for there never again was

be <>f par ahlishcd passed over the left ED

when air. of lx)ne became loose, and lay on tin

dura niatrr. and, so soon as this was removed, these feel-

ings left. If his bowels became costive, even for a very

short time, not only did the headache and giddiness

lint the numbness in the side returned. AYhen

ft for Knuland no bits of bone could be discovered,

and the wound was nearly closed; and he is now, I under-

stand, doini: duty witli his regiment. Many of the

symptoms in this case were those set down as calling for

trephine; but the cautious removal of the

fragments when I.M.S.-, tin- local bleeding, and the purging,

did all that was rc-ijuired.

- us particularly against attempting too

soon to remove pieces of necrosed bone, as he thinks they

do little harm if allwcd to remain. In this my own ob-

servation leads n means to a-ree. If the dead

fed without violence, I believe it should

always be done as soon as it is found to be loose.

On the treatment of hernia cerebri I have no rein;

to of:

rdly less important than the immediate treatmentof

hoi wounds of the head, is tlieir after-management
('lass of cases requires mop- 1, n-thrnrd and ,.
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supervision. Relapses may occur long after the patient

is apparently beyond danger; and from the most insig-

nificant causes of which, perhaps, irregularities in food,

the use of alcoholic stimuli, and retained evacuations,

occupy the foreground a chronic inflammatory con-

dition of the membranes is apt to become established,

which is no less difficult to manage, than dangerous in its

ultimate results. Very many cases are on record in

which men with balls embedded in the brain have ap-

parently recovered completely, but have suddenly fallen

down dead when they had got drunk, or excited.

The following cases are added, as in some measure

illustrating injuries of various parts of the head. They
are selected from a large number whose features are

nearly parallel.

Hughes, an artilleryman, was admitted into the general

hospital under my colleague Mr. Rooke, on the 15th of

November. He had been struck over the upper part of

the occipital bone by a piece of shell, when the siege-

train on the right attack exploded. He was rendered

insensible by the blow. The scalp was considerably

lacerated over the right upper part of the occiput, where

a stellate fracture was found; part of the bone beniu;

depressed for about a quarter of an inch below the

surface. He recovered some degree of consciousness

a short time after receiving the blow, but was dull and

stupid when admitted into hospital; answering quest ions

if urgently put to him. His head was shaved, and cold

applied. The next day he was rational; his eyes were

bloodshot, but beyond this there was no bad symptom.

Purging, and cold locally applied, were used. A few

days afterwards he had headache, and intolerance of
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. Dimness of vision, and Hushing of the face fol-

1,
but there was no notable peculiarity in the

j

upil. 1. A i IT nov. I to the mastoid

processes; beyond tii of laxatives and

ling else was required to dissipate all threatening

symptoms, and lie lel't for Kn^land in January, quite

In the above case we had merely concussion at i;

followed by a threatening of traumatic encephalitis.

t was simple, and the cure complete.

. 38th regiment, aged twenty-two, v

wounded on the morning of the 18th of June, but was not

brought into hospital till the evening of the IDth, as In-

lay where he could not be got at till the armistice. A
of shell had struck him on the upper part of the

occi] ig the scalp open to an t xtenl "f two in

and a half. The bone, though denuded, was not E

to 1" ,-d. His symptoms were dil

in the forehead, and great throbbing in the tenij

!! was quite rational, but dull, and had double vision

and strabismus. His pupils were slightly 00

; c.iinplaint then, and for some days after, was of

\v, which had receded no injury;

but ; lid subi:. glands I -lien

ounded side a symptom which I have observe I

! similar ea.- pulse was forty per minute

when he sat up.

ve purgiii ,,f the p

'he use of low diet, his bad symptoms p-adually

appeared. For some days after admission his puls.-

not change, < i at on one occasion it tell to t
1

t beats per minut s he got it rose to
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tin- healthy standard. On three different occasion.-,

while he was under my charge, his bowels being un-

relieved for a day, his bad symptoms returned in a

modified degree, and his pulse sank; while, whenever his

lx>wels were freely opened, all uneasiness vanished, and

his pulse again rose. The alternation was most curious,

and very rapidly developed. This case, like many others,

illustrated well the marked sympathy which ei

between the head and the bowels. The same slow

of the pulse was noticed by Dr. John Thomson, in the

case of a similar injury after Waterloo.

A French soldier received a ball about an inch behind

the left ear, which escaped above the eye of the same

side. His antagonist, who shot him, was close to him

at the moment he tired. This man fell down insensible,

and was carried to the ambulance; but he recovered his

senses before his arrival there. There was a little blood

oozing from both openings ;
he was dull, but sensible,

and complained much of a throbbing pain throughout his

head. The ball having escaped, nothing was done for

him, further than picking away some small loose frag-

ments of bone, and applying wet dressing. He was

freely purged, and got no food. In twenty-four hours

the pain in the head having greatly increased, and

being accompanied by delirium, with rapid pulse, ferrety

eyes, and hot skin, he was largely bled, and cold was

a]>]
died to his head. His symptoms were relieved,

and from that day he never had a bad symptom; all

the treatment his case required being merely low diet

and free purging.
Another almost identical case occurred in our own

hospital at Scutari, where I saw the patient under the



j:e of Staff-surgeon Menzics. The ball had in thi<

case entered two inches In-hind- the left car, passed

deeply, and was removed from the temple. Some

iorrhage set in from 1 o;h wounds, as well as from

a few days after injury, but it was am
'ire. He was dull, an-! complained of headace

tor a tew days after th. nee of the bleeding;

low diet and puruinij lie made an excellent

. only that liis hearing was destroyed on tin

A soldier, aged nineteen, 1 ^ to the Second

Division. ick at Inkennann by a rifle ball, over

the head to the riirht of the centre line.

The ball, passing from before backward, ^furrowed" the

bone, brrakin LC both tables. This patient dedand that

lost his senses, but felt so weak that he h;

0W1L He walked to the hospit. he was twin

1. The 'OII
(L,
P the line

H's puaagQ bemg 11 fragments.

waa . with the forceps, and ( implied.

!ii was bareil, but tin- dura mater, alth"

1, was not found lorn. A threatened attack of

inrla: of the brain was successfully combated by
the patient made

a Aliens ab-

ihe brain pulsai

ity of it

:ind"d on tin

back part of I and

He so d, rose, and

fracture

waa at first -wound
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which existed, was dressed simply by the surgeon under

whose charge he fell. Headache alone was complained
of for some days, during which period he was kept low,

and freely purged. When the wound was nearly he;

he was unfortunately allowed butcher meat and a gill of

rum. About a week afterwards, severe cerebral symptoms

rapidly and suddenly showed themselves, and the wound
took on an unhealthy action. The injury was now more

carefully examined, the scalp being incised to assist the

investigation. A fracture of the occipital bone was

found. Bleeding was encouraged from the incision ;

leeches were placed on the mastoid processes ;
he was

well purged, and cold applied to the head. His diet

was again reduced. The unfavourable symptoms almost

immediately subsided, and, by the use of low diet and

purgatives, soon totally disappeared, never to return. In

this case a too generous diet doubtless caused the appear-
ance of the unpleasant symptoms which supervened, and

which, if not promptly arrested, would have been fatal.

The local bleeding assisted materially ;
but the active

purging, the cold applications, and the low diet were the

chief means of saving him.

The following case, the particulars of which were

kindly famished me by acting Assistant-surgeon Brock

of the 47th regiment, was a most interesting one, not

only from the extent of the injury, but from "the phases
of recovery."

Keefe, a private in the 47th regiment, aged 23, was

struck, on the 15th November, by a piece of shell over

the vertex of the head, and felled to the ground. When
found, a short time afterwards, he was apparently dead.

The surface of his body was cold, his pupils widely
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dilated ami insensible to light, no respiration or motion

of the blood percept il>! .. Hi- much scratched

and -
; I-HM! iiowed fmm the right

i-il, and the super;
< of his neck were gorged.

main wound in the seal]' 1 nearly from ear

to ear, across tin' vertex of the head
;
and lesser wounds

passed i. this great one. The
be scalp, formed by these wounds, f cted

in ditf'-rent directions. A large portion of the bone

seen to be destroyed, and the space left was rilled by
coagulated blood. The patient was seen by several

surgeons, and so impressed were they that life was ex-

s carried to the tent set apart for the

dead. Twenty-five minutes afterwards, on being again

visited, some faint signs of life were observed. T!

was a flutter at the wrist, and an occasional sigh.

Profuse bleeding from the head followed, and on the

which was seen to be mixed with cerebral in;

: : removed, it was found that the bones forming the

x <>f ihe head were destroyed to the extent of 2] t<>

2$ square inches. In this was included part of

superior angle of the occipital bone, and a part of both

tal bones, the sagittal suture being clearly de:'

along the centre of one detached piece. Part of this

extent of bone was altogether gone, and the rest,
1

ched, was removed.

surface of the dura mi . ut not

-t one spot at the lateral and posterior

of tl; 1 where -.ited, and from which

h . and which was imlu

Q brain, WU
piece of cerebral i /.e of a n
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The brain at this part seemed soft and broken d-

Some depressed bone was elevated, and all loose sc;,lc>

removed. The scalp was brought together by suture,

and lint wetted in cold water applied. Next day the

patient was quite unconscious, lay on his back, and

breathed regularly and naturally. His pulse was very

\n-ak, and his surface warm and moist. He passed his

urine in bed. His pupils were dilated and insensible to

light. He could swallow freely. During the two fol-

lowing days his state was unaltered. Both eyes became

affected with strabismus. The treatment consisted of

purging, cold to the head, and the most sparing diet.

On the fifth day, there were some signs of returning
consciousness. He tried to change his posture, and

crossed his arms on his breast. His pupils, too, acted

feebly, and a profuse perspiration covered the surface of

his body. On the following day he again relapsed, and

the wound, which had begun to suppurate, now became

glazed and dry. When his bowels were got to act freely,

he again improved and became conscious. He com-

plained of pain in the head and down the left side of his

body. Thus he went on till the eleventh day, bein^
conscious and able to speak. His bowels were care-

fully kept acting. His pupils had, up to this time, come
to contract and expand freely, and the wound was sup-

purating kindly. He slept much, and expressed a great.

desire for food. On the eleventh day he became suddenlv

restless and delirious, particularly at night. The stra-

bismus returned. His eye became dull and semi-glazed,
nd his pupils were widely dilated and little affected by

iiii'ht. By the eighteenth day these untoward symptoms
had in a great measure abated. He was sensible and
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.d for fo< 4 to be paralysed,

face not, h<>\ implicated. His pupils

still somewhat dilated, but active. Then- was also

som< of the feet and ankles. ]$y the twe

tiiird day, granulations had formed round the wound.

Part of the scalp had adhered by the first intention^

>w natural, and undisturbed. Except
the temp-ran irritation caused by some spiculse of bone,

he went mi improving from tliat time. Attention to his

of his b.
. ; I allowing a free exit

be .-ecrcted j)us, comprised all tlie treatment followed

in t; If his bowels were tor a day unrelieved,

the bad symptoms immediately reappeared. I examined

him previous to his going to England, in .' . and

at that period he was in every way recovered. The

head wound was entirely closed, but a depression to the

nt of about three-fourths of an inch existed over the

site of the injury, and the pulsations of the brain \

quite- percept!

I learn from 1 K-puty- Inspector Taylor, that K

1 at Fort Pitt, on the L)s th May, 1856, on ac-

count of "general loss of sensibility and motion, partial

in the upper, but most complete in the lower extremiti

II.- ITU in hospital at Chatham, from 2:>rd March to

.June, ISOU, his state I
:

" The

:i the head formed two ftidefl "I" a triangle, and

is about two and a half inches in length on the right

i much longeron the left. It is <juite healed,

but there IS a Ve ierable depression. The pnl-

in are
<|i;

<

'..mplaii

severe pain I i, >f an intermitt- MI ;

lower extremities, with
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exception of l)oing able to draw them up and stretch them

out in lr<l. lias not lost much flesh, and his general

health and functions good." He thus appears to have

relapsed after leaving the Crimea, as the marked para-

lysis he had at Chatham did not exist when he left

cam]).

The intermittent headaches, spoken of in this case,

are among the most troublesome sequences of injuries of

the head. A careful regulation of the bowels and diet,

with blisters to the nape, and morphia, appeared to me
the best remedies. It is a remarkable feature in the

progress of head cases, how often the setting up of sub-

acute inflammation shows itself by an aggravation of the

leading symptom whatever that may be which had

existed before : the headache, palsy, or epileptiform fits.

This was clearly defined in several cases.

The following is an example of a severe injury of

the fore-part of the head, caused by a piece of stone.

A French chasseur-a-pied was struck on the centre of

the forehead, above the root of the nose, by a piece of

stone about the size of a walnut, knocked up by a shell.

The stone completely buried itself, and required some

skill to extract it. Pieces of bone, comprising nearly

the whole ethmoid, were discharged, and a large hole in

the frontal bone resulted. Three days afterwards, tran-

sient, but easily-allayed head symptoms appeared, and he

made a most excellent recovery, with a fistulous opening,

however, remaining. The interest attaching to this case

arose from the fact that the inner table of the skull was

not fractured, and from the almost total absence of any
head symptoms.

It is well known that balls may perforate the outer
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of the skull mi tlu 1 forehead, without injuring the

r. Of this the above may be i an example ;

although a stone, and not a leaden ball, was the missile.

cases occurred in the Crimea of another wound
id which is curious, viz., such as are caused

by balls passing from side to side of the head below the

level of the brain, but destroying one or both eyes.

At Inkerman a French soldier was struck by a ball

the upper part of the left parietal bone. A com-

minuted fracture was caused
;
the bone to the extent of

a square inch being so broken and detached, as to be

'Ycd at the first dressing. The dura mater was

tlv injured, and a small spiculum, which had been

driven into the 1 train, was withdrawn. He remained

speechless for about a week, then articulated hesitatingly,

and finally, about six weeks from the receipt of the

id. completely recovered his power of speech. The
curious thing in this case was, that perfect ana-sthesia of

the thumb and two first fingers of the right hand existed

from the moment of injury, wit limit any loss of motion

, and that this sl< ppeaivd as the wound

healed, and he recovered.

To multiply cases would be of little use. The tcach-

"f all was to lead us to wait; to purge the patient

thoroughly ;
to remove only such pieces of bone as could

be got at with forceps, and which were quite detached

andloosr: d. if need be, locally and even generally;
(Id applications \\ ln'ii tli.iv was a fear of inflam-

mation
;

to enjoin perfect rest, not only to the b,.dy

generally, but, if possible, to give repose to the special

senses also, by isolating the patient, and thus remo\

ili to tin ise
;
to enforce the lowest
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and to continue all this treatment fora IOUJLT period, >

after all danger seemed past; and, finally, to treat anv

incidental complications on general principles.

It is extremely difficult to get soldiers to avoid stimuli,

or to attend to their secretions; and the desire for im-

proved diet leads them sometimes to deceive one as to

their feelings. The discipline of a field hospital can

often be infringed, and as it is not easy to persuade men

of the soldier's disposition, of a danger of which their sen-

sations give no warning, it is necessary to watch them

with great care.

Hepatic abscess I saw none of, and the nervous irrita-

tion and weakness, which so often follow injuries of the

head, fell seldom under my notice, from the transference

of the patients to the rear as soon as their wounds were

healed. Jaundice was present in several fatal cases in

which the head received injury.
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;

ns, and wounds of the face more or

and one death is classed under this head. Of wounds pcnetrat

rating the bony structure of without injuring iiujior-

r^ans. the rases, and 1

uf important organs, 44 cases appear, and 3 death*.

! lu-r concurrent causes.

\Vnr.\nsnf tin* t , heen interesting chiefly t'niu

the ; with which even tin- most severe and dan-

13 of them heal. The extreme vasciilarity

Tar,- endows ; ith a vitality

ost iiijuru-s, and the surgeon is often

lioth on i jiiit, and t'roni tlu-ir ^n-at di.--

bflfl which lias be- bed,
i that has lu-cn very r.\ It woidil lu-

bO say where, and how has not ln-rn

ly balls, than to enumerate the directions in

li it has. T T and lower jaws have been

! larire p f them ivnio-. with

'

\ception>, a --ood recovery has followed, when no

assisted to bring abmit an

of the lower in.ixiila-,

lias lieeii carried nway, and in

ease which came under in , which ended

B
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shot.* The upper jaw has been completely destroyed,
and in one case which occurred in the 31st regiment, a

grape shot, seventeen oz. in weight, was impacted in the

superior maxilla, and necessitated the removal of most

of the bone.

Haemorrhage is undoubtedly the great source of an-

noyance and danger in gun-shot wounds of the face.

The difficulty of commanding it is at times so great as

to place the patient in imminent danger. It frequently

appears early, but stops spontaneously. Men who have

received a severe face wound, seldom leave the field

without sustaining a considerable loss of blood, and

secondary haemorrhage is common when the bones have

been fractured. The depth, irregularity, and extreme

* In a very interesting paper read to the Imperial Academy of Medicine,

by M. Hutin, in April, 1857, there is an account given of an inmate of the

Invalides (to which M. Hutin is surgeon in chief), who had the lower jaw
carried away by a cannon ball at the battle of Wagram, forty-eight years

ago. He recounts the changes which the parts have undergone since. It

seems that the haemorrhage was very severe at the moment of injury, but

that it ceased spontaneously. The tongue hung down in front of the neck,

and was never drawn into the throat an accident which did not occur in

four other cases, in which M. Hutin has known a like injury produced by a

like cause. The patient referred to by M. Hutin has worn a silver mask

since his accident, which protects his tongue hanging out, and adherent as

it is to the neck. By means of this mask the variations of temperature do

not affect the wide void which exists in the floor of the mouth. The most

remarkable change which the progress of time has brought about in the

parts is, that the upper jaw, in place of preserving its horse-shoe shape, has

become so contracted at its middle as to assume the figure of an hour-glass.

This change began to take place three years after he was wounded, and has

gone on increasing up to within a short time. The secretion and loss of

saliva is great, but the patient enjoj's perfect health. There is an interest-

ing question raised by this case, viz., whether an analogous change n:

looked for in those instances of late years pretty numerous in which the

lower jaw has been excised.
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ularity of tin- the application of a Li

to the bleeding points difficult, and to be effectual,

presses must be applied with much niceness. It is

in wounds of the deep branches of the face, in which

secondary haemorrhage has tal. from a sloughing

1's operation, performed on the main

lay be said to supersede, from necessity, Bell's

'1 delineation.

Tin- Branches of the facial nerve are sometimes so

much injured in wounds of the face, either by the ball,

tured bone, that temporary and even per-

manent paralysis may ensue; but there is one source of

:i these cases which does not always obtain the

tion its importance demands. I refer to the swal-

ig of the secretion from the wound. If great >

be not taken to remove all the morbid secretion which

its from injury of the bones of the face, if any amount

LCets into the stomach, much constitutional irritation

will . , er of a low typhoid, and very fatal

; will In- caused. 1 believe 1 have seen this result

very clearly follow the cause referred to in some cases,

ne case, where a sergeant of the Buffs died in the

ts of a severe face injury,

'i the ant'-rior part of the lower jaw, and a

: of the upper, were fractmvd by a round

. I suspect i
1 result was at least accelei;

iuse mentioned, although the utmost

taken to prevent its occurrence. lie was a v

healt had JU from his

tal a few days previous to the accident.

was of a nervous, irritable disposition. He was

side by a small round shot, which
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previously struck the parapet of the trench. The sym-

physis. ami part of the body of the lower inaxill;

well as a small portion of the upper jaw, were destroyed.

The soft parts, especially at the chin, were much toni

and bruised, and ultimately sloughed. When cxamin-

his chest, on account of a cough which troubled

him on admission, a cavity was discovered in on;

his lungs. Haemorrhage took place repeatedly from

tranches of arteries opened as the slough separated. By
maintaining an opening below the chin, and washing
the wound from the mouth, the greater part of the abun-

dant secretion was removed
;
but yet, no small quantity

found its way backwards into the throat, and was swal-

lowed. His stomach became very irritable, his strength

failed, and a low muttering delirium preceded death.

A putrid abscess occupied the summit of one lung, and

pus was infiltrated among the tissues covering the

trachea,

In fractures of the bones of the face from gun-shot, v<

make an exception to the general rule of removing frag-

ments which are nearly detached. The large supply of

blood which is sent to every structure in this region,

enables pieces of bone to resume their full connection

with the other tissues, when detached, in a way that

would be fatal to similarly placed portions in other parts.

Hence the rule, not to extract any spiculse whose attach-

ment has not been completely destroyed, and whose

rtion is not opposed to a proper union of the broken

parts. The exfoliation which follows in injuries of the

bones of the luce, is slight as compared with those ot

other parts.

The destruction, or injury, of one or other of the or-



.trinity whic!i

utions which at ti

chief ulterior e

which t!: In

which t
:

jaw is

be powerful acting >f its muscles, which

1 the imperfect m<>.
'

-ion a considerable amou

inity. It is a sufficiently old. though not ah

maxim, to extract ly the mouth, whenever

vable. nil hails lodged in the face.

us manner in which halls may In- concealed

in the bones of the face, and l>e discharged of their own

id. was shown in one instance in the Second Divi-

r the battle of the Alma. A round ball had

to, but below the inner canthus of the

>t was not further thought of. The wound

healed, and the patient had almost forgotten the cireiim-

e. when, after suffering slightly from a feclii;

iess in one nostril, the ball fell from his nose, to his

nu and astonishment, B .onths ait

.t singular that so little trouble should i

in this case, as it not uncomm

hap] a most <\\>\ fetid suppuration

injury of bone in the region where this ball

It the neck that tlie extraordin

;iich the
e.-ipr

a ball's

vident. Thus the neck has been

mjiii r, 128 ti

;itlis have resulted from these wound?

number die
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Held from these injuries. It would be useless, but suffi-

ciently easy, to record cases in which balls, and even

bayonets, have traversed the neck, and yet did not injmv
the great vessels

;
sometimes passing from side to side,

sometimes from before backwards, it would appear al-

most impossible that the blood-vessels could have escaped

the wounding agent, and yet no indication of any mis-

chief followed. The great nerves suffer not uncommonly
in gun-shot wounds of the neck, when such wounds are

situated low down. Paralysis of the arm, setting in,

either immediately after the infliction of the injury, or

a few days later, affords evidence of such a lesion.

The soft coverings of the chest were wounded after

April 1st, 1855, by gun-shot, more or less severely,

255 times, with 3 deaths resulting. In 24 cases,

the bony, cartilaginous, or intercostal tissues were

wounded, and one of these died. Lesion of the contents

took place 16 times, although the ball did not pene-

trate, and 9 deaths resulted from that cause. The

ball penetrated, and lodged, or appeared to lodge 33

times, and of these patients 31 perished, while in 9

cases the contents of the thorax were wounded superfi-

cially, 3 times with a fatal result. In 83 instances

the contents were deeply perforated, and death fol-

lowed in 71 cases.* It would thus appear that, with

* M. Legouest mentions, in a communication he has been good enough to

send me, 6 cases of penetrating wounds of the chest, as having occurred in

his division of the Dolma Batchi hospital at Constantinople, and of th^r

the half du;d. Al->ck gives 1 to l/8 ,
as the mortality attending his

cases of penetratingHP perforating gun-shot wounds of the thorax. In

Guthrie's 106 cases, of whom a half perished,
" the cavities were not pvnc

ated." In the documents of the medical department I have found a record
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all our boasted improvements in the method of investi-

gating the effects and progress of injuries of the In

mortality lias not abated much from what it lias

ahv. . when laruv numbers of mrn have sustaiiu-.il

injury tn--.ii gun-shot. Wounds of the thorax are

'.inon in hattl tants arc in close

.imity. This WM particularly the case in the civil

in Paris: and in siege operations the same

holds good. The large surface, and elevated position of

the thorax, accounts in some measure for this.

distinction usually made between wounds of the

tes. and those which penetrate and injure tl.

of the cavity, is evidently a good one, as it sep :
.

Ml of injuries of very dillerent import.

nple contusion of the walls may lie caused 1

spent ball, or by a ball which has impinged against

some part of the soldier's accoutrements, and ha- thus

been
ing.

Such an injury, alth.

not accompanied by any fracture, may yet be sufficient

iae to In
!s, severe constitutional shock,

and I inflammation. It' the hall strike the

of an metal plates which form part of the soldier's

accon 11 the injury to the contents may b-

inflicl.-d by the part BO struck, as was th-- Case in the

foil-- 'imd shot was the mi-

severity of the injury VfftB litl I by

of 89 CAMS in which the chest wu penetrated, and in balls.

H of thene there were signs
< -mtents. Of these 89

cases, 27 died and 12 recovered. V
J^cases

of ]...,-r,,nitin-

U by gun-shot, many of them affected at very snort range. All <li. .1.

very soon after being wounded. Nin.
;

wlii. h h.

also mentions recorered, in nil

f
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the symptoms before death. Darling, private, Gist i .

ment,* was liit at Sadoolapore by a round shot, on tin-

edge of the breast-plate, which was so turned inwards as

to fracture the cartilages of the fifth, sixth, and seventh

ribs on the left side, close to the sternum. The skin

was not wounded. He walked to the rear, and com-

plained but little for two hours, when he was seized

with an acute pain in the region of the heart. His pulse

became much accelerated, and he grew faint and col-

lapsed. A distinct and sharp bellows'-sound accom-

panied the heart's action. He died in seventy-two hours

from the receipt of the injury the pain and dyspnoea,

which had been so urgent at first, having abated for some

hours before death. The heart was found to have been

ruptured to an extent sufficient to allow of the finger

being thrust into the left ventricle. The obliquity of the

opening had prevented the blood escaping into the peri-

cardium, which contained about two ounces of dark-

coloured serum.

Dupuytren has drawn attention to the long period

which ball wounds of the soft parietes of the chest take

to heal, especially when they are " en gouttiere." This

he accounts for by the constant motion imparted to the

walls by the movements of respiration.

If the blow from a ball be forcible, or strike directly on

the chest without the intervention ofany strong substance,

then fracture of one or more of the ribs will probably
be caused, and possibly pleura! or visceral inflammation,

as well, from the effects of the blow, or the presence of

spiculas driven inwards. These fragments are at times

*
Unpublished records of the Medical department.
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nay IK- totally detached from

rib. ami carried deeply into the hi:!- substance. The

cartilage of a rib. although torn by a hall, is seldom

driven into the parcnchymatous tissue, but remains so

laLTinents can be easily restored to their

proper position.

It >ee .tsionally happens that a ball is arrested between

two ribs. This happened in the following case. Cassay,

a private in the 38th regiment, was admitted under my
into ihi- p-neral hospital, on the 18th of June.

sutieriiu: tVoin a gun-shot wound of the left side of the

thorax. Tin- ball, a large conical one with abroad base,

much spent when it struck him. It did not force

itself into the cavity, but lay wedged between the carti-

eond and third ribs, on the left side, about

an inch from the sternum. On withdrawing the ball,

the cavity of the chest was found to be fairly opened, and

the lung was visible as it expanded and contracted.

nt had a severe attack of pleurisy a few <

afterwards, for which he was repeatedly bled. JO i fusion,

limited cxtmt. followed, and his ^unis were touched

with mercury. For five weeks the wound continued to

sup;
v
ely. The lung became adherent to the

pari. !-. This patient had suliscfjuently a short attack

. but ultimately made a Lrood recovery. He
wen? 'and in An:riM, at which time he still com-

plained of a severe pain in the left clavicle and shoulder,

which , down to his hand, and was attended

umlnios ;n,d want of
p,

Tin- p ;i i n was in-

creased by touch' i-m, and 1 Inuedsincehe

was wounded. Iii this case the cavity was opened, but

the The non-col: the IUHL;
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was well seen in this, as in some other instances which

toll under my notice. The natural mode of repair, by
adhesion between the lung and the walls of the chest,*

and the troublesome affection arising from injury to the

nerves of the arm, were both illustrated in the above

case.

Pieces of shell, not unfrequently, open the cavity, but

spare the lung, while sometimes the reverse happens,

and the lung may be injured without the pleural sac

being opened. The following was a curious instance

of this latter accident, without the thorax being opened.

The case occurred under the charge of my friend

Mr. J. H. Hulke, assistant-surgeon to King's College

hospital, to whom I am indebted for the details. Pri-

vate Jeremiah O'Brien was admitted into the general

hospital on the 15th November, 1855, having been

wounded by a piece of shell when the right siege

train exploded. His left arm and fore-arm were ex-

tensively shattered, and he had two small irregular

wounds on the left side of his chest, one just below the

lower angle of the shoulder blade, and the other on the

same level, but about two inches nearer the sternum.

His breathing was quick and laboured, and bright florid

blood was bubbling from his mouth. His face was pale,

his pulse flickering, and very feeble. He spoke with a

firm voice, and begged his ami to be cut off. No com-

munication could be detected between the wounds on the

chest and the cavity within, but two ribs were found to

* The advantage of this adhesion of the pleura), and the part which it,

plays in the repair of chest wounds, is well brought out by IIoux in his

Melanges de Chirurgie.
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'. His wounds were dressed simply, and his

;. nothing was clone to the

. as lie was not in a condition to undergo any

operation. 1' th.- breathing was easier, and he

uht up less blood. Next morning his pulse

fuller. but intermittent. His spit still contained blood.

1 1 is -
naturally resonant as low as the fourth rib,

but below this, by percussion and auscultation, dullness

ami trietion sounds were discovered. He was cheerful,

but. as he had not slept, half a grain of morphia was ad-

minister, 'illy rallied somewhat, but died

suddenly next afternoon, without any return of the

ling. < >n examination after death, the sixth and

seventh ribs were found fractured without displacement
The pleura e .stalls was entire. The part of the lung

f the fracture was entirely adherent to

ind diaphragm, while, in the upper part of the

pleural B 11 ([uantity of bloody senim wa< found.

Opposite LtlOn of lured ribs, the lung

.ensively lacerated. A large rein

nls from the external surface towards the root,

downward- i the base, and upwards towards the

i of the pulmonary artery was

with torn mouth in the rent, while many other

. The ridit or uninjured lung

t numerous spots on it- surface, and in

niatous. Ecchymosed point- were seen

] ie surface of the In-art and pericardium. The

mitral valves, and endocardium of the left ventricle, were

The se-ments of th trieuspid valve

bo,md to-ether by a librinous cl..t. which narro\ved

passage to t: small <]uill.
Blood was
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found in the small intestines, but not in the stomach

Mr. Hulke remarks the arrestment of the bleeding by
the mode in which the chief vessel was torn, as well as

the conservative act of shutting off the rent in the lung,
and the torn bronchi from the pleural sac by the forma-

tion of adhesions.

It is seldom that a conical ball will be found to lodge
in a rib, as a round one has been seen to do, or yet to run

round under the integuments, or at all to lodge within

the chest. In fact, it very rarely fails to penetrate

deeply, or pass quite through the entire cavity.

Non-penetrating wounds are more dangerous at some

points of the thorax than at others. Thus, when a ball

strikes a large bone.like the scapula or the spine, or in

those places where the large blood-vessels and nerves are

situated, as in the axilla and upper part of the chest, the

danger is greatly increased.

The gravity of penetrating wounds depends very much
on their direction and their point of entrance, as when,
with an incidence very oblique to the surface, they enter

at some parts of the chest, they may traverse a portion of

the cavity without touching the contents. So it happened
in the following case. Fontaine, a private in the 90th,

wounded on the 8th September, was admitted into the

general hospital on the same day. The ball, after

passing through the flesh of his left arm, which was at

the moment in advance of his body, had entered the

thorax in the axilla, and escaped at the inferior angle of

the scapula, fracturing it, along with two of the ribs, at

the place of exit. No immediate disturbance followed,

but in twenty-four hours signs of acute pleurisy appeared,

and required decided treatment. The ball had entered
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tj
lint the substance of the

y tin 1 wound of

piirate long after that of

had closed. No l,ad '.u arose alter th i

k of pleurisy above referred to was subdued. I

have seen this man lately in perfect health.

Tin- tinu'-T is the only probe permissible in examining
wounds of the thorax. It' we thereby discover the pro-

ii inwards of fragments of a rib, or portions of it

I in the lung, we should take immediate steps

ieir removal, even though the wound has to be en-

1 in order to allw of its accomplishment. The ribs

are 1 wound left free, by means of

strips uf -.'d from the spine to the

sternum, and from above downwards, so plaeed a

! side on 1 D wounded in tin-

all the breathing spaee we can u'ive them,

'.y liavin.ir the sound side

It is a singular -d with won

of the W :i intereos;;d art.

seldom opened. 1 neither saw nor heard of sueh a case

lie war, so that we were spared the adoption of

any of those operative pr,
f.r its r!

liich,

num. -roils than the authentie

cases of i rencc of i

Bsi'
'

:' llie ehrst from -ide

may cause very to the j-arietes, avithout

absolui-'ly w.-iu: or lun.Lrs. This

ease:

in the 1

t,
WM M<lmitted

,

nder Mr.
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above the right nipple, as lie stood sideways towards tlu>

enemy. Tlic ball escaped below the left breast. The

sternum was fractured and comminuted by the ball in

its transit. Severe dyspnoea followed, together with a

slight attack of hemoptysis. Repeated attacks of in-

flammation occurred over parts of both lungs, and the

subsequent supervention ofpericarditis necessitated bleed-

ing and the use of tartar emetic, and subsequently of

mercury, so as to touch the gums. The soft parts be-

tween the wounds of entrance and exit sloughed, and

the sternum to the extent of about one and a half inches,

together with the cartilaginous ends of the ribs thereto

attached, came away in fragments, or were absorbed
;
so

that by the 12th of July, a profusely suppurating wound
had formed, 6 inches long by 2 broad, across the front

of the* chest, laying open the anterior mediastinum,

together with the right thoracic cavity, the opening into

which was, however, sealed by the adhesion of the lung
to the parietes. At the left extremity of the wound, and

at its lower part, the heart was plainly felt only covered

by the pericardium. A to-and-fro sound accompanied
the motions of the heart, but these were not sufficiently

pronounced to prevent the recognition of the two natural

notes. Hectic fever, harassing cough, and emaciation

supervened. By the middle of July the wound had

begun to granulate, and the patient seemed to improve.
An attack of diarrhasa, however, prostrated his little

remaining strength, and ultimately proved fatal. Before

death, the pus with which the wound was filled receded

on inspiration, and welled up when the lungs were

emptied, as if it sank between the lungs when they

expanded. On the morning of the day on which he



died, a new sound was heard to proceed from the region

of tlic heart. t> which we m-ver before lu-ard any similar.

It w te the
k '

clanking" note which aceoni-

pani orking of a pump when its irear is loose.

There was the sucking in. and expulsion sound, together

with this sharp ]
'-riiliar note, which it is impossible to

ribe,
but which immediately suggested the proba-

bility that the pericardium had be-n opened, and that

'us which filled the wound was alternately being
nicked into and ejected from its cavity. On examina-

tion tliis vii-w was oonfinned, as a small hole was found

at tin- inferior and left lateral rspoct !' the v/ound through
which the pus :i]>pcared t be drawn in. and thrown out,

diirinir the action of the heart. After death, it was

found that this aperture led into the pericardium, which

much thickened, and adherent to the heart, tor a

of two inches by one, at the anterior and middle

part <>f that nnran. The opening mentioned l-d into a

1 by the pericardium round the roots of

and which pouch communicated freely

with the sac of the peri-

;]( base of the heart below the adhesion.

Pus was fivcly the pericardium, and the

mbrane, as well as that of the heart,

was of a drab colour, and thickly coated with lymph of a

low type of or . ] e heart itself was healthy.

_T8 were somewhat
ted, and their anterior

; t> the parietes. The coats of the

unhealthy, but beyond this nothing was

.iirainst death b\ this JMM.T

jury, the oj-enini: of the
[
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cardium, and the scaling of both sides of tin 1 thorax by
the pleura 1 adhesions, were all points of much interest

and no little instruction.*

The two following cases show how small a difference

in the place of transit of the ball may determine the

question of life or death : A Zouave was struck at the

Alma by a round ball, which entered the parietes close

to the right nipple, and escaped at a corresponding point

on the left side. The ball passed in front of the sternum,

which it fractured. Curiously enough, no inflammation

whatever of the contents of the thorax followed, and he

was in a short time discharged well. The points of

entrance and exit differed little in this and in the case of

Fleming : but the projection of the sternum being less

in this patient, the result was very different.

A Russian soldier lay close to the Zouave just referred

to, who, in the same battle, had been struck by a ball

about a quarter of an inch to the outside of the right

nipple. The ball had then passed behind the sternum,

fracturing it badly in its course, and escaped close to the

left nipple. Double pneumonia and pericarditis followed,

and he died. The whole contents of the thorax were

found implicated in one vast inflammation. Not being

present at the post-mortem examination, I did not learn

* John Bell (2nd Discourse on Wounds, p. 302) refers to a case related

by Galen, in which part of the sternum was removed, the pericardium

opened, and the man cured, He thus comments upon it
"
Here, then, we

have, upon that authority which has been always respected, a case exceed-

ing in the inirarulous fill that has ever been recorded by the patient Vandcr

Wiel, or gathered by Sclienkius, or any German commentator among them

?. man with a slow suppuration, confined matter, a carious sternum, and

the heart absolutely exposed and bare." In Fleming's case we had all the

unfavourable symptoms, but unfortunately not the recovery.
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the pleura* or pericardium were injured (as I

understood they were) primarily.

Wli'-n a ball fairly enters the chest, and either pene-
s or traverses the lung, the danger is most imminent,

i juries, however, are not so fatal, mi the whole,

as similar wounds of the head or the abdomen. The

younger Larrey
* and Meniere both record the circum-

stanee, that the majority of tin- killed in the civil com-

motions of 1830 in Paris, succumbed from penetrating

wounds of the thorax. The immediate danger will

depend upon the depth of penetration, and the part

implirat'-d. It' the heart or great vessels are wounded,
hath will in general be instantaneous/)" When the

lun_ superficially wounded, then the vessels

whieh are injured must lie of small calibre; but the

deeper the ball penetrates, the larger are those encoun-

1, and, consequently, the more mortal is the wound.

may be suffocated at once by the blood, or

it may escape in such quantity us-- death, within

a short i - exhaustion. If the wound be at all

severe, the shock is very great, and blood generally

passes from both the mouth and the wound. That from

tin- mouth is t'rothy, while that from the wound is. darker-

coloun-d in . The wound being high in tin-

walls of the thorax, will make the escape of blood by
the orifice less in piantiiy than it it be situated low

down, and such a situation will render the evacuation

K latin 4 irurgicale des <Svc-nementa de Juillet, 1880, a 1'hopital mill

f In the New t
., there is a very inter-

esting paper, by
'

. on wounds of the heart. He makes reference

to several caict in which balls have remained long cmbodd< <1 in th.it organ.
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of the effused blood, or serum, more difficult afterwards.

Air, as well as blood, will generally escape by the

w< >und, and thus the presence of these two signs blood

by the mouth, and blood and air by the wound are

unequivocal proofs that the lungs have been injured,

although their absence does not prove the opposite.*

The dangers which attend a penetrating wound of the

lung, are thus, primarily, haemorrhage and collapse, as

well as those from suffocation, if the bleeding be profuse.

The haemorrhage and the fainting are, by a sort of para-

dox, both the patient's danger and his safety. Second-

arily, the danger of such wounds proceeds from inflam-

mation and its products, the exhaustion which attends

prolonged exfoliations and suppuration, together with

that which arises from the organic diseases that are

thereby so apt to be engendered.
A short, tickling, harassing cough, attended by bloody

expectoration ;
a cold and bedewed surface

;
a pale anxious

face
;
a weak trembling pulse ; palpitations of the heart

;

oppressed breathing, arising in the first instance, accord-

ing to Hunter, from the pain occasioned by the action of

the wounded lung and muscles, and afterwards from the

inflammation and effusion these are the usual symptoms
which attend penetrating wounds of the lungs. At a

later date, if the bleeding cease a circumstance which

will be evidenced by the disappearance of the collapse,

the return of the heat to the surface, and of strength to

the pulse, as well as by the length of time which has

elapsed since the infliction of the wound then those

* In the accounts given us of the spear wound which so nearly deprived

Alexander the Great of his life, in the battle with the Malli, we are told that

he blew both air and blood from his wound.
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svmptoms which result tnun inflammation appear. We
have thus two stages or periods which demand separate

lion in our treatment tliat during which there is

internal h;iMiiorrh:'.gc with collapse, and that which

follows and is accompanied by reaction and inflammatory

M; to these 1 ini^ht also add that of convalescence.

The collapse which follows penetrating wounds of the

lung, though dangerous, is yet, if not very profound or

prolonged, the best guarantee for the patient's safety.

- uc h cases the observation of Ilewson is peculiarly

applicable :
" Languor and faintness being favourable to

the congelation of the blood, and to the contraction of

lin;c orifices, should not be counteracted by

stimulating medicines, but, on the contrary, shoul-i

d." With our modern notions on bleeding,

it is often difficult to reconcile the net ,uii ex-

perience shov is, for energetic depletion when

reaction sets in. Th-- majority of our patients M

tainlynot SUi which i!) ; s remedy could be pushed
ihrie and lleiinen would appear to recoin-

l; but I think i; nerally o!ser\vd that

H cases did best in which early, active, and repeated

dings were h; It is well known, that

in sieges generally, soldiers do not show their usual

. and when their health is so much

undermine. 1 as it was at Sebastopol, the surgeon is

nt dilemma. That many
re made without ha\

recourse .

-

loii'itedly true; but n<>t a

'it of it. \Yhe-i the lo<s of blood

'ic wound h:;s 1'cen \

necessity fr II be.
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much less. The system is then far more easily reduced

to that point which favours the formation of the "caillot

tutelaire." AYe must, in cases where venesection is

required, be especially careful to bleed by a large orifice,

and be guided by effects.* This, with perfect rest, the

lowest diet, cooling drinks, and possibly digitalis, must

form our means of managing the early stage. Any
return of the oppression will show the necessity for

further depletion. In wounds from gun-shot, the patient

should be allowed to lie in the position which he chooses;

but if the wound be a stab, the position prescribed

should be that which will favour the adhesion of the

pleurae; and when there is effusion within the thorax,

that which will allow of its escape.

To determine whether the blood which flows from a

wound in the thorax proceeds from a wounded inter-

costal or from the lung, has called forth more acumen

and research than it would appear to merit. The

difficulty will be greatest when a knife has been the

instrument, and the wound made is very oblique. In

large wounds, Sanson lays down the following means

of diagnosis : 1 . Whether the blood be arterial or venous
;

2. By turning out with forceps the lips of the wound,
and seeing whether the blood proceeds from one of these

lips ;
3. By compressing the superior lip of the wound with

* " Until the danger of immediate death from haemorrhage is over," ?ays

Ilennen,
" we must not think of employing anything except depletion by

the lancet; it, and it only, can save the life of the wounded man." " It is

only hy these repeated bleedings," says John Bell,
" that the patient can

be saved. The vascular system must be kept low in action, and so drained

as to prevent the lungs from being oppressed with blood. One thing is very

clear," he adds,
" that if the surgeon bleed only when the cough and bleed-

ing from the lungs return, he never can do wrong."
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the inferior border of

upper rili. where theWOVnded intercostal may he
])laee<l.

>f a roll of card introduced iii the

. because when th;'.t can he done we may
be able to see the wounded vessel with the eye ;

but the

examination - undinu- instrument will often show

whether it could penetrate deep enoii-h to injure' the

Lung.

iin.ir from the lung makes itself apparent by
both rational and physical signs. Some of these arc

e'lnnion to all ha'inorrhuges, external or internal, while

]resent in intra-thoracic effusions of whatever

.iption. Of the rational signs, paleness of tin- ;

coldness of the surface, a small, eoneentrated, and quirk

pulse, iriddiness, and syncope are those referable to

loss of blood
;
while the dyspnoea,* sometimes amoiint-

to suffocation, the feeling of weight in th

\iety. restlessness, and tlie decubitus on the

wounded side belong to all effusions. Tin- physical E

are also common to all effusions. They are a dilated

chest, little moved du i-iration, bulged inti-rmsta!

spaces, dullness on
]K r< nssion, and the absence of .

< ular bn-athin^. If there be air also present, we will

which are peculiar to >ueh a

e 'in 1 which are reeo-ni/.ahle by percussion

Miseultatioii. The
pecnliai celiymosis described by

i which results from the escape of blood into

iil.eiitaneou- cellular tissue, seldom appears; but if

it does, it 18 According to many a valuable sign of ha?mor-

Sabatier mentions having seen patients perifih of hnmorrha^ic effu*ion

in whom the breathing was not disturbed, and who could lie in any poei-
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rhagic effusion.* If, then, after a gun-shot wound of the

thorax, we have those signs present which would indicate

the loss of blood, as well as those which indicate the ex-

istence of fluid in the pleura, embarrassing the functions

of the contained viscera, the diagnosis is plain. If blood

;>e by the external wound during respiration, or after

a cough, the opinion will be strengthened that blood has

been poured out, and occupies the pleural sac.

The danger from haemorrhage is greatest durinir the

first twelve hours, and is pretty well over by the second

day. A flow may however continue, in greater or less

quantity, for eight or ten days, but then it is seldom to

any serious amount. If the quantity of blood effused be

small, it will probably be absorbed
;
but if it is in large

quantity, and especially if air is also present, the gravity

of the lesion is much augmented. So soon as all fear < >f

a renewal of the bleeding is over, the effused blood, if in

quantity, should be evacuated by operation; but, as

Sanson says, it is better to be a little late than too early

in taking this step.f

* Luez remarks upon this point
" Valentin pretends that the ecdiy-

mosis which is observed on the loins, in wounds of the thorax, is a

pathognomonic symptom of effusion into the pleura, and that its absence i<

a counter-indication to paracentesis. Larrey says he constantly observed

this fact, as do many other practitioners, such as Louis, David, &c. How-

ever, after the observations collected by Degranges, Chaussier, Callisen,

Saucerotte, and others, we cannot look upon this phenomenon as a certain

sign of hicmo-thorax
; because, in many circumstances where the effusion

really exists, it has not been observed, and it has followed non-penetrating

wounds."

f
" Au reste cette indication n'est que d'une importance tout-a-fait sivon-

ilaire quand on la compare a celle qui prescrit d'arreter a tout prix riiseinor-

rhagie ;
aussi avant de pratiquer une nouvelle ouverture ou d'agrundir cello

i mi existait deja, convient-il de s'assurer si 1'ecoulement du sang li
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Then- is n> <p;
with wounds of the

iillieult to solve, as that which has reference to

-lana-emriit ot' internal lia-morrha-e. The embar-

fcate ot' the luiiLC demands the evacuation of the

tlui.l. v,e all..\v it tO e8Cpe, the l.h-e.lin-- from

the liinir is renewed, and death results. So it was in the

tollov. :

Ilannihan, a private in the Koyal Irish regiment, was

admitted into my wards in the general hospital on the

l*th of June. While lyiiiLT
on the --round, with his

head towards the enemy, he was struek above the left

elavirle l.y a rifle hall, which traversed his Inn-' troi:

summit to its has.', and was found lyin-' <jiiite
si;

fieially in the left lumbar re-ion, from which position it

was removed. Tin- dyspnoea, on admission, \

great, and the ha-moptysis most profuse. The sur-

!ewed with cold perspiration. The

I weak and tremulous, and the deeuliitus was

on the wounded side. Tin- removal of the ball was

nendoiis LTu si i of blood from the incision

made, and the blood continued to flow in such quantity

that I had to close the wound to prevent immediate dis-

. Tin- neoeari gainst a suddenly
:M- moment paramount to the indi-

tlie embarrassdl lun^ of the ciVuscd

. a|ipeare<l to

MOM

raimeau divfoe a cessd completcmont. l. -, mnditinn, !'<>]

n'aurait d'autre resultai oriaer la contiimaiion d- riiaMim:

vant U plaie da vaimeau de la compre**iM -.ihn.iir.-
<|ii\

\< n

idanfl la poitrinc ainsi quo IcscnilMt- .,ni <.nt
\

Sanwn, Du kamorrkagiei traumatiqtus, p. J
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which would result from the blood being allowed to

accumulate in the thoracic cavity. The patient was

twice largely bled, and he had acetate of lead and opium

given him. These measures appeared to afford him

some relief. Next day he had rallied considerably. His

pulse was better, and his look was less distressed. By
the afternoon of that day, the dyspnoea became so urgent

that I allowed a considerable quantity of the collected

blood to escape. This gave him, for a time, decided

relief. The severe exhaustion which, however, soon

followed this step, and the return of the dullness on per-

cussion to its former level, seemed to intimate a renewal

of the haemorrhage; hence I did not reopen the wound,

but determined to abstain from all interference till the

bleeding vessel had had time to close. The patient was

so completely prostrated by the haemorrhage which had

evidently taken place internally, that I could not have

recourse to any further depletive measures. The stetho-

scopic examination of the chest discovered amphoric

breathing over the upper part of the left lung, while over

the whole surface of the right chest the respiration was

harsh and loud. Dullness existed on the left side from

the base of the lung up to an inch and a quarter above

the level of the nipple. There was suppression of urine

for thirty hours after admission. This patient died on

the fifth day, without any change in his symptoms from

those noted above. The left side of the thorax was

found more than half full of blood, for the most part

fluid. The lung was half solidified and compressed

against the spine. Lymph was effused to a limited

extent on its surface. The ball had traversed the lung

in a direction from above downwards and backwards.
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1 with lymph. Tin- three

and tin- three lower ril s were fractured. The

it's l>ack, on the wounded side, ,:ymosed

ith.and irave him much pain. This diseolora-

-inManee to that ecchyniosis dcseriln d

dentin; only it appeared at too early a period, and

was not suthVirntly pronounced to accord with hi;s de-

ion.

in not in a position to determine whether the

the Mood in the eavity c;in really rxert so

me mi the wound in tin- Im-ir as to an

the Itlrcdin^; hut such was the opinion of Valentin,

. 9 and Dnpuytren. I am disposed to

think that, in such cases as the foregoing, it would Le

better practice to open the cavity freely ly cnla; .

\\ound, so as to allow t . and

favour the contraction of the htiuj; and the cl

of the vessel; hut in Ilannihan's case sucli a step would

have been attended with much d.

Ion.

If the laneet 1 ,e eni]'loyed in sue 1

B matter

t nicety, and reijuires the utmost discrimi-

!i and judgment, to alstract e\;ietly tin- (juanl:

blood iv ,

;

-

pp'diicinu- thedcsind . ll'-ct without

t, whose system
80 much

i.y
the internal h:emorrh.

11: :.ot r.lways occur in

wounds of t):

Tin- f"l ]..wing case was an example of

l-Kenna! 77th r.

into the p-ii- pital, Ji.ly L lii. ^\'l. n

! strut k ;
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from the left side at the middle of the supra-spinous
fossa of the left scapula, and lodged. On admission, a

couple of hours after the receipt of the wound, slight

dyspnoea was the only observable symptom, and the

only thing the patient himself complained of. The

finger passed into the wound showed the direction of the

ball to have been towards the centre of the body, but

nothing was detected except some roughness along the

posterior border of the scapula. In the evening the

dyspnoea was more marked, and the pulse had increased

in frequency. The decubitus was dorsal throughout.

Emphysema appeared .over the surface of the right side

of the chest. He was largely bled. Next day the

above symptoms were notably exaggerated, and dullness

was added on percussion on the right side, posteriorly

and laterally. The respiration was puerile over the

anterior superior half of the right, and over the whole of

the left lung. The bleeding was repeated, digitalis

ordered, and nothing allowed in the way of food but

milk and cold tea. On the 29th, the dullness had in-

vaded the inferior and lateral aspect of the left lung.

The dyspnoea became very urgent, and was not relieved

by any treatment, depletory or otherwise, and he died

on the 30th. Fluid blood, seemingly the product of

oozing, was found in both pleural cavities, and some air

also existed on the right side. Both lungs were much

diminished in volume, and floated towards the upper part

of the cavities. The ball had passed through the second

rib, near the posterior superior angle of the scapula, and

perforated the apex of the left lung with a transit of one

and a half inches. It had there pierced the body of the

second dorsal vertebra, fracturing and partially displacing
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rd< it-' anterior half. It had thru entered tin- ri.Lfht

pleural cavi; \ of tli ri-hf lunu',

struck ami fractured the second rib on the right side

itTB,
and finally fell spent within the plenral

cavity. The lungs were gorged with blood, and their

\\viv coated with lyni])h. If

Inn;: only had been wounded, the ball and the

don miirht have l>een both ^t rid of by operation;

but when both lungs were implicated, such interferences

would only have hast.-ned death.

The emphysema which was present in this case, was

probably due to the oblique direction of the wound. It

was a very rare occurrence in the chest wounds which

J had an opportunity nf witnessing.

The inflammation which follows gun-shot wounds of

the ! jiiires the same treatment as that which is

:i to inflammation from any other cause. AYhcn

only a small part .f the Innir has been penetrated, then

the pneumonia maybe at first localised; l.ut it will soon

;d it' not promptly snbdiu-d. 1

nee,

the Lfivat point which demands attention is to pianl
- of ivlapse. as inflammation is very apt

to be re-established, and if it does P-appear, the danger
nf it- to purulent effusion is very consider-

able. Serous effusions often eansr mm h annoyance in

cases of wounds of the chest. According to (iuthrie,

. MI general, from the third to the

ninth day, and. if' larire, imperat ivel v demand early

evacuation. 1 fear this rule was not al ways attended to

durii 1 1 is diflicult to know wh;ii is the

k)d of tin- disease to put it in prae!:
r

]'h 'ii should be maintaincfl for ten
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days or a fortnight after the infliction of a gun-shot

wound of the lung. Any irregularity in diet, or indul-

c in ardent spirits during convalescence, is most apt

to cause dangerous, if not fatal relapses. Not a few

were lost in the East from such carelessness. Opium is

of much use in allaying the troublesome cough, which

often continues for a long time. Hennen speaks of "a
sense of stricture and considerable pain in raising the

body to an erect posture, with great anxiety on walking

up an ascent," as being frequent consequences of gun-
shot wounds of the chest

;
and at another place he

says, "diseases which, although we cannot call them

pulmonary consumption, agree with it in many points,

particularly in cough, emaciation, debility, and hectic,

are often the consequences." Veritable phthisis has,

however, as is well known, been cured by the rough

medication of a gun-shot wound. We had no opportunity

of watching the remote results of these wounds, as the

patients passed from under our care too soon for their

development.
Of wounds perforating both sides of the chest, I met

with four examples only. In all these the wound was

inflicted by grape, and all died in a very short time.

Balls are well known, occasionally, to become saccu-

lated in the lung. This circumstance, as well as the very

small amount of irritation which the presence of such a

body may give rise to, was illustrated in the following

case. The case was first related to me by my friend

Deputy-Inspector-General Gordon, C.B., and I after-

wards found the particulars of the early symptoms in

the medical reports of the regiments serving in India :

A soldier of the 53rd, serving in the Punjab, received
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11 on tli thyroid cartilage, which

>und the neck, entered the apex of the right

Inn-, d it to near its l,-ise, and lodged. Violent

dyspn.ea. urgent cough, and bloody sputa followed.

from the tear of suffocation, could not lie

down for several days. These symptoms were allayed

by treatment, and in two months the man was discharged,

feeling no inconvenience from his wound. This patient

died six months afterwards of a contagious fever, when

the kill was found closely sacculated in the lower lobe

of the luiiir. at the apex of which a small puckering was

. lint no trace could be discovered of the ball's track

from tin- apex to its place of sacculation. The lung was

free of disease. In the following case the position of the

ball was not discovered: A soldier of the Buffs, wounded

ie 8th September, received a hall on a level with,

but slightly external to, his right nipple. Profuse

ha-moptysis, fain; d dyspnoea, oozing of blood

from the wound, and the escape of air followed, lie was

largely bled, and his symptoms thereby relieved. Ten

hours afterwards, a return of the difh'ciilty of breathing

1 f.r further depletion, and the use of antimony.
imonia followed, which implicated the lower half of

the wounded lung. The treatment was that for pneii-

[ -em-rally. The wound suppurated, and ulti-

mately closed. AYhen the patient lelt tlu- hospital iii

December, the IIUIL: acted well throughout, except for a

shori round the wound, when- it was dull on

percussion, and seemingly inn tO air. The \

resonance was notably in. Teased ontt the upper part of

the w- -f the thorax.

i by tin- ball, and its position as
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found after death, give interest to the following case :

At the Alma a soldier was struck by a musket ball, on

tlic outer side of the left shoulder. His arm was l>y his

sidr at the moment he was wounded. It was observed

that tlu-. ball had passed through the head of the humerus,
but its ultimate position could not be ascertained.

Nothing was done for the arm. The ball was supposed
to have made a clean hole through the bone. A severe

attack of pleurisy followed, and on the subsidence of this,

pus was found to point both below the clavicle, and in

the axilla of the wounded side. Much bone came away.
Pus flowed copiously by the openings which were made
in the axilla, and below the clavicle. The patient became

hectic and died. It was then found that the ball, having

passed through the head of the humerus and the glenoid

cavity, had entered the chest between two of the ribs,

and having run forwards within the cavity, and between

the walls and the pleura, had lodged in the anterior

mediastinum, where it was found coated with lymph.
The chest symptoms, the surgeon in charge informed me,
had been very slight, and the presence of the ball had

given rise to no uneasiness. If the joint, which was the

main source of irritation and hectic, had been excised

early, a more favourable result might have followed.

The four following cases are further illustrations of

most severe gun-shot wounds implicating the lung :

At the Alma a soldier was struck by a ball near the

centre of the left axilla. The bullet escaped on the same

level as that at which it had entered, and within an inch

and a half of the spine. Profuse haemorrhage by the

wound and by the mouth followed immediately, and

caused the patient to faint. He was bled at night, as
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well . to relieve tin- dyspnoea, which wa0

&t A severe attack of pneumonia followed, which,

though subdued, recurred <>u two subsequent occasions.

By December tin- lunir h:i red, except at its base,

where it was impervious t< air. 'Flu- respiration at the

summit v. ted. There was in the hospital, at

tin- same tiiin', another man. whose wound and its results

icily similar, only that the ball had entered !.y

the riirht axilla in place of the h-ft, and had escaped a

very little lower than in the 1 . In this case the

liver escaped injury.

A serp-ant was struck at the Alma by a musket ball,

Hi th' ri -lit side, between the sixth and seventh ribs.

close to .-Jes. The ball traversed the hum', and

;>ed close above the inner angle of the clavicle of the

same side. Tin- man said that, on the receipt of the

wound, his mouth filled with blood, and that he fell

down and thought he was killed. Profuse ha-moptysis
'lined for some days after his admission into hospital.

!y lli-d a few hours after lu-in^ wounded,
and also on the two succeed in ; days, when the dillicultv

liiiLf. from which he suffered, became severe.

- irivni him, and he was kepi

in.irly low for sev< r.il days. Both wounds suppurated
v. Amphoric Im-athiiiLT was very evident over the

upp.T part of the wounded lunir; lut th-rc was no

marked chaiiLT'' on percussion .-inywhere, for a w, k

j>t
of the injury. lie c(mplaine(l of sr

jured IUII.L: during the whole period he con-

tinued in hospital. Thr< l.ein.ir wound. -d,

in the r'-spirat"ry murmurall over

Inch delicie- !

l.y an
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increase on the left. Bronchophony was marked at the

upper part of the right side. There was dullness now
on percussion all over the right lung, but chiefly at its

upper part. The expectoration was profuse and purulent.

Cough severe and painful. Pulse high and irritable.

His gums were sore with mercury, and blisters had been

repeatedly applied to the surface of his chest. He

gradually recovered, under the influence of a generous

diet
;
and when he went to England, about four months

after -being wounded, both wounds were closed, the

anterior having cicatrized first. At that period the right

side of his chest was somewhat contracted and flattened.

The respiratory murmur was fair over the upper two-

thirds of the right lung, but faint towards the base.

Percussion gave a normal note, except at a small point

just at the apex and at the base, where the sound was

dull. A good deal of bone had been discharged by the

wounds during convalescence.

A French soldier had a Minie* ball driven through his

right chest at Inkerman. It entered an inch below the

nipple, between two of the ribs, and escaped behind,

exactly opposite the place of its entrance, within two

inches of the spine, fracturing one rib, and chipping

another. Severe haemoptysis and bleeding from the

wound followed. He was bled frequently, and kept very

low afterwards. Most violent inflammation set in, and

effusion took place into the pleural cavity. The fluid

was not evacuated
;
but while it was being absorbed, the,

wound of entrance having closed, a most violent and pro-

longed attack of trismus seized him, which, for a couple

of days, threatened to cause death, but which ultimately

yielded to large doses of opium, without the spasms
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becoming general over the body. This patient perfectly

I was sent to Franc-.

A soldier of the (luards was struek at Inkennan by a

ritle l>all. which was fired at a short distance behind him

by one of our own men. It entered hi- low the angle of

the right scapula, an-! 11 the fourth and

fifth ribs. ehi])[iing the upper edge of the latter. The hae-

mi>]i- | very profuse, and much Mood escaped by the

wounds. He sank down exhausted, almost immediately
.n receipt of the wound, and lost consciousness shortly

afterwards. He lay a considerable time, he could no:

how long, before he recovered. When he was received

into hospital, blood continued to ooze from his wounds,
he spat constantly, and his breathing was greatly im-

peded. He was bled twice during his stay in the

and when I saw him, a mouth afterwards, he

had in a great nica.-uiv recovered. The exit wound

had closed, but that of entrance had taken on a. ph.

denie action for some days, and was not yet healed.

The lun_: act. -d well; he could lie on either side; and, to

all appearance, he was in a fair way to a complete re-

COVe

\Yhen no adhesions are formed, by which the bailor

bodies driven into the thorax are arrested,

rally are found lying on the diaphragm, in the

angle formed by it and the costal walls, and close to the

inn.

. of a ball through a bur: has been occasion-

ally found to In ml. .us, becoming lined by a

:id containing curdy pus. Tin- pulm-'

.

may, or may not, have an CteriOT of the
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chest. A circumscribed abscess may exist between the

ribs and the lung, or be in the \\u\g substance itself,

and communicate with this track. The perfect manner

in which these collections, and the track connected with

them, are closed off from the lung, and the evil which

may arise from the presence of this pus, make it a

question, which the facts before me do not enable me to

discuss, whether, or not, it would be advisable to evacuate

it by operation, seeing that our modern means of diag-
nosis would permit of its detection. This evacuation

could be accomplished by such a puncture through the

parietes, as would insure the closure of the wound as soon

as the object was effected.



BAPTEB

OCX-SHOT vrointos or THK ABDOMEX AXD BLADDKB.

- of the war, after Aj.ril 1st, 1855, show flesh contuHons and

nple and severe) of the al>r

.. occurred l(il times, with a fatal I^MIO in 17 i-ase.-.

ji ecu-

sequence; while :ul 60 deaths

Four cases of rupture of VIM-ITU without wound were fatal.

Tin: abdominal cavity, from the want of a bony pr<

t i'ii in front, as well as from its large surface, is very liable

to severe injury in battle, and there is no cavity in tin-

body the injuries of which arc more serious, or more <

fatal. The ril.s protect the contents of the th-

D8j and wounds fmm pieces of shell of:,

injii: it : l.nt when a jirojeetilc
:

i any force on the abd-mi'
1

t its v,

It is often diliieult to tell what inlhi'-ii.

:d will produce win-: <lomrn. Ai'

timeian accident vere is followed l.y trivial

M. Legonest mentions 8 cases of
\

-net rat ing wounds of tin- .ilulmm n ii-

Katchi hospital, all of vluVh d'u-d. Al-m-k r.'i.rt- ll, on!

b recovered. Meniere mentions 14, in whi< h the l>.i"

them being through the side, and all <li< .1 : vl.il.- of 7 oil

-h the side only, reco\

I find the record of 88 penetrating or
|

mnl- of tt

om 82 died and 6 recoverc-.i rtftlM,
that in the sieges of

.m "not one case recover.- 1 in whi h tin-

and the nmoll intestine wounded." Sedillot j. 11- i.-. that in thr .-.\|.i-diti,,n

against Constantine, they lost all those whose abdomens were penetrated bv

iron-shot
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consequences, while the most disastrous results may
aviso from an injury which shows little external indica-

tion of its severity.

Contusions by round shot are among the most danger-

injuries to which the abdomen is exposed. The
hollow or the solid viscera, as is well known, may be

thus ruptured, and rapid death follow, without much
external sign of so severe an accident. Every cam-

paign furnishes examples of this. A contusion may,

however, arise from a less ponderous missile than a

round shot, and the injury be not so serious. The state-

of tension of the wall of the abdomen at the time of the

accident, appears to exercise no little influence on tilt-

effects produced. When a man is lying on the ground,
and the muscles are completely relaxed, then the injury

inflicted on the contained viscera may be very severe ;

but if the muscles are in action and tense, then the force

of the blow will be somewhat mitigated. At least such

is the only manner in which I could explain several

anomalous cases that fell under my notice.

Vomiting and pain in the abdomen are the signs of

injury to which contusions of the cavity generally give

rise
;
and if no serious damage has been done, all the

treatment those cases require is such as will ward off

peritoneal inflammation, which may steal on very in-

sidiously. If any internal rupture has taken place, we

can do little to prevent a fatal issue.

Shell wounds of the walls of the abdomen are very

commonly followed by extensive sloughing, and the

danger of the morbid action laying bare the intestines,

or at any rate favouring their subsequent protrusion, is

considerable. In one case which fell under my obser-
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D, nearly the whole of the anterior wall of the

abdomen was destroyed by the sloughing caused
b;

shell wound.

ithrie seems to think that a greater amount of

curs in the abdominal walls, than ran be

their mere injury ;
this loss being pro-

bab! i heir absorption.

Is often traverse the abdominal walls for a con-

without entering the cavity, and they

do this at times by so long a transit as to describe half

th' 1 circuit of the body. ( M' this very many cases oc-

eunvd in the Crimea. The strong aponeurosis which

protects the front of the abdomen, exercises a great

influence in detleetin^ the ball when it has struck at all

k which is thus made requires C

ful man.; .luring cure to get it to close. It' it In-

long, it is good practice to make a counter-uprninir at its

re, in order to prevent the lodgment of pieces of

cloth or pus in its interior. This can, however, lie n

sary only when, neither by syringing nor by the intro-

duction of an elastic bougie, we can get <|iiit
of them.

Abscesses among the muscles are not uncommon,
altlr le complications of gun-shot

injuries, and
lly of contusions of the abdominal

walls. pain, vomiting, and other symptoms
which n <n tor those of internal intlamma-

. be thus set Up.

:nt of inflammation caused by contusion or

Other injury
; >dominal wall be limited, then ad-

n will take place between the parietcs and the

Mtiun 01- . ,iii,l will afford a great

Uod or 01 iters into the
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cavity. If, h<>\\vver, tin 1

paries in
]):irt slough, so that

the gut is laid hare or opened, the injury is one of great

gravity.

It is sometimes very difficult to say whether a hall

lias perforated the abdomen or not. The relative posi-

tion, and even the peculiar characters of the two orifices,

will not guarantee a decided opinion. Far less can we

say, from the apparent direction of the wound, that any
of the viscera have been injured. It is neither allowable

nor desirable that we should make such a search as will

determine the question ;
for if the ball be not easily

found, we never " amuse ourselves," as Le Drau ex-

presses it,
"
by seeking for it," and the treatment ought

to be such as will provide for all contingencies. In the

following case, the ball appeared not only to have per-

forated both the abdomen and the chest, but also the

diaphragm ; yet probably it ran merely under the in-

teguments, possibly traversing the diaphragm close to

its anterior border, and wounding none of the abdominal

or thoracic viscera. A ball struck a French soldier just

above the crest of the ileum, and about four inches from

the spine. It escaped close below the inner end of the

clavicle on the same side. At the time he was struck

this man was on his knees, as he was in the act of rising

from the ground on which he had been lying. He had

hiccough and considerable prostration for three days,
and also an attack of pleurisy, all of which he had

recovered from a fortnight after injury, when I first saw

him.

The fatality of penetrating wounds of the belly will

depend much on the point of their infliction. 1 Jails

entering the liver, kidneys, or spleen, are well known to
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be usually n .though exceptional eases are not

KK also always recog-
- formidable than those which iinpli

IL Thomson saw only two eases of wounds of

the small gir. Waterloo, in t <>f recovery ;

ivy reports several. Gun-shot wounds of the

edingly fatal. Baudens records f

uarkable case of recovery, although compile;

i severe head injuries. The syncope which followed

for ten hours,

doubtless assisted, along with the empty state of the

ieh at the moment of injury, in preventing a fatal

issue.

aordinary manner in which, not only 1 tails,

id ramrods, may traverse the abdominal

vet not wound any viscus, has been often

t upon by military surgeons. The escape of tin-

viscera in the following case, which occurred in India.

was mos cable. A soldier of the 28th regiment

endeavouring to C 'inmit suicide, leant over his musket.

and drew the trigger with his toe. The ball
p.i

abdomen, on a level, but a little to the left, of the

umbilicus, and escaped through the centre of the crest of

i< urn behind. He died in a month. The intes-

iind matted together, and large portions of

them were g LS,
Imt im perforation of the

d be discovered . Th . Pr. ^'oun-, adds in

his report,
'

I .amination, 1. . in some |ar-

tieiilars hed the

See especially the mart remarkable case related by Honucn, nt page

456 of the first edition of his admirable "Observation*."

f Obeervn;
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that the intestines were not perforated by the ball
;
but

how they escaped defies any conjecture I can form on

the subject." In another case which occurred at Meaner,
the ball was ascertained to have gone fairly through the

abdomen, yet not to have injured any of the viscera. It

is impossible, however, to be certain of such a circum-

stance, unless an after-death examination verify a sup-

position we are too apt to form.

The just and perfect support afforded by the abdo-

minal viscera to one another, and the manner in which

they fill their containing cavity, supply a safeguard

against effusion after wounds, which has ever been

the astonishment and admiration of observers. The
smaller and less torn the wound in the gut is, the more

likely is this favourable result to occur. Littre's cele-

brated case of the madman, has ever served as the type
of such wonderful acts of " conservative effort." The

pressure, too, favours that adhesion between the viscera

which is so potent a preservative against evil.

The following case, reported by Dr. Taylor when

surgeon of the 80th, affords an example of a gun-shot
wound injuring the smaller gut, while at the same time

it shows the effects of such a wound, and also the stntr

of the parts a considerable period after the infliction of

the injury. It is taken from the Records of the Medi-

cal Department :

Private Paul Massy was shot through the abdomen at

Ferozeshah. Very slight symptoms followed, so that it

was supposed the ball had coursed round the cavity, and

had not penetrated. He mentioned having passed some

blood in his stools after receiving his wound. The ball

had escaped near the spine, having entered in front. 1 Ic
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>wly, but perfectly, except tliat lie continued

'omplaint, and linally died of spasmodic

cholera, a c- le time (exact ])eriod not specified)

vounded. For a year before death he was

almost constantly under treatment for dysentery. When
:>er deatli the following was the condition

i<L I give it in Dr. Taylor's own words: "Cicatrix

of a gun-shot wound in the left linea semilunaris, about

Sove the crest of ileuni; and on the same

;e posteriorly, another cicatrix an inch to the left of the

. Omentum finnly adherent to the internal surface

ior cicatrix, and gathered into a fold or knot at

that part. The intestines were neither there nor else-

where morbidly adherent; but the fold of intestine ini-

'atcly <>;
> the cicatrix presented a line of

contract!' -<ed tightly round

the gut. The fold of intestine immediately above pre-

'd the same appearance, and on the iirst fold, four

"3 from the first-noticed contraction, and in a line

below the umbilicus, was another similar app^aramv.
darker hue, and

more vas< ions of the small intestine ;

ng, however, throughout an arborescent vascularity,

:ate constantly seen in sudden

cases of spasmodic >us niembrai

;nall intestine was genendly of a pale pink colour.

olon

''u. Rectum thickened."*

i-s the gut, it may be thrown

y stool. Such a case occurred in the 19th regiment

The preparation* nude of the above parts were sent to I rt Pitt
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in the Crimea, and is reported by the surgeon in the

Lancet, vol. 1, 1855.

If a vascular viscus be wounded, or a large blood-ves-

sel opened, then haemorrhage may take place within the

ahdomcn to a very serious and fatal extent. The
mutual pressure of the viscera does much to prevent

bleeding from the former source, and the lax attachment

of the arteries in general enables them to escape. If

blood be poured out suddenly and in quantity, it will

partly escape by the wound, and partly collect at the

most dependent part of the abdomen, or in the pelvis.

Baudens mentions as a certain sign of a quantity of blood

being collected in the pelvis, the incessant and insup-

portable desire to micturate caused by the pressure on the

bladder, and which is set up although there is no urine in

the viscus. Besides the immediate danger which proceeds
from the loss of blood, such effusions, if in quantity, fail

to become absorbed, decompose, set up inflammation,
and cause death. The quantity must be small which

will insure its absorption. It is therefore a matter of

some importance to evacuate such accumulations by re-

opening the wound, rather than to attempt its removal

by operation afterwards.

The symptoms of penetrating wounds of the abdomen

are those which belong to the accident proper, and those

which result from its consequences. The collapse is

generally very severe, and this is the case, too, in many
instances in which the injury appears at first very super-

ficial and trivial. While, in general, this shock and

alarm are indicative of deep and serious lesion, they are

often exeited by no apparently adequate cause. If some

haemorrhage, or the effusion of any of the secretions, as
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he contents of any of the hollow viscera follow

rhc injury, tl: -llapse will not only be severe, but

will continue.

The subsequent symptoms of these wounds will pan
... characters those common to all inrlanimat

: from the inflamma-

tion rticular organ injured. The inflammation

so certain to occur in the peritoneum iv<j'

t'ul watching, as it often sets in very slowly,

and deceptively. "The consciousness of imperfection
induced in the cavity," of which Hunter speaks, nr

apt to take on an inflammatory action.

The position and direction of the wound, and the

m-ent symptoms referable to the lesion of sp

organs, will lead us to surmise the injury of this or that

viscus. The persistent vomiting, the ejection of bl

by the muth OT by stool, or with the urine, the 60C

of special secretions, as bile by the wound, the peculiar

pain or sensation experienced liy tir.- patient, will be our

'us in determining the part hurt.*

The treatment of simple, non- -ing wounds

little notice, the prevention or subdual of

. and the favouring by position of that con-

servative adhesion between the viscera and the par

whic irable if sloughing should set in, so as to

<T the
0]

The managemcn is not much

* Hunter MTS of the blood passed by stool ;
If it is from a high part of

an intratine, it will be mixed with faces, and of a dark colour : i;

colon, the blood will be lew mixed and give the tinge of blood;'
1 and of the

charn cling, he adds: -
ill be more or less

acute according to the intestine wounded ; more of the sickly pain the higher
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more difficult, but the results are very much less satis-

factory. When the penetration has been occasioned by
a ball, it is not often that we have an opportunity of

verifying the fact of visceral lesion. No attempt should

be made to follow the ball. The wound should be lightly

covered, the patient placed in such a position as will

relax the abdominal walls, fomentations applied by means

of the lightest possible material, opium freely given by
the mouth

; and, if inflammation set in, then leeches and

even general blood-letting may be had recourse to.

" All wounds that enter the belly," says Hunter,
" which have injured some viscus, are to be treated ac-

cording to the nature of the wounded part, with its com-

plications, which will be many; because the belly contains

more parts of very dissimilar uses than any other cavity

of the body, each of which will produce symptoms pecu-
liar to itself and the nature of the wound." " It cannot

be too frequently repeated," says Dr. John Thomson,"
" that copious blood-letting, and the use of the anti-phlo-

gistic regimen in all its parts, are the best auxiliaries

which the surgeon can employ in the case of all injuries

of the viscera, contained within the cavity of the abdo-

men." With us in the East the state of our patients

necessitated a much more cautious use of the lancet

in these and in all other injuries, than is common.

Opium, however, was the chief reliance in these lesions,

as it allayed that pain and anxiety which might, without

it, have been interpreted into a call for depletion. The

the intestine, and more of the acute, the lower." It would be a matter of

some moment that we could rely on this sign. We can seldom, however,

distinguish the character of the p.iin from the patient's statement, and it does

not always afford us a true guide when it is recognized.
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most .1 food is certainly one of

most imp :H treating penetrating wounds

y the mouth will do harm

...ii-m oil, are especially

occur in mili ;

a;y practice which demand

use of the suture to the intrstine. Such cases arc

1. To those in which its employment is

not distinctly indicated, Hunter's remark particularly

ics: "I should suppose the very best practice would

be quiet, and do nothing except bleeding, which,
,ses of wounded intestine, is seldom necessary.

usion of the gut is rare, unless the wound

has been occ. ly a large ball, as a grape-shot.

Its can tul return is,
< . the rule of practice when

it do ithrie has .>hown the propriety of 1

ing protiudcd onieiituin to act as a plug in the wound.

It is in wounds of the abdomen that tlie treatment by
st footing. The fear of

he Strong lasciayr Let ween the mil.-

is assigned ; aim it has to adaption in these

wounds. Bu nee, while it has overthrown this

cause of anxi> ..nthata < \il is occa-

sioned by the pr;
so far as that the abdominal

walls are weakened ly it, and hernia the more apt to

;<:. This step tln-n If here, as in all

otii.-r regions, unless an absolute necessity arise !':

adoption. In the case of narrow wounds through tin-

deep muscles of tin- hack, l>y
which tirees ooze, but

cannot g . in similar wounds pe;

the bladder, or in cases in which a large amount of

blood has been ctiu-.l into tin abdomen, it may
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necessary to enlarge the wound, in order to pro

ulterior consequences of more gravity than those which

can follow from the step itself.

If a false anus result from a penetrating wound by

gun-shot, the cure will in most cases take place in tiiiK*

spontaneously. Of this I observed, with much interest,

two cases at Constantinople, both of which very quickly

got well. A plastic operation at a late date will pro-

bably supply what is deficient in the effort of nature.

Where the destruction of soft parts has been consider-

able, the danger of ventral protrusion will require atten-

tion during after-life, and no little trouble is often caused

by the irregular action of the viscera, by pains which

either wander throughout the cavity, or localise them-

selves at the point wounded. These uneasy sensations

are increased by any distension, such as that which fol-

lows a full meal, and they continue to distress the patient

during digestion. Dupuytren dwells on the effects of

that chronic inflammation which may be set up by a

contusion of the gut, and which, he says, may bring

about a stricture of the intestinal canal, or its cancerous

degeneration.

I had fewer cases of penetrating wounds of the abdo-

men under my notice in the East, than of almost any
other serious injury. The following are given as among
the most interesting of those of which I have retained

notes :

Cousins, a private in the 77th foot, aged 18, was ad-

mitted into the general hospital, under Mr. Rooke, on

the 8th of June. When standing in one of the advanced

trenches sideways to the enemy, his right-arm be i TIL'

stretched out in front of his hip, he was struck by ;.
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round slmt or larLre piece of shell, which completely

iirht forearm, and fractured the ilcum of the

isiiiLT at the same time a laeerated wound

,-iit iliae region about 5 inches long by 3 broad.

Tin- wall <-f the abdomen, including the ])eritoneuni,

toyed t<> the extent mentioned, and a coil of

laid bare. No protrusion took place, nor

gut seemingly injured. Besides the fracture

and destruction of the crest of the ileum, the anterior

us process of that bone was quite detached,

and troehanter was also fractured. The leg on

the wounded side' was shortened very considerably, and

the foot was everted. As from the extent of the injury

ined ami the collapse present, it was supposed that

this patient would die shortly after admission, nothing

was done for him beyond simply dressing his wounds

and Mini stimulants in small quantities. Next

day, however, he had so far rallied that some hopes \

entertained for him, but it was not till the second day
that he had sufficiently improved to allow of his arm

; amputated. This was of course done under ehlo-

:n, otherwise it is questionable whether the operation

could have been performed at all, the patient was so

much depressed, lie had at this time no abdominal

uneasiness, and his b ladder acted freely. By tin- atten-

irishinent and opiates, this

ra-lually improved. No tenderness or other

1 symptom appeared in the abdomen.

wounds*assumed a sloughy look for some days, and deep
cellular inflammation in the upper part ot'tl. nade

necessary. On the fifth day, his bowels were

time moved by tin- aid of warm-\\
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cnematn. At this time the wounds were granulating

kindly, and the stump was healing well. The coil of

intestine was still visible at that date. The ala of the

ileuin, which had been laid bare, granulated over, but

most of the crest became loose, and was removed at dif-

ferent times. The bowels came to act naturally, and

without any stimulation, and by the end of July the

wound on the abdomen had completely healed by granu-

lation. The femur, if fractured (and of this there was

every symptom, though the state of the pelvis prevented

a careful examination being made), became consolidated,

but remained two inches shorter than the other. The

simplest dressings, and almost no internal treatment,

were followed throughout the progress of the case. This

patient had never a bad symptom, but made a most

excellent recovery; and when he went to England in

September, all his wounds had healed with the excep-

tion of two small sinuses, leading to dead bone, on either

side of the great trochanter. Below Poupart's ligament,

and external to the femoral artery, a hard mass was

traceable by the touch, which appeared to be some part

of the pelvis driven down into that situation. It did not

give him any annoyance. The limb, though shortened,

was fully moveable at the hip-joint, without causing

pain, and he could raise his knee, but not his heel, from

the bed. The shape of the hip was destroyed, the pro-

jection of the crest of the ileum gone, but that of the

great trochanter was unnaturally increased.

O'Neil, private in the 38th regiment, was admitted,

under my charge, into the general hospital in June. A
ball entered his left lumbar region, about three inches

from the spine, as he was lying on the ground in one of
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<, with liis feet towards the enemy's
r went deeply inwards

Old somewhat u . ..othingof the 1>all,

ul 1 by no means be made out.

In i i is abdomen a little tender, his

pulse hard, and his lace Hushed. Jlc was once bled,

opium Administered freely, and a fomentation applied to

tin- belly. N , and for

eight da \ no return of
'

m. His al-

vine evacuations were, in the- meantime, regulated by the

use of mild clysters. No blood appeared by stool. The
wound suppurated healthily. He was, kept on very mild

and etafy-digeBtod diet. On the eighth day, severe pain

suddenly set up in the left iliac region. This pain was

by pressure, but was very limited in its extent.

11 !y, and his pulse rose to 110 per
minute. His bowels had acted freely the day be;

His tongue was dry and furred. lie had a dozen

leeches and . fomentations applied to the abdo-

's powder, in doses of g. i ordered

hour. ? the pain had quite left,

was stopped. II : L not act

without the use of a clyster. He got plenty of mild

>hinent, anil. time, cod-liver oil. Though
without ; -a or symptom of ailment, he be-

. but olti v.liied, and made
a good re ..f the ball never h;.\

depth of the

wound w- that it had pene-
! the c;i\

I saw a in one of the French hospitals at ('

stautinople whose abdomen had Md from
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behind, forwards, by a ball at Inkerman. The bulk't

had entered near the spine of the last dorsal vertebra,

and had escaped near to, but slightly to the left of the

umbilicus. The gut protruded for some days at the an-

terior wound, but did not appear to be injured, at least no

intestinal secretion showed itself at either orifice. Hardly
any bad symptom seemed to have followed. The gut
was returned, the man kept low, and opium freely ad-

ministered. He made a most excellent recovery. In

another patient in the same hospital, a wound of exactly
the same description had been inflicted. The same

symptoms and result followed, except that the gut did

not protrude, and that recovery was slower.

The following was a very remarkable case, which,

though not strictly a wound of the abdomen, I mention

here as I do not intend to refer to gun-shot wounds of

the rectum. I saw the patient at Scutari, towards the

end of 1854, under the immediate charge of Mr. Price,

now assistant-surgeon of the 14th regiment. A ball

entered the front of a soldier's left thigh, three inches

above the patella, as he was mounting the heights at

Alma, and passed upwards deep among the muscles of

the thigh. It then turned round the limb, traversed the

muscles of the left hip, crossed the perineum deeply, and

escaped on the right hip, having passed through the rec-

tum some way above the anus. The wound of exit

closed, and for several days before death fasces passed

by the wound above the knee. Sloughing arid irritative

fever set in, and he sank rapidly.

To prevent the infiltration of feecal matter in these

cases, Larrey has recommended the use of a tube in the

rectum.
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bladder has been wounded by pin-shot several

.ring tlu- past war, bur the returns fail to tell us

how oft.

Balls at timrs pass through the pelvis, and yet sj

Thus, in one inch I have notes,

ssed in by one sacro-ischiatic notch, and out by the

ithout doing more mischief than contusing the

iiu. Vv'hen the bones of the pelvis are broken, the

injury is very serious, from their deep position, ne

I to important vessels, and thick covering.

meyer has called attention to the great liability

there is to pya-mia after such injuries. If the ball
p;

through the peritoneum, then the risk of violent inilam-

is so great us to render the wound generally

The bladder may be wounded in many di.

hut the passage of the ball in an obli<:ue line from above

downwards, and to either side, seems the most

course for it to take. Occasionally its superior In.

is opened by a ball passing across the abdomen from

. close ab syniphysis puhis. Tin-

1 will depend mainly mi whether

the] ;n has been injured or not. If it lias not

been opened, then the prognosis will, in some measure,
n tlie empty or full condition of the viseus at

the moment of penetration. If the direction of the

u of urine into I

-ill not be long delN

These are the cases whose hopeless nature p

llippoeratie axiom, "em

caae of a man wounded at Cliillianv.:illah, u .M\ ;

.--"l thmt . \( t he unrvivod four days.
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persecta vcsica lethale
;

"
as gun-shot wounds, at any rate,

implicating those parts of the viscus which are uncovered

by serous membrane, are by no means so mortal as they
were so long supposed. Dr. John Thomson saw in

Belgium alone, fourteen cases in a fair way of recovery.

A ball may lodge either in the neighbourhood of the

bladder, or entering its cavity, remain there. This latter

result will be most apt to occur when the bladder is full

of urine, or the ball much spent at the moment of con-

tact. In rare cases a ball, when very small, has been

passed with the urine, and it has been known to escape

by the formation and opening of an abscess in the peri-

neum.

The urine may escape by the wound at once, or at a

later period when the eschar separates from the wound
;

or it may not escape at all. It is seldom, however, that

it fails to pass in some quantity at the time of injury.

The swelling which takes place in the lips of the wound

prevents in a great measure the flow of the secretion by
the opening ;

but it is by no means always sufficient to

do so, as we would be led to suppose from Larrey's

statement. The urine may, and does at times escape by
both wounds if the ball has passed out

;
but from the

greater amount of bruising and swelling which takes

place at that of entrance, it may fail to appear there,

even although it be the more dependent, and flow only

from the wound of exit. The early passing and retain-

ing of an elastic catheter is a most important part of the

treatment of these cases, as it prevents the urine, in

traversing the canal of the wound, from becoming infil-

trated among the divided tissues. Larrey, recognizing

the existence of this danger only at the period of separa-
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tion of the eschars, did not employ ; >r early, but

was particular in its use at the period when he thought
ivl tol a])t to occur. More-

over, the tact that the slouch is by no means the barrier

to infiltration which he supposed it t lie, is now well

recognizt U0thftt1 i-nl when its sepa-

ration is to l.e looked for, we know, cannot be relied on.

Tin- irritation and straining which the unevacuated

urine occasions, may j
>ivmaturely force off the slo

and allow the urine to become effused, and so the mis-

y be done before we are ready to combat it.

Unless the wound implicate the neck of the bladder, the

presence of a gum catheter will create but little irritation,

should be enjoined from the moment of injury,

catheter ri be retained till the urine br

to flow by its side. afl i'i l'>nii:;tion of abscesses with

th.ir disagreeable and dangerous consequci thus

last

La -!i the object of
;

infiltration and

us engorgement, had recourse to scarifications, so as

to enlarge the wound. :tion of secre-

ek. This step will, however, be perfectly

uncalled for, if the catheter be retained from an early

period. Rest, low diet, mucilaginous drii:

iy be le.
--is,

or hip baths, will

comprise the rest nnent in the majority of

cases. '\ liia suppositories will

also be found, un nccs, most us

does esca
; ssues, its early evacu-

course be necessary.

The posterior or lower wmmd commonly closes before

long op<
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the catheter be made to remove the urine so soon as it

niters the bladder. If the part through which the ball

has passed be deep, the external orifice of the wound

may close before the rest of the track a result which

should be avoided.

The position of the bladder, its depth from the surface,

its size internally, the want of correspondence which

takes place between the external wound and that in

its walls, from their contraction after the passage of the

ball, make the extraction of a ball by the wound a

matter of impossibility, without such an enlargement of

the orifice as would be injurious.

If the ball remains in the bladder, it becomes a matter

of moment to remove it. Balls, pieces of cloth or bone

so introduced, form the nucleus of calculi
;
so that the

sooner they are got quit of the better, provided the im-

mediate irritation and inflammation caused by the wound

have subsided. Many cases are now on record in which

the bladder has been opened, and calculi, having balls as

their nuclei, have been removed. Larrey operated suc-

cessfully on the fourth day after the introduction of the

ball, and mentions a case in which Langenbec succeeded

in removing a similar body ten years after its introduc-

tion into the bladder. Morand operated twice. Demar-

tjuay mentions a case in which the nucleus was a piece

of shell. Baudens successfully removed the ball by an

incision above the pubis ;
Guthrie by the lateral opera-

tion. Hutin mentions two cases in which a ball or

foreign body was removed by lateral incision, one after

thirty-two years', and the other after nineteen years'

residence in the bladder. In one of these cases three

calculi were removed, having pieces of cloth as their
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nuclei. Besides these. Mr. Pixon, in the .'J.'Jrd volume

//tea/ Transaction* has Driven the

particulars nl' ten other eases in which halls were suc-

cessfully removed, and three in which the attempt failed.

Nearly all of tirnts were operated on years after

^ wounded. In the Molical Examiner for 1855 a

case is recorded in which a large ball, driven into the

;der, was not found till two years after, on the death

L patient. It formed the centre of a laruv calculus

concretion.

The following case I find detailed in the Report from

>t at Landour for 1849-50.* Private

West was wounded on the hip by a grape shot at Chill ian-

wallah. The ball was lost, and the wound healed kindly
in six weeks. A day or two alter licin-

1

wounded, he

experienced a scalding sensation in the urethra on mictur-

1 he showed marks of a nrethral discharge on his

linen, which he thought was a return of an old gonor-
rhoea. He was treated under this idea for a time, the

symptoms of intlammat ion in the bladderbeing ascribed t

gonorrhoea. Th-- attacks of cystitis became so severe

as to cause his Madder to be examined, when a hard sub-

e.e was discovered. The introduction of the instru-

ment pain, and it was only on the second

trial th:<- ii body was detected. Hy the lateral

operation a grape shot was found and extracted, "slightly

incrusted with a sandy deposit." He recovered perfectly.

No bone was injured by the ball.
" After the operation

the
]

il" -red that lie used to pass blood and

Unpublished Records Of Medical l>p|>nrtmcnt. This .-a-.- i- r. f.-rml to

by Gathrie, and hu been n ^itli

Mr. Dixon's paper, but with some va i ^ivi-n in the text.

I
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pus in his faeces after he was wounded. Hence it i-

probable that the ball entered by the sciatic notch, and

traversed the rectum, entering the bladder at its bad;

part."

The following is a fair example of a penetrating wound
of the bladder :

Griffith, private 57th regiment, was admitted into the

general hospital in the summer of 1855. A ball had

entered his left hip, close to the tuber ischii, and escaped
on the abdomen, two inches above the symphysis, a little

to the right of the middle line. Urine escaped by the

anterior opening. A catheter was passed into the blad-

der and retained there. He had no bad symptoms of

any kind for twelve days. His urine passed by the

catheter, and also by the opening on the abdomen. His

pulse remained quiet, and his abdomen without uneasi-

ness. His general health was unimpaired, and his

bowels acted regularly. The posterior wound, through
which urine never passed, closed rapidly. On the

twelfth day, he had severe pain in the abdomen, which

was, however, relieved by a dose of opium, and he never

afterwards had a bad symptom or uneasy feeling, except
the irritation occasioned by the urine flowing on the ab-

domen, which could not be altogether prevented. His

urine was loaded with mucus and pus during the period

of cure, and he passed several small pieces of bone, both

by the urethra and by the abdominal wound. At the

end of six weeks he could retain his urine, and pass it at

pleasure by the natural passage, in a full stream. For a

month he had been unable to prevent his urine flowing

constantly away. In about two months from the period

of his admission the wound on the abdomen was coin-
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plet.-ly dosed by tin* use of nitrate of silver. ITs

:-_rth, which had somewhat failed, was at that time

restored, and he was walking about the ward con-

At this pcrio 1 h ; from under my
: Liu I learned that tin- w-und on tiie abdomen had

:. and tliat lie could pass his urine, without any

pain, through this open in ir. in a continuous stream, but

that ultimately, before he went to Kndand, it had per-

manently dot

Tin- f.il having case is curious, as showing how lar^e

a body may descend into the pelvis, and yet very slightly

injure the viscera. A soldier at the Alma was wounded

ly a piece "t" shell, which struck him <>\

pubis, and, descending into the pelvis, was lost. N-

bad symptom whatever supervened, and he made a rapid

very. The surgeon in charge of the case thoiurht

that the missile lay impacted deep in the pelvis, behind

the ; it this he could not satisfactorily dct'-rminc.

Here the bladder escaped most miracul:

The injury was much more severe, but the result little

less fortunate, i-i th-- f..ll..win A Trench soldier

of the line was struck at the Alma by a piece of shell.

above the symphysis puhis, which tract un-d ii

passed downward, and was removed in the perineumfrom

r.-thra. 'J'he n-ctuin and urethra I

both lacerated. '"BCCSSes formed, the patient's

,
r th .irav- Ote attack of intlammation

seized any of ra, A communication was estab-

lish- n the bladlcr an.! rectum, and bet \\ern th<-

the abdominal wall. BO thai gal :;nd small

sof faeces escaped at ;

i the abdomen. I'lo^d

.ircthra. 'J'Jie last time i
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this man was in January, 1855, when he was recovering

rapidly.

In the next case the missile penetrated the pelvis from

below, and it is interesting chiefly from the manner in

which the peritoneum escaped. A French artilleryman
was wounded at the battle of the Alma by a piece of

shell, which struck him on the perineum, and penetrated
between the rectum and bladder, establishing a fistulous

communication between these parts. The peritoneum
was not opened. No bad symptom followed, but when
he was sent home he was dying of phthisis.

There is a case related in one of the Indian reports,

which illustrates in a curious way the severe injury
which the perineum may undergo. A soldier of the

14th light dragoons had the pommel of his saddle struck

by a round shot at Goojerat. The ball passed under and

between him and his horse, which escaped injury. The
rami of the ischium and pubes were fractured on the left

side, the perineum extensively lacerated, but the scrotum

was only slightly abraded, and the urethra was uninjured
He had much pain afterwards in passing his urine

;
the

soft parts of the perineum sloughed, and his testicles

atrophied ;
but otherwise he made a good recovery.
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r&ACTURKd UK THE EXTREMITIES, OCX-SHOT 1SJUEIES OF TIIK

!X>T.

In tlie returns of the late war, from April 1st. 1855, 2198 cases of gun-s!mt

pear among the men, and 166 deaths

therefrom. Of these, 1628 cases and 55 deaths were mere flesh wound*-

and 43 cases and 2 deaths, wounds with contusion and partial frac-

ture of long bones; 23 cases and 1 death, simple fracture of long

bone- r ..nind >hit : 171 cases and 64 deaths from eom-

i fracture of the femur; 66 cases and i) deaths from the same

injury of the tiljhi or fibula alone; 144 cases and 27 deaths from

compound fracture of both bones of the leg ;
88 cases anil 7 deaths

from perforating or penetrating wounds of the tarsus, i

oases of compound fracture of

.Mir, and 91 cases of compound fracture of both bones of the leg

wer : to amputation.

There were 1237 cases and 8 deaths from flesh wounds of the upjterex-

'2 cases an .md partial ;

of the long bones (in* !

2 deaths f fractures; 169 cases, 15 deaths,

and 1 ted to amputation, from compound fracture of tin-

Lumerus; 66 cases, 2 deaths, and II ampntati. mpound
fracture of the bones of the forearm. In 113 cases the

the carpus were penetrated or perforated, and 48 of these cases were

subjected to an

11 the seven- injii in kittle, none arc of

more I'lv.ju.-nt ornmvnce or of more serious cons. <|u

OOmpOU uliar anx

iti surgeon, i manner in whieh their r\t-ni

and

vails as to many points in ;
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treatment. This ambiguity as to their manage i

-es in a great measure from the many varying causes

connected with the state of health of the patient, and the

means at hand for his treatment circumstances which

fluctuate with every campaign.
In the Crimea, these injuries were peculiarly embar-

rassing and extraordinarily fatal. In the management
of no accidents was so much expected from modern

improvements, and by none were we so much disap-

pointed in the results. It was confidently hoped, that in

very many of those cases which, in the old wars, would

have been condemned to amputation, the limb would

now be preserved, either by the exercise of greater c:m

in the treatment, or by having recourse to some of flu

modern expedients by which limbs are so often saved at

home. But, unfortunately, a sad experience only con-

firmed the hopeless nature of compound fractures of the

thigh by gun-shot, and their very uncertain and danger-
ous character when the leg or arm were implicated.

In the following remarks on compound fracture, I

propose to refer chiefly to those cases in which the

femur was broken, and I will notice afterwards similar

injuries of the leg and arm.

It can hardly be doubted, that the great striving

after conservatism which influenced all the surgeons of

our army, was one main cause of that mortality which at-

tended these injuries. We were not prepared to believe,

how hopeless they were, till the unwelcome truth was

forced upon us by an ever-recurring experience.* AYe

* " When the brigade was lirst landed, an opinion prevailed that ca:

compound fracture of the thigh -would be met with in which it would be

proper to attempt to save the liu.b, and every eate uas carefully examined
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judge of compound fractures by gun-
>uld of accidents, similar at least in name.

seen in civil life. Full uf the promise of the schools, we
'I not admit that any injury apparently so slight

I withstand the assiduities of- a wise conservatism.

In trying, however, to save limbs we lost many lives,

thus ful till ing the prophecy of one of the greatest sur-

geon sos of promising appeara
1.* reserved

for the trial the very cases, in fact, which would have

made the best recoveries if operated upon early, and the

in tinier to determine the kind of treatment it would require. Two cases

were at length brought into the camp, respecting wlii.-h the majority of the

.il officers were of opinion that amputation should not In- performed.

r.- l)>.th young, healthy, and temperate; the injury to the bone

and soft parts comparatively slight in both eases. The external wound

was small, and situated on the outer side of the limb in one, two or three

inches below the trochanter ; in the other, the same distance above

;iee. The result of the former was, after MIL:. <l<.uli

In the latter, although the patient recovered, there is little prospect of

the limb ever becoming useful. Experience has t!i> r t..n lentil upon
ua tli-- .. that to attempt to save th- limit in any ease of eom-

|M)tinl frartiire n-ult of gun-si' ian-.-r the

1 the result of secondary amputation has m>:

:

'ice us to trust to that chance of saving life au r tin t'..ii,nv ,,i' the

lUempt" Report of Black Sea Fltet, p. 36.

w similar has been the slow process of e..nvieti.,n <.n this h

well shown I
': laubry, <m-

PailUrd in * note- 4 '

Lonque j'arrivai stir ! th'..tr.- <! la chiruruii- mili-

taire, je me permis de bl

Ittis aussi routimifre, barbare ; .noes, a force

d'ajwurance des reasources de la nature et de lutile N :

;irt, 4

iues chirurgiens roilitaires u douter de la juste.-se de leurs dd-

r, dans certains cas, a s'arnier .1- rin-tnnu. -m tr.in-

chant. Eh bien ! les plus < - m'assuraient (|iic j<- no tarderais

l>f* a revenir de mon erreur: les autres ne tarden :

nx, de leur bl4inble condesoendanoe, et moi, ! '. tueuse

legerete* avec Uquelle j'avais jug<^, une conduite sanctionn^c par unc tongue
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inevitable amputation was delayed till the patient's

constitution had become so depressed as to be beyond
reaction.

Two circumstances seem to have had chiefly to do with

the irreparable character and mortality of compound frac-

tures of the thigh in the Crimea first, the state of health

of the men when wounded
; and, secondly, the effect on

bone of the new kind of ball with which most of these

injuries were inflicted.

As to the state of health of our patients, it was not

merely that they were in so anemic a condition that sup-

puration and irritation quickly prostrated them
;

nor

was it that their stamina and "
pluck

" had been de-

stroyed by hardship and suffering ;
nor that the means

of treating them in front, during the early period of the

war, were totally wanting ;
but the chief cause of the

reluctance shown by nature to repair the osseous breach

was the scurvy-poison which held command in their

systems. This it was which mainly opposed recovery.

Callus was not thrown out at all
;

or if it was, it

refused to consolidate. I myself examined the limbs of

a large number of men who died at Scutari during the

early part of the war, and in not a single instance

almost did I observe the slightest attempts at repair ;

but, on the contrary, invariably found a large slough-

experience, sans avoir reuni tous les elements de la question. J'ai encore

jin-rnts a 1'esprit les nombreux blesses de la compagne de 1805, en Italie,

chez lesquels je passais des journees entieres a panser des fractures com-

minutives des os lon^s, ct <|iii succomberent tous, les uns dans les premiers

jours, par 1'effet des accidents primitifs, douleurs, convulsions, fievre, rrsorji--

tion purulente ;
les autres apres uu temps quelquefois fort long, lorsque leurs

blessures avaient eprouvd un notable amendement, par 1'effet du typhus

nosocomial, de la dysenteric epidemique', etc."
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tilled with dead and detached fragments

of bone, shreds of sloughing muscle and destroyed tissue

into which the Mack and lit'dcss bones projected their

.niar extremities, and across which, lying in every

tion, but seldom in the axis of the limb, were

dead and detached sequestra, the fracture-splinters" of

ut.

The depressed condition of body to which the hard-

ships of the war h:d reduced the men, made a severe

compound fracture of the femur synonymous with death;

SO that we mi.Lrht with perfect appropriateness use the

words >f Ravanton "I exhausted many times there-

sources of art without success, incisions, removal of the

:nents, early bleedings of sufficient magnitude, spare

dressings, position, infinite care, nothing could pro-

D against an inevitable death." Most of our

nts, as I before remarked, had either suffered from

itery or were on the verge of falling into that dis-

ease. The vast majority of them had ulcerated intestines,

and were thus in a condition of health which did not

bear disease. When men in this state received a s>

compound fraetuiv. and th.-ir constitutions were taxed

'ijury. there was no reserved fund on which

tw. They had been living up to their income of
;

i, and so utter failure was the sure result of increased

"liture. If when injured they had been taken into

the ward of a London hospital. 1 doubt whether they

would in most cases have ended more fortunately, either

by piv^Tviirj- the limb or by amputation: how much less,

then, wh.-u they had to und.Tj-,, tivatment in a cam]) !

i \vry w-dl at first ap-

1. p-rhap-i, strong enough, and expressed such a
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confident hope in the result as almost to deceive their

surgeon. The injury might not appear very severe;
the bone was undoubtedly broken, but it might not be

much comminuted; and thus we flattered ourselves, and

began a trial hopefully which always ended in disap-

pointment. The golden opportunity was allowed to pass,

and so we entered on a road which led to death, whether

through the portal of amputation or any other. The

struggle soon began. Suppuration set in. The dis-

ease which lurked in " blood and bone " showed itself.

Diarrhea appeared and would not cease. The patient's

stomach refused the only food which could be procured.

He got emaciated, weak, and irritable. A suspicion

was awakened that the bone had been more severely

injured than was at first supposed. Things went on

from bad to worse. Hectic claimed its share of the

waning strength ;
and whether we operated late or not,

the great regret remained that it was not done at first,

as the invariable result demonstrated the uselessness of

any other proceeding.

During the greater part of the siege, the means of

treating these accidents, whether as regards food, bedding,

clothes, or shelter, did not exist in camp ;
and to transfer

them to the rear only made the fatal result the more

certain, from the pyoemic poisoning which was sure to

be set up by the transport. Thus then, it came to

be, that up to the period when things were improved in

the camp hospitals and in the transport service, recovery

from a compound fracture of the thigh was impossible,

or nearly so, and that the best hope lay in an early am-

putation. The only exception to this I will afterwards

allude to.
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Now. while it may with seeming truth IK* saiil. that as

most of t; umstanci s w n- peculiar to the Criniran

principles dedudble tr<iu them are not of uni-

1 application; still many of them are inseparably

I with warfare.

It al to the successful treatment of compound
. that the patient be supplied with suitable food,

that his brok'-n limb should be retained for a certain time

immovably fixed in a proper apparatus, ami that it be

.iilly
ami regularly dressed. But how can these

things be guaranteed in war? In a siege they ought to

be more feasible than in any other kind of campaign;
but how was it with usV* Besides the privations which

mdergo, there is the inevitable shifting of

u, and of the wounded, unless the plan Ksmarch

adopted in llolstein be followed, and the

1 into the hands of the enemy in order

to obviate the necessity of transport ;
but I fear tin-re are

medical services which could afford to do as he

proposes, viz., leave a certain number of their body to

be taken prisoners, in order to secure the unremittiim-

,md careful treatment of the cases, f

* At the siege of Antwerp, where e\ I. and the

men in good health, th-ir t-x|>erience waa n> iimn t"..\miral>lr than u-ual. In

the Schlvau war they saved a few, the hanM.ii -

greatly leas than those which can I r in :in\ ntlu r \-.\-. I

abo, a good many comjmund frac; rl. Imt tlun tli> <iiiicrence

between the matchlock ball un<l tl .;reat. The Sikhs used

a ball which weighed <>i tin- tmv. and lia.t \,-\-\- murli

lesspr ;hr IIUIH!M rofcasesmonticiir.l

iteporU, in

- matchlock was also a weak weaj

Thus we foresee," aayn
! an armnnmt of necessity a

as of choice, and that limbs whi<h in ha,
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So much for the health of our men
;

let me now refer

to the second cause, which, I believe, rendered our

fractures so unmanageable. There cannot be a doubt

that the old round ball, if fired at a certain range, com-

minuted bone, but it is equally certain that at a longer
or shorter distance, it frequently failed to do so.* When
fired a few hundred yards off, it had hardly force to

enter the body, but might be diverted, as it has been,

by the point of the nose. If it did enter, and impinge

upon bone, it might only dent it,
as may be seen by an

example in the Musee Dupuytren, in Paris
;
or it might

groove it merely, or penetrating the substance of the

bone, it might remain at rest without splitting it, as can

be verified in any museum of a military hospital. If

fired, again, at close range, the round ball might go

through a bone, making a bore as clean and sharp as if

formed by a punch. Of this fact many illustrations can

be seen in surgical museums. Now, so far as my ob-

servation goes, none of these results follow the stroke of

a heavy conical ball, such as that used by the Kussians,
at whatever range it is fired. It never rests in a bone,

preserved, must often, in a flying army or in a dangerous camp, be cut off.

It is less dreadful to be dragged along with a neat amputated stump, than

with a swollen and fractured limb, where the arteries are in constant danger
from the splintered bones

;
and where, by the least rude touch of a splinter

against some great artery, the patient in a very moment loses his life."

* I believe that the proportion of cases in which balls have passed through
the fleshy parts of an extremity without fracturing the bone, will be found

to be much less in the Crimean than in other wars. Thus, in one series of

cases mentioned by Deputy-inspector Franklin in his report on the wounded

at Meanee, 31 cases of matchlock wounds of the upper arm are given, and in

only one was the bone broken. To work out this point in figures so extensive

as to be of any use, would require details not supplied by writers on the old

war3.
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channels, or perforates its substance, without splitting it,

like a wedge ;
nor does it ever come to mark a hone with

any t<nch more Liyntle than what occasions its utter de-

tin. In the (Y h id many opportunities of

observing tin- action of h-th kinds of hall, and so far as

I uld judire, their eti'.-ets were so dissimilar, as almost

to justit. tiration if injuries founded mi the kind

of hall -riving rise to them.* The longitudinal splitting

of the bone is so dexterously and extensively accom-

pli- tieae halls that, while but a small opening

may lead to the seat of fracture, the whole shaft may be

rent tr -m end to end. I have repeatedly seen the greater

part of the femur so split. Stromeyer has shown that

this Longitudinal splitting seldom transgressed the line of

18,
an observation which I can most decidedly

confirm; for though the injury has at times heen suffi-

implicate h.th, yet the rule has been

just as he s.

Gun-shot fractures .f tin- extremities .f hune have

always hrm cnnsid.Trd dangerous, chiefly on account of

nnninution of bone, and the fact, that

A trading to it is of such a character that i;

heal only by suppuration, and cannot be so clo-

convert it in; ! fracture, which, it is well-known.

'an sometimes accomplish in such fractures as
p;.

thri: to n- in civil
pi

The cavity of the

.

pt ojM-n to the air; the pus undergoes

i then remarks I refer mercl hall, OB there are

ball* of the same ahape but of lew v '. an- l.\ no means o fonni.l-

able. That used in the Schleswic-Holstetn campaigns appears to have been

very trivial in comparison to the large Russian one, of which wo hod such

dire experience.

S ,+ . / ~ /^;
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those changes which Bonnet has shown it does under

such circumstances, and that severe and prolonged in-

flammation of the deep and irritable tissues which con-

stitutes the chief danger in compound fractures, cannot

be avoided.* Now, all of these dangerous characteristics

of compound fractures have been immensely increased by
the conical ball. First of all, the shock it occasions is

undoubtedly greater than that caused by the round ball,

simply because the destruction it causes is much more

severe; secondly, the comminution of bone is enormously
increased. The number of fragments which are quite

detached are much more numerous, and the amount of

sequestra, which are so far severed as to be ultimately

thrown out before a cure can be looked for, is much greater.

Thirdly, the bruising of the soft parts is more extensive,

so that the suppuration is more prolonged, and the changes
of purulent absorption so much the more multiplied.

The great loss of substance which follows compound
fractures by the conical ball, is the source of one

peculiarity in their treatment. The shortening will be

* "All the complete fractures of the other bones of the extremities unitewhen

they are well managed; by what fatality are those of the femur not equally

fortunate ? Is it the diameter of the cavity of the bone
;
the quantity of

medullary substance which it contains
;
the peculiar structure of the \

which carry the nourishment; the size and force of the muscles which arc

attached to it, which, by their weight and pressure, obstruct the passage <>f

the liquids? All these causes united may combine together, and give rise

to that want of success which we meet with in treating complete fractures of

the femur caused by fire-arms; but complete fractures of this bone heal very

well, whatever cause has produced them, when they are not accompani; <!

by a wound. These reflections, which the bad success of those cruel frac-

tures has suggested, have caused me to present to the public in 1 7 ">D a method

for amputating the thigh at (lie hip, <u>d f/tnf io try and snatch the

from rinr',ii,i,i death."- Koranton, <'l'n\ <r.\nuv(, p. 324.
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lould consolidation follow, than it' tin- injury had

ned by the round ball. The conviction

i strongly impressed upon my mind, by tin-

observation .-I' not a few of i:
I,

that we oii-'lil

not to keep up extrusion in tht'ir treatment, except in a

lilied degree. If we do so if we drag and haul

at the lione, as I have often s<vn dour, what is the result?

A large hiatus exists, void of organizable material for

forming tlu' hone: tin- parts active in repair aiv drawn

far apart, and a tax is made on the reparative piv

which I will not go the length of denying may, under

the most favourable circumstances, be brought about;
lut which I am fully certain never could be accomplished
with us. In many 08861 it would, to my mind, IK- better

, it would afford better results in saving-

life and limb rather to approximate than draw apart
- in sueh eases. Allow the ends of the

fl to be drawn l>y the muscles towards one another.

>'d the sequentHI * and attend merely to

ihe limb as straight as possible; or, in other

words, do not be troubled with the displacement as to the

:it only as to the thiekurs< ot' the bone, and 1

\\ould be improved.

\ty
we wouhl un-pie^tionably have short<-ni?iL

and a limb of which I, for one, by no m
reconiiiH-nd the k

tO '"' ihe test of good man

mi-lit, then 1 think oiu- hop,- n in some step like

'I'll mces of compound fracture which

-

DOW-ft-dayS, in which the

i- but little . led. and which demand a
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ferent consideration altogether from those I have been

speaking of. These accidents commonly arise from the

contusion of a round shot, or the contact of a piece of

shell. They are, however, so very rare and difficult to re-

cognize, that less harm will follow from the same line of

practice being pursued with them, viz., that of immediate

amputation, than if by being careful about such rare

exceptions, we run the extreme hazard of sacrificing the

majority of cases which determine the rule.

The extensive comminution of the bone by a conical

ball, makes the indications with regard to the manage-
ment of the sequestra more evident than it is commonly
considered. I do not think we paid sufficient attention

to their removal in the East. It may be true, as some

tell us, that in fractures with the old ball, it was desirable

to meddle as little as possible with the fragments; but

this is the teaching of only a few. However, to my mind

the question assumes a totally different light when viewed

by the pathological results we had occasion to witness.

It may be remarked, before proceeding further, that it

is impossible not to recognize the practical nature of the

division of the sequestra made by Dupuytren into prim-

ary, secondary, and tertiary, according to their degree

of connection with the parts, and this, notwithstanding

Esmarch's assertions to the contrary ;
nor can I see that

the distinction of them, proposed by the latter, into "frac-

ture-splinter," and "
necrosed-splinter," makes the thing

a whit clearer, or the division a bit more useful
;
so that

in the following remarks I will adopt the old division.

The longitudinal sections into which the bone is split

are mostly capable of consolidation, except at points where

their connection, or the contusion they have undergone



- of them in tin'
]

M undetermined '

Tin-- not of course 1- !. The

!. or those loosely connected

haniri! r ly an edge, to the peri-

are commonly Very IHlllHTOUS,

juid li- ly i' ,-hcd parts in all directions to the

primary . 'hose wholly
! from their connection l>y the accident, are, in

ures from the conical lall, peculiarly iiiiincroiis and

ueiive in tin ir action. In some cases which I have

had an ojijmrtunity of examining, the>c -\vere found, not

only at the s< ture |laced in every possible ]

|t the riirht one. Imt also driven deeply into

Bide of the linil) next the wound of

long sharp delicate chips, whose p
1

:i the cause of continued suppuration, of

organizing inllaimnat" in thesoft I'I.-ML s-ind :

which extended l1 limits far lievond the

i ::ich I ob>erved in cam]), where

partial
< -on>olidation had taken place, the dead seijiiestra

had n involved in the new bo&e, :nnl we,

ta t look like the

lri~' porcupine. Whni to these ct.nsiderations

liance of dtli. . pieces of ac-

r cloth, ivmaininLr liftween th- frair-

ieO8 Suggested l.y tlir ..\v opi n-

\\hich renu'.ins in ^un-slmt wor

further reasons will be seen for tin- which, 1 U-

1 followed 1

the
| ially it' it le t!i 'lent,

: it he ;i ( 11 which has occasioned it

T
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ing all loose and slightly-attached fragments, and keeping
t lu4

aperture open, so as to allow of the free flow of the pus.

We have seen that the severe commotion at the seat

of fracture occasions the formation of that large
"
foyer"

which is found full of detached and dead sequestra, dis-

organized tissue, and acrid pus, and which, unless it be

got rid of, continues to bathe the ends of the shaft, gives

rise to inflammation in the medullary membrane, supplies

a depdt of absorption for the uncollapsing veins of the

bone, and finally causes constitutional poisoning. Now,
as a ball traversing a limb carries the fragments it de-

taches towards its place of escape, it is evident that they
will be the more easily got hold of and removed on that

side of the limb. These are the grounds on which the

practice, advocated above, is founded. Unless such

a step as is indicated be had recourse to, I cannot see

how it is possible, except in very rare and exceptional

cases, to hope for the cure in the field of a compound
fracture of a large bone by a conical ball. Dupuytren,

recognizing the necessity of getting quit of these frag-

ments, recommends the enlargement of both orifices to

an extent so great as " that the fingers, introduced by
either opening, should pass freely and meet without im-

pediment."* This., he thought, however, should be avoided,
if the part was very thick and muscular. The proceeding
sketched above, is in no way so severe as this, and would

be probably as efficient in fulfilling the end in view.

All surgeons who have had much to do with gun-shot

wounds, are agreed as to the propriety of removing those

fragments which are wholly detached
;
but some oppose

*
This is a mere repetition of the opinion of Percy, p. 188 of his " Manual.'

1
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the removal of any which retain the least attachment.

'I'll.' objections which have been advanced against the

extraction of these, are.chieily, that they assist in tin

]air of the breach, by throwing out bone, and that if i

le,
thev will be extruded by the suppurative process.

To this it is replied that, it' these fragments are at all ex-

tensively attached, their removal is never contemplated,
but that if they are connected only by a border, or an

end. to tin- shaft or the periosteum, they can contribute

but very slightly to form callus, and will almost in every
<lie. < >ne small part that is covered by perios-

teum may Lrenerate callus, but the.rest of their bulk will

surely perish, and give rise to abscesses and fistulous

.ings; and the amount of irritation, constitutional

rbanee. and wasting suppuration which they will

cause, before they are thrown out by the elimi native

force of nature, are such as to make it impossible for any
but those whose constitutions are the strongest and i

nous to withstand it. The length of time, during
h these spiculae keep up the suppuration and retain

tin- wound- open, not only render lii- patients the more

. but what is of some con-

sequence in military practice, detain the men longer in

:tal; thus encumbering the wards, ami keeping the

p00ed to an attack of those fatal forms

of 11 \vhich pn-v.iil in such circumstances.

! to <{uote authorities to show h \v prac-
tical experience has condemned the leaving of v

secondary setju -tra i- ind. as nearly all military

:',ons are at on-- on tl. heir rem

M. l*>e^in thus f,>rinu!' COm-

niii!
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more erroneous and more dangerous in surgery, than

that which lolls us to respect and retain the fragments

of bone partly detached in fractures. These fragin>

almost never recover their vitality, nor become united

to the body of the bone;" and he also tells us in another

place, to remove not only "those pieces which are en-

tirely detached, but also all those which are movable,

vacillating, and capable of being extracted without the

necessity of too great destruction." M. Hutin, again,

whose position in the Hotel des Invalides gives him

larger opportunities of observing the effects of sequestra

which have been left unextracted than perhaps any sur-

geon alive, says, referring to his recorded cases "I
have given several observations, taken from among several

hundreds
,
in order to show that the portions of non-ex-

tracted bone end sooner or later by setting up eliminativc

action, which is always painful, often dangerous, and at

times fatal. I have also reported other cases in which

immediate extraction has been followed by positive

cures, comparatively prompt. These instances confirm

the principles stated above. Like them, or even more,

they confirm this truth, that the secondary sequestra, if

they are not hurtful at the time when the wound is

received, or shortly afterwards, become so almost to a

certainty at last. They demonstrate the necessity of

removing them." Koux, Baudens, Dupuytren, Outline,

and nearly all the leading surgeons who have seen many
gun-shot wounds, repeat the same thing. I had many
times the opportunity of seeing that these partially de-

tached fragments seldom lie in the axis of the limb
;

so

that if they did come to enter into the new bone, they

would be more a hinderance than an assistance to its



ITKI; or

I,
not only from their position, but

the principal sections

of tl; ventiiu: their contact and

really-necrosed condition makes tin-in

ome separated by a iutur" acci

and 1 powerfully still as for

bodi economy.*

Finally, considering the question in all its hearr

it nr. ir pretty evident that the removal of t

<ely to simplify the wounds

n, and therefore, that not only should

- ieul;e which are entirely detached l>e remove'

i as possible, but that the same line of practice

;ld be followed with regard to those which are so

to retain but slight connections, and

M continued vitality must be doubtful; that this

diould be accomplished by cnlaririnu' tin- exit wound;

that the practice is especially necessary in those

cases where tie- femur is implicai conical ball

;ndin;_r c

Th
'ly adherent.

should of course never In- interfcn-d with. Tarts of (J

fragi 'lently exfoliate, but at what
p.

. occur it is imp. . They may not

Mr. ( 'urlinu'

:d'- the observation, that D6CP doHS

ofb. mpMiind ; i are longer of getting ]

when they UP- n.imeeted with the lower, than when

attache 1

i of the secondary
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Any opiTntivr interference thought necessary for the-

removal of sequestra should be had recourse to at once,

before inflammation has come on, or otherwise it will

be more difficult for the surgeon, and not only more

painful, but also more hurtful to the patient.

The few attempts that I saw in the East to resect

parts of the continuity of the femur, were certainly most

unfortunate. Such a proceeding is manifestly much
more severe and hazardous than that I have referred to

above. The resections, however, did remarkably well

in the leg and upper extremity.
In the classification of injuries which was followed in

the Crimea, no distinction unfortunately was made be-

tween fractures in the upper, middle, and lower part of

the femur, which prevents the discussion of several

interesting points.

Although making every endeavour, I have only been

able to find a record of three cases in which recovery
followed a compound fracture in the upper third of the

femur without amputation. In two of them the injury
was occasioned by round balls, and the comminution

was slight. In the third case I could not ascertain what

species of ball had caused the injury. In one of these

the patient, an officer of the 17th regiment, was in the

highest health at the time when he was wounded (8th

September), and was of a peculiarly buoyant and hope-
ful temperament. The ball entered behind, and was

re-moved in front, a little below the great trochanter,

by Dr. Ward of his regiment. This patient received

an amount of attention which it would have been quite

impossible to bestow in the field under ordinary circum-

stances. He had a mattrass constructed so that his
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wound could be dressed, and tlic bedpan introduced

without disturbing his limb. Hi- was wounded at a

time when the comforts of camp-life were little behind

those of home; and yet I have been informed, that

although his limb was in a very good condition when he

left for Kngland, the trouble it lias since given him, and

ietbrmed condition in which it remains, make it by
no means an agreeable appendage. Another case was

that of a soldier of the 62nd, who was found a day or

two alter bring wounded, lying in the dockyard stores

of Sebastopol, under the charge of the Russian surgeons.

He was discovered when the place was evacuated, and

carried to his regimental hospital, where he recovered.

The fracture in this case was in the lower part of the

upper third. It had been occasioned by a round ball.

and the splintering was not great. This man, however,
in the best health when hit. lie had just joined

from Kngland, and his injury was comparatively slight.

The third man may be said to have had his limb consoli-

!. in so far as that a mass of callus was thrown out.

which ceiiH bone; but he died of purulent

poisoning, and never left the Crimea. 1 could not iind

out whether it was a round or a conical ball which

caused the fracture in this case. I know that the French

had hardly any iv . ( hie was. however, presented

l,y
the I to th.- Boeietfc de Chininrie last

May. Thi- < -Hirer had been wounded in the upper

third, and the bone had consolidated.* 1 never could

hear of a r except a Russian, whose greatly short-

The record!* ice do not say what sort of ball caused

the fracture in this
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ened and deformed liml> I often examined at Constan-

tinople. This man's thigh was quite firm, and liad been

allowed to unite almost without treatment. There were

probably a few other cases, but they did not fall under

my notiee; although during constant wanderings through
the hospitals in front and on the Bosphorus, I was unre-

mitting in my inquiries after such cases. I am certain,

however, that, although the instances of recoveries

were rare, they were yet not so exceptional as recoveries

after amputation at the same part, as will be after-

wards more particularly dwelt upon ;
and thus it would

appear that, so far as the experience of this war is con-

cerned, we must conclude, that slight as the chance of

saving life is in any case, it is still our part to attempt
consolidation in preference to amputation, when the

fracture is in the upper third of the bone. M. Simon of

Geissen draws a like conclusion from a review of all the

reported cases of the injury ;
but he extends the doc-

trine to the middle third, in which I cannot agree with

him, for reasons which I will afterwards state. In the

Schleswic-Holstein war, they preferred amputation to

preservation in such cases. M. Hutin. in the Invalides,
was able to discover twenty-four cases of recovery after

compound fracture by gun-shot above the middle of the

thigh, but no case of recovery after amputation in the

same part. This goes further to prove the position

maintained above. In whatever way we decide, it is

unfortunately too true that death will most commonly
follow; but yet, when we do not operate, the patient

may live in comparative comfort for several weeks, while,
in the other case, he has to undergo a very fearful opera-

tion, and almost certainly dies within twenty days.
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From thft construction and limited range of the oftieial

returns, ir is
iiiip.issil.lf

to show in figures what

hnweNvr, a weUrfeeognwd result of the surgery of the

. that though union did in v.
- follow compound

tract ur.-s in the middle and lower third of the thigh,

still the ultimate per-eentageof loss was greatly less when

primarv amputation had leen performed] than when

liml tved, or tried to he preserved, or rcmovid

at a late period. AVhen we take into consideration

fact so well brought out by the authors of the

:iipendiuni de Chirurgie Pratique," and partly given

in the note'- that we should, on the one side, calculate

those who die before the period for consecutive ainputa-

und, as well as those who do not recover

If we take 100 wounded," says the author of the article.
"
Plaies

d'armes a feu," "all of whom have received severe injuries of the

necessitating amputation, and operate immediately if, on the other hand,

we take another hundred in the same condition, and wait to perform secon-

dary amputation on those who survive the prim r . an<l then

compare results, as far as it is possible to judge from observations bor-

rowed from military surgeons, here is what follows in either case. Without

hoping in the first case for a success equal to that of \\ hi. h S. Cooper nu<i

J^arrey and other military surgeons speak, we may reasonably expect that

the fatality will be here what it is in the greater part of other amputation^;

that IB to say, that it will not pass the fourth or tin- third of those op.

on. In the second case, on the contrary, if w - admit tin- imml.T of

guers, who was so decided an opponent to amputation, we mu

see the half of the wounded succumh to the primary a.-, i-i- 1,;-. n
gangrene, inflammation, abscess, &c. : 50 patients in the KID will thu-

remain, retaining a wound which will call for secondary

then the success surpasses all expectation, when we save 9 in 10 operated

number of those who survive will be yet less than if we followed

the opposite practice; as, accepting the preceding hypothesis as exart

we think we have made them more favourable to secondary amputations

than facts countenance), there remains 70 to 75 surviving in 100 aft-
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from it, and not merely those who die after being sub-

mitted to the operation then the force of the teaching
which inculcates primary amputation in these cases be-

comes much greater. Besides, as the cases which were

retained for trial were always those in which the amount

of injury was least severe, and the patients those most

adapted for recovery, the presumption in favour of early

amputation is the more decided. There can be little

doubt that the chance of obtaining consolidation is greater

in the lower than in the middle third, as is also the hope
of recovery from amputation ;

so that, taking one thing
with another, the experience of this war would lead to

the conclusion, that when the thigh is fractured by a

ball in the upper third, it should be saved, but that

amputation should be immediately had recourse to in

cases of a like injury occurring in the middle or lower

thirds. Those fractures of a simple description, which

at times present themselves, are not meant to be included

in this remark, nor is it to be understood that, under

more auspicious circumstances as to the condition of the

patients and the means of treatment, better results than

those we meet with may not follow the preserving of

the limb. In fact, under ordinary circumstances, recourse

should always be had to the steps I before spoke of, with

regard to the removal of spiculse in cases of fracture of

the lower third, and then try to save the limb
;
but in a

like injury of the middle third, the rule should be to

amputate.

mediate amputation, while there remains 45 or more after consecutive

amputation. We also hasten to add, that in allowing for the moment tin-

superiority of secondary over primary amputation, we have made an ex-

aggerated concession," &c.
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It is ci Ttainly very much opposed tn the modern

"iidemn limbs without a trial.

and I am fully aware how difficult it is to become per-
\

; l>ut tin' unwilling conversion at

. though it is generally gained by the loss

of several lives. The French - in the East fully

1 the hopelessness of these cases
;
hut the

fatalitv of amputation was, with them, little behind that

of preservation. This expericmv is n< old as the history

of war, and comes repeated in renewed accents from

tic-field. Military surgeons are almost unani-

mous upon the necessity of amputating in the cases

. and most civilians who have had an oppor-

tunity of seeing mueh of these accidents, have come to a

like conclusion, as can be seen by the tenor of the

communications to the Academy by the first surgeons

of France. It would be mere waste ot' time to record

the strong and decided verdicts which have been p'

on this point, and which find their summing up in the

of the greatest surgeons of any a^e or

! Mipuytn
'

In one of his clinical

lessons.
"

I have repeated it often, and I repeat it for the

T the facts which I have observed, chiefly

in ISM. i.xi.v L830, thitmy opinion np<m this point

pound fractures from ^un-shot, in

amputation 106 &>Mf?0r //>/> thanwesai-f /////AN."

Mgacioi]
< the same view when he

says,
"

I /meed the sum of human misery
will be most materially lessened by permitting no

iguous case to be subjected to the trial of pn s ( i \iiiLr

the liml,.' :ind in fact all the leading

mili: ;cons of modern times, proclaim the same
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tiling. That exceptions must sometimes be made is un-

doubted; but still they are only exceptions, and rniv

ones too. Cases of compound fracture near the kiuv

peculiarly call for amputation, if the bone be split into

the joint.*

The results which we obtained might most likely have

been more satisfactory if the army had made another

campaign. Our bad hygienic condition deprived us of

the improvements made in surgery during the last half-

century.

But, even in those exceptional cases which result in

consolidation, the condition of the limb is not encour-

* I cannot avoid giving the following remarks of M. Begin :

" All mili-

tary surgeons have begun by wishing to preserve, but as their experience

increased, and their observation extended, they amputated more, and they

gain the conviction that they are right. At the outset of my career I am-

putated less than I did towards the end of my service, as surgeon-in-chief of

great establishments. There are certain cases, very often exaggerated, of

wounded who pretend to have preserved limbs which the surgeon wished to

remove
;

I have been present very often at the miserable death of person's

who have refused the operation, or who, they thought, would avoid it. The

small number of the first, who boasted loudly, cannot compensate for those

much more numerous of the second, which caused me much sorrow. And

besides, how often are these preserved members not a pitiable burden for those

who carry them ? Ask the surgeon of the Invalides if he is not asked eveiy

year by some of these old soldiers to deliver them from the parts which are.

an annoyance to them, and which cause them inconvenience and incessant

pain. I think it a great misfortune that our military surgeons should allow

themselves to be seduced by some of the assertions which you have heard
;

this forgetfulness of the experience of their most illustrious predecessors, will

cause certainly the loss of many men, which the art, exercised with a more

reasonable energy, might save." "I know that there exist examples of

recoveries with shortening, and fistula} remaining for years," says Baudens;
" but to save two with fractured femurs, and to heal them imperfectly, we

will lose thirty, of whom fifteen or more would have survived immediate

amputation."
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ng testimony from hie

. M. Kibes, as is well known,

SC of recovery either alter com-

pound fracture, or amputation in tlie middle of the femur.

among 4,000 cases which he examined in the Invalides

ie period of his first visit: Imt during subsequent
,-iscs there of "cured" compound

I,
five of whom died at'trr many years <>f irreat

suffc ini: from the injury, and the other two he

lost sight of, as they left the institution ; but when last

they were in a grievous plight, and he says,
"

it is

able that th. >ldiers died from the effects of

their accidents, and if they did not. their condition must

beg till more wretched." In all the seven <

there was union certainly, but it was attended by much

deformity, necrosis, and caries. Long years of suffering,

constant abcesses, exfoliations, atrophy, sensitiveness to

the sliirhtt-st atmospheric change, shortening and defor-

mity, the development of phthisis if it be in the consti-

tution these are among the results of a "ci,;

compound fracture bv irun-shot in the middle of the

thL

. 1 have been able to find the

i cages of compound frnciurc of tin- thi-h (parts not specified), in

pt at saving the Hint, was made, oft, : vry
soon; but of tli.- ultimate state of the reman: hctlu-r ;li<

;;. in is.'So. lo.t 7 out

MM tn-at.-d l-y hi:r.. Mal^ai-tie, in l*|s, l,- t ;: ,,,,t ,,f :,. ; ,11 1.,'in- .-i-l.vt

cases, and those not adapted f>r imm.-di,-it(> amputation. l'..ui.l.-i:-. in one

series of 60, which he m his book, amputato<l l". immrdiat. 1\. t'

The remaining 2.'. l .0 saved, al i

miser.i who retained "a deformed member, unfit to fulfil i:
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Finally then, let me repeat the conclusion
;

that under

circumstances of war similar to those which occurred in

the East, we ought to try to save compound comminuted

fractures of the thigh when situated in the upper third;

but that immediate amputation should be had recourse

to in the case of a like accident occurring in the middle

or lower third.

Many of the fractures of the leg were so severe as to

call for early amputation. Severe shell or round shot

wounds seldom leave much hope of saving the limb, but

in a large number, however, of very unpromising cases,

the leg was preserved. A great deal was done in the

leg in the way of removing fragments. Guthrie says

they can be extracted "
to almost any extent and

number," and he directs us, if necessary, to saw off irri-

tating parts of the ends of the shafts. If one bone only
be broken, and the loss of substance in it is not great,

the case will be the more promising, as the unbroken

bone keeps the fractured one steady, and the soft parts

in place. It is when a scale of the bone, however thin,

remains, as we occasionally see it in shell wounds, that

functions," and which, he says, they would willingly part with.
"
Taking

a retrospective view," says Bell,
" we see in true perspective all the dangers

of a nine mouths' cure, which is but a weary travel, step by step, betwixt life

and death. In this view we see the dangers of frequent fevers, wasting

diarrhoeas, foul and gleety sores
;
some dying suddenly of gangrene, some

wasted by the profuse discharge and successive suppurations, new incisions

and unexpected discharges of spoiled bones
;
we see those who recover halt ing

on limbs so deformed and cumbersome, that they are rather a burden than a

help. In the very moment that we hear of such a cure, we know how much

the patient must h.-ivc sullcred, and how poorly he has been cured; a;;

can, from the long suffering.:! of those who escape, tell but too truly how

many must die."
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tin- best results in the way of cure are obtained. Such

was t: in a most successful instance of repair, in a

man ui' tin- - (| th regiment, under t; of my friend

of that regiment. I relate it,
because it

be looked on as an example of a class of cases which

not uncommon. A piece of shell struck the edge

of the left tibia, and destroyed the greater part of the

thickness of its shaft, from below the tubercle downwards

three and a half inches. The fragments were

at the time of the accident, or afterwards, as

tiny became loose
;
the posterior shell of the bone being,

entire, was carefully preserved. Four months

afterwards this patient was sent to England with a strong

and use till leg, whose only change was a slight bending

a condition whieh generally remains in these

ease was just such a one as presents th;*.

best hope for a good result. I by no means would ;

that some most excellent recoveries did not take,
j

>ns were performed of pieces, inch,

whole thickness oftl; wen
mii'-li iii"iv rare, and infinitely more tedious, than cases

like the foregoing. When the leg is fracture. 1 low d

tin- ankle by a ball, the accident is much more grave

than when it takes place at the middle, of the limb. 1

have exceed ii in which

the tibia was split int.. the joint.

The tree anastomosis whieh exists between the ,

-upply of blood which

ready development of a coin;

the less drain the:

period of i tit.' 1. H call tb

tO retain I
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during cure, render many things practical in compound
fractures of the upper extremity, which could ncvi-r IK-

attempted in like in juries of the lower limb. The injury
indeed would need to be very extensive before we would

think of performing amputation at an early period in gun-
shot wounds ofthearm; as,unless the vessels are destroyed,

there are many most dreadful and hopeless-looking acci-

dents from which the arm will recover; and besides,

secondary amputations are so successful, and resection s

so often sufficient to fulfil the necessary indications, that

primary amputation is never performed in the upper ex-

tremity, except under the most desperate circumstances.*

Stromeyer recommends the trunk to be made the splint

in treating these cases, so as to do away with all that

fear of motion in the fragments which exists, if they un-

treated, in the usual way. Unfortunately, however, as

pus commonly burrows and has to be evacuated on the

inner aspect of the arm, it is difficult to carry such an

idea into practice. PirogofF, it appears, was so dis-

pleased with the results of his attempts to cure fractures

of the upper extremity in the Caucasus, that he was

disposed to submit them all to amputation. The world

will learn with interest whether his experience in Sebas-

topol has not been more favourable.

The results, with regard to fractures of the fore-arm,

* The following is a curious instance of recovery from a most hopeless-

looking injury. It is related in one of the Indian regimental reports in the

War-office. A soldier received, in the Khyber pass, a sword-cut, which divided

his arm, bone and all, with the exception of the vessels and nerves, and the

muscles on' the inner side. lie also received another wound, whieh laid hare

the spine and ribs
; yet he recovered, the bone of the arm uniting. He die 1

afterwards of another accident. Two somewhat similar instances, one from

Percy, are related by Balling-ill, pp. ill 3-4.
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Hectic, the renewal of old enteric disease, and cholera,

earned off many of our patients under treatment for

compound fracture.

The results which followed the treatment of gun-shot
wounds of the hand and foot, were very satisfactory in

most instances. Balls perforating either, created a great

deal of destruction, but the repair was not slow. " The
talent of preserving

" was well shown in the Crimean

hospitals in these instances, and in general the results

rewarded the endeavours made to save the member.

It is remarkable how few sequestra separate in gun-
shot wounds of the hand, even when the shattering of

the bones lias been great. The extrusion of any large

piece of bone seldom occurred, so far as I saw. In gun-
shot wounds perforating the foot, the most marked

feature was the great swelling which followed, and the

extreme pain which this distention generally caused.

How far the rapid cures obtained in the field may remain

permanent, I am at at loss to know
;
but I fear that not a

few of the cases "patched up," and sent home, may have

to undergo operation at a subsequent date.

In dealing with gun-shot injuries, so severe as to

demand operation in the field, we can often save more of

the part of the hand or foot, than usually after acci-

dents in civil life. The soft parts are seldom so much

destroyed, in proportion to the injury inflicted on the

hard tissues, by a musket ball as by a wheel of ma-

chinery ;
and thus we are not called upon to remove so

much of the member in order to secure a good covering

for the hard tissues.
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OfX-SHOT WOUXD9 OF JOINTS. KXCISIOH OF JOINT*

GUN-8H< T wounds of joints form a group of cases j

interesting to the surgeon. "As for a wounded joint,"

says John Bell in his treatise on gun-shot wounds,
ik we

may take the united experience of all surgeons, which

has established this as tin- true prognostic, that 10

tin- joints art mortal." Without, however, l>cin

sweep in L: in the condemnation of such cases, it must lx

:hat no class of gun-<h>t injuries prove more un-

ir results, or are in >re commonly flio\vcl

by disastrous consequences.
Tin- iiT.ivity .t' --nn-shot wounds of the joints will

|y
en th.- ^.-/.c and Construction of the articu-

f the injury, and tin- attention received

l>y tie' pat'u-nt shj-tly after heinic WOUnded 8pecwlly
al hand, and ii"t neO

-port* As a vrv grave amount of de-

M ;i to thrir result*,

t lire* heads : those treated un <mstanctt.- >

1 into a Urge, well-organized, nml 'oimuodi

two af iry was inflicted, an- 1 thm- tn-;it,-,l to th. ml
Mine medical raperintendcnc?, .n- 1 .Mth all essential m. ..

Hy wi/aruuraMf circumxtancr*. Cases not iuun.
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structioii may be inflicted on the articulating extremitir*

of the bones without much external appearance of such

mischief, we are often deceived in our early examination

of these cases, and this is one reason for delaying the

adoption of decided measures, though delay so frequent Iv

proves fatal.

The wound of a ginglymoid articulation is, as a genera!

rule, more severe than that of a ball-and-socket joint,

chiefly from its more complex structure. Larrey noticed

how often tetanus was caused by wounds of these joints.

and every surgeon can testify to the extremely severe

symptoms which follow their injury.

Although it is true in general, that a mere fissure

extending into a joint may not be followed by serious

results, still it is no less certain that even such apparently
trivial accidents are often followed by the most disastrous

consequences.
It is a matter of much moment to possess a decided

opinion upon the treatment of gun-shot wounds of the

joints, as in no class of cases is prompt action so much

called for
;
and none in which, by the parade of a few

successful cases, is the mind of the surgeon more apt to

be misled. If, on seeing a case, we were able to decide

means, or received into a permanent hospital with a lax discipline ;
and 8.

Cases treated under unfavourable circumstances, or those admitted into

crowded hospitals with epidemics prevailing, means either personal or

material not fully adequate ;
with cases of wounds inflicted after a r<

in the field, or long subjected to the deficient means, discomforts, and im-

perfect discipline of temporary or field hospitals, with one or two days' sub-

sequent transport to the permanent hospital stations." He adds :

" The

evidence of these statistical results (those having reference to the abovn

points) is too striking to leave any doubt whatever as to the influence which

these circumstances exercise, totally independent of the constitution of th>

patient, and the degree of injury.
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what ren -iv demanded lor its management, then

ibly much si; 'iil<l be Bfl

Ghm-shol \sunds <>t' the neighbourhood of joints

pure much attention, not only from the fear of secondary

implication ot' the articulation, but on account of the

which is apt to ensue in it from long disuse

during the period ot' cure. Artificial motion should be

i early in these cases.

The hip is too deeply placed, and too much protc<

lie surrounding parts ami its own form, to be often

I ly a ball
;
but when it is implicated, the de-

; inn is commonly so great as to render operative

nee in some form imperative. Alcock lost three

out of four cases in which this accident occurred, and

in the fourth CBSC,
" where recovery took place, the joint

ifl some reason to suspect, was but n-m

ted." Occasionally a round ball becomes impacted
in the head ot' the i'-inur. y cause only a partial

of its neck. ll is not easy in either of i

lents, however, to recognize rhe injury at lirst, MS no

of displaoement <>r crepitation may be perceived.

; but the following is one case of

description. It is rel;,t.-d in the n-.-i-t.-r <>f the

Dep- ; Colaba, in the archives of the medical

rtment. Al M IMiail. a-'ed 33, wound

March, 1X4:;, fti/a matchlock ////, which

; little above the -Teat troehanter of the ri-'ht

:id WHS lost. His leg became j.ower-

i coming to Colaba on the 2(5th April, he did

note of much pain, except \\\\"\\ lln- joint

lit fullness over the hip was the .

I
!' injury. Lm-lies and COOnteT-i
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\y iv employed, and he seemed to get better. On .Mav

(>th In- was attacked with trismus, and died on the Jlth.

Tin- ball was found embedded in the head of the femur,

which, with halt* of the brim of the acetabulum, was

shattered, and the capsular ligament formed the sac of

an abscess which contained a considerable quantity of

pus and spiculro of bone. The orifice of the wound, it is

added, had closed some time previous to death.* Larrey
mentions the case of an officer wounded in Egypt, who
received a ball in the neck of the femur. The wound

closed, and twenty years afterwards, on the death of tin-

patient from disease of the chest, the bajl was found im-

pacted in the bone.

The knee when penetrated by gun-shot presents an

injury of the gravest description. Taking much interest

in cases of this description, I visited every one I could

hear of in camp, and can aver that I have never met

with one instance of recovery in which the joint was

distinctly opened, and the bones forming it much injured

by a ball, unless the limb was removed; yet the returns

show several recoveries after such wounds, some of which,
at any rate, I cannot but think are founded on error. I

have conversed with many surgeons of large experience
on the subject, but never heard of any case recovering
without amputation, in which the diagnosis of fracture

of the epiphysis was beyond doubt
; yet such cases have

*
Preparation '2604, in the museum at Fort Pitt, was, I believe, obtained

from tliis patient, as the. description of it in the catalogue is as folio v,

" A nitii:-; /,</.- I all iinnly lodged in the head of the femur. It entered op-

posite to the trochanter major, and passed through the brim of the .

buhiin. The wound in the skin soon cieatriscd, but the patient died of

U-taims six weeks after the receipt of the injury."
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record I remember one Case, probably
included among the iveoveries, in which a ball passed

f tin' joint, causing some eil'u>ioii and swelling in it,

with no constitutional disturbance whatever, and result-

in the man's return to duty within a fortnight] hut

which t'.
rure put down as a penetrating

wound, remarking (as he well might ) on the curious im-

munity from constitutional or s- al symptoms
which had marked the e;

The following is a very interesting ease, and certainly

of the most difficult to explain of any with which 1

am acquainted. I never saw the patient, hut the details

Jndly sent me by Deputy-inspector Taylor
i Chatham: " Private George Hayes, aged 31, 47th

tnentj was wounded at the Alma by a p-apc shot,

which entered on the outer side of the ligamenuim
.he. and pas.-rd upwards through tiie knee-joint,

.:tlie patella in its course, and making its exit at

nor Mpect of the thigh abort its middle, partially
.>ortion of the patella

iii the eoiu>c of treatment, U u rai

aents of the femur <-xt<iliations?) ;
but linn union

of the latter, a> well as anchylosis of tin- joint, fortunately

plaet-. At the time of his discharge he cmild SUS-

ht upon the limb, and could walk aliout

without erutehes." I saw another case very similar to

In this
infltarfCCj

the lall had

k the man when he was about to kneel, and appa-

rent!; 1 of the tibia. The ball was

from tie 1 of the thigh. Scarcely
follow. --

;

'he joint swe!le<l.

was painful to th. .nd ended by Losing part Q
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motion. If tlu' articulation escaped the passage of the

lall, the case was very curious.

The round ball sometimes penetrates the lower end of

the femur or the head of the tibia without causing

splintering, or opening the joint, or at least with an

amount of injury to the capsule which is very slight ;

and such cases may recover, and so shake our conclusions

about others of a less anomalous character. Balls, too,

may pass very close to the capsule and yet do it no

harm, though these cases are put down as penetrating or

perforating wounds of the joint.*

It is undoubtedly often very difficult to know whether

the joint has been opened or not, particularly if the ball

is a small one, as was the case in one instance afterwards

mentioned
;
and it very often occurs that the missile has

run superficially under the integuments, or coursed round

the bones, when it appears to have passed through the

articulation. It is to be remembered, also, that the swell-

ing of the joint may be merely the result of a bruise, or

of the extension from the neighbourhood of the inflam-

mation which has been caused there by injury, and is

thus no sign of direct wound of the joint.

Another point which renders these injuries difficult of

recognition when the bones are not much implicated, is

the length of time which may intervene before the

* Alcock thinks that if a ball do not absolutely project within the arti-

culation, or if the foreign body be smooth, and not project much beyond the

articulating surface, the limb may be saved. Independently of the f;ict

that the cases are infinitely rare in which a ball especially a conical our

can thus penetrate, without causing grave and irremediable fracture of the

bones entering into the articulation, it is not at all consistent with my
observation that such eases can be saved. One case mentioned in the text

illustrates this.
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~ympt"ins. A \v.

'tli tli.- I'cal and constitutional symptoms maybe
;ht. Sooner or later, however, the well-known

:t-injury an- set up, sometimes with great

-verity.

difficult to understand tin- peculiar progress

of trim-shot wounds of the knee, when

we consider how sensitive to injury are shut cavities

when inclosed by such a delicate membrane as the

vial lining of the knee, and how feelingly such

! th" introduction of air within them ; how

rapidly they degenerate under th" effects of this air ;

what a mass of closely-compacted tissues become ini-

\vliMi disease* is set up in such an articulation;

it is that bone, lipuncnt, and soft parts participate

in the injur. wide the bony expanse is which

I formation of the joint ;
and what a !

06 is presented tor purulent absorption and trans-

mitting inflammation, as well as how difficult it is for

H '>r morbid secretions to obtain free exit.

by the injuries under con-

so often followed by dangerous and fatal

1

life, wounds opening the joint are com-

monly eaitsed by instruments. Foreign 1-

are seldom i; '. and the bones cnterin.:- into the

artie .-dl injured. The wound 1

carefully . often adheres, and, by appropriate nvat-

'. littl" ; tbllow. But if a ball be the

wounding a' bodies are almost sin

introdm -,
1 within by the splin-

The b HI supp fore it closes,

1 withoui th
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<>f |us accumulating in the cavity; air thus gets ad-

mission, and works destruction. Foreign bodies can-

not be extracted by so small an opening from a cavity
of such a construction

;
and thus these gun-shot wounds

of the joint, though often apparently very trivial injuries,

become the most serious almost of any which can l>e

]
i resented to us.

The primary dangers of these wounds are not great.

It is in those which are set up afterwards that the chief

hazard exists. The long and wasting suppuration, the

tedious and dangerous abscesses, and the purulent poison-

ing are the principal sources of alarm. These abscesses

are most curious occurrences in knee cases. They
appear almost invariably among the muscles of the

thigh; and while they may remain long unnoticed, they

give rise to the utmost trouble and danger. They bur-

row along the bone, often stripping it of its covering,

and yet are seldom apparently in connection with the

joint. The escape of some small amount of the acrid

secretions into the superficial or deep cellular membrane,
sets up renewed inflammation and suppuration there,

and thus abscesses form, whose connection with the

original depot it is difficult to trace. These collections

almost always occur in the thigh in preference to the leg.

At a late period of the case, the joint puts on all the

appearances of white swelling an observation first made

by Dr. John Thomson.

Military surgeons of all times have recognized the

necessity of removing the limb early in these cases when

the articulating ends of the bones have been fractured

by a ball, and the experience of the late war fully bears

out the practice. French and English surgeons were, I
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think, at one on this in the Crimea. In December,
rds of forty 68868 in tin- French hos-

pitals, ami all 1

pt
those primarily amputated.

I have heard incidentally of one case occurring in their

army which recovered, but have failed to learn its de-

It is certainly very disheartening, as well as

humiliating to professional pride, to think that we cannot

>uch cases without amputation. The very small

f visible destruction which is so often present,

the slight complaint of pain or appearance of disturb

which frequently exists at the period when the limb

moved in order to insure success ; the very

pardonable unwillingness of the patient, especially if he

n officer, to submit to so dreadful an alternative,

where there is, to him, so little apparent danircr ; all

ler difficult,the adoption of those n wliich a

dire experience has shown to be necessary, for that am-

putation is our only resource all ar<

*
I; i Reports I have been al>lo to find the particulars of I.'MIP

cmco in which the knee was penetrated, hut the injury

a to lead \\m\>. livery nm- dic.L

k has state*! tin ; of cases in which the aiticul.iti<

h"t wuunds, as I"

:ie> in \\lii li an nrticul.iti<

rily affected, M recovered, 21 with loss of a limK ."2 lied. is without

amput that if the is ,.i-i-s .,1 Iealh

14 cases of .siil. . Client aiiipiilation.x (a.-suinin^

< a.-es f,.r treatment, in the lir>t ii

Id tin n h:r.

for result, not a IOM of 25, I rd. \shi li ; m primary

amptr ds, therefor , have been

saved." Of 35 cases in \\hi.h the knee was more

lost their lives, ai -t their legs.
" After MI> h i

the five who recovered preserved good and
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Outline has seen no case recover in which the

was not removed. Larrey reports some, but they were

instances of slight injury. Esmarch, from the fields

of Schleswic-Holstein, says
" All gun-shot injuries of

the knee-joint, in which the epiphysis of the femur or

tibia has been affected, demand immediate amputation of

the thigh. It is a rule of deplorable necessity already

given by the best authorities, and which our experience

fully confirms."

I have often contemplated the laying of the articula-

tion freely open at an early period in these cases, so as

to permit of the extraction of all foreign bodies, and

the free escape of the pus which must afterwards be

formed, the retention of which is undoubtedly one great

source of danger. This might be attempted even al-

though it were necessary to lay the whole front of the

joint open by an incision similar to that for excision.*

The joint has been frequently widely laid open by cutting

instruments, both primarily and for disease, and most

satisfactory cures have been obtamed.f

If, however, the attempt is to be made to save the

limb, the most rigid antiphlogistic treatment must bo

followed. Local bleeding by leeches, and the applica-

tion of cold
;
the avoidance of all local remedies which

are of a relaxing nature; the perfect fixture of the articu-

lation, and the absence of all pressure ;
as well as the

early evacuation, by free incision, of abscesses, and of

* At the time the above was first written, I had not seen Strom-

book, and did not know that the same idea had occurred to him, or that, in

the only case in which he had practised it, the results had been nu>

cooragfog,

f Sec especially Paper by Mr. Gay in the Laurel for October 25, 1R,">6.
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matter if it f..rm within the j"int : l! the lead-

ient indications to lie followed. Hectic,

with D ieoompafllinenl diarrlm-a. puruleni

M. witli a v implication of internal organs,
- which mo- ;

lit

Tl .ce of the articular cartilages would he of

litth TIP. incut, as they soon disappear; and it' the 1

kept in close contact, firmly fixed, and :.ll di.~

chariTcs allowed frecK
pe,

there is no reason why
Ic results ini-'ht not be obtained. Such a

i- in no way so severe as excision of the joint, and

yet how successful has this been ! The great soure.

it ion and danger would be done away with, and if

we 1 'thy patient to deal with, 1 cannot see why
-hould fail.

If.-: 'ii is thought of, the sooner it is undertaken

M the operation is performed late, after

suppuration have U-en for 001

re very unfavourable. The joint,

of the characteristic

the immediate injury to the bone,

ivial me . and

f intlamniaii'Mi < tfus.'d into the cavity.

which are occasionally saved, the cure

ryslowa
1 v.* They occur only

Al- . ' i, myt \N nil r- -.-,! ! ;,, tin- bOMtl

i liinti .:i\-

lew tli : acted, bent, motionlcM,

by a loo*e kind of phraneology are often termed Mim 1

.1 it in.-iv ! u-i-fiil. I;

:nna-
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in those instances in which the bones have been slightly

injiuvd and the patients possessed of a first-rate unim-

paired constitution, and when the means of treatnu-nt

are of the most perfect description.

The particulars of cases in which the knee-joint has

been penetrated by balls are so similar, that I will only

give a few in detail. The first case was under my im-

mediate notice, and from its presenting what might lia\v

been considered the most favourable features for conser-

vatism, it gave me much interest. An officer of the (>>'M

regiment, aged 19 years, was accidentally wounded by

tion as truly as if amputated, but with the additional circumstances of being

converted into a source of misery to the sufferer, an impediment to the tree

motion of the rest of the body, and often a cause of irremediable bad health

Such cases I hold to be among the worst specimens of bad and injudicious

surgery." It is much to be regretted that surgeons cling so much to a few

cases of recovery, and shut their eyes to the vast mass of instances in which

the attempt to save life and limb has failed, forgetting that " Les miracles

ne peuveut servir de base & aucun jugement." John Bell puts this with

great force :
"
Thinking only of this wonderful recovery, the surgeon willingly

forsakes an uncomfortable rule to lay hold on this one glimpse of hope, while,

indeed, if he reasoned fairly, he would perceive that the exception should be

lost in the fullness of the general rule, and not the general rule disturbed by

the exception." Alcock, too, says :
u In the class of injuries under considera-

tion, this danger is most especially evident. Many are the extraordinary

and most unlooked-for successes attending the treatment of forlorn cases ot

injured joints. Were general rules or principles of treatment to be founded

on these cases, which are but units among thousands giving contrary

results, and were no reference made to these greater numbers which enlarged

experience shows must perish in vain attempts to save limbs, an innneiiM

sacrifice of life and increase of human suffering would inevitably follow."

Guthrie, after emphatically protesting against our being guided by thc.-<-

exceptional cases, says
" If one case of recovery should take place in lil'ty,

is it any sort of equivalent for the sacrifice of the other forty-nine ? Or is

the preserving of a limb of this kind an equivalent for the loss of oin;

man ?
"
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his own revolver duriivj; the reconnaisance in force at

Kinlmrn, on tin- I? 1st < Vtoher. He was half reclinii'u

on the ground at the time of the accident, his h-l't

ehed, and his right knee half-bent. His
|

in his riirlit hand, and close to his limit. The mu/./.l

lire, ted downwards, and obliquely inwards, towards

the middle line of the body. Tin- ball, a small conical

. weiirhinic tour drachms, entered at the outer and

snrfaee of the lower third of the riirht thigh,

;t three inches above the border of the patella, and

lodged. The wound appeared to lead into the cavity of

rhe joint, and an indistinct grating was said to have been

'omninnieate.l to the hand on moving the patella from

to side. Some bloody greasy fluid escape* 1 from the

wound. ( )n the patient's coming inl<> camp, a few hours

him. Th'T.-was then considerable

swelling around the wound, but the motions of the joint

were L unattended by alm< in, and then-

was no swellinir whatever of the articulation. There

was one small spot over the head f the libula, of which

he greatly complained. Two traeks seemed to lead i

the wound. One ran inwards the inner side ..f the
j

and the "thT ita KtenuJ asped : lioth w.-n-

.juite su; ositionof the ball eould by no

means be determined. Th "s youth and strength.

the absen ion had been

with the possibility th i' tin-

ball ha\ : down by
1 aspectof the limb, and lod

about the place |o Inndly complained of. in the n

^ of the head of th.- li'.nl nii.e
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:i to ward off inflammation. The joint was fixed,

and as In- was taken on board ship, and put under the im-

mediate el large of my friend Mr. AVhitc of the 3d Drag* .on

< iuards, every rare was bestowed on him. On the 24th

there was some swelling of the joint, accompanied with

pain. The wound of entrance was beginning to suppu-
rate well. Synovia had not been seen to escape, ilis

pulse was 78 and soft, and his secretions were natural.

The penetration of the joint was believed by all, still an

attempt to save the limb was determined on. The usual

local and constitutional antiphlogistic remedies, including

evaporating lotions, fomentations, leeches and cupping,

antimony and calomel, were diligently put into requisi-

tion. By the 30th, the joint was much swollen, and

painful on pressure. A spot, about the size of a shilling.

over the head of the tibia, was exquisitely tender, lie

was feverish at night, when the pain was always much ex-

acerbated. An abscess formed among the muscles of the

thigh, and continued to suppurate profusely after being

opened. It had no apparent connection with the joinl.

Slight hectic set in. The pain in the joint became lan-

cinating and throbbing to a most harassing degree, par-

ticularly over the head of the leg bones and over the

patella. The articulation assumed all the appearance
and feel of a joint affected with white swelling. Tin's

was the state of things by November 19th, when amputa-
tion was finally decided on, and performed in the middle,

of the thigh, the state of the limb not allowing of its

performance lower down. On the 1st December he was

transferred to the Castle hospital at Balaclava, at which

date the stump was suppurating kindly, but an erythe-

matous blush overspread the integuments of the limb as
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high as the hip. This disappeared in a day or ;

;'.ii<l the stump cicatri/.'-d. all except a small jiart in the

-.-. II> -: ngth seemed to improve. On the 4th,

In- had a slight rigor, which was repeated twice daily.

He gradually sank, had cold sweats, dyspnoea, diarrlm-a.

and died on tin- Sth. The end of the stump was hollow,

and contained much pus, and halt' an inch of the end of

tin- femur was dead. The lungs were congested, but

beyond this no particular appearance was observed. The

vessels of the stump seemed healthy. In the removed

limb, the tissues around the kin-e joint were found much

engorged, the articular cartilages and ligaments were

<[uite disorganized, and the cavity tilled with turbid puru-

lent fluid. The ball lay below the patella, in the inter-

condyloid notch. Its pressure on the ead of the femur.

lower surface of patella, and head of the tibia, was marked

by complete erosion of the cartilages on these points.

The bones wre not otherwise injured. Tin

highly interesting, not only on account of the difficulty

found in ; the ball, lying in tin 1

position it OCCU-

. Kut al-> In. in the uncertainty which marked the

line of proc- the outset, tin- long absenc-

serious symptoms thr smallness of the ball, and the

fatal result, notwithstanding th<- slight injury to the

. It' a tree opening had been made early into the

..ilion. ii not have saved lite and limb?

Miller, private, 81s1 n-gimmi. wa- admitted into the

ral hospital on the !nli .July. \Yhile his left leg

coming forwai was marching down to the tren.

he was stru. i. ,ell over the lower end of

tli- f-'liiiir, and tin- external Miriaee of the knee joint.

wound was ai out four inches long, little 1.
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but deep, and opened the joint. The wound was care-

fully closed by suture, the limb fixed, and cold was ap-

plied. Inflammation was violent by the 16th, notwith-

standing the employment of every means to moderate it.

The wound opened and synovia escaped freely. The

constitution did not apparently sympathise much for

many days after the local inflammation was considerable.

Pus was poured out freely by the wound, symptoms of

pyoemia rapidly set in, and he ultimately died on the 3d

of August. The external condyle was splintered into

the joint, the cartilages were eroded, but little fluid ex-

isted in the articulation. If the joint had been freely

laid open after the wound had failed to adhere, might
not a better result have been reasonably looked for ?

Shell wounds of the knee are as a whole not so danger-

ous as bullet wounds. They frequently merely cut the

soft parts open ;
or if they injure the bone, the larger

aperture which they leave acts beneficially in permitting

the free discharge of secretions. I have known many
shell wounds in the neighbourhood of the joint, and not

a few in which the articulation was opened and even the

bones injured, ultimately do well, so far as saving the limb

goes; more or less anchylosis following. The following-

short notes of three cases of this description were kindly

sent me from Chatham, and are of more use as bearing on

this point than other cases, the outlines of which I pos-

sess, as they record the state of the patient some time after

being injured. Patrick Madden, private', 49th regiment,

was struck by a piece of shell on the left knee, when in

the trenches, on the 30th of May, 1855. The joint, if not

opened, was very gravely injured. He was two months

under treatment in the Crimea, with his articulation
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much swollen and inflamed, and when he reached 1.

land the wound had hcah d. He was invalided on ac-

cou: .-lliu.ir, pain, and weakness of left knee," the

joint bfinir partially anchylosed. and its tissues thiekene(l.

Private- John Dw\vr.-l!th iv-inu-nt, a-ed 29, was in-

valided on the L'.'M April, 1856, for "partial stillness of

the left knee," occasioned by a shell wound which par-

tially tVaetlired the patella.

Private ,1.unes ('allau'han, lK")th regiment, aged 21,

invalided at the same station, on the 14th April,

1856, for "
anchylosis of the left knee." This man had

a shell wound of the joint, but no mention is

made of any fracture of the hones. The articulation was

still painful at the period he was invalided.

A paymaster-sergeant, helon^in.u: t> the 3Sth regiment.

us man. was admitted into the general

ital (.n the l>th of .June. While kneeling, he was

i ihe knee of the limb not on the ground, by a

of shell, which was supposed t<> have l.>d;_vd. The

wound appe .1 into the cavity of the joint, and

i injury of the head of the tibia h. udcntly
i. The patient would . removal

a non-commissioned otlicer, his de-

ijlied with. The limb was sliditly bent.

and laidon a
])illo\v,

while local and constitutional reme-

dies inptly applied. For -i-'ht or ten da;.

-titutional, supervened. The

/ed and painful.

Ota irritabl,'. T!i"
p:

in was chiefly

lide of the joint. 1 1

tlie joint al-

laeasedj
iill .luly
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when the limb was removed. For a time he did well,

but ultimately sank in the beginning of August. The
h iad of the tibia was much injured and split into the

joint, while part of its shaft was driven upwards into the

cavity, and indented the condyle of the femur. A piece

of the head of the tibia was also driven downwards, and

was impacted in its own shaft. The articulation was

filled with a dirty pink-coloured matter, but the cartilages

were not diseased. The flaps had adhered to a consider-

able extent,but within them a large cavitywas found filled

with pus, decomposed tissue, and blood. This cavity ex-

tended up along the external surface of the bone to the

trochanter major. This case was an example of a large

class in which amputation was performed late for gun-
shot wounds of the knee, and in which this large depdt
of pus had formed. These are cases in which adhesion

of the flaps by the first intention should never be at-

tempted, but the utmost facility given for the escape of

matter.

I have seen only one case in which the patella being
fractured by a ball, the joint was not at the same time

opened. The bone was in that case "
starred," but the

ball did not lodge. The subsequent inflammation of

the joint was slight, and the recovery good j
the motion

of the joint being, however, considerably interfered with.

Penetrating wounds of the ankle generally did well,

although they required long treatment. This is opposed
to the usual experience of such injuries, but very much

seemed to depend on attention to two things first,
that

the articulation was rendered perfectly immovable; and,

secondly, that one or other of the wounds was so enlarged

as to allow of the free escape of all discharges. If the
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>i-il won generally did best

;u i fortunately averse to render th- in free if

not so originally.* The truth of this remark I

ha-l ample opportunity of verifying. Stmm

.pinion, that it' there is much destruction of the ex-

lus we should remove tin- limb, as the foot

on the appearance of valgus, and is useless. I

have not observed this result.

-houlder joint lias recovered well in several cases

A I have noticed, where a ball has passed through
1 even in cases in which a good deal of the

-f tin- lion.- has been destroyed. I suspect, how-

ever, that the after-consequences are not always so

encouraging as the rapid healing would lead us to ex-

pect. 1 have under my charge, at the present moment,
an officer who was wounded at the cavalry char-

Balaclava, ly a rifle ball which shattered part of the

scapula, and the head of the humerus. Nothing was

done in the way of extracting the broken fragments at

th.-tiinr of injury; and accordingly, besides the ha/.

of a very loni; and tedious suppuration, during which

Table spicula3 have been extruded, and the

formation and tion of long "fusees" of pus, 1

yet subject to a constant recurrence of these purulent for-

* This observation is as old as Ledran, who says:
" Sur >

j

j'ajouterai qu'une playe dans laquellc toute la nmitir d'unc jintur<

it ctre regarded comme beauconp m-in- dangereuse qu'uu<

qui la perceroit de part en part."
lt

Contrary t<> tli- i;,-ii.-r:il inij.r.

says Alcock, "I am str. n^ly in.lin.-.l tn tl: ,. that inji;:

joints are not fnt Hi.

most dangerous of these won t,. t,,-
|,u u.h wounds

as a musket ball creates a small lacerated and contused ij..
nil. : ^ ith more

or less mischief to the internal part*."
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mations, .and to the exfoliations of pieces of bone which

seem to be set loose by the least over-exertion. His

joint is quite anchylosed. If excision had been practised

early, might not a more useful limb have been retained,

and much annoyance avoided ?

The much greater simplicity and superficial posi-

tion of the shoulder, than of the other articulations,

cause it both to suffer less and to be more manageable
\vlien injured. Balls sometimes pass very close to the

capsule without opening it, or, at any rate, injure it but

slightly. Of this, I believe, I have seen several in-

stances. Larrey has recorded a case in which a round

shot passed across the shoulder joint ;
and although it

only abraded the skin, it yet shattered the head of the

humerus, the scapular end of the clavicle, as well as the

acromion and coracoid processes. This man was saved

by the excision of the destroyed bone. He tells us he

saved many cases in which the opening into the joint

was not great.

If a ball remains impacted in the head of the bone, as

it sometimes is known to do, then the sooner it is got

rid of the better, as caries of the bone, disease of the

joint, and either amputation or death will follow. One

case occurred at Scutari, in which the ball was found

after death firmly impacted in the round head of the

bone. I find the report of a similar case as having
occurred in one of the regiments serving in China in

1841-2. In this case also the ball was not removed,
necrosis was caused, and the patient died of exhaustion

on the fiftieth day. Malgaigne, however, reports a case

in which a ball had been so englobed, and no disease

whatever caused in the bone, where a considerable cavity
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lined the ball. .
- and iistulous tracks are

the things m<>st ti. 1" dreaded in all cases in which the

boulder joint is implicated in gun-shot wounds.

In the following case of penetration of the elbow, the

M a w.tund caused l.y a sword cut from

one made ly a ball was well shown. If a ball had

passed across the artieulat ion, traetnri 11 --the bones, excision

.1 have been called lor. A dragoon was cut across

v of his sword arm by a Russian horseman, at

the 1: \alry charge at Balaclava. The olecranon

completely detached, and the joint opened. The
wound was immediately closed, the arm placed in an ex-

tended position, and cold employed to allay inflammation.

Little more was done, and the divided surfaces quickly

adhered, and an arm remained which, although not so

in its motions at that joint as it was formerly, was

yetmostusetul.and w.mld, 1 doubt not, become more so in

time. Abscesses around the joint, and <v leniatoiis swell-

ings of the hand and arm are very apt to follow injuries

of the elbow. Lanvy thought gun-shot wounds of

;!.trly daiiLfr-'iis, from the strong ligaments

whi< id it, and the little distensibility of the joint ;

beneommeodf amputation when it has been lar-vly

11 by a cutting instnim.-nt, and blond has

been into tin- cavity. 1 ha\v se-n several cases, in

which, after -<-d by a ball, att-inpt> have

. made to M ithoul excising it, but

;

ng. Tin- motion

of the joint, and its consequent 086, will be found much

, when the arm h.-'

with'-ut ition. Dupuytren has pointed out

lio\v important in -^ the
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position of the aperture is. If at its inner aspect, the se-

cretions get easy exit when the limb is in its natural

position, and thus the chance of a favourable result is

irreater; if, on the contrary, the orifice be on the outer

aspect of the articulation, no position will allow of the

free flow of the pus except one, which will prove very

fatiguing, and almost impossible to maintain for a long

period.

The Returns show the following results as having been

obtained from the resection of joints, from the 1st April,

1855, till the end of the war. The imperfect state of

the official documents makes accuracy impossible, with

regard to the earlier part of the campaign :

Cases.

Head of femur, 5, primary, of which 1 recovered.

"
. 1, secondary, fatal.

Knee joint, 1, secondary, fatal.

Os calcis, and part of astragalus, 1, recovered.

Os calcis alone, 1, recovered.

Head of humerus, 8, primary cases, 1 death.*

" "
5, secondary, no death.

Do., and part of scapula, 1, secondary case, followed by death.

Elbow joint, 13, primary, with 3 deaths.

" "
4, secondary, died from causes not con-

nected! with the operation.

Partial of elbow joint, 3, no death.

*
Larrey performed excision of the shoulder in Egypt 1 times

;
4 died

2 of scorbutus, 1 of hospital fever, and 1 of pest, after recovery. In 1795

Percy mentioned 19 cures after excision of the shoulder. Baudens had 13

recoveries from 14 operations (Rev. Med. de Chir., March, 1855). Of 19

operations performed in Schleswic 7 were fatal, most of them from pyoemia.

Legouest had cases of primary resection of the shoulder in the hospital at

Constantinople, of which 2 recovered. Thus, then, Hennen showed little dis-

crimination in condemning the operation, when he says that it was " more

imposing in the closet than applicable to the field."
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Tli 4 above lists by no means represent the whole

number* n. Those who underwent operation

tli.- Alma aii'l Inkerman, after the battle of Bala-

clava, aii-l the first winter's work in the trenches, are all

excluded, ami thus a vast number of the operations of

part of the. war arc omitted. In fact I cannot

but think that in this way the majority of the operations

do not ap 'he number performed after these early

must have exceeded those executed at a

subsequent period.
' \

The excisions. .f articulations injured by balls, although

occasionally performed during the Peninsular war, never

became a very general practice, nor was it applied t<>

some of the joints which later years have shown its ad-

vantages in. The Sehlcswic-Holstein campaign was the

peat war in which this conservative proceeding-

followed out on an extensive scale, and the results ob-

t by Langenbeck and Stromeyer attest it- eiiicieucy,

although th'-y appear to have had recourse to it in cases

ty sliirht injury. These operations certainly mark

the surgery of the age, as, in the words of ^lal-'ai^iu
1

,
it

be said: "C'estunedes plus heureuses tendances

dc la chirurgie de ce siecle, (piand la necessity lui met !

couteau a la main de ne lui conce*der que ce quelle ne

'ni ravii. ritier aussi peu, et de consi-rver

alltant
<jlie possible."

:i'"rdi-d a considerable number of

cases adapted to the performance of resection, and I think

ur r '1 stand a fair comparison with others, when

all the e ire n instances a r< taken into account. I will not

united in as lar-v a pn.por-

;ises of injury of the joints as we wen 1
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hope at the outset of the war it might be
;
but when a

better acquaintance was had with the character of the

wounds which this war presented to us, it was easy to

understand how such should be the case. The shafts of

the bones leading from the joints were often too exten-

sively destroyed to enable the injured parts to be removed

by excision
;

in fact the shafts were so often split, and

their periosteal and medullary membranes destroyed,
that the resection of the articulation did not suffice to

save the limb. Surgeons soon recognized this; but yet
it was by no means always easy to determine the true

state of things about the joint, till the incisions necessary
for resection laid bare the bones, and forced the reluctant

operator to convert his operation into one of amputation.
The great success which has attended the excision of

joints in civil practice, and a consideration of the fact,

that the cases which fall to be operated on in the field are

free, not only of local affections in the articulation, but also

of any active constitutional disease, made us all naturally

sanguine ofobtaining the best results from such operations

in the field; but unfortunately, the circumstances above

referred to interfered so as frequently to leave us no al-

ternative but amputation.

So far as my observation went, primary excisions

were much more successful than those done at a late

date, and this fact is evidenced, both as regards the final

results and the length of the period of convalescence, so

far as we have returns.

One advantage, with regard to the opportunity of per-

forming resections early, is, that we can in general tell

at first sight that such an operation at least is called for.

It is not so with regard to a large number of cases for
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amputation, but generally WC CM see at once that 6X-

. must l>e performed^ although we may
not be al.le to determine that subsequent amputation

will not l>e required.

In the following observations I have not referred to

the amount of mobility retained by the joint after our

-ions, as the patients went from under my notice too

soon for my bein-- able to do so. It is certainly among
the disadvantages of military practice during war, that

one can seldom trace cases to a conclusion
;
not only so,

but. in such cases as those of resected joints, very much

of the after result depends on that careful attention which

no one can render so scrupulously as the operator him-

self; and as it is never in his power to bestow this, we

arc not likely to have such favourable results as when

in civil practice, the patient remains, till finally cured,

under tin- same hand.

The shoulder joint is certainly that to which resection

is most peculiarly applicable, from its superficial position,

and simple construction. Interference with this articu-

thercfoiv less disturbing to the constitution of

and the re.-ulis of the operation are more

ry ?
than those which tllw a like interference

with any of the other lar^e joints.

The experience of the surgeons in Schleswic-Ilolstcin

led them to conclude that secondary operation is less un-

n-able when the shoulder joint is implicated, than

when a late operation is performed on any other joint.

secnnd;, ..f the shoulder joint which

appear in th- ' D returns, seem to ha,

cessful.

I 1 ;\- cases in which what may be ten:
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partial resections of the shoulder were performed, i.e.,

cases in which less or more of the head of the burnerus

was extracted, without the whole being removed
;
and I

believe the result of such cases to have been, on the

whole, satisfactory, so far at least as the healing of the

wound was concerned. It is most curious how much can

be done in this way. The after mobility of the articu-

lation will, however, be more restricted in these partial

excisions than if the whole joint is resected, and thus an

entirely new joint formation permitted. The instances

were not, however, very numerous in which the destruc-

tion of the bone was so limited as to allow of this partial

resection. Very much depends on the careful manage-
ment of these cases afterwards, especially in guarding

against inflammation.

In the old war they restricted excision to those cases

in which the injury was confined to the head of the bone;

holding that, when the shaft was much implicated, ex-

articulation should be preferred, and this was very much

the doctrine acted on during the Crimean war. Guthrie

thought the insertion of the deltoid the lowest point at

which the bone could be divided with any prospect of

success; but Esmarch has shown that as much as four

and a half inches may be removed from the humerus, and

yet a most useful arm remain. The ligamentous matter

necessary to produce such a favourable result, requires a
"
plasticit^

"
of constitution which our patients did not

possess.

The fact, so clearly brought out by Stromeyer, should

be always borne in mind in determining on operations at

the shoulder joint, that in comminution of the shaft of a

long bone, the fissures never extend into the epiphysis ;
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in tlic same manner, injuries of the epiphysis only in ex-

tremely r nd into the shaft, unless the bullet

strikes the adjoinin- borders of both parts, in which case

both an* usually more or less seriously comminuted.

As t<> the best method of proceeding for resecting the

head .f the huiiierus, some little difference exists, as is

the case with regard to the excision of some of the other

'itliose methods adapted for military and

civil praetic,-.
This arises, in a great measure, from the

acter of the injuries necessitating the operation in

either case. The soft parts suffer little, and the bone is

not although broken, in cases operated on in the

field, nor are tin* parts bound together, as they so often

isions performed in civil hospital--

it follows that we can often remove all that is oecei

through a much more limited incision of the soft p

than we could if disease was the cause of the operation,

of th- accidents which occur in civil life, in

which, although the joint may be but slightly implicated,

the soft parts arc yet so often greatly destroyed. In

tin- case of gun-shot wounds too, the periosteum, as well

as the ligamentous and muscular ti08Hfl8,
of the articu-

11 be retained, and thus a very great advantage is

secured, accordim: to the views of this operation set forth

l.y Stionieycr and Baudens. A single straight incision

will D very often sutlice in resecting either the

shoulder or elbow joint, and even in similar operations

;iid hip. so that the maxim of I >csanlt, that

u the simplicity of an operation is the measure of its per-

mplitied in military than

in ci\ il practice. 11 ->lmt wounds two

. illde
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them if possible in the incision, we have a further illus-

tration of the saying that the surgeon should be bound

to no particular form of operation, but should adapt his

proceedings to his case.

One of the chief dangers following resection of the

shoulder is the formation of sinuses and abscesses in the

neighbourhood. The best mode of avoiding this, is to

arrange the line of incision so as to give free exit to the

pus. Stromeyer's semicircular incision over the posterior

surface of the articulation fulfils this end better perhaps
than any other. The joint is there very easily got at.

Langenbec's one straight incision on the anterior aspect

of the articulation, with or without the transverse cut

suggested by Franke,gave much satisfaction in Schleswic,

where it was largely put in practice ;
and I have myself

seen most admirable results got by the straight incision

of White through the deltoid : but Stromeyer's allows of

the more rapid discharge of all secretions than any of the

others. Baudens, as is well known, prefers a straight

incision on the inside of the joint in front, and from his

large practice of it in x\frica was highly pleased with its

efficiency, believing that it best allows of that ginglymoid

joint being formed, which, he says, takes the place of the

former articulation. Whichever of these methods of

operation we adopt and they represent those which have

received the preference from military surgeons during

late wars it seems conceded by them all, that we do not

require in field practice such extensive incisions as we

do in civil
life, and that by such limited incision the

muscular and tendinous parts can be more respected, and

thus the hope of restored action be much increased. The

report of Esmarch on the practice of Stromeyer and
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Franke shows us. that to cut across the fibres of the

deltoid does not much interfere with its after usefulness,

its uppc: 'plied itself to, and united with the

articular surtace ,.f the seapula, and was thus fully at-

taeht-d and alile to raise the arm. The healing was also

<jni' he filled by granulation was iniich

diminished in size by the application of the muscle to

id fossa.'*

When the neck of the bone is broken here, as in the

hip. so that it is difficult to seize the round head of tin-

bone, the powerful forceps used by Mr. Ferguson in ex-

cision of the jaw will be found to do good service.

Etefi 'lions of the elbow-joint were more numerous in

<ur army than amonir the French, yet the number of

! tor it in either force was but small. The

numbers mentioned in the returns by no means, luw-

!;ide all the operations of this kind which were

rmed.*

The formation of the ell.ow makes Lrun->h"! injuries

of it much more serious than those which implicate the

Lanvv was particularly -'loomy in his p
- of wund- of the elliow, and reports manv disasters

th'-m. That n -cction nf the elbow is much LeSfl

than amjiutation, d..es n,,t eall f..r pniof now-a-

|j
as it has been a 'ablished fact. The

<|iirs-

DOW i- more as to the extent f the articular ends of

Uones wh :

. consistently with n-

*
1 >r. .Tnhn Thomson teems not to have been san < results to

be obtained : I t. fitli.-r tin- .-ImuMer or elbow. Of

the latter he sars: "I am satisfied that th- clitliculty of the opt-r

. . fi.rtli.-.-ui.
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taining a useful joint. My notes of cases occurring in

the Crimea, unfortunately, do not enable me to throw

any light on these interesting points. In Schleswic,

out of forty excisions, only six patients died, and iwo

others were unsuccessful; but in thirty-two instances the.

effect was very good.
" As regards two of them," says

Esmarch,
" I have not been able to learn anything with

reference to the power of motion they possess ;
of the

rest, eight have very extensive, nine more or less com-

plete, power of motion
;

it is to be hoped of many of the

remainder, that they will be able to obtain much in-

creased mobility by means of zealous exercise of the

arm. On the other hand, thirteen of the cases have

a more or less complete anchylosis of the joint."

Several of the cases operated on in the East had

undergone injury of all the bones entering into the joint,

but no case came under my notice in which so much as

four or five inches were removed, as was done in the war

in the Duchies.

Partial resection of which there were a good many
cases did not, I think, turn out, on the whole, at all so

well as complete ones. They were more tedious, more

liable to fail, and less satisfactory when they succeeded,

than when the whole articulation was removed. The

following were cases of partial removal of the articu-

lation :

A soldier of the fusiliers had the head of the radius,

and a small portion of the lesser sigmoid notch removed,

shortly after injury. Amputation had to be performed
two months afterwards, there never having been any

attempt made to heal by the parts. A soldier of the

23d regiment, admitted into the general hospital in
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ult on the 7tli September] had the

ni:il condyle. theemi: pitata. and part of the.

-troyed and removed, the suit parts being
little injured. Sloughing set in, great constitutional

disturbance followed, and amputation had to be per-

formed ilnve months afterwards. If complete excision

had Ay performed in both of these cases, I be-

we might have obtained much more happy results.

<c are only examples of several similar cases. But,
a : hand, such cases as the following have

occur; 1. A sol di< T. when mounting the heights of

Alma, was struck by a rifle ball, which passed across

his elbow posteriorly, fracturing the heads of the radius

and ulna, but leaving tin- humerus entire. The broken

frag: re removed, and the humerus left untouched;
and. after ihnv months' careful treatment, this patient

d with a &IUO11B joint, which admitted of

a ooiunderable latitude of motion, and with which he

in) small weight. In the 9th regime,

man was struck by a ball, which destroy :mer

condyle of the humerus, without injuring the ulnar

iiients were removed by Mr.

<M of the iv-iment. The subsequent
an arm was retained,

ultimately to possess three-fourths of its

rial motion. Ksmarch thinks that "
tl 'isive

OientOUfl jipj.aratus of the joint is

u-hai wound of its dan-er. and that tin

ved fiom ih- adfl of the bones, the.

probali!ity of anchvlosis."

'I'll.- complet.- lixture of the joint durin- the early

atment, as so strongly dwrlt upon ly
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Stromeyer, its constant support by a splint, even when

being dressed
;
the elevation of

it,
so as to prevent oedema ;

its flexure at an angle of 130 to 140, are all points of im-

portance, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and

tlu 1 after results. Early passive motion before the wound

is wholly cicatrized, but at once abandoned if any irrita-

tion or signs of inflammation appear, are also indications

which late experience has stamped the value of.

The hip was resected six times
;

five being primary,
and one a secondary operation. One of the primary alone

succeeded. Such success, although small, is yet en-

couraging, as compared with the results obtained from

amputation at the hip, for which operation the excisions

were substituted
; for, as will be afterwards seen, out of

at least 10 amputations at this joint in our army, and

some 13 among the French, none survived, and in our

cases at any rate the fatal result very rapidly followed

the operation.

I performed the first operation of excision of the hip
undertaken in the East on the 6th July, 1855, on a rifle-

man, whose case is subjoined :

Couch, a soldier of the rifle brigade, was struck, on

the 18th of June, by a ball, close below the elbow-joint

of his left arm. The ulna was fractured by the bullet,

which then struck the femur on the great trochanter

of the same side. The trochanter and neck of the bone

was split, and otherwise severely injured. The patient

did not come under my care till the 5th of July, when

I found a large ragged wound over the injured trochan-

ter, from which a very profuse discharge of pus flowed.

At the bottom of this wound the bone was seen to be hol-

lowed out into a large cavity, and to be split in all direc-
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lark and dead. The limb was not

shortened or distorted. The wound on his arm --aye him

much aim.- van. v. and tin- pain from the hip was so -Teat,

that he urgently r some operation to be performed,

which miirht relieve him. He was brought under the

influence of chloroform, in order that the injury miirht In-

more compl. ; nined than could otherwise be ac-

complished iVom the patient's irritable condition, and

tl.le me to -et the limb put into a proper appara-

tus. ( >n enhiru-in-- the external wound, so as to make

it dependent, and to allow the necessary steps to be taken

for the removal of the dead portions of bone, a large

fragment of the external part of the femur, which

comprised what remained of the great trochanter.

found detached, and a lissure runnim: upwards, apparently
into the capsule. It was found impossible to remove

the dead bone without opening the joint ; and, as but a

very thin shell of the shaft was sound, a consultation

led on the propriety of excising the head of the bone,

and removing alon_r with it what osseous substamv was

was done without difficulty, the original

wound beinir increased a little upwards. Hardly a drop
of blood was lost. Tin- wound was lightly dressed, and

1 on an inclined plane, BO arranged that the

large dep "penin^ retained, could be ^<t at with-

out havi the patient. The relief from pain

and irritation whieh w.is experieneed almost immediately.

was very marked and uTatit'yii
'

day the patient's

pills.-
\\. . markedly Letter,

and he declared ! Bate. The limb,

in a few days, was shortened about two inches. Sup-

puration became establishrd
;

his strength improved ;
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hectic disappeared; he slept well; and his appetite,

which, before the operation, was nearly gone, was now

restored, and he was totally free from pain or uneasiness.

His pulse, on an average, continued about 85 beats in

the minute, and was of good character. He continued

to progress most favourably for about a week. Part of

the wound closed, and the rest of it was clean and healthy.

At the end of that period he was suddenly seized with

violent diarrhoea, accompanied by vomiting and severe

cramps, and followed by suppression of urine, which

continued for 18 hours previous to death. His stools

soon assumed the characteristic appearance of cholera

evacuations, his strength sunk, he became rapidly

collapsed, cold, and blue, and died during the night.

Cholera was prevalent in the camp at the time.

After death, some crude tubercles were found in both

lungs. There was no symptom of purulent absorption

anywhere. The vessels in the neighbourhood of the

wound were healthy. There were old ulcerations in the

intestine, and recent enlargement of the solitary glands.

The left ulna was fractured obliquely up towards the

elbow joint. The wound over the hip was sloughy, an

action it rapidly took on shortly previous to death, and

the cut end of the bone was smooth and unchanged. If

I had seen this patient earlier, when the nature of the

injury could have been more exactly determined, I would

have contented myself with merely gouging out the des-

troyed portion of bone, trusting to the remaining scale

to throw out callus, fixing the limb carefully, giving

free exit to the suppuration, and strenuously supporting

the patient's strength. The state of the lungs and intes-

tine, as revealed on post-mortem examination, made this
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patient, at best, hut an unpromising subject for operation :

but it' tin- fut:il diseas- which terminated his existence,

supervene 1. I would have liccn sanguine of the

ii In- came under my care, 1 feel sure he

was in such a condition, that it' no operation had been

undertaken to relieve him from the mass of dead bone

which his system was futilely trying to get rid of, and

which was setting up further disease all around
it, he

would, in a very few days, have died, exhausted by
. These are, however, points more easily sett Id

si paper than at the bedside.

Mr. Blcnkins nf the. Guards operated on the next case,

and has been good enough to send me the following

notes of it :

" Private Charles Monsterey, aged 24, third battalion

adier Guards. Brought from the trenches at mid-

night with a severe shell wound on the outer side of the

.initiation showed the thiirh-lxuie to be

extensive it the upp -r part, in the situation of

the trochanters and neck, t vren much com-

miii', surrounding mu-cles greatly lacerated.

recognized as an appropriate case for

flion, -n was performed half an hour after

his arrival in camp. The worn: [tended in a longi-

tudinal d Etenl nearly <t'<ivc inehes. and

through at the junction f tin-

upp- -t nf the shaft. The muscles weiv

. aiifl the capsule 1

divided. It was int'-ndrd 1 nf

the Ix.ne in the sn.-ket, but the ca]'sul- was 80 CX!

lacer. .vith bl 1. it

resol- K) 1 MM lost diirin-tlie
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operation. Examination afterwards of the excised bone

showed it to be fractured in fourteen pieces. The tro-

chanter minor formed three, trochanter major three, shaft

five, the neck three, besides numerous smaller fragments.

The case continued to do well for the first three weeks ;

healthy granulations sprang up, both from the end of the

divided shaft, and the surrounding cavity and acetabu-

lum. At this period pain and swelling of the knee joint

of the same limb supervened, the capsule of that joint

became filled with purulent matter, the cartilages eroded,

and he sank gradually, worn out with hectic symptoms,
at the end of the fifth week, in spite of every effort to

support him. The case was doing remarkably well, and

I had every hope of his recovery, until empyema came

on."

Staff-surgeon Crerar operated on the third case, a

private of the first battalion of the Royals, who was

wounded in the Greenhill trenches at mid-day on the

6th of August. The wound, in this case, was slightly

posterior to the great trochanter, and was not larger than

a shilling. It had been caused by a piece of shell, which,

before it entered his thigh, had first struck a water can-

teen that hung by his hip. A comminuted fracture

high up was clearly ascertained
;
but its exact position

or extent was not defined previous to operation, although

it was supposed to implicate the head and neck of the

bone. " The trochanter was found broken into several

portions, detached and imbedded in the contused muscles

around, from which they were at once removed. The

fracture was found to extend obliquely inwards, about

an inch and a half along the shaft of the bone. The

femur was now protruded through the wound, and I
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1 nff tin- win ilf it' tlu- fractured In mo, leaving a

smooth clean surfac.- ; I then proceeded to disarticulate

tin- head of the femur, which was effected witliout diffi-

culty. Sran.lv three ounces of blood were lost, and

little or no shock was induced." This patient was seized

with rigors, and died <f exhaustion on the night of the

iMst. /'. ,.. .MI tin- lii'teenth day in mi being wounded.

The internal viscera do not seem to have been examined,

hut as to the state of the femur. Dr. Crerar E

" nature had not made the slightest attempt to repair the

The n< \\liieh was the only one where success

followed the operation, was that of private Tlnmias

M <-k.-nena of the 68th Li-ht Infantry, operated on by
Mr. ( )'Lcary, surgeon of that regiment. The age of the

nt was 25, and he was wounded on the 19th of

August, ly a fragment "f -^holl which struck him over

the great trochanter and tract un-d it. It was tlmu^ht

ili.- trartiire ran into the joint, a supposition which

was disproved at the pi-ration, as the head of the lmr

was nninjun-d. Five iiu-ln-s wnv in all removed. After

operation, the liml was slimi: to the l>eam of the hut.

patient recovered in three months. I have lately

hear man through the kindness of Lieut.-Col.

Stuart, eoiiiiiiandinir the p-ii.-ioin-rs
in the N.-wry district.

Dr. > igna the report, states that "the limb is

two inches shortt^r than tin- correspond inu- one. and also

considcral.ly small. -r : n can be carried on par-

tially. Kut he cannot tle.x the limli upon the thiu'h without

pla<-iiiLT
his hand "ii the ^lutei muscles of the diseased

'id .iit\vanls. can be
peri'..;

only to a lin
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quite healed. The man's general health is good, but he

cannot walk without the assistance of crutches."

Dr. Hyde operated on another case after the taking of

the fortress. His patient, a private of the 41st, had

the neck of the bone severely comminuted by a grape

shot, and died on the fifth day after operation. The

cause of death is not given, nor can I discover it from

the report of the case.

Dr. Combe of the Royal Artillery performed the sixth

and last operation, on account of a gun-shot wound of

the neck of the femur, in which, however, the head of

the bone was not implicated. This operation was not

a primary one, but the patient survived a fortnight,

and died of exhaustion; the most marked feature in

the case being, that the pulse remained very high
never below 120 during the period he lived, while his

aspect was calm, and such as
"
might have led one to

expect a more subdued state of the circulation."

Death thus followed in 2 (1 ?) from exhaustion, in 1

(2 ?) from pyoemia, in 1 from cholera, and in 1 from a

cause that is unknown.

It is a remarkable fact, that in these cases the head

of the bone so often escaped, when the upper part of the

shaft was fractured in pieces, which is probably to be

accounted for by its protected position, and perhaps by
the same cause as that before mentioned, with reference

to the head of the humerus, viz., the non-extension of

fracture of the shaft to the epiphyses.

Boyer and others have dwelt upon the depth of the

parts, the strong ligaments, the difficulty of turning out

the head of the bone, &c., as insuperable objections to

this operation ;
but actual experience both in civil prac-
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so often perfi >rmed for dis-

ease, and especially in our attempts in the Crimea, where

- were in their natural condition, and the

difficulty of turning out the head of the bone increased

;i state of the shaft proves that there is no

such barri-Ts to its easy execution. The greatest diffi-

culty lies in tin.- after treatment. It is desirable to fix

the parts thoroughly, and at the same time to allow of

nge of position. Mr. O'Leary managed this, to

some y means of a canvas sling for the limb.

lixtmv cannot, however, be satisfactorily accom-

plished in thi< way, whatever power it gives of changing

position of the patient. I adopted the inclined

in preference to the long splint, because I believe

the position to be an easier one for such a case, and also

because it permitted the free discharge of the pus, and

the easy dressing of the wound without distiirMn-- the

patient. If the idea lately suggested at Kind's College,

vhole body, c"itl<l In- carried nut, it

tages in the management of

riOQB "f the hip. As to keeping the limb in a good

position durii; I fear m<>re important ends are lost

r it. The uneasiness and ir.

and mllcrs ijive, do much to pre-

-uccess. It matters little what the resulting length

roves to be, if the p ,ite is saveil
; n ( .r

-miewhat out of the

I of amputation an<l

km at the hip in cases of compound fractures of the

head I
. of the \\-m\\-. i-shot, some, hint i

be got from ice in the Crimea. Ou:
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twenty-three cases of amputation which took place, either

in our army or in that of the French, not one recovered
;

and nearly all died miserably, very shortly after opera-

tion. All those, on the other hand, on whom excision

was practised, lived in comparative comfort, all without

pain, for a considerable time. Out of six operated on

one survived for more than a month, one died from causes

unconnected with the operation, and one case recovered

entirely. The chance of saving life is thus manifestly on

the side of excision, and this is truly the most important

aspect of the question. The objection so often advanced

to the operation, that the limb resulting from excision

is useless, even if true, has nothing to do with the

matter. It is a question of deeper and more serious

bearing than such an objection would imply. The only

point worthy of discussion is, which operation holds out

the best chance of preserving life? The little light

derived from our Crimean experience is quite conclusive,

so far as it goes. In the one case a life was saved, while,

out of four times as many cases of the other operation,

not one survived. It is true that many cases submitted

to amputation may have undergone more extensive injury

than any of those excised, and it is also true that one case

of exarticulation did, to all intents and purposes, recover;

yet the shock of excision must be much less than that of

amputation, seeing that the great vessels and nerves are

not touched, and that those changes in the blood of the

limb are not interrupted, which some authorities contend

is the cause of death after amputation. In all the cases

of excision the loss of blood was trifling a matter of

much moment with patients like ours and the imme-
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diate relief fmm pain and irritation was very marked

in all the cases. ^i
1 wounds of the hip-joint, are in many in-

iapted for resection, the injury of

the 1 me -n limited, and the soft purls but little

destroyed. There are, <n the other hand, few accidents

which present these conditions in civil life. When the

shaft of the femur is split below the troehanter major,

don is hardly applicable, although Seutin performed
it when he had six inches of tin- shaft to remove.

tin, < )ppenheim. and Schwartz have all excised

the hip for pin-shot injuries, but not with success, al-

though all seem to have been impressed with its feasi-

bility. Paillard -'ivcs an account of Scutin's case, from

which it would appear that the patient sank on the ninth

inches of the bone WOT

m<>\ed in this case. In ( Ippenheim's case, the bone was

w down as the little trochanter, and the

patient lived eighteen days. Ksmarch relates Schwa:

case. It was a secondary operation. The b.ine,
"
to two

inches below the small tmchanter," was removed. He
died of pycemia on the seventh day after operation.

s to another case, operated on by Dr. Ross,

and related in the 41st number of the A ?//><//, x A7/////-,

1850, which ended similarly. This last operation

1 t\vo years after injury.

For disease excision of the head of the femur has been

now often performed,* and many times with success;

..f Mrilirillr. .I:lllll:ir\ , !

4 a CAM of excbion f.> r nmrhua COXae, gives a stiinin.-ny
, !' i!., .

tiotu of thi sort performed uj nrc<l li.inilv ail<l. ili.it many
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the very great difference, however, that exists between

the operation as performed for disease and for accident,

prevents any comparison being made between their

results.

Much might have been done, if we had had another

campaign, to determine the exact value of excision, as

applied to gun-shot wounds of the hip-joint. If the r

were selected with care, and the operation early per-

formed, before the vital powers began to flag, and if the

after treatment were carefully conducted, much might be

expected from this operation in military practice. It is

often very difficult to tell how far the destruction of the

bone extends, either upwards or downwards; but if the

case should turn out to be too complicated for excision,

then amputation may be performed. Stromeyer has

shown that, although the splitting of the bone barely ex-

tends into the capsule as it did in my case yet excision

should be at once performed, as suppuration is sure to be

set up in the articulation, and death by exhaustion fol-

low. The same surgeon has also shown how it happens

that, although the neck of the bone be fractured by a

ball, yet the usual signs of such an injury the shorten-

ing and rotation of the foot may be absent, from " the

fragments hanging together better on account of the

partial preservation of their fibrous covering," and, in one

case which he examined, a considerable power of flexion

and extension remained, although the neck of the bone

was fractured
; while, in another case,

" the fragments

fitted so well together that the patient did not experience

have been performed since Dr. Sayre wrote. He classifies 30 cases, of v hom

20 recovered and 10 died, only 4, however, within a week of the operation.
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the least pain, and the leg could be moved without

itation." Tin- existence of the fractur.

"iil\ in this case by the presence of a pro-
fuse -lent himself may even be able

to move his foot, and so mask tin- diagnosis. Esmarch

-welling occurring rapidly, and the

pain on ni'tion,
r

as the only t\v.. signs which arc nearly

always pivsent.

I- !. 1 hardly lie added, that if, in fracturing the neck

of the bone, the ball or any of the osseous fragments

injure the great blood-vessels, the case is not one for

excision.

The kn- e was only once excised, so far as I know,
during tl . The operation was performed in the

general hospital by Mr. Lakin, whose notes of the case

been kindly furnished to me.
"
Henry Gribben, aged 19, a private in the 77th n

mcnt, was admitted into the general hospital on Septem-
ber 8th, 185.">. While retreat ing from the Redan on that

day, '. ed a musket ball in his left popliteal s;

causing him much difficulty ill walking; nevcrth

the advanced tivnchrs, distant

about 100 yards. He was a man of average muscular

developin 1 of habitually good health. On ad-

mission, a circular wound, with in\ vs, was found

popliteal -: i at the level

:MT and middle thirds of that

I off diainrt.-r just sulliciriit to admit the

I finger, which could be passed to its full length in

a di, -rward, and sli;:htly upward, between the

i un- ihtr jury

uld th.- furt i.
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of the ball be ascertained by means of a probe or elastic

catheter. It -was not considered prudent to use mueli

force with these instruments, in consequence of the close

proximity to the joint, and of the absence of any satis-

factory evidence that its cavity was already opened.
There was no aperture of exit, the limb was not altered

in shape ;
flexion and extension, especially the former,

were limited, and any attempt to move the limb beyond
these limits was attended with much pain, which was

otherwise slight. Simply bearing the weight of the

body only caused some uneasiness, and there was no

tenderness on pressure from without. There was no ap-

pearance of synovia about the wound, nor was there any

bleeding. Under these circumstances it was considered

that any operative measures for the purpose of removing
the ball were not justifiable."

The limb was placed upon its outer side, with the knee

semiflexed, that being found the most agreeable posture,

and cold dressing was applied. The patient remained

almost free from pain, except when the limb was moved,
and in good health, until September 20th, twelve days
after the injury, when the joint became somewhat in-

flamed, as indicated by increased pain and heat, slight

tenderness to pressure, and moderate swelling. Twelve

leeches and hot fomentations were applied, and afforded

great relief. The symptoms subsided, and remained in

abeyance till about the 29th, when they gradually in-

creased, the joint becoming much swollen and tender, the

veins more distinctly visible, and the general health

beginning to suffer for the first time, as evinced by slight

perspirations, debility, frequent pulse, loss of appetite,

thirst, disturbed rest, &c. The swelling of the joint was
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uniform, and no fluctuation eould he perceived in it,

though it w;-.s thought that there was some deep-seated

fluctuation about three inches above the joint, on the

outer side of tin- thigh.
"

It was decided in consultation to examine the limb

wlii. - under the influence of chloroform,

and then to adopt such measure's as the examination

might indicate ; accordingly, on October 1st, he

placed upon the operating table, and ehloroform admin-

d. With some difficulty, and by using consider-

able force, tin- tinker could t'eel a part of the head of the

tibia, bare and rough, a small piece of bone having been

chipped of}' its inner and posterior edge, but the site of

not detected, though it was thought to be

in the joint, possibly in the spaee between the condyles
;iur. It was then decided to make such an in-

cision M would admit of the performance ofeither excision

or amputation, whichever proceedingthe condition of the

indicate. This was accordingly done; and

on opriiin-- the joint several portions of the cart i lap-

covering both bones were found to be partially detac

the bone, s: nd their surface eroded. No

\VaS found, except the small piece chipped off

the inner and posterior .-dp- of the head of the tibia."

" Bxcinon being QOU decided on, and as the necessary

Steps were be; i. pns .-scaped fr,,m a cavity whicli

existed in the outer side of the thi^h, and partiallv >ur-

roundiiii; t!ie t'. innr. The ball was found to have j.ene-

. AlnMil an inch and three

'piarters ..f the feinn d, as well as a thin

thfl In-ad of the tibia. The patella was also <

sected out, because port ts cartilage were softened.
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and partially detached. The slight oozing of blood was

soon stopped by cold water." No vessel required a

ligature. The edges of the wound were brought together.

and retained by sutures and strapping. The extremities

of the incision were left open, to allow of the escape of

pus, &c. Wet lint was applied, and the limb placed in

a straight position on a M'Intyre's splint, with a short

whalebone splint on each side of the joint, secured by

strap and buckles. The patient was placed in bed, and

a grain of morphia given him.
" The portion of femur removed was about one and

three-quarter inches long, and presented an ordinary
round musket bullet, about half embedded in the inner

condyle, the bone not being split, but the joint opened."
No symptom arose calling for remark up to the 25th,

when Mr. Lakin's report runs thus :

" Had continued

slowly improving and gaining strength until to-day ;
the

discharge had diminished in quantity. Had not ac-

cumulated nor bagged. The limb had acquired slight

firmness. The wound looked healthy, and had nearly
healed across the front. Some difficulty had been found

in keeping it in very accurate position, as he twisted

about when using the bed-pan, and he is naturally a reck-

less, troublesome fellow. His bowels were occasionally

slightly relaxed, but this was soon relieved by a dose of

the aromatic mixture. To-day he seems progressing

favourably, but has got his limb into a bad position ;

bent so as to form an angle externally. A slight dis-

coloured patch, as of a commencing slough, on the outer

side of the limb, corresponding to the position of the

displaced end of the femur, at the upper extremity of the

wound. The plane is readjusted, and the limb secured
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to it ly' bandages. The discharge is airain rather in-

i quantity. A bad sore had formed upon the

.in, but is improving under treatment."

Again, on tin- 27th, the report says. Complains rather

lilliness this morning, hut has had no rigors. lla>

vomited several times, and his bowels have been pur
1 10. Tongue moist and clean, wound healthy,

small slouch on miter side not extending. dischaiv

Irawn by a eath<

diarrho-a, although trinjmrarily elieeked by tr

;it <>n, and the sickness greatly prostrated his

j;th. Mr. Lakin notes as follows on the 28th:
"
Rapidly getting worse. Pulse i;jo. \ ,\ lo\\

-; evi-

iy sinking; countenance inneh altt-n-d, but simply
l.H.kin-- sunk "ii and pale, and not having the peculiar

inia. 1 )ie<l at ni^ht."

P- -teatli. ^Bet'ore reme.

"<!y to liic -drad t.-nt,' the orderlies had t:ikrn oft'

plint.and the limli had leen allowed to hail-' down,

SO as to destroy any points of' union that then- mi-iit have

. 'I'ln vronnd had healed, except its extremities, the

granulations on which had shrunk and .issnined a Mack

appearance (post mortem}; the opposed sin the

bone- .ilar appearance, and then- was

no sign of dead bone. They had leeoine moulded to one

another in >hape. \VhetlnT there had lie. n any union

litre was not evi

M adhesions ha\ ;

lpik-n. 'I'he ea'. i joint contained only a small

Ifl, 'J'lu abscess in t I part of the

No purulent deposits eon'

phlel.ilis IN-
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"I ascertained," adds Mr. Lakin, "after his death, that,

on the 26th and 27th, he had eaten some apples which

lie had bought, and that the vomiting and diarrh(va

cnine on after that. He had not at all the appearance of

a man suffering from pyoemia, but seemed simply to die

exhausted by sickness and diarrhoea."
" The opening through which the bullet entered re-

mained patent all the time, and a great deal of the dis-

charge escaped through it; though probably the two

extremities of the incision would have been sufficiently

on the posterior part of the limb to prevent the matter

from bagging."

Admiring as I do the brave attempts which have been

made in civil practice to save limbs by excising the

knee, I regret that it should not also be extended to

military practice ;
but except in rare circumstances, I fear

that cannot be accomplished, from the careful after-treat-

ment and the long period of convalescence necessary to

effect a cure. Ferguson speaks of more than 100 cases

having been now operated on in civil practice,and Butcher

has shown that the mortality is greatly less than what

succeeds amputation of the thigh ;
but it is to be remem-

bered that these cases were of an age and a history which

rendered the procedure much more hopeful than it almost

ever can be in warfare. A diseased joint is a constant

source of irritation and depression to the constitution, so

that, in the words of Sir Philip Crampton, "by its total

excision all those parts which were diseased, and influ-

enced the constitution so unfavourably, are removed from

the system, and the injury is resolved into a case of clean

incised wound, with a divided, but not fractured or

diseased bone at the bottom of it," and thus the powers
of the system which went to feed the disease are already
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the part as to build up the loss, so son 1

.1 work on a proper material. That nice adr.pta-

. however, of i '. vs, tliat accurate fixture of the

limb, the careful attention, nourishment, and perfect

96 which such cases obtain in a civil hospital, and

which have so much to do with the result, can hardly be

!:ied in the field. Mr. Fcr-uson, in the last edition

if his admirable manual, thus sums up the advantages
which his large experience ascribes to the operation :

mid is less than in amputation of the thigh, the

ling seldom requires more than one or two ligatures,

loss of s is less, and probably on that ac-

coun ifl less shock to the system; the chances of

secondary haemorrhage are scarcely worth notice, as the

mail. 's left untouched
;
there is, in short, nothing

in t! consequences more likely to endanger tin-

nt's safety fcl : amputation, whilst the
]

pect of retaining a useful and substantial limb, should

i rage both patient and siir-vnn t<> this

ii be performed in the field, the so<>

he better; for, although ]>riiuarily

iaease,
t!i tion soon becomes affected, if it !

v to intlammatini, -.vss
;
the c- nstiti;

.d-poisniiin^ which is

to follow may be established before we well

danger of debt ; ions too, it should

always be remembered, do n,t hold out the same pros-

in military as they do in civil practice.

Thr s;i ,d tin- absence of

6 which i pointed or;

rirufton, r, fcB ot' much w.-iirht in

favour ot are to be dealt with
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who are so sensitive to any haemorrhages as those wr

had to deal with in the Crimea.

The resection of parts of the shafts of the long bones

was not, to my knowledge, much practised in the Crimea.

The lengthened period those cases take to recover, and

the trying nature of this ordeal on the vital powers, made
such abstinence with us almost a necessity. Several

cases resulted very favourably, in which part of the shafts

of the humerus, of the bones of the fore-arm and of the

leg, were thus dealt with; but in more than one case

in which I. knew such steps taken, too much was ex-

pected of the reparative powers of our patients, too large

an extent of the bone was removed, and thus the opera-
tion failed. It was towards the end of the war that the

best results were obtained from these resections. In the

case of the tibia especially, the choice between amputation
and resection must be guided chiefly by a consideration

of the state of health of the patient, whether or not he is

in a condition to withstand a long and tedious cure
; by

the extent of destruction of the bone, and especially of

its periosteum, and finally, the means at hand for carry-

ing out the after-treatment.

Resections in the continuity of the femur were, so far

as I know, invariably fatal. The difficulty of the opera-
tion on muscular limbs must of itself predispose to dis-

agreeable results.* False joints are, as is well known,

apt to occur after resection in the continuity of bones of

the leg and fore-arm, when the operation is practised on

only one of their two bones.

* The success of two cases lately published by Mr. Jones of Jersey, in

which a considerable part of the shaft of the femur was removed., shows thai

those operations may be well adopted in civil practice at any rate.



CHAPTER XI I.

AMPUTA-1I..N-.

Tin: relative advantage of primary and secondary am-

juitation,
has always held the first place among the

us problems which the army surgeon lias had to

solve. With all that has been written on the subject

1 v military and eivil surgeons, there still seems con-

siderable reluctance to accept the question as settled.

The discrepancy ..t evidence brought to bear on the

subject has chiefly arisen frum the evident distinction

being overlooked between operations undertaken for

i. nt and for disease. Civil hospitals can seldom

affor lar to that obtained from the field

of battle, and thus it happens that civil surgeons have

come to stand in some measure in apparent antagon-
brethrcn on the point of practice

under consideration. Hunter was so much of the

civilian as to adhere to consecutive operation, although,

with very few exceptions,
- who have practised

in armies have strongly advocated early interterenee

since the days of ])uche<ne and Wiseman.* The

II unt.T sorely doe* not expreM the opinion of military surgeons, with

H the exception ;
-

iy-. 1 i.,-li,--. . it i

allowed by tboe whom we are to esteem the beet judge*, those w 1>

- of making comparative observations on HMD ui,<
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difference which so manifestly exists between the moral

condition of the patients who are operated on for accident

in civil life, and the soldier in the field, together witli

the circumstances in which each is treated after opera-

tion, introduce so many different items into the calcula-

tion of the question of amputation, that it is almost im-

possible 'to make use of the experience of either sphere to

illustrate or influence that of the other. Besides this,

the severity of those injuries which present themselves

in military practice, and which authorize the removal of

the limb, is so great, that it is but reasonable to suppose
that an operation which removes so vast a source of

irritation and pain at the earliest moment possible, must

promise the best results in saving the life. In short,

military experience on this point must regulate military

practice, and the results of civil experience must con-

tinue to regulate civil practice.

To military surgeons, the question of primary or

secondary amputation is a settled one. The experience
of every war has more and more confirmed the advan-

tages of early operation, and that in the Crimea has not

disturbed the rule
;
in fact, later observation would lead

wounded in the same battle, some where amputation had been performed

immediately, and others where it had been left till all circumstances favoured

the operation ;
it has been found, I say, that few did well who had their

limbs cut off on the field of battle, while a much greater proportion have done

well in similar cases, who were allowed to go on till the first inflammation

was over, and underwent amputation afterwards." Contrast such sentiments

witli the immense mass of facts scattered throughout the works of Larrey,

Outline, Hennen, and, in fact, of every military surgeon who has published

his experience in this or foreign countries for many years, and then let us be

led, in estimating this long-contested question, by what Hunter says is "the

best guide," viz., experience.
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LTD further, and in place of merely advocating inter-

mit h in twenty-four hours, the prevailing idea

.t would be better expressed by saying that

7 hour "the humane operation" is delayed, dimin-

nces of a favourable issue.

It to prove from any returns the full

n. as the mere number who sur-

M number of operations performed pri-

marily or secondarily, by no means expresses the terms

<>t' t on. It would manifestly be necessary to

\v how many died before the secondary period came

I, and to these should be added the victims of

rierence, with all the pain and suffering

K lay occasioned, before we can arrive at a

just estimate of the results of either proceeding. The

exp< i the Crimea in favour of early operation was

"al in both armies, and needs no illustration

.

i has done much to render the >iu cs of

primary amputation, as contrasted with secondary, yet

mor. 1. If we i certainly do, th;

: lictie all fear <>f intensifying the

shock is obviated which was one reason why surgeons

ved operation then the tendency ofmili -ery>

aina- th action of chloroform, must be to still

uid more prompt ;

S >( I were much more common

:he early than the late
p.-r' war, a cir-

thedeliei- 1't means of treat inur

I am led to understand, from a very well-informed source, that th.

RuMtau alao lost two-third* of all their secondary operations, but saved a

f i!r BUte Of lip ir primal^
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the wounded in the camp during the former as compared
with tin 1 latter period, and thus the necessity that

existed of despatching them from camp immediately
aftiT being injured ;

and this, together with the Letter

hygienic condition of the patients towards the end of the

war, accounts for a fact, well known to those who served

in the East, but which the range of the returns does not

enable me to show in figures, that amputations were

much more successful as a whole, towards the conclusion,

than at the outset of the war. At first too, when patients

were early sent from camp, not a few operations, to my
own knowledge, were performed during the " intermedi-

ary" period, and, without one exception, those thus

falling within my observation were fatal.

The tremendous destruction which was at times oc-

casioned by round shot or shell, left little hope from any

operation whatever. In the case of many, a "
pansement

de consolation
" was the only alternative, while, in not a

few, the injury was so severe, that, although amputation
was performed, in the vain hope of a possible success, yet
the apparent advantage of primary operation thereby

suffered, and this circumstance is another of the many
which makes it impossible to place this question in a fair

light. The most severely injured have their limbs re-

moved early, while the most hopeful are retained for

secondary operation, and thus all the advantages of

slighter injury less constitutional disturbance, more

promising habit of body, and state of general health

are denied to the early operations. In truth it may be

said, that
if,

with all the advantages under which secon-

dary amputations are recorded, they appeared as merely

equal in success to primary, then the superior claims of
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the latter to our attention wouM be sufficiently cl

how much more marked, then, are the successes of early

oper rhen we tind them giving such superior

A- to tin- general
-

;' amputations during the

\var. it may In- safely said, that when due weight is

i to the many eireumstances which have militated

agaii -uccess of all operations, and which have

been fully dwelt upm in the course of the preceding

pages, those pertbrmed early have afforded a very fair

proportion of success; while it cannot be denied but that

undertaken late, have l>een followed by most unfor-

tunate results.

A siege presents peculiarly favourable opportunities

for testing the value of iputations. Tin-

men being close together, and acting within a narrow

space, can be seen almost instantly on being injured.

be soldier in such circumstances resem-

:hat of the sailor on board of his ship; so that the

experience of naval surgeons, which is so strongly in

amputation, applies with peculiar i

to military siege practice. Unfortunately,
the arrange-

: followed in our army during the siege of Sebas-

topol, made the elucidation of this point impossible.

rgeons were alone sent to the trcnche>

luring an assault, when A statl-sur-vnn occupied

f the ravines behind each division ; but in the hurry

D which prevailed at such times, the men he

;itcd on wen- lust si'j-ht of : and as by the rules wliich

prev ur service, an officer of that rank is not

ipulate, except when the surgeon i< not with

the ivgi; 1 for the due examin
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of this question. The French experience, if it were

available, would be of much use on this point, as they

performed many capital operations in their trench ambu-
lances.

Whatever that condition is which is conventionally
known as "

shock," it seems pretty evident, from t.lu*

admission of all, that it is not established for some little

time after the receipt of injury an interval which differs

in duration, mainly in accordance with the severity of

the wound, the agency by which the injury has been

caused, and probably the constitution of the sufferer.

The evidence of naval surgeons, as summed up by .Mr.

Hutcheson, in reference to the absence of shock imme-

diately after the receipt of a wound, must be conclusive

to all unprejudiced minds ;
and instances were not want-

ing during the late war which appeared to support the

same view. I know of several well-authenticated cases

which occurred during the siege, in which the perfect

absence of all constitutional prostration after an accident

so severe as the carrying off of a limb, and the non-appear-
ance of such shock for some considerable time after, went

to prove the same position. If this precious moment
could be seized at all times, and that operation performed
under chloroform, which assists so much in warding off

the " ebranlement
" we fear, how much more successful

would our results prove, than under any other circum-

stances they ever can be !

It is during this interval, too, that we obtain the full

good of the soldier's moral advantages over the civilian.

" Cut off the limb quickly," says Wiseman,
" while the

soldier is heated and in mettle" and the observation is

as old as Pard, that while excited by the combat, and
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within sound of tin- cannon, the soldier or sailor

willingly :th a limb which a few hours of reflect ion

him deal :n tlie risk of preserving,

upon which : tcntion, so as to mag-
nify greatly the dangers of the subsequent operation,

over, the removal of the man, before operation, to

any distance from the scene of his accident, lessens

somewhat his chances of recovery; as, besides the

danger that the irritation and pain of such transport,

carefully it may be conducted, will occasion,

the constitutional depression we dread
;
the mere loss of

1 which, alth ing on in very small quantities,

t flowing in drops, when a drop may extinguish life,

'rious objections to the shortest delay.

although that constitutional disturbance

h is the result ot' injury is present, is it al\

ssary to wait its subsidence before operating? It it

rked, and the patient thus much

prostrated, such delay may certainly be called tor; but

an opinion often stated by those who must be well

iiat such
il<-lay is not alu

advantageous, but manifestly tie- reverse. Lanvy, for

exa:: nee to the following senti-

ment :

'

II est done dcmontre qiie la commotion, loin

d'etre un mputation primitixe,
! chinirgcon;" ;111 <1 ; lL

,-
;l j n) "Lesei

de la commotion loin de s'aggravcr, diminuent et dis-

paraissent insensiM. -m.-nt apres I'operation ;

" * and in

J'i vu perir on Mez gnmd nombrc de mUitaires q-. s duns

let vingt-qiutre heures p*rc

\U que j'ai ampules anx deux jambesit la ba;
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this opinion he is by no means solitary, as may "be seen

by reference to the writings of many naval surgeons,

who have manifestly the best opportunities of judging
in the matter. The upholding influence of chloroform

comes strongly into play in such cases, and obviates, in

a great measure, the dangers which have been prognos-
ticated from such proceedings. If the constitutional

depression be the result of an injury which remains as a

source of irritation, then the removal of such must mani-

festly be a great point gained ;
and I know it is the

opinion of many army surgeons of large experience, that

the presence of shock is no hinderance to operation (under

chloroform), if that condition be not very decidedly
marked at the moment of interference.

The difficulty which chiefly stands in the way of

instant operation is the recognition of the cases which

demand it, and the certainty that no fatal internal lesion

may not have been at the same time sustained, as the

accident to the limb which necessitated its removal.

However, it would certainly tend on the whole to the

saving of life to operate as soon as possible, not only in

all those cases in which the necessity for it was evident,

but also in all doubtful cases
;
as although a few limbs

might thus be sacrificed, I have not the least doubt but

that many lives would be saved.*

qui avait ('to ope're' le premier et peu d'instans apres le coup, est le seul que

ait ete' sauveV' Larrey, vol. iii. p. 378.

* In fact, there can be little doubt but that it would tend greatly to the

preservation of life in an army on active service, if it were made imperative

on surgeons to operate in certain contingencies, in place of leaving it, as at

present, to the discretion of each what cases to preserve and what to operate

on; as the undoubted tendency among surgeons notwithstanding the pre-
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Tl ilbrded a most excellent Held for

tin- relative value of flap and circular amputa-
: as, although in our army the former was commonly
'veil, most ot' tlir Freneh and not a few of our own

surgeons adhered bo \viiat Sir ( '. Hell termed a the per-

il of the operation .,f Amputation." As the advan-

al. of removing the limb as far as possible

trunk is fully reeogm/i-d, it seems curious that

ireular nn-de of operating, which I think admits of

.in the operation hy flaps, should not be

1. In the lower part of the thigh this is

Vularly observed. Protrusion of bone, is the g

whieh terrifies most o; . henee tlu-y make

unnecessarily long flaps, and nmove a much la.

judice which so long exi-ted t<> the contrary is to amputate too little on

the field of battle. I know full well such a n-^ulation could not bt> mail. .

nor would it be withstood by a medical staff; but judged < tf bear-

ing on results, I have little doubt but that it \\ ..nll be successful. As was

said when speaking of coinpounl fractun>s and \\.niii.l.-.i joints, every suc-

ceeding generation of surgeons go through, to a great extent, the same

ordeal in gaining their experience. Tln-y MIJ-J....-,. th.-ir advanced attain-

mento encourage an atti-mpt whi.-h tli.-ir pn-d-i-.-s S..rs feared, and thus a

vaat number of lives are ever being sacriii. ! t<. tin- estaMislnnent of indi

vidual experienoe. Were it possible that a commission, a chi< t, an a.adcm y.

or any competent body having authority, were to lay down in-t ructions at

the beginning of a campaign binding on the surgeons of an array, with rr-

ftrencr to points fully established by a lory ient induction, as

well as those which called for their i:n, -tl... little dont.t hut

that a large proportion .,f lives would In- saved during each war, and a mass

of reliable facts added to our knowledge. The tin,matin- -t.it.- of our

knowledge Upon those Cases ^hi<h ! II..HI.! iimnedi.ite amputation mi-ht

be thus thrown into shape and made availai-l.-. \\hil.- those oper

would alone be made imperative the justness of v. hi. h \\.i- l> youd doubt,

m arrangement as that <> of being a hinderance t- the

advance o' :.;- . uouhl, in trutli. roiuot,- it.
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amount of the bone than is at all necessary. This \v;is

very apparent in many amputations in the East. .Mr.

Syme has laid down the true principle which should

regulate our proceedings, when he says,
"

It is not the

length of the flaps which prevents the risk of protrusion

of the bone, but the height at which it is divided above

the angle of union of the flaps."

In soldiers, as in many (although not all) cases sub-

mitted to primary amputation for accident at home, the

proportion of muscle to skin and subcutaneous fat is dif-

ferent from what it is in most cases operated on in civil

hospitals, and thus modifies our appreciation to some

extent of the two modes of operating. In soldiers there

is commonly but little subcutaneous fat, and the muscles

are large and strong ;
hence it becomes very difficult,

when practising the flap operation, to adapt the parts to

one another, so as to fulfil the latter part of the old

maxim,
" Muscle must cover bone, and integument

muscle." It cannot be said that this arose in the East

from the maladroit performance of the operation by the

flap, as the same circumstance may be seen to occur at

home in the hands of our ablest hospital surgeons. The

paring and stuffing-in processes which are not uncom-

monly seen in hospitals, to correct the results of the con-

dition referred to, are no less prejudicial than unsightly.

The irritation is thereby increased, and proper adhesion

of the parts prevented. In secondary amputation the

excess of skin removes any fear of similar accidents.

Chloroform has refuted the argument in favour of the

flap operation, founded on the greater speed of its per-

mance than the circular, as such great speed is now a

matter of no moment. But however it be with regard to



is one fact which any one

who hul opportunities of watching matters during tin-

, part of tin- late war will am]' viz., that the

ilar stumps stood tin- transit t<> tin- rear much 1

than those formed l>y the flap method, and thus it would

.1 that the former mode of operating is more advan-

>us in military p ian thr latter. The long
s knocked about during the land and

sea passage, that they often became loose, got bruised,

and ended l.y slouch in.u' ;
while the iirin, compact stumps

le l>y the circular method were little, if at all, injured.

When patients can he treated in cam]* to a termination,

influence of this circumstance is, of course, null.

It may be said that the length of the flaps was a mis-

committed in the operation; but, unfortunately, such

errors must always be looked for in like circumstances,

whe is a lari'e body of operators, most of them

witl vious experience in oper, 1 whose

r always is to have "too little flap;" for although
lick says, that u

it ivipr

practical experience t<> kimw when to take off a limh

how to do it," yet the how must also be studied, like

.thing else.

In ooi the statistics of amputation perfon:

Mg the Crimean war. the li-'i; . the

ci between tin- 1st of April, i 1 the end of

-var, and consequently exclude all the unfavmi

'.iign, as well as i

the oper.!

..ar. It w; s found impossible to attain to accn;

with regard t<> th-- Dtrliei ; the field ot ..l.serva-

! as stated. It i
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how different must be the lessons derivable from the

statistics of this latter period alone, to what they would

have been it' the whole period of the war had been in-

cluded.*

During the limited period I have mentioned*, there

were 732 amputations in all parts performed, followed

by death in 201 instances
;
of these, 654 operations and

165 deaths were primary, and 78 operations with 3(>

deaths, secondary ; giving a per-centage of 27*4 deaths

overhead 25'22 for the primary, and 46*1 for the secon-

dary operations. If we include only the greater opera-

tions, viz., amputations of the shoulder, arm and forearm,

of the hip, thigh, knee, and leg, then we have a total of

500 cases and 199 deaths, or 39 '8 per cent.
;
of which total

440 cases and 163 deaths, or 37 per cent, were primary,
and 60 cases and 36 deaths, or 60 per cent, were secon-

dary.f

The increase of the mortality as we approach the

trunk may be shown thus, taking the primary amputa-
tions alone as giving the most unbroken series:

SUPERIOR EXTREMITY.

p . Ratio mortality
per cent.

Fingers, 0'5

Forearm and wrist, 1'8

Arm, 22-9

Shoulder joint, 27-2

* In my original papers the figures were intended to represent the period

of the \vhole Avar. I have reason to think, that although, upon a more

careful investigation of the returns than could be made in the Crimea, tlu-M-

numbers have since proved not strictly accurate, they yet represent pretty

much the results which followed many of the operations as viewed in the

more lengthened and less favourable aspect of the war.

t See Appendix G.



MI TV.

Ratio mor:

per.

Tarsu 1 l-_

Ankle joint '21 _'

Leg, 30-3

Knee joint, 50-0

Thigh, lower third 50'0

u
middle, 55-3

UJ-IMT 86-8

Hip joint 100-0

The lower extremity was removed at the hip joint seven

s during the period included in the returns, and at

least three times more previously, giving ten cases, all

primary operations, and all ending rapidly in death.

>t' these cases was operated on by my lamented friend

I >r.
i the Alma. The French

thirteen cases, primary and secondary, after the

Alma and Inkerman, and all died. One of these, a

. was operated on by M. Legouest on the 3rd ot'

. 1855, at Constantinople. The upper part ot'

femur was completely smashed by a conical ball. Tin-

flaps had adhered to a point by the middle ot' Dei-ember,

at whi.-h date I saw the patient walking about the ward

i by all \ ond

danger. Th< Ight On whlcb the order arrived tor

sending him to Frane( where he was to !. admitted, l.y

~.sion, into the Yal de Grace he tell when

walkinir in the corridor, and hurt his stump so that it bled

Inflammation was set up, suppuration.

llOOa followed, and he

months afi

.1 the same hospital had three cases, one of
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which I watched with interest. Two of these died of

haemorrhage, one on the fifteenth, and the other on the

twentieth day. The third died of cholera. One of these

men was a Russian.

The mortality which has thus followed exarticulation

at the hip during the Eastern campaign, has been very

deplorable ; yet, in the cases in which it was performed,
no other alternative remained, except to abandon them to

inevitable death, which many might be disposed to think

the more humane proceeding, as they often linger for a

long period before death. M. Legouest's case was un-

questionably successful; and, although we can hardly

hope with Larrey that this operation will ever be per-

formed as readily as his favourite one at the shoulder

joint, still the results of operation at the hip for accident

have not been so utterly hopeless as to lead us to abandon

it. M. Legouest has given, in a most interesting paper
on the case mentioned above, a table containing most of

the recorded cases of amputation at the hip for gun-shot
wounds. Of primary operations he has collected 30

cases, all ending fatally ;
of intermediate or early second-

ary operations he finds mention of 11 cases, with 3

recoveries
;
and of operations performed at a period so

late as that " the injury had lost all its traumatic char-

acter," 3 cases, with one recovery. Thus, if we sum up
the whole, we have 4 recoveries in 44 cases, or a mor-

tality of 90*9 per cent. Some of the primary cases died

on the table
;

all of them before ten days except 2, which

perished within a month. The proportion of recoveries

among those operated on after the primary period, but

before a long elapse of time, i.
e.,

at some period during

the existence of "the traumatic phenomena," was the
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i hence that would nem the. best tin

undertake th
'

; on.

lg
tin- Sehleswie-ll'lstein war, amputation at the

hip was performed 7 times 5 were operated on l.v

'

>eck
; only 1 ot' t! a recovered. I find i\

whether were primary or secondary.
Jn the Indian campaigns I find mention of only 1

i at tin-
hi])

tor a gun-shot wound. It w;;.-

a primary operation, and took plncv in the Punjaul..

Thus, if we reckon the whole number of cases operated
r pin-shot wounds, those recorded by Legouest, our

own Crimean cases, and the Holstein and Indian ones,

we find a total of 62 cases, and 5 recoveries, or a mortality
of 91*9 per e<

Mr. Sands Cox, recording the experience of civil

hospitals, as well as those of military practice, up to

1846, gives in all 84 cases, most of them for injury, with

: 1 l of theee moceaefb] caaea ' <

f the nnsue. injiirv ; and

for April. ls:,7, there

is a furthrr record of 8 cases, of which '2 wen for acci-

-
1 primary and 1 secondary), wit li '.\ recoveries, all

us tor disease.* Co.\ the ditH-

. of rcstrainii norrhau-e durin-- the operation.

* In the New York Journal of Medicine for October, b a

paper by Dr. Smith on the subject of m t th. !ii
;

.. in \\]

gives a summary of 98 cases, sho^ i r l in J
:

.

of thete cases, of which he learn*! ilars, the operation wn

fonnetl f r injury in 80 cases, and the per-centage of deaths was Go.

remarks one curious circumstance, \

suddenly and marl no reason can be given

., unless it be increased care, better op. <
<>f
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and the shock given to the nervous system, as the great

sources of danger. The haemorrhage, at a considerable

period after operation, would appear even a more common
cause of the fatal event, than the difficulty of command-

ing it at the time.

It will, of course, only be in the event of such de-

struction to the bone or soft parts, or such other injury to

the nutrition of the extremity, as puts resection out of our

power, that amputation will be performed. If the fracture

of the neck of the bone were slight, as when occasioned by
a small ball, or one striking with little propulsive force,

such as that projected by the matchlock, then the case,

I conceive, must be viewed more as a compound fracture

of the upper part of the thigh, and should be treated

accordingly. M. Legouest has recorded 6 cases in which

the limb was not removed or resected, and 3 of these

recovered. One of these cases of recovery having oc-

curred in 1812, must have been wounded by a round

ball
;
the second was injured in a duel, and hence prob-

ably by a small light ball; while the third was observed

in Africa, where neither the size nor the form of the

balls used by the natives is to be compared to the conical

bullet. All three were struck on the trochanter. The
3 fatal cases with us which were not interfered with,
took place after the Alma and Inkerman, and hence

were probably wounded by conical balls.

All are agreed that, when practical, the separation of

the limb should be accomplished at or through the tro-

chanter, rather than at the joint, on account of the

diminished risk; and this can be more often executed

than would at first appear, as it not uncommonly happens
that the fracture does not extend to the head of the bone,
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t seemed at first siirht to do; hence it might be

ions, in all doubtful cases, to make the incisions so

: amputation at the trochanter. The steps

ssary for exartieiilution can easily IK- taken, it' called

for ; .vhcn the bone is examined. Such a

proceeding would certainly not be very
"

brilliant," but

it illicit save a 1

Alter the l.-t April, 1855, amputation in the upper
third ot'the thiirh was performed 39 times, with a fatal

uses. Of the total number only one was a

secondary operation, and it ended fatally. The ratio

mortality per cent was thus 86*8 for primary, and 100*

for secondary. I have never myself seen any case re-

cover in which the limb was amputated beyond doubt in

ipper third, and I never met any one who had, except
in one ii . and that man was seen in Kn^lund.

I saw several upper third amputation*, so-called, which

were lly so. It is very easy to be deceived on

point. The French and Russians found these

operations so hopeless that they almost abandoned them;

;ct, as was before remarked, the attempt to

limbs, hopeless as it was, seemed more promising
than amputation in th<- tield.

Ai: a in the middle third was performed daring
tin-

[ Lprfl, 1855, 66 times, of which

36 of these cases and 31 deaths were

primary operations, jrivin- a ratio
mortality per cent, of

55*3; 9 cases were operated on ; |, : ind 7 died.

.,"7 percent Amputation in the louvr third was

>amc
p.

i times, \(\ 1-

prim -reondury |

: of the prin

23 or 50': : 'id of the secondary, 10 or 71- 1
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IKT cent. A very great many of the operations classed

as " lower third," ought to have been entered as "middle

third," as it very frequently happened that, from the

operator adhering too closely to the maxim of Petit, to

" cut as little of the muscle and as much of the bone as

possible," an operation which was ostensibly in the

lower, was in reality in the middle third. This is a

matter of which I have seen many illustrations; con-

sequently, I believe that at least one-third of the opera-
tions and the deaths classed as lower third, should be

transferred to the middle third column, and thus the

relative frequency and fatality of the two operations
would be better expressed.

Taking amputations in all parts of the thigh, then, we
find the number of operations after the 1st of April,

1856, was 164, of which number 140 were primary, and

24 secondary operations. The total mortality was 105,
or 64* per cent. Of the total deaths, the primary ampu-
tations yielded 87, or 62'2 per cent., and the secondary

18, or 75* per cent. It must always be borne in mind,
that these results only refer to the period of the war

when, as was before stated, secondary operations were

becoming very rare, and the state of matters in camp so

improved, that the total mortality after amputations was

by no means what it had been at an earlier period ;
so

that to say that the average mortality after amputation
of the thigh in the Crimea was 64* per cent, does not

by any means express the whole truth. However, if

we take the later period only into consideration, then our

results may be thus contrasted with those obtained in

other fields of observation.
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TABLE SHOW I NT. Till: <E OF DEATHS AFTER AMPUTATION

(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY) OF THE THIGH FOR OUX-SIIOT

WOUNDS AND ACCIDENTS.

Crimea, British army from April 1st to end of war, 64'0

Constantinople. French Dolma-Batchi hospital. Mntinier,.... 82'6

Brigade, Crimea 65-0

campaign*, 48*7

Waterl.

Spain, Alcock, fi-'-'i

Schleswic-Hi'lstcin, Esmarch, in-lo

h army, 1848-50, Djorup, 56-7

Sedillot,
"
Campagne Constantine," 1837, 87.5

[laudena, 51-4

Polish campaign, Malgaigne, 100-0

m war lOO'O

Hotel Dieu, 1830, 81-8

Cases communicated to the Academy, 1848, 77 J

INJURY.

Phillip? 71-8

Parisian hospitals,
" 73'9

Glasgow, previous to 1848, Law rie 75'0

: QUa
72-0

-mas' hospital, South

Hnnev 62-5

James, aUprimar,, 61-5

University college, Erichsen, ... 60-8

Mortality
per cent.

The usual dism-panry which marks statistical tables

is observaMc in the almy. Mi<m. That between

e^ulte obtained in mir army, and those quoted fnmi

I ln\.- in t!ii" r<, ni
j,nt:iti(.ii tak.-ti f<T u'rajit-1 that one-thinl of the cases

"remaining" at the time the return giv n l.y Mr. CuthriewM com;

ended unfavourably, which appears a very moderate allowance, when we

find such a as 51 out of 94 cases of secondary amputation so

entered, and 85 of the primary.

f These numbers are derived from a further inv< the Royal

try records by Dr. M'Ghic and myself, and include the cases operated

A elve years previous to 1853.
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the French, and which were kindly furnished to me by
M. Mourner, is easily understood, when it is stated that of

the total number of 46 amputations of the thigh which

pivsenti'd themselves in the hospital presided over by that

distinguished surgeon, 25 were secondary operations, all

of whom perished, while in our returns, and those of the

Naval Brigade, there were very few consecutive ampu-
tations. Out of 21 primary amputations reported by M.

Mounier, 8 recovered. The low mortality among the

Indian cases is somewhat -difficult to account for. In

calculating them, I did not include any case except those

the result of which I could find well authenticated. To

distinguish between primary and secondary operations,

in many of the cases recorded by the various authors

referred to in the above table, was found impossible, but

so far as this can be accomplished appears in the follow-

ing table :

TABLE SHOWING THE MORTALITY AFTER PRIMARY AND SECONDARY (DIS-

TINGUISHED) AMPUTATIONS OF THE THIGH FOR GUN-SHOT WOlM>s.
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old operation has lately been creating some interest in

the profession, and was often performed by the French

surgeons in the Crimea. The opinion they were led to

t'< >rni of it may be supposed to be expressed by Baudens,
when he says (Une Mission Medicate en CrimSe), "It is

a truth which the numerous facts observed in the Crimea

permit us to affirm, that, whenever it is impossible to

amputate the leg, the disarticulation of the knee should

be preferred to amputation of the thigh. The former has

more often succeeded than the latter." There are not,

however, very many cases occurring in the field which

are adapted for this operation, as it should be performed

only when the injury is limited to the leg-bones, and

the femur remains intact
;
and when this takes place, it

often happens that the soft parts are so much implicated

as to deprive us of flaps. However, if the posterior flap

is destroyed, we can take a long flap from the front, and

vice versa. To 4 of the cases operated on in camp, with

the details of which I am acquainted, the operation was

not applicable, as the femur was more or less injured, so

as to call for the removal of part of it : hence the opera-

tion, although termed amputation through the knee, was

in reality low amputation of the thigh, such as that now

employed in white swelling of the articulation.

As to the mode of operation, the French mostly

adopted Baudens' method, but in 5 cases operated on in

the general hospital that proceeding was departed from,

in so far as that the posterior flap was made from within

Medicine, January, 1856, gives the results of 18 operations performed since

1850 in America ;
5 of these were fatal. If to these we add 6 cases which

have been more recently published with 1 death, we have a total of 61 cases,

and 21 deaths, or 34-4 per cent, mortality.
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outwards in place of the reverse, as directed by that

well- surgeon. The anterior Hap. t<>:>, was not

made so long. Whatever method of operating be

adopted, the great point which demands attention is, to

tli
-

Hap sufficiently broad to cover tin- expanded
>t' the femur, which there requires a large and bread

. Of the 5 cases operated on in the general

ital, <>ne die- 1 of phapvdivnic sloughing on the forty-

third day : another, a soldier of the 62nd, died of enteri-

. ty-seventh day, the stump being healed to

a point; a third sank from exhaustion on the ninth day
M : a fourth never fairly recovered from the

; ;
while the lifth and last case recovered, under the

_re of Dr. George Scott, who operated on him. This
1

s- tidier in the i' s .struck on the right

t by a ball, on the 8th of September. He

_rht himself very slightly injured, as the only tiling

he observed wrong with the joint was his inabili

it, on account of "
something catching in it." A

small opening was found in the middle of the popliteal

space, slightly external to the middle line, from which a

good deal of blood flowed. 'I led into the

cavity of the articulation, and spicuhr of bone were

\vithiu. A part of the end of the lemur was re-

itella h-ft. A round ball had pierced

11, d coiidyle, and lodged. T rior flap

tually si. . led the end of the lemur;

but th- ;

;.

-utly covered over with

illation-, and though the
p.-stieiit's

very was much
'

the format ion of an

abscess ai ;i.sclcs of the thi-h, which reqv
ct health
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in January. His stump was strong and firm, and he

had nuu'h power over its movements. The patella

could be felt on the upper surface, to which position it

had been gradually retracted. In several of the cases

which I have seen in the French hospitals, where

sloughing of the flaps had taken place, as in this case,

and exposed the extremity of the femur, the cartilages

were alone thrown off, but not a scale of bone.

So far as I can judge, the practical advantages of this

operation are equal in value to those theoretical ones

which its advocates claim for
it,

and they would seem to

recommend its more general adoption in any future cam-

paign. First of all, the shock to the system is less, and

we obtain a larger and firmer stump than when the femur

is sawn through ;
the end of the bone on which the

patient has to bear his weight is likewise more expanded,
and more rounded, and hence calculated to inspire greater

confidence in the patient in the use of
it,

and less liable

to cause ulceration by its pressure on its coverings.* A
false leg can be more easily attached to such a stump, and

more power is retained in progression from the muscles

which remain undivided, than when the limb is amputated
in the continuity. Few now participate in Listen's

opinion of a long thigh stump, but, on the contrary, most

surgeons try to keep their section as far as possible from

* The absorption of the condyles of the femur which may go on after this

operation, is illustrated by a case mentioned by M. Legouest (Amputation

partielles du pied}, in which a soldier had undergone amputation at the knee

in 1800, in Italy, and " the enormous tuberosities had so diminished in

volume that no trace of them could be recognized, but the member presented

a cone terminated by a point." So completely had the part changed, that

it was only after very careful examination they believed the man's story, that

he had been amputated at the joint.
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tin- trunk. The non-interference with the medullary
il ol>viat "t

1

the dangers of amputation, accor-

_r to Cruveilhier
;
while the extremity of the femur,

which is largely supplied with Mood-vessels, being re-

tained, there is less fear of exfoliation than when the

-sue of the bone has been opened by the saw.

position of the divided artery in the centre of the

S and the few ligatures which are required, are

further arguments in favour of this operation. There is

little fear but that the flaps will adhere over the cartila-

ginous extivmity of the bone in fact the cartilages soon

ppear during the healing process. There is some

appearance of force in the objection which some have

advanced to the operation, that from the length of the

stump no proper space is left for the play of an artificial

joint; but if it be evident, as civil statistics at least

, that the fatality attendant on this operation is less

than that which follows amputation of the thigh, then

any such objection loses all its weight.
1 f thm, cases were selected for the operation in which

the femur ivmaininir intact, and the legbones being de-

ed, a sufficiency of flap could be got from the calf, or

:ront of the leg, and if the amputation was performed
. I firmly believe, with Mulicaiirne that it is

" Kncmv
une de ces operations trop Increment condamnees, ct ijui

lorsqu'on a le choix me'rite tout* preference sur rampu-
tati< euisse dans la continuity."

<

leg was amputated after April 1, 1855, 101 tim

with death following in 36 cases, giving a mortality of

35'6 per cent.; 89 cases, and 28 deaths, were prin.

MODS, and 12 cases, with 8 deaths, secondary thus

ling a ratio of iimrtnl ecnt. of the

primary, and G6*6 for the secondary.
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The rule generally followed in our army, has, I think,

been to preserve as much as possible of the limb,

but, except in those cases in which the operation was

performed just above the ankle-joint, the French ap-

peared usually to amputate at the place of election. I

saw no instance in which Larrey's operation through the

head of the tibia was had recourse to, but I am informed

that it was several times successfully performed in the

French ambulances.

The greatly improved mechanical contrivances of late

years have much changed the bearing of the question with

regard to long leg stumps. The facility and moderate

cost with which artificial limbs can now be fitted to any

part of the limb, from the knee to the foot, has obviated

many of the reasons which formerly induced surgeons to

prefer the high operation. Larrey's, through the head of

the tibia, is a most valuable one when the destruction

has extended high up the leg, as it enables us to retain

the use of the knee-joint, as well as diminish the risk to

life. That at
" the place of election" will, of course, con-

tinue to be employed in cases of injury above the middle

of the leg ;
but when the nature of the accident permits

of
it,

the part of the leg which appears to combine most of

the advantages sought in leg stumps by both the surgeon

and the mechanician, is undoubtedly that in the centre

of the middle third. The length of the lever thus ob-

tained, the diminished bulk of the part and consequently

of the truncated section, the means of covering the bones,

and the room it affords for attaching a limb, are all in

favour of this locality. Many most admirable stumps

were made in this part of the limb during the war. In

operations for accident, as in gun-shot wounds, we can, of

course, operate lower in the leg than we can when the
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r disease, from the absence of

I state of the bone, and the changed and

bound ! which are so common in cases

operated on in civil hospitals.

As to tin- operation just above the ankle, which has of

\used so much discussion on the contii

we had, so far as I know, no experience in our army; but

the French had a good number, which, so far as the con-

n of the stumps went, were not by any means pmm-
.:. This operation, although revived by the improved

method of procedure introduced into practice by M.

r. is yet of sufficiently old date. It is mentioned

by Dionis in his " Cours d' Operations," and was ;

;

by Bromfield in 1740, and afterwards by White,

Alanson, and Bell, in England. In France Blandin

often performed it in recent times, but was induced to

abandon
it,

like many others, from the bad result -

lod of operation yielded. P.y M. Lemur's moditica-

.* and M. Martin's artificial limb, the operation

promises again to come into favour. This oper;

appears to me t< have a special bearing on military

Its value will t judged of by .

.id L'lid, thi- usefulness of the

result ii'g stump. As t the first point there can 1
>

as to its advantage o\ >ther amput.
in the leg. The greatly diminished bulk of the soft and

;

parts at th- ]laee <.f seet'nm, the smaller amoii!

k such F will occasion, and the men- rapid

closing of the w..und. are all incontestable. Its fatalitv

in the cases operated on in I'miK . has been only as <

See Arch. Gen. de Mi . >40, and M Arnal tixl
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sixth or one-seventh. wSile the mortality of amputation
at the place of election is more than one-half (55 in 100

according to Malgaigne). In some hospitals, as in the

Beaujon, the mortality has been even less in the sus-

malleolaire operation than that mentioned above : thus

M. Huguier only lost 1 out of 1 4 cases. So then, as

far as the mortality goes, there can be no division of

opinion, as there is about the second point, viz., the state

of the stump afterwards. The difficulty of retaining

enough of covering for the bones, the fear of such retrac-

tion as will occasion a conicity of the stump, the tender-

ness of the cicatrix, and its inability to stand pressure,

the chance of fusiform collections of pus forming among
the tendons, of caries or necrosis of the bones following,

all these are among the objections which have been

advanced to the operation. If we, however, carefully

examine these by the light of the large number of obser-

vations which can now be brought to bear on the subject,

we find that the only objections which are of any weight
are the scanty covering of soft parts, the tenderness of

the cicatrix, and the risk of necrosis. Purulent collec-

tions can be easily avoided by careful dressing ;
and the

presence of the other evils, and, in fact, the want of flap

also, must be referred to the manner in which the opera-
tion has been performed. I have examined a considerable

number of those amputated in Paris, and am bound to

say that, while in some cases the evils spoken of existed,

in the greater number of instances good and firm stumps
were formed. This was especially the case in several

which I saw in M. Lenoir's service, in the Neckar.

Some of the cases which had been operated on in the

Crimea were certainly very bad. At the Society of
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v an Aral), shown by l?arn Larrey, both

.hose limbs lr -ihove the inallcoli, in

'ih secondary operations, and

seemed to have healed well at lirst; Imt the cicatrix

afterwards u' . and at tlie period he was shown

t> the S.M
'

,irly two years after operation), he could

not U-- his stumps in any way, from their being in an

unhealthy condition. In another case, shown to the

on a subsequent occasion, the operation had

been performed in 1848, and the man had been an in-

' of hospitals on several occasions during the inter-

val, mi account of ulceration, abscesses, and necrosis

in his stump. The bones were much thickened, and

utly diseased at the time T .saw him. A letter from

M. IIutin of the Invalides, which was at the same time

read, stated the results of the operation as they had come

under his observation, and certainly his evidence

however, the want of a properly con-

limb for the patients, detracted much
the value of his remarks.* If the limb cannot be

i with a t, but made to rest on the k

scarcely anything will in mis for the long and

arrejr lost several of his low amputations 1>\ tetanus, which must have

been a mere coincidence. Ballin^all i.-:N that "of :M soldiers admitted int..

ivalidea after the Russian campaign with their ] _^ amputate.! b

diatcly above the ankle, 22 had such bad stumps as to in !
, sub-

mit to a second am : II. I.unvy inform

the Sod&4 de Chirurgie that the Russian surgeons :-, tlu- same

campaign had Informed him that ! ;rene being very rife in th,-ir

army, they adopted the low operation, so as to leave room for a subs.

one if the stump went wr-.n- : In li.-ivi-allu.li-il to the u,,.

opernt Me to cases of malignant
i its near neighbourhood to the affected part.
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cumbrous stump. Since 1845 M. Hutin had had 5 cases

especially under his notice : one could walk, but with

difficulty, and would willingly part with his foot
;
one

had been several times in hospital from the state of his

stump, and three had to undergo subsequent amputation.

Now all this is sufficiently distressing and discouraging,

but in military practice I question whether it is conclu-

sive. The limited mortality yet presents itself to us as

a great fact, which arrests our attention. If when men
die so fast after the ordinary amputation of the leg, as

they did during the early part of the war in the Crimea,
it becomes a grave consideration whether, with all its

subsequent drawbacks, we should not adopt this process

when practicable. If our choice lay between two opera-

tions of equal gravity, then unquestionably we are bound

to select that which will provide the most useful stump ;

but when the chances of death are beyond all comparison

greater in the one case than in the other, when, inde-

pendently of those dangers which attach to the operation

itself, the marked presence of an "
hospital epidemic

' ?

makes it desirable to expose as small and as rapidly-

healing a surface as possible, then I think it may be con-

ceded that the sus-malttolaire operation has many claims

upon us. Life must be our chief concern
;
convenience

a subordinate consideration. The complaints of patients

about the inconvenience of their stumps, must be con-

sidered as affording little evidence in the matter, as the-

fact that they survive to murmur is often due to the very

operation against which they complain.
If the heel remains, then this operation could not be

thought of, but it is in those cases, sufficiently frequent

in their occurrence, in which the whole foot has been
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carried away by r"iin<; r such like accident, and

in which the choice of operation lies only between the

amputation above the mallei >li or higher up, that the

la of this method can be weighed. The careful

study of those cases in which caries or necrosis has ap-

peared in the bones of the stum]) alter the sus-mallcolaire

amputation, will be found to have been submitted to

operation for disease, and not for injury, and it will

rally be found, besides, that a faulty apparatus has

been used afterwards. Everything depends on the care-

ful adaptation of the false foot, and, so far, this is of itself

an objection to the operation being performed on the

poor; but the view alone I wish to take of it at present,

is with reference to military practice, and there it se

to promise many advantages at times when there pn\
a high mortality alter operations.

iputatiou at the ankle-joint was performed 12 t:

in the Crimea during the period embraced by the returns,

and death followed in 2 cases. Of the total number of

cases 3 were secondary operations, and these were all

ssful. Syme's operation was as useful and as suc-

cessful i: nl. I'irogofFs modification of

Syme's method was, I understand, several times tried at

Scutari. I saw i these cas m ignorant of

.nd it a] (pears to have been recently

toll- '.rood effect- in <> out of 1) which it

was _rnil,rek is said to approve of its

results in a good many cases in wliieh In- 1 it ;

but
'

rv of the :>> ruses first reported by M. 1

goff Inn ntly put on record by
Hichielis of Mil cons, does
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not hold out much encouragement to repeat the opera-

tion, not only from the long period necessary to a cure,

but also from the unsatisfactory nature of the resulting

nu-mber. It was reported in the East that this operation

had been frequently performed by Pirogoff himself in

Sebastopol, but that he had found the calcaneum act as

a foreign body in the stump, and was hence disposed t< >

abandon it. Roux of Toulon's operation was performed
once in the general hospital in camp, with most excellent

results. The chief objection to this operation arises

from the vessels and nerves being drawn under the bone;

however, it certainly enables us to form a stump little

inferior to Syme's, when the half of the heel has been

destroyed. Baudens is said to recommend the flap

to be taken from the anterior surface of the joint, or even

from its external surface, if it can be got no other where,
rather than go above the ankle. Chopart's operation

was performed primarily 7 times, one case ending unfa-

vourably, while Lisfranc's was successful in the 4 cases

in which it was tried. The step now always followed

by Mr. Ferguson, of removing the projection of the astra-

galus in performing Chopart's operation, is an undoubted

improvement.
The upper extremity has been removed at the shoulder

joint, between the 1st of April, 1855, and the end of the

war, 39 timeSj with a fatal issue 13 times, or 33'3 per
cent. Of these operations 33 were primary, and 9 deaths

followed, giving thus a mortality of 27'2 per cent.
;
while

of 6 secondary operations 4 died, or 66*6 per cent.

During the previous period of the war at least 21 other

cases of amputation at this joint were performed, beyond
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id ot'tliat numlior ("> died thus

t"tal of r. :id 19 deaths, or a ratio of

mortality of 31*6
}><

-r o-nt. overhead.*

It is impossible fairly to contrast the results of ampu-
tation at the shoulder and that in the shaft of the humerus;

The mortality following this operation is shown in the fullowin-r

ivr had upwards of 90 recoveries from about 100 cases on

which he operated, and this success he attributes to his method of operating.

Amputation at the shoulder.
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:n military practice particularly, it very much oftonor

happens that the trunk has suffered severely in those

injuries which necessitate exarticulation, than those in

which amputation of the upper arm alone is required.

Not a few illustrations of this occurred in the Crimea.

Thus, in at least two of the cases returned as shoulder-

joint amputations, "besides the injury to the arm, the

scapula was carried away or destroyed, and the muscles

of the chest torn.

In no operation is the advantage of primary over

secondary amputation so evident as in that at the

shoulder-joint; early operation at this part being an

exceedingly successful undertaking, while late interference

generally affords a considerable mortality. Thus, if we
take Guthrie's experience in Spain, and Dr. Thomson's

observation after Waterloo alone, this point is well illus-

trated : of 19 cases of secondary amputation mentioned

by Guthrie as having been performed between June and

December, 1813, 15 died, while, of an equal number who

were operated on in the field, only 1 died. Dr. Thomson

again says,
" In Belgium almost all of those recovered

who had undergone primary amputation at the shoulder-

joint, while fully one-half died of those on whom it

became necessary to operate at a late period." The

same point is illustrated to some extent by our Crimean

results, less than a third of the primary, and two-thirds

of the secondary perishing.

Deputy-inspector Gordon had one case of recovery, in

which both the arm and the greater part of the scapula

were removed. Mr. Howard of the 20th regiment suc-

cessfully removed the right arm of one man and the left

of another, in close succession, at the joint, for injury
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occasioned l>y the .same cannon ball which had struck

them.*

Amputation of the upper arm was performed in the

i'rom April 1st to the end of the war, 1<>2 ti:

!i in 25 cases, the mortality per cent.

I thus 24'5. Of the total number, 96, and 22 deaths

were primary operations. The ratio of the mortality

was thus 221) for the primary, and 50'0 for the secondary

operations.

tore-arm was amputated during the same period
-

primarily, and the hand at wrist once, with

one death
;
while of 7 secondary operations in the

; arts, 2 died.

These returns do not speak of a considerable number

of secondary amputations of the arm, which were per-

formed early in tin- war, and the success of which was

certainly such as to warrant us in trying t \ the

, most cases of ^in-shot wounds of the arm.

! almost impossible to say what wound of the arm

by a ball will not recover; so that it is a well-recog-

d rule to wait, in all but M-S, and only

amputate if unavoidable at a subsequent period. In

military practice secondary ampu: m:lv justi-

when prrform.'d <>n the upper extremity.

mode of managing stumps in the East was that

The following is a most instructive case, as showing how tli

of amputation at the shoulder may be recovered from under the most un-

promising circumstances. It occurred in tin- -Jiuli jv-im<>nt. -T\

India, and under the care of I>.
; my-in^.., t,, r T.i\ l.. r . Sergeant Kitrhi-

was struck by a cannon hall on \\\-- \\\-\->-r \-.\\-\
',' l\\- !:": .inn. i>\- wliich the

bone, including the head an rl <>f ii,,. !i-,"i.-nis, was smashed.

Both folds of the axilla were carried awn .rtery was di

arm was only kept attached by a portion of the deltoid, and the skin
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usually followed at home for the promotion of adhesion

by the first intention. The edges of the flaps wnv

usually united by suture. The observation of this

iiu-thod in the Crimea did not certainly appear to be

satisfactory. To wait, as Liston so strongly advocates,

till all oozing has ceased from the cut surfaces, is un-

questionably a most useful precaution, and one of great

moment to their successful and early union. The irrita-

tion which the stitching of the edges occasions, the want

of sufficient room for subsequent swelling, the confine-

ment of pus which is thereby favoured, all appear reasons

against sutures. Stripes of wet lint applied like ad-

hesive plaster, always appeared preferable. I never

saw one case among our most numerous amputations in

which primary adhesion took place throughout the whole

surface of the flaps. They united readily enough along
their edges ;

but the result of this was, that a large bag
of pus was formed within the end of the stump, which

continued as a depot for absorption into the system,

by steeping the end of the sawn bone and the vessels in

its matter, and it burrowed far and wide in the inter-

muscular spaces and along the bone, and ended not

unfrequently in causing considerable necrosis of the end

of the divided shaft. Unquestionably it may be said

that such collections should have been recognized and

prevented ;
but yet it seems to me, that when ample

covering it, and of these the flaps were made. This man lay exposed on the

Held for three days ; yet he recovered completely.
" His case is peculiar

in two respects: 1st, no ligature was needed; and 2nd, at least two-thirds of

the face of the stump was the surface left hy the passage of the cannon ball,

and yet it healed very kindly." Dr. Taylor informs me that he recently saw

this man in good health. He is on the staff in Belfast
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. .- it was early in tin- Hast, that primary
adhesion was tin- ran 1

exception, and not the rule ; and

s were so peculiarly liable to purulent

absorption as they were with us; it would liave been
'

t have attempted primary union, but

to have sucli treatment as best favoured the,

frees: ge of the matter so soon as it was formed.

!iod of dressing with compresses, recommended

Mr. Luke, was most useful in several cases in which

I tried it, in preventing the accumulations referred

to. The contrast afforded by the heavy dressings for

Miployed by the French and our water dressing

marked, and may have contributed something
result which obtained in the less prevalence of

purulent absorption in our hospitals than with them.

as it was with us, it never became the terrible epi-

demic it was in the French hospitals. We had no

means of trying the method of treating stumps in water,

recommended by Langenbeck. The ease with which

-ecivtion can be got quit of by position in

amputations of tin- arm and le-. contributes, I have no

't, not a little to the decreased mortality attending

operations, as compared to amputations of the

thigh. Tin- Iin-siaii surgeons, I am told, when opera-

ting
'

mefh.nl, which they ircne rally

'lit the posterior ilap, and keep this part open
"If the pus. Such a Mep would meet

with little favour in this country, but it pmentfl many
advantages when purulent absorption is so common ,

was I..IM. M. Sedillnt of Strasbur-, I bel

proposes a similar modification for gmeral use.

IB,
of course, most desirable w!un
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hospital jjangrene prevails, but it is just at such a time

that this result is most difficult to obtain.

Cases of secondary amputation of the thigh for injury

of the knee, were always those in which attempts at

primary union did worst. The long fusiform collections

of matter which are so apt to exist in these cases previous

to operation, extended, and did every possible harm.

Careful bandaging from above downwards to the base of

the flaps seemed to be highly useful in these cases.*

Pus poisoning was unquestionably the chief source of

our mortality in the East after amputation, especially

after secondary operations. The resemblance between

its early features and those of ague was perhaps more

marked among our patients than it even usually is.

This seemed especially the case among men who had

served during the early part of the war, of this, how-

ever, I am not certain. We had many most beautiful

examples, post mortem, of veins leading from the stump

remaining round, patulous, and filled with pus, and

sometimes reddened in their interior. It was not un-

common to trace the pus-filled vein from the thigh to

the vena cava.

It is a question on which it is difficult to decide

* Sir Charles Bell, strongly advocated the bandaging of stumps, "to

compress the veins and cellular membrane, so that the adhesive inflammation

in the mouths of the veins may prevent the inflammatory action on the face

of the stump from being communicated to the great vessels. The great

vein," he says, "being properly compressed, adheres, and otherwise it lies

loose and open, and the inflammation of the general surface will be com-

municated to it." It is not for this reason, but'to oppose the burrowing of

matter, and to prevent muscular contractions and the protrusion of the bone,

that it is now adopted.
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whether or not, when pus absorption is so common as it

. it would not be just i Hal ile practice to liga-

ture the chief vein at the time of operation. The views

i r. Traver.s and others would certainly seem to oppose

adoption of such a step, but we have, on the other

:. tin- evident absorption of pus into the system by
i id; and, besides, numerous cases are on record

in which the liirature of the vein has not only not been

l.y evil results, but has absolutely been the

rent cause of preventing inflammation and pus ab-

: ion.* The non-appearance of symptoms of purulent

poisoning till after the separation of the threads, makes

it generally difficult to say which set of vessels those

1 or those not ligatured have been the carriers

is. In the case referred to in the note death

took place rapidly, before the ligatures were detached.

Ilennrn expresses himself thus on the danger of tying

i:
li When the irreat veins bleed I have ne\vr hesi-

tated about tying them also, and it is most particularly

-sary in de1>ilitat< Chevalier, too, says,

1 know from experience that the principal vein of a

limb may be included in the same ligature as the ill

without any disadvantage ensun Every hospital

reon has seen instances of the same tiling. I most

in Stromeyer's views on absorption by the

I .f the bone, from observations which have been

presented to i

This IB particularly well illustrated in a case related by Mr. Johnston, of

St. George's hospital, in the Journals of !>:.:. In that case thoee vessels

which bad been dad ware freo i animation and pus, while those not

included in ligatures were full of pus, and " much inflamed."
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Independently of all fortuitous circumstances, there

can be little doubt but that some constitutions oppose
themselves more to pus poisoning than others. This,

although a most unsatisfactory mode of explanation,

yet seems the only way of answering the difficulty which

is presented to us in the much greater susceptibility of

some to purulent absorption than others. Most dir

rapidly, while others, not apparently so well fitted to

withstand the assaults of such an invader, though placed
in precisely the same circumstances, only yield inch by
inch, and others again escape altogether.

The presence of typhus fever in an hospital has been

supposed to favour the development of pyoemia, and,

although it cannot be denied but that the diseases often

co-exist, yet it seems more probable that they both proceed
from a like source, a lowered vital energy in the

patients, or vitiated hygienic arrangements.
The secondary deposits were with us, as usual, gene-

rally found in the lungs. Beck states, as the results of his

observation in Holstein, that such was the seat of the

deposition in seven cases out of ten in which patients

died of pyoemia. This is not, I believe, an exaggerated

average. Some of the French surgeons employed at

Constantinople made the remark that they seldom found

the pus collected in dep6ts, as they had been accustomed

to see it in Africa; but that it commonly was disseminated

through the organs, muscles, and bones.

The visceral congestions which so often follow ampu-

tation/were more than commonly fatal in their results

in the Crimea, from the presence in most cases of the

seeds of disease in the lungs, kidneys, and intestines.
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Phthisis aii'l dteric attacks wen nut uiitrc-

(jurntly the immediate causes of death, and in at least

two cases the symptoms of Blight's disease of the

kidney were most rapidly developed after thigh ampu-
:i3.*

For an outline of the statistics of the French army, see appendix II.
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APPENDIX A.

The following summary of the geology of the allied position is from a

Report published by Dr. Sutherland, the Government Commissioner, to the

seat of war:

it- geological series, from above downwards, includes the following

formations:!. The newer tertiary, or steppe limestone. 2. Vok;inu

dotes and ashes. 8. The older tertiary. 4. Nummulitic limestone. 5.

Ik and greensand. 6. Neocomien. 7. Jurassic limestone.

& Conglomerates. 9. Schists. 10. Erupted volcanic rocks.

The newer tertiary limestone forms the superficial stratification of tlu

plateau before Sebastopol, and also the higher levels of the country to the

north and north-east of Sebastopol harbour. The siege works were princi-

pally excavated in it. This limestone affords good rubble building stone,

and also an inferior road material

2. Immediately under the upper tertiary beds at San Georgeo is a bed of
volcanic take* containing shells, which can be traced from the great r

of San Georgeo along the tea-coast to Cape Chersonese, and thence round

the inlets of Sebastopol harbour to Karabelnaia.

8. Older tertiary bedt underlie the volcanic ashes in the cliffs of San

Georgeo. They come to the surface at Karabelnaia, and form the Heights

of Inkennan, as also the hills bounding the north side of Sebastopol har-

bour.

rht nwnmnlitic Kmettone forms the hill-slopes and cliffs of Inkennan,

in the ravines of which it has been extensively quarried for building stone.

The hill-slopes above the quarries are covered with loose nnmmulites. The

formation again appears hi the hills at the head of Sebastopol harbour, ex-

tending from thence to the north-east of the line of Mackenzie's Heights.
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5. The white chalk begins, on the west, at the ruins of Inkerman, wlu-iv

it is mixed with green particles and upper greensand fossils. It forms tin-

line of cliffs and talus of Mackenzie's Heights : also the bed of the lowi-r

valley of the Tchernaia, and occupies the area between the slopes of l\l;u

kenzie's Heights and the ridge which separates that valley from the basin

of Balaklava. It extends eastward along the base of the heights, and fills

up the space between them and the Jurassic limestone group east of Tchor-

goun. rising into round-backed lofty hills. It forms also the line of hills

south of the Tchernaia, known as " Fedoukine Heights."

6. Neocomien beds appear under the chalk near Tchorgoun, and extend

along the western side of Schula valley towards Aitodar.

7. Jurassic limestone appears on the west, in the great cliff at the ravine

of San Georgeo. It forms the sea-coast cliffs and mountain chains to the

eastward, and also the mountain groups between the valley of Tchorgoun

and the Baidar and Varnoutka basins. The rock is much altered, dis-

located, stratified, hard and compact, often fissured, and the fissures filled

with indurated red clay. Not unfrequently it caps the conglomerate.

8. Conglomerates of different degrees of fineness occur from the ravine of

San Georgeo to Baidar valley. Fine grained beds of conglomerate, appa-

rently altered by heat, underlie the Jurassic cliff at San Georgeo. Imme-

diately to the north-east of the cliff the formation reappears, and forms part

of a chain of hills closing the upper end of the valley of Karani. The hill

on the south side of the entrance to the valley above the bazaar at Kadikoi

also consists of the same formation. Marine Heights and the hills to the

east are wholly or partially formed of conglomerate, as are also the southern

and western slopes of the Varnoutka basin. Part of the mass of Cape Aia

consists of the same rock.

9. Schists, apparently belonging to the Lias, underlie the conglomerate

beds in the ravine of San Georgeo. They reappear on the south and

eastern sides of the basin of Balaklava, under the Col, and in the ridge

separating Balaklava basin from the valley of the Tchernaia. They are

found in large masses in the valleys to the east of Kamara, from whence

they extend southwards to the sea-shore. They occur in the basins of

Varnoutka arid Baidar, and in the undercliff below Laspi.

10. Erupted volcanic rocks form the vast picturesque masses of Cape San

Georgeo. They underlie the upper and lower tertiaries there, and they

protrude themselves at intervals among th.3 Jurassic limestones and schists

along the south coast of the Crimea to the eastward."
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APPl

A-TO kept irregularly by vari- :i Halaklava. but

was no regular series except those kept at the Castle hospital by Drs.

Jephson and Matthew. The instruments made use of were an aneroid

barometer, a maximum and minimum thermometer, a wet and dry bulb

T.I, a sun thermometer, and an air ther-

momet 1 <>n th' north side of one of tho

t alive the sea, and overhanging it. From this circum-

stance, and from partial observations else\vi; viable that tho

ital obsen. <ent a sea climate rather than a land

it the mean temperature in the rlo^e land-locked harbour of

Ualaklava, with its overhanging mountain slopes retleetin^ the sun'-

was higher than at the CastL- hospital, at le.i-t durin- summer : and that

the extremes of heat and cold, as well as of dryness, were greater on the

poL

The highest observed sun temperature was on the 14th August, 1855,

on which day the sun thermometer indirated 125 F. The highest observed

shade temperature was 99 F., on the 23rd July; and th<

n was 2-5 F., on the 19th Deeember, 1855.

On comparing the elimate of th" allied occupation with that of the metro-

polis for a series of years, we find that in April, is.'>.", the excess of mean

temperature at Balaklava over Cnrnwu-h was 3-8 F. : in May, ;:> F. ; in

.Tuly. ll-:> F.; and in August the excess was 11

In S-i B November, -1-C 1'. :

:

;ture was 7-1' F. under the London mean of the

London mean in January, 18SG. In

February it was 2-6 F. below the London mean, and '.':.' 1 . below the same

mom in M > i ire showed an excess of

1-4 F., and in May of 7 -5 F. alx>

The daily mean range of the month was in excess of that of Greem

^55. the excess was + 4-4; in May, + -l-l ; in June. + -1 I ;

and in July, + 6'4. In August it was + 4-5 ; in Si-pi.-inb.-r. -f 1-8
;

in

-r, -f 6-1
;

in November, -f 3> ; in December, + 2-3. In January,
in r.bruary. -f ]'/; in Mar, h, -f 1'5'; in

: ,v. 4. 1-1 .

wing table gives the monthly means and ranges, from April 1.

1865, to May 81, 1856, as deduced from th. observations kept at the Castle

hospital, Balaklava :

2c
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So far, then, as can be ascertained by the observations, the Crimean

climate, daring the period of the allied occupation, may be characterized as

one of extremes. Intense summer heat ami -'.in radiation, and severe winter

cold. The observed difference of air teinj>erature in July and December was

93*5* F.; and the difference between the highest sun temperature and the

lowest air temperature was 122-5" F. Tin- daily variations were also at

times excessive. During the hot season, the daily maximum shade temper-

ature ranged from 7_' to W K. \\hiie the minimum ranged from 44* to

. The sun temperature, to which the troops were exposed day after

day during the same season, varied from 110 to 125 F. The passage from

the sunshine to the shade was attended by a fall of temperature of from

32* to 44* F. A sun temperature of 120' F. was followed by a fall of from

50* to 60* F., at the minimum period of the same ni^ht.

The barometric means, so far as could be ascertained by the aneroid baro-

meter, were steady, and the range under one inch.

The rainfall in November, 1855, was 3-167 inches, all of which, except h-ss

than half an inch, fell on the last six days of the month. There was a little

snow on the 27th. Between the 1st and 12th December there fell 2*300

inches of rain. There was a little snow on the 13th, and six inches of snow

; and 18th together. During January, 1856, there fell, on thirteen

days, '-'
-s, and about seven inches of snow fell on the 1th. ">th, and

17th of the month. Snow fell on ruary. the heaviest fall

being on the 1st of the month, and equiva; i inches of rain.

There was hardly any rain during the month, hut the total fall of snow was

equivalent to 2-438 inches. The greatest cold of the year was on the lUth

December, 1855, when the minimum temperature was as low as 2'5 F.

The maximum of the same day was 9* F. The mean temperature in

NoremberwAs 48-9; in December, 33-3*! and in January, 1856, -lu F."

Sanitary Ctmmiuia* to tke E<ut.
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APPENDIX C.

Table by Dr. < 'hri.-tison, showing the weight and nutritive value of each

article issued to the British and to the Hessian soldier as a daily ration :
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thus exposed in open trenches for la hours, to such inclement weather as now

prevails. Most of them will go on the following evening at 5 o'clock

remain out all night till 6 o'clock i j; morning; this routine has

been kept up incessantly for the last six weeks.'

>uel Maxwell, commanding the -P'.th regiment, a corps

which was nearly aunii kness in the months of November and

December, states that the number of hours his men were in the trenches in

every I iu tin- first of these months, and 10 in the second; and it

was stated by the surgeon, and verified l>y the lieutenant-colonel, that at

:ne the men were in the trenches for six successive nights, and had

only one night in bed in the course of a week, but that afterwards the duty

The duties in the Light Division are thus described by Deputy-inspector-

general Alexander, in a letter dated loth December, 1854:

In tli- 7th Fusiliers men were in the trenches 24 hours, without relief, up
to or about the 17th November; on the 14th two companies were kept on

piquet for 36 hours, when, of course, no cooking took place.

In the 1'Jth regiment, taking the total number of hours for November,
>4 have been passed by the men either on duty in the tn

or on piquet, which is 10 hours daily for each man, the remaining 11 being

pawed in bringing water, seeking for fuel, cooking, and other duties, &c. In

s to each man one night in camp
and one on duty; many men, however, had to go on duty with tlu i

panics two or three nights running, doing 24 hours' duty to r.' in camp.

,!!. on an average, were something less than

one night in tlu-ir tents, with water and furl fatigues when off duty; they

are in consequence weak and wasted, front the incessant and --Y. n- dut \ .

ii lies or out'.

piquet every second night; on the int. -r\ en ing days, guards, besides water

and fuel fatigues, &c.

4 In the 88th regiment no man has ever more than on.- night in hi* tent,

has 12 hours in the trenches, and 24 hours on piquet, and then has to look

after wood for cooking, water, &c.,

A return and letter from Captain Forman, commanding the ri.Jn wing
of the 2nd battalion < ember

that wing was on duty 17 times, namely, '. in the trenches, and 8 in

t
; and that the average daily duty performed by each man was about

10$ hours, in addition to two hours spcni and from the trenches,

besides the fatigue of procuring wood and water, and other regimental duties.

hi December the am .t corps is described as being rather
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viz., only about 9 hours in the trenches or piquets, exclusive of other

duties.

These few individual instances will be sufficient to show how the system

worked, and there appears no reason to suppose that (except, perhaps, in the

46th regiment) they differed from the ordinary routine of duty in other

corps during this period." Tulloch, Crimean Commission, pp. 177-78.

APPENDIX F.

TABLE giving the weight of the different balls used by the various belligerents

during the past war. AViih the exception of our own, the weights noted

can only be looked on as close approximations, from the specimens being
too few to enable the weights to be given with perfect exactness. All

the specimens examined were new balls which had not been used.

Description of Ball.
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Description of Rill.
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APPENDIX H.

Since the completion of the foregoing volume, a work has appeared by M.

St;ri\v, Inspector-LTenrral of the French medical service in the Crimea, from

which a few details are added, as bearing on the medical history of the late

war.
" In four months," says M. Scrive,

"
47,800 men, in an effective force of

145,000, entered our ambulances during the -winter of 1855-6; 9,000 of these

died
;
an equal number of those transferred, perhaps, perished in the hospi-

tals at Constantinople, or in France."

TABLE showing the cases and deaths from wounds and disease in the French

army from September, 1854, to July, 1856 :
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711 i-a-es, and ;"'29 deaths in an etlVrtivo force of f0,000

etna, and 7>,G89 deaths, in a total force of

.< second \vi

rvy was at it> maximum in February, IHJG. In January, July,

Augu nlu-r, !.<>.">. it was also very prevail -nt, hut hy

June, is.-.r,. it had pvatly diminished. In 1-Ybruary. 185G, 4,341 cases, and

aths from scurvy, appear in the returns.

Remit ten; An-ust, 1855, and least in June, 1856.

Frost-bite gave 3,520 cases to the hospitals, followed by 28 deaths during

7''. cases and 84 deaths during the second.

Rank.
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TABLE showing the degree of gravity from wounds and the accidents of t In-

field, and the general number of death*.

Degree of Gravity.
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El the order of frequency of tln-c ui.nr.tl> ivo-ivr.l in an open

engagement :

Head, 1 wound in 10

1
" 12

Thorax, 1
" 20

Abdomen, 1 " 40
g 4-3

-houitiL: t! ::il diseases treated in the hospitals at Con-

stantinople during the war.
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APPENDIX I.

Since the foregoing pages were printed, the Government Report on the

Medical History of the War has appeared. The following Resume is added,

along with the Surgical Statistics not given in the text.

The Medical part of the Report not having as yet been issued, no extracts

are given from it- However, such medical statistics as are required to eluci-

date the surgery of the war, have been obtained through the kindness of the

Director-General, and have been given in the body of the book.

It may be here remarked, that the following numbers refer to the period

after April 1st, 1855, so far as tJie men are concerned, and to the whole war for

the officers, except when otherwise stated.

The total number killed in action during the whole war, amounted to 2,598

men, 157 officers, or 2-7 per cent, of the total force of men sent out, and 4-0

per cent of the total strength of officers.

The proportion of the various classes of wounds to each other, and to the

whole number of wounded per cent., and the mortality by each per cent, of

cases treated among the officers for the entire war, and the men for the second

period, is shown in the following table :
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No. 1.

Iu-turn of wounds and injuries received in action, admitted for treatment in

the ! the Orinu>:i, fr.tm tli- first lauding at Old Fort to the end f

Maivh. is.")"). (Non-commissioned officers and privates only.)
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will 1*> seen by Return No. 1, that the particulars of 1815 cases a:

>rded. <>r, in the contusion ot' th.- :

of Alma, Ba I the nature of the
.1 all that can now be determined is, t!

above numbers w. i their wounds before arrival at the

secondary hospit.: us.

::e.l. that tin- form of return adopted at Scutari during
lltsof th<- \nrious wounds to be shown by

.HI No. 1. moment for

irticulars of so large a number as 1815, or nearly l-.lnl

unknown, \\ould reader any numerical inferences drawn
!- \vry irup'-rf.v:. TO th- aeriefl of th.- M-con.l period,

or th: '. tins remark is not applicable, as the returns

: care, and it is believed the results may be

3.

Retur md injuries received in action. (Non-commissioned officers

and privates only.) Showing the numbers and results of cases treated from
the end of the war.
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The foregoing and following returns include gun-shot and other injurus

analogous to those received in action, such as wounds by the accidental dis-

charge of fire-anus, and injuries received at the great explosion of r

ammunition on the loth November, 1855. Of the total number of men

" invalided or transferred," viz., 1814, only 1671 were invalided to England;

the remainder went to duty from Scutari. A large proportion of ofik-ei-s,

u
invalided," returned to duty subsequently to their arrival in England.

No. 6.

Pi-rim of wounds and injuries received in action. (Commissioned officers

only.) Showing the number and results of cases treated from commence -

ment to the end of the war.



r 63*0 per invalided to En^-l

i-d during i
/.., 579: 8-'

turned to . \alided

Making a grand total treated (exr:

. ;is given in returns furnished l>\ the Adjutant-General),

:,-im 1840 di to dnty, and . invalided li>

01 -llli- liK.VI'.

Besides the numtare given in Chapter VII.. and \-> tlie men
iie following casesoccurred among officers duri:. uar. Con-

tnnotiB, more or less sc\ , i,u <K>ailis ; n.nt ur-i'"., ur fracture, but n

appar> . with 1 ik-aih
; .-aine, \\ith depres.

i

-i<in, 2, and '2 di utli!-
;

rating wounds, and .~> dr.uhs.

i. .dy i if tin.- IH-OK. on tin- management of

cases, are fully r.

that "symptoms of compression from aWe>s <.f tin- brain,'' tonally M
from tlu- l.'r.h to the iioth ua\. A form of injury i< also spoken of in ihi^

:j>x:king off <
:

.'.{cases an elevation of d(]lre^se<^ bone

wa
i

The following gives some of the lei

;n:

i. I lacerated wounds on left side of tl: :\ for

liter injury. overy with lu-adarlic and :

-r a day or i;i a month intei-

media: : .in in his In ad, Un>.

.

MW aud elevator; durn i. .; untorn. 8 '.,
bin

hernia appeared. :

.

oonriderablc

i the head, and hearing ;.!';< d. I

grneral bleeding to 20 OUIH N \vitlmut rdi ;::_ht pn; il .:

I*ule 1

.

more 1

uninjured. Immediate r

inured fm

>ms of compreuiont with febrile HtaU. On expoeing the bone,
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f the hair was found fixed in the fracture. Depressed bone removed i.y

trephine. Inner table more injured than external, part being detached. Blood

on dura mater, \vhieh was entire. Recovery.
4. Primary operation. Recovery.
5. Compound fracture of squarnous portion of left temporal. Bleeding from

the ear. Four large pieces of bone removed, and another elevated. Dura

mater entire. From being insensible on admission, he slowly recovered during

the following days. Deafness complete on left side, and partial on right.

Suppuration from the ear. Had headache, and a stupid vacant expression of

lai'e when sent to England.

6. Operation three days after injury. Recovery,
7. Keefe, whose case is fully given at page 212.

These were the 7 successful cases of interference. The following were

fatal:

1. Fracture of right parietal. No symptoms for 13 days. Rigors and

drowsiness then set in, high pulse, pain in head, and intolerance of light ;
20

leeches applied. Purgative and calomel (gr. ij.) every two hours. Convulsive

spasms, and finally paralysis of arm, and dilatation of pupils. Operation on the

14th day. Inner table fractured and depressed. Clot on dura mater, which

was entire. Slight relief at first, but ultimate death on the 22ud day. Abscess

found in right hemisphere, and fungus growth on surface of the dura mater.

2. Depressed fracture of posterior part of right parietal. Three days after-

wards dilatation of right pupil and headache, double vision, fever, &c. Had

leeches to temples, and been bled previously. Trephine applied. Small part of

dura mater sloughy, and covered with lymph. Small quantity of pus between

dura mater and bone. Considerable bleeding from vessels of scalp. Calomel

(gr ij.) every three hours, and antimonials every two hours. A week after

operation, worse, and bleeding to 30 onnces ordered, with calomel and antimony

repeatedly. Jaundice before death by coma on the llth day from operation,

and 16th from injury. Membranes of brain found inflamed, and abscess in the

posterior lobe extending to place of injury.

3. Compound depressed fracture of the left temporal bone. Some loos,

fragments removed 4 days afterwards. On the 14th day jaundice and delirium,

and 7 days afterwards death. Treatment not stated. " A piece of the internal

table was found in the cavity of an abscess, the size of a walnut, at the seat of

injury.''

4. Bone, to a small extent, denuded by shell wound. Memory impaired on

the 16th day, he was also stupid, had, in succession, pain in the head, dilated

i>u]iils, and rigors. On incision of the scalp, only a very small scale ofbone \\us

found loose, and was removed. Next day pus and air escaped at each beat of the

heart by the parieto-frontal suture, which had been laid bare by the explorative

incision. Head symptoms increased. Trephined. Part of inner table found

depressed and detached. Dura mater inflamed, but entire. Two days after.
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.-ath on 7th ilay from operation, and 24th from injury,

l-arge abscess found in centr here, communicating with th>

1, and the surface of the was coated with pu>.

5. Compound comminuted and depressed fracture of anterior inferior angle

.-alone for 3 days. Journey from

hospital exhausted him much. On 4th day (next alter

joum Ifl of compression. Tn-phincd, and much bone which was

^. d and IT. 'ken, removed. Dura mater lacerated, and lymph effused on

in. Sensibility returned when the bone was elevated, and he improved

headache and intolerance of light. He then I

if
"
something gave way in his head," and a hernia appeared. He got worse,

aud finally sank comatose on the 5th day after operation, aud Oth from injury.

Dura mater found lacerated and sloughy ;
brain below place of injury softened,

and a Urge abscess in the right anterior lobe of the brain. Pus over whole

external surface of right hemi-i

-d fracture of the middle of the frontal bone by shell. Headache

and constitutional disturbance. Trephined on the 6th day, and depressed aud

detached bone elevated. Dura mater slightly lacerated. Lost power of utter-

ance 12 days after operation, and notwithstanding active treatment, got rapidly

wors. ::". paralysis of the sphincters and bladder, coma and death

h day from operation, and 22nd from injury. Previous to death, a

trochar was inserted to the depth of an inch, into the brain, in the disappointed

hope of eva . Lymph was found deposited in the arachnoid, and

much wrum in th .
" It seems worth noting that the symptoms in

emed to have resulted from a nearly pure attack of arach-

:\ with th.-e observed in many cases when*

abscess of the brain was the maip post-mortem lesion found/
1

7. Shell wound denuding small part of frontal bone. Very little complaint

>-as seized with headache, vertL-o, and it

little HlTrrtrd. Treatment for a fortnight by calomel,

purgatives, tartar emetic, and low di
'

linir. He j,i>t
worse became

ic. On the iry, and the 21th fmr,

i>ad symptoms, an exploration was made, which discovered a piece of

the outer tahle loose, at > ing removed, the inner table was seen to

turrd and depressed. Two inches of !

. A small fragment waa found driven " This

was removed. Calomel was given freely. Repeated Jar. . Got

t day, aud ultimately grew worse, and d. ath relieved him 88 days

:y, and 4 days after th-- tfci trephine.

dura mater at the seat of injury. A sharp

piece of bone was . ted in the brain, and from it. nc.uK t<> the base

of the -, an elongated abscess. . cribed, wa

.iiiio-purnleiit fluid. Pas over the surface of the right hemisphere.
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and clotted Mood near tlie wound. The arachnoid was inflamed. The inner

t.ihle fissured l.i yond what was removed, and new bone was plentifully

depo.-ihd at the- seat of fracture.

8. Ball partial!;
a little above and behind the right

: >vi!!]>tiii--. e\ei-pt headache, for 23 days, \\hen he was sent to tb

day after journey, headache increased, and other head symptoms fol-

!. Ball then easily removed, but as the hemorrhage which

caused much faintness, deeply depressed portions of hone were not interfered

with. Relief followed the immediate removal of the hull, hut his sym ;

having progressed, the trephine was applied next day. The dura mater was

extensively lacerated. Improvement for two days, and then hernia cerebri,

Mid profuse purulent, discharge. Hernia treated by sliein;.:. eatntic, and pres-

sure. Flow of pus suddenly ceased, and fungus rapidly increased by the 25th

day after the operation. Became rapidly comatose. By means of a grooved

director, much pus was evacuated during the next two days, and he a train

became sensible. He continued so for 3 days, the hernial protrusion h.

in the meantime, sloughed away. He again became comatose, notwithstanding

the free escape of pus, and he died two months af.er the receipt of the wound.

and 34 days after the operation. Nearly the whole right hemsphere, as far as

the ventricle, was found converted into an abscess with a distinct lining. I'us

was found in the other ventricles, and lymph abundantly effused at the base and

other parts. Another and distinct abscess was found at the base of the middle

lobe of the left hemisphere.

9. Depressed fracture of occipital bone with round ball impacted, which

was removed bv the trephine 3 days after its introduction. The withdrawal

of a small spiculum of bone which had penetrated the torcular herophili was

followed by easily-arrested venous haemorrhage. The dura mater was intact.

He had no bad symptoms for 12 days, when he was seized with what appeared
to be congestion of the lungs and died in a week, the wound being then nearly

healed. Nothing except signs of recovery were found in the head.

10, Iiound ball lodged deep in temporal muscle, with extensive fracture of

the bone. No symptoms except headache for 3 days, when signs of compres-

sion appeared. By the trephine, 12 fragments of bone and a clot of blood

were removed, but he never rallied, and died in 36 hours. The treatment

from the tirst had been strictly antiphlogistic; but this patient was a very bad

Mibjt c.t, being plethoric and intemperate. No post-mortem.

1'. Depressed fracture of right temporal and parietal bones, followed by

well-marked signs of compression. Trephined. Dura mater torn, and a

slight escape of cerebral matter. Became immediately sensible, and went on

improving till the formation of a large hernia cerebri

days after injury hcadaehe and stupor sei in. followed by paralysis of the. left

f-ide. and d-ath f>!' days ;:fter wound and operation. Dura 7"<v<'r four'

herein, all round the- wound, and
]

e and in the right ventricle.
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>und depressed fracture rusforafort:

then those of compression. - Death.

Membranes much inflamed, ait I
i into the brain.

operation. No relief; and .

.se, 5 days after oi>erati. of the

brain and abscess.

14. frontal bone. Operation demanded

..iptoms \vit. . No relief. De.-uh 20 hours after operation.

li efl'iMon.

Compound depressed fracture of occipital. Operation, hernia, and

mid depressed fracture of left temporal bone. Operation an 1

icath.

>peration on appearance of M -ome days" after injury. I '.-

pressed fracture of occipital. No relief. l>eath. Fracture extended to the

basilar process, and
u one edge of the internal table had been slightly :

1 fracture."

18. i by sh-ll. Operation with H.-y's saw.

- uf eoiupresM'.n. :iud death from ai

Mmilar ca>e. only living tw..

- to be regretted that the tre.itnu-nt pnrsn -d durin- the period \\hioh

he. injury and the appearance of dan.

symptoms, has not been recorded in the interesting notes pvrn .f tin

case. M-MI, >huw th- total re>ult of operative i:.:

I'-,!!,,

flpiratlM
*"'*"

Operation. OiH'rlitio

All the canes which had un<! fr.mi < hatham to

tigo and headache.

There were discharged from Chr iiitiea

arising from head injuries. These :i.
I

irtial

P*ral>his, ineutal weakness, or ..

LOB.

'* Five hundred and thirty-three cues c. < atment among the men

,i :r;i,/ ii..- -. aai period, -or 7-1 p.-r
. . m. . ;' ;n < ntire wonndad. Poortem

of the patients died, or 2*6 p> i..it<.l. deaths

\MI- BMwd '' ! ' tim, ii:i'i-T \\ iii' ii li'-.i 1 theca e bai been g^ven^the Bye I'-il!

I, r. i: i :, ! :;.<!. .it, 1 l!r- pptk DOTC Injured |
tWO b)

i,,,i.i:,.;;:.i: i. .n ..f

iii- iii" in i. M;.'- -: ;ii.- IT.II.I -up. rvuii..-. v. :,. i, OM eyt bad 1 Hi destroyed {
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aud two by the same cause, where no injury to this organ had taken place,

but the bones of the face had been extensively injured. In four, very exten-

sive and deep injury and laceration of the face, including the tongne, had been

inflicted ;
two were complicated with extensive burns from explosion, and in

the remaining three the cause of death is not specially reported. Among the

officers no fatal case occurred."

The following case is well worthy of being extracted :

" Private Robert Cnthbert, age 19, 31st regiment, was wounded on 2nd

September by a grape-shot, which struck him in the face, badly fracturing the

lower jaw. On removing the bandages which had been placed on the parts in

the trenches, the fractured bone, with its muscles, glands, Ac., fell down on

the cheek, dragging the tongue with it, and exposing the interior of the mouth

and throat as far as the root of the tongue, and the. wound extended into the

anterior triangle of the neck, exposing the carotid artery. The bone was so

comminuted, that no choice was left but to remove the fragments, and the

jagged ends of the bone were sawn even on each side. No part anterior to

the angles of the bone could be saved : the soft parts were then brought

together, and retained by sutures, and a few adhesive strips and wet lint

applied. The patient was now able to lie down, which he could not do

before, as the tongue, by falling back, closed the glottis ; but even now, when

in the recumbent position, he had frequently to lay hold of the tongue, and

draw it forwards, to facilitate breathing. A considerable portion of the injured

integuments of the chin sloughed away, but by careful feeding, dressing, and

bandaging, the deformity was ultimately much less than could have been

expected. In this case, of course, the food was required to be in the liquid

or semi-liquid state, and for a long time great difficulty was experienced in

feeding him, but he experienced much comfort from the use of a small pipe,

through which he sucked his food. He was sent to England on 24th Novem-

ber, well, and ranch good might have been expected to result from an opera-

tion in remedying a portion of the deformity, as soon as the parts were

sufficiently consolidated to warrant such a proceeding/'

In the 33rd regiment, the external carotid was successfully tied for primary

ha?morrhage from it.

In one case, a comrade's double tooth was found embedded in a patient V

eye; in another, tetanus arose from injury to the optic nerve; and in a third,

a portion of another man's skull was removed from between the lids of a

patient.
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GU1HJHOT \Vorv < HKST.

Return of officers during the entire war :
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GON-SHOT WOUNDS OP THE ABDOMI.N.

Return showing the nature and results of cases treated from the commence-

ment to the end of the war. (Commissioned officers only.)
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W";

T; ,irly defined, li. . it has

been made ; > the verte-

bral <

or abdomen, whii

i t> those of the mus.-le< of the spinal roluinn. . ailed.

injuries have come under treatment, being 4-< . <>( the

total wounded din Lfi died, or 13'8 per

fticers, 29 cases occurred, t.f \\

.ital.

"All the fractures of the vertelim

the officers, and two among the H-M, all of \vh; of the

the neck, or of the
Bpi

i| jtrim irily injiin--!, inHanuna 1

set up, and (juiekly proved fatal.

-ionally de-: . 'rarily

or even j>ennauently. where i. [-rolialily in some.

what the same way as : the luain
]

- -n in the body of the book, th- following tul-l

officers during the whole war, which numbers are not included ii,

n :

Return showing the numb.-r and result* of -a the coniii:

.var. (Coin- "idy).
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" The instances where wounds of the arteries have been sufficiently distinct

and uncomplicated to warrant their being kept separate and returned under

this head, have been very ran-, only two such being returned during the first

period, twelve in the period now under consideration, and one in an officer."

In one post-mortem examination of a case in which death took place after

amputation for gangrene resulting from wound of the foot, the following

interesting condition was found :

" The ball was found to have passed through the thigh internally to the sheath

of the femoral vessels, which it had grazed but not opened. The artery at

this point was slightly contracted for about an inch in length, but pervious,

and contained no coagulum, and beyond the contraction its calibre showed no

marks of inflammation. The vein, however, was not only also slightly con-

tracted, but its internal surface was inflamed and filled with partially-organised

Ivmph, as far up as the entrance of the deep iliac vein, and downwards for

about two inches from the wound. Its course was thus entirely sealed, but

nothing like pus could be found in the femoral or iliac veins, nor in the venous

system anywhere."

GUN-SHOT WOUNDS, WITH DIRECT INJURY OF THE LARGER NERVES, NOT

BEING AT THE SAME TIME CASES OF COMPOUND FRACTURE.

Return showing the number and results of the cases treated from 1st April,

1855, to the end of the war. (Non-commissioned officers and privates only).
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1 as injuri
'ths reported, five took place

from tetanus of these .-iln-ady furnisln ! two from

jury to upp-T part of the thi-h, \uth lesion of the v

and ii. I
.-e of .loath :i.-.l."

1 M.S \VIII1 ]. iKI.i 1 I'l.M.IKAi .IDEATION IN

LARGEU JOINTS.

rn showing the number and results of the Cases treated from the 1st

April, 185:>, to the end of th ued officers and pi

only.
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however, there hud often been but little injury to the bone inflicted; thus of

the <>! to tin' I'.Sth regiment returned to duty, notwith-

standing th;'.t tin- injury was followed by a decree of stillness of the joint; but

there was some amount of doubt as to whether it had been primarily opened.

although the ulna in its immediate neighbourhood was undoubtedly injured.

In the remaining instances among the officers, the degree of injury was such

nd ;inn utation.

" Wounds of the wrist-joint have been returned under the head of injury t<>

the rarpus.

"Ten cases of wound of the hip-joint are returned. In three, as before

mentioned, there had been such extensive injury inflicted, that they proved

fatal in a few hours. Seven were "discharged for operation ;'' one of which

was for amputation at the hip-joint, in a case in the 34th regiment of exten-

sive longitudinal fracture into the joint; the remaining six for resection of tin-

head of the 1

"Of wounds of the knee-joint, 23 cases are returned among the men, and

six in officers; six of these patients died viz., three men and three officers.

In one of these fatal cases, in the 44th regiment, both knee-joints were

involved, and death took place from shock in 12 hours ; in another, in the 68th

regiment, it occurred on the tenth day, the result apparently of inflammation

and suppuration of the joint ;
and in the third from the same cause, at a little

later period. There can, however, be no question but that a large proportion

of the 33 cases and 11 deaths, in which the specific joint involved has not been

reported, were of this description. The cause of death in the three officers is

not specially reported."
" The results, then, as above given, do not appear very encouraging toward

an attempt to save the limb when any of the larger joints (the knee more

especially), is involved, as we have seen that the recoveries in the last me? -

tioned injuries, without operation, amounted to l-3rd only of the cases

reported. With regard, however, to those of the upper extremity, no great

harm appears to have resulted from the attempt at preservation ; secondary

operations having proved available without any large addition to the risk of

life by the proceeding. Of the knee, however, such cannot be said, secondary

amputation of the thigh having proved very fatal. The amount of injury done

to the bone, appears to have been a most important element in determining the

treatment of such cases. In none of the recoveries from gun-shot wounds of

this joint does the bone within the capsule appear to have been more than

grazed (not fractured); indeed, small fissures into the joint often render-d

secondary amputation necessary, or proved directly fatal, as in the case of a

man of the 71st regiment, accidentally shot in the street of Balaklava- by a

small revolver bullet. The missile had embedded itself in the tibia, just below

its tuberosity, whence it was easily turned out by a pointed instrument after a

small incision had laid the site open. The knee-joint did not appe;.r to 1
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.Ms. from th'> effects of

'.; accompai,

nation through tin-

head of the tibia into the joint. The c-on-litnti ious habits <

nice."

i.ers given i

rely to the period Mil-sequent u> April 1.

lowing occurred amoiiL: re war :

'.entity. Fle.-h toutu.-i .nl> more .
:

._, 59,

:;acture of long L. i-ini of n.iinii -i

. ami parti;.!
. 2, and m-

,re of the humerus, 17 1 ; 7

tated; coinjwund fracture of forearm, 5, 4 of which \\erc ami>i.

- or ulna al-nn', '_'. T\\< r . : i-atin^'

: .rating wounds of the carpus, 4 of which were amputated <

Lot' 1 Mil'inittc.l

to op* : , -:tusion. '2 ; partial fracture, '2 :

itions; coiniouii':

tibia and til.ula. 11 1 d'-ath. and .

r
.

j '-oinjiound fractur

. :i. with operation. Th. :
;

perfora

"Wi.iui.N of ti .pially .livid-

-lightly in i:

the latter; the ri um-qual. that of

iiijtirit-s
of the upper extremity having been 01

amputations and :

ami had th- u added, tli

would have Ix-en incren

the npj'er :<(!> :

as hapj>cned to an officer of the royal artillery at the great u th.

internal coi/d\ ! of the

us was thus taken awa\

.;i. A

. ,:id he

ned to duty

"The success .

encouraging in the up] verse. Tli--

percenUge of rr- several b ;

death having rnii"l. nor KTnputation having l>een resrt<>d to either w n

y or secondan- proceeding), is as follows: Uumer

l-onw, 35-0; radius only. 70-0; ulna only, 70-0; femur, 8'0; lev:

bones, i

is 3 inched i < ss of the homcrus was

remov tod, with a useful arm.
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"
Attempts at preservation of the limb in fractures of the radius and ulna

wore even more successful than in the case of the humerus, as the percentage

of recoveries will already have made apparent ;
and it is remarkable that \\ here

one only was broken, the ratio was the same for each of these bones, ami

ly double that existing when both bones had been fractured. Excision

of portions of the radius and ulna, although not perhaps on the whole so suc-

cessful, in respect to the perfect use of the limb, retained by the patient, as

those of the humerus, were also resorted to, and with good effect, both as

primary and secondary operations.
" In gun-shot compound fractures of the femur, the deaths returned in the

table at page 103 only amount to 82 per cent, of the cases treated without

operation, and among these a large proportion of limbs torn off by round shot

are included, which, as we have already seen, was almost always a fatal

accident, while the percentage of deaths in amputation of the thigh reaches

65-2. From this it would at first sight appear that the success attending

attempts at the preservation of the limb with fracture of this bone had been

nearly as great as that in those cases where the limb was condemned and

removed. It must, however, be borne in mind, that the recoveries without

operation have only amounted to 14 out of 174 cases among the men, and 5

out of 20 among the officers, or 10 per cent., and that all those selected for

the experiment of preserving the limb were so chosen, expressly on account

of the comparatively small amount of injury done both to the bone and the

soft parts, and that even then recovery was always tedious, and the risks dur-

ing a long course of treatment numerous and grave. In many eases, also,

amputation of the thigh was performed, because death was otherwise evidently

inevitable, and it was thought right the patient should be allowed the benefit

of the chance, however small, afforded by operation. By this means the

number of deaths among the operations is swelled; while, at the same time,

the number of deaths due to the fracture is by so much diminished, ami the

percentage, therefore, tells doubly in favour of treatment without operation.
" On account of the very indifferent success of amputations of the thitrh, a

trial was made of resection of portions of the shaft of the bone
;
but no si

attended the experiment, every case, without exception, having proved fatal

where this was attempted."

There were only 7 sword and lance wounds received after April 1, lK.
r

>f>,

and 1 death therefrom
;
2 were of the head, and 1 died

;
1 of the face, 1 of the

perinajum, 1 of the back, and 2 of the lower extremities. During the saim-

period, 36 bayonet wounds were received, and four died therefrom
;

1 was

of the head, and was fatal; 1 of the face; 11 of the chest, 2 of which

were mortal
;
2 were of the abdomen

;
2 of the back

;
3 of the upper and 13 of

the lower extremity ;
1 had numerous such wounds

;
and in 2 the site u a>

not specified. Among the officers during the war, 3 sword and lance wouml. ,

2 bayonet wounds of the abdomen, and 8 of the lower extremity are reported

with no fatal result therefrom.
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The following table gi ::ibcr of cases of amputation and resection

in officers daring 1 ir. These numbers were not included in those

given in Chapter XII., which referred merely to the men.

Return showing the number and results of cases treated from the commence-

ment to the end of the war. (Commissioned officers only.)
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treatment, aiul performed at Scutari during the portion of the first period
named therein, beyond which time it is regretted that this distinctive table

was not kept up, but it is known that very few operations indeed were per-
formed there after the end of November.

" The ratio of mortality shown in it from primary operations appears very

disproportionately small, from the number received for treatment having been

reduced, first by deaths in the field hospitals, and secondly by deaths on board

ship, during the passage to the Bosphorus ; the particulars of which for the

individual operations, as before stated, cannot now be arrived at, but the rate

of mortality, upon the gross total of primary operations performed, appears

slightly to have exceeded 50 per cent., showing that what was advanced in

the first section of this report, as the general opinion among the army medical

officers, as to the cases of the first period having suffered severely by carriage

in the Crimea and on the voyage to the secondary hospitals, was well-founded
;

as primary operations in the second period only show a mortality of 35 per
cent, (operations on fingers and toes being excluded in both). The ratio in

secondary amputations appears to have been on the whole nearly the same as

obtained in the series of the second period, as recorded on the preceding page.'

Return of the number and results of amputations and resections treated in the

hospitals on the Bosphorus from 26th September to the 27th November, 1854.
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It seems that amputation at th<- hip was 14 -. our army,
in place of 10 times, as stated in the text; and as th i fatal,

this goes still further to strengthen the deductions made in Chapter XII.

The patient who survived longest only lived 3<> hours.

a the surgical practice of the late war, it may not

be improper number of wounds and injuries treated, as set

forth i il Return A of Sick and Wounded, exceeds very considerably

that 1. ; the former (among non-commissioned officers and privates)

being 18,283; the Lit;, r 1 l..M"> only. This apparent discrepancy arises from

the general return embracing all admissions for mechanical injuries, including

from horses, acci<: . and the innumerable minor

accidents to which the soldier in common with all working men is exposed,

ich he like them is occasionally for a time disabled, and of which it has

not been thought necessary in this report to enter into a detailed account
;

while the smaller number is confined to wounds and injuries, either actually

received in action with the enemy, or strictly analogous in nature."

mething under 6 per cent, of ; h then would seem to indicate

tht- limit beyond which re^-m-d ho^-ital accommodation need not l>e kept tor

the reception of the wounded of a large army engaged in active field oper

while it is equally plain that much under ;" . ould not be safe.

'ossary, however, to observe that the proportion of wounded

in any individual member of the component parts of a large force, may be very

different from that here stated; thus, at the battle of Inkerman, tin-

41st and 95th regiments, with a strength in the Crimea of 678 and 500 re-

spect; 1 into hospital for treatment 104 and 120 cases of wounds,
{ per cent, of the strength in the former, and 24-0 in i

these numbers appear to have been exceeded in some corps on other occasions.

i* also of some importance, as bearing upon the number of recruits

Decenary to be Rent oat to keep an army in the field at a .

ascertain with accuracy, the average number of any given series of men <i

by wounds received in action who r .! tin-

average time they remain under treatment before thi> n Hilt is obtained.

_-ard to the first
\>

i'.ich tin- campaign has been di% idol

on the second of these points, however, is def reasons, and

the time itself was subject to disturbing agenci- !i did

not affect the series of wounds of the second period. During th

much larger per centage of cases treated was invalid.-, 1 t > I

gainst _'.;:; in the second. The cause of this was not so much th<- greater

ds during 1 1. >:.!. \\hi-l. led to th- transfer homo

of all cases fit to be removed, which were i honed period

of convalescence before I fully fit to resume the
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of a soldier on active service. During the latter period, as before B(

7161 wounded men were received for treatment, of whom 4509 returned to

duty, or 63 per cent. The following table exhibits the time at which this

result took place in 6359 of the cases, of which number 4015 returned to duty.

The information cannot be given for the entire series, as it has not been fur-

nished by a few corps, but the proportion known is so large that for practical

purposes it seems sufficient :

Number treated.
llatio pe c

d
c

u
n

4
retumed

Total of wounds treated, 6,359
Returned to duty after a period of treatment :

Under one week, 1,476 23*2

Over a week, but under one month,. . . 1,408 22-1

Over one month, but under two, 709 11-1

Over two months, but under three, . . .. 263 4-1

Over three months, but under four, .... 101 1*6

Over four months, but under five, 40 0'6

Over five months, but under six, 11 O'l

Exceeding six months, 7 0*1

Total returned to duty, 4,015 63-1

NOTE. This table has no reference to men who were invalided to England, and

subsequently returned to duty.

" The number and results of the secondary capital operations, for the effects

of wounds received in action, performed in the general hospitals in this coun-

try, (exclusive of the foot guards and ordnance corps), will be seen in the

following table :

Number performed. Died.

Amputation of arm, 3 -
"

forearm, 10

thigh, 4 1
"

leg, 3 -
"

toe, 1 -
Removal of diseased bone from stumps, 4

Ligature of external iliac artery, 1
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The total number of men discharged the service for disabilities consequent

upon wounds received in action, and other mechanical injuries inflicted during
the late war, was 3,011. The several causes are thus shown :
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required." The battle of Balaklava, and the affair of the 26th of October gave
36 officers and 329 men wounded. The battle of Inkennan yielded a much

larger number still, so that between these affairs and the trench casualties,

4,434 wounded non-commissioned officers and privates, with the operations

which resulted, are not included in the numbers given in the statistical tables

of the war. Of these 4,434 cases, 777 died, or 17-5 per cent., while only 981

deaths followed in the 7,161 cases of wounds which occurred subsequently to

April, 1, 1855, giving a per centage of 13-7.

With regard to chloroform, it appears that that administered to the only

patient who died under it, was, by the report of Dr. Maclagan who
examined it,

"
totally unfit for use, being in a state of complete decomposition."

TETANUS.

It appears that in all, 5 cases are alone reported previous to April, 1, 1855,

while later, 24 cases occurred. Thus being only 0-2 per cent of the wounded.

The following Table exhibits a succinct view of the cases treated in the

Crimea :
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PRINTER,
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